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Abstract
The invention of electric arc welding revolutionized the steel construction industry, but
also brought some problems when the welded region has inferior properties compared to the
plate metal. A major cause of brittle failure was identified as hydrogen embrittlement of the
weld zone, although a comprehensive understanding of this phenomenon is not, even now,
available.
Hydrogen in solution in the weld zone is found in arc welds, due to the intense conditions
in the welding arc. There is invariably a sufficient source in the form of moisture and
hydrocarbon residue to give a few parts-per-million (ppm) by mass of hydrogen in the weld
pool, which is a sufficient concentration to bring the possibility of hydrogen cold cracking in
the completed weld.
Hydrogen is significantly mobile in steels at room temperature, which is certainly why
a few ppm of hydrogen can concentrate on a microscopic scale and initiate cracks, but
also means that on a macroscopic scale there is hydrogen dispersion, which can relieve the
cracking risk or place hydrogen in hydrogen cracking susceptible regions. The understanding
of solubility and mobility of hydrogen in steels of different compositions and microstructures
is therefore paramount.
The question investigated in this work is whether the characteristics of the weld hydrogen
cracking tendency can be explained by the features of weld hydrogen transport, especially
when steel selection is a variable. Plate steel ranging from a 0.22%C pearlitic steel to
a 0.05%C thermo-mechanically controlled-rolled and accelerated-cooled (TMCR-AC) high
strength low alloy (HSLA) steel with no pearlite, plus a 0.4%C non-plate steel, were included
in the experimental program. Welds were made with rutile flux-cored-wire (R-FCW) at two
hydrogen levels, together with rutile shielded-metal-arc (R-SMA) welds.
In order to investigate the diffusion rates, a novel experiment has been devised. The
welded plate has been milled away at an angle from the underside of the weld to provide increasing distances between the fusion boundary and the plate under-surface. The formation
of hydrogen bubbles in glycerol enabled the measurements of the time dependent diffusion
distances. The results clearly show a square root time correlation, as expected from the Fickian mechanism and enabled the calculation of diffusion coefficients for different steels. A
nearly four fold difference was found between the steels, with the fastest hydrogen movement
in the TMCR-AC steel.
To reveal the initial distribution of hydrogen some samples were frozen immediately after
welding and machined under liquid nitrogen. This test ruled-out any significant hydrogen
dispersion during the deposition of the weld and during the cooling down period.
The experimental data were interpreted using a new numerical computer model, based on
random jumps of hydrogen between equivalent lattice sites. It is shown that this numerical
model gives identical results to the analytical Fickian approach, but has the advantage that
it can be used for any boundary shape.
When this model has been applied to the experimental data, some unexpected features
have been found. The amount of hydrogen emerging at surfaces distant to the weld was
higher than expected from a concentration-driven mechanism; suggesting that a different
transport mechanism should be applied. The numerical model has also indicated a discontinuity in the hydrogen concentration at the fusion boundary. It is a consequence of the model
that hydrogen solubilities and diffusivities are inversely related properties of the metal; a
feature which is supported by experimental evidence. The tendency of hydrogen cracking to
appear in the weld metal rather than in the heat-affected-zone (HAZ) can thus be explained
by higher diffusivity of hydrogen in the plate metal. It appears that there is a relationship
between the diffusivity and the microstructure, particularly when the content and form of
carbon is considered.
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Hydrogen embrittlement of metals
Introduction

Before and up to the 1940’s the practical problems of hydrogen in steels was related
to the processing of the metal during manufacture, predominantly representing a
process scrap problem. The first encountered problem was breaking or blistering of
steel due to hydrogen pick-up during acid pickling to remove scale. This problem
was recognised by the 1870’s. Later, by the 1940’s, as refined alloy steels were
being mass-produced, another problem of “flaking” appeared. “Flakes” are internal
cracks caused by hydrogen entrained during melting and refining, which for alloy
steels with hydrogen-sensitive compositions is present in sufficient concentration to
cause problems when the steel is cooled to around room temperature.
With the arrival of welding, hydrogen became a problem for in-service components. Combined with the general progress of technology, this lead to a vast new
amount of work of great detail into the nature and effects of hydrogen in steel.
The view put is simplified, as other fields of work also had interest in hydrogen
in metals and will have been part of the motivation for hydrogen-in-metals research.
Now, for instance, there is interest in hydrogen in metals because some metals can
absorb hydrogen in such quantities that it can be used as a means to store hydrogen
as a fuel. There always has been interest in the chemical effects of the hydrogen-metal
interaction and in the context of this work one can only wonder at how much of the
knowledge which has been so useful has been motivated by interest in phenomena
like catalysis.

1.1.2

The observation that hydrogen absorption from chemical solutions causes processing problems

The earliest recognition of the hydrogen effect in embrittling metals is believed to be
by Cailletet [1] in 1863, who recognised that brittleness of steel after acid pickling
is due to hydrogen in solution. In 1875 W.H.Johnson [2] described wire becoming
brittle when it had absorbed hydrogen during acid pickling. The recently fractured
end of the wire was seen to be evolving gas when immersed in soapy water so that
bubble formation could be observed. In 1901 Ridsdale [3] studied the formation
of blisters on steel sheet which was over-pickled in acid. On breaking-open the
brittle sheet there was gas release and the gas was analysed as being hydrogen.
Law [4] in 1906 found “clean” steel more resistant to blistering and embrittlement
that “dirty” steel when acid-pickled. He concluded that phosphorus and sulphur
were very bad in exacerbating the degree of hydrogen embrittlement. Segregation
was also shown to be detrimental. “Dirty” steels suffer both high phosphorus and
sulphur contents, plus a high degree of impurity segregation. Andrew [5] in 1914
studied the observation that when concentrated caustic soda solutions were stored
in riveted steel vessels the rivets would burst and the plate steel was susceptible to
a form of cracking which was highly intercrystalline in appearance.
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Hydrogen picked-up during melting and refining is retained
in sufficient quantities to cause hydrogen cracking problems
for hardenable steels

In the 1940’s Sykes, Burton and Gegg [6] made a large-scale study of the occurrence
of hydrogen cracking, caused by hydrogen retained from the melting and refining
operations. Open-hearth and electric arc furnace steelmaking were being used on a
large scale to make refined alloy steels. The formation of internal cracks in forgings
and large rolled sections was a major problem. The study uncovered a number of
fundamental characteristics of the hydrogen embrittlement effect in metals and also
indicated that the solution behaviour of hydrogen in steels would not prove to be
entirely simple.
It was definitely identified that hydrogen cracking occurred below a threshold
temperature at which cracking susceptibility onset. This fundamentally significant
aspect of the hydrogen embrittlement phenomenon was pointed-to by the realisation
that hydrogen cracking never occurred if the steel was never allowed to cool-out
during processing.
The extent to which a steel is embrittled is dependent on the microstructure
was indicated by observing different steels. Levels of hydrogen which could cause
cracking did not do so when the treatment of the steel left it with a fully softened
structure. “Banding” of the steel was observed to be associated with a propensity
to suffer hydrogen cracking. Banding here, as in the general case, leaves alternate
regions of hard and soft microstructure, the hard structure being disproportionately
so given the overall composition. A hard structure is generally more susceptible to
hydrogen cracking [7, 8, 9].

1.1.4

Electric arc welding brings a new hydrogen cracking problem

Electric arc welding brought with it a propensity to a new form of cracking described by Swinden and Reeve in 1938 [10]. This is the cracking of the hardened
heat-affected-zone (HAZ) of the parent plate surrounding the weld. The heating of
the plate immediately bordering the weld metal and the rapid cooling from these
temperatures, due to abstraction of heat into the large volume of more distant plate,
is responsible for this ability to form hard martensite in hardenable plate steel compositions. The involvement of hydrogen was not recognised at this time, but apart
from this, the general characteristics of the cracking were recognised. A higher heat
input per unit length during welding and the application of preheat to the plate
were both identified as reducing the tendency to cracking. These were thought at
the time to work entirely through the effect of reducing the hardness of the transformed HAZ. It is now recognised that only a part of the effect of these variables
can be due to this effect [9].
The cracking of weld metal was recognised as being due to hydrogen by Zapffe
and Sims [11] in 1941. There is one intriguing comment with regard to hydrogen cracking as it is recognised today. The article comments “cellulose-coated electrodes previously dried at 108o C showed only collapsed brittle zone at the inter-bead
disjunction, whereas ordinary electrodes used in an ordinary atmosphere or steam
showed very mottled fractures with wide dissemination of defects”. If “inter-bead
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disjunction” means the heat-affected zone then this is an unrecognised finding of
some significance. Cellulosic electrodes remain in use to this day, being popular for
the root run joining one length of pipe to the next during the laying of pipeline.
The other welds studied are likely to have been deposited by uncoated electrodes
or ones with some coating which would be considered wholly unacceptable today.
The consequence would be atmospheric access to the weld arc, giving much oxide
formation and possibly porosity. Nitrogen pick-up, causing more weld brittleness,
would be another consequence though this is not central to the argument here. The
drying at 1080 C would be an exercise of limited effect, as cellulosics work by dissociating the organic material in the intense conditions of the arc, therefore liberating
large amounts of hydrogen. This shields the arc and the molten metal from the
atmosphere. It achieves this while leaving little slag, which is a great advantage in
the confines of the root of the weld preparation [12]. The hydrogen has the effect
on the arc of making it intense and stiff; therefore penetrating. The price is that
there is a very high hydrogen level in the deposited weld. This is typically 70 to
100 mlH2 /100gFe [9]. A hydrogen level of less than 5 mlH2 /100gFe would be considered a good low-hydrogen welding system at the current time. Sometimes the price,
in cracking-avoidance measures, of having the very high hydrogen level is worth accepting, given the advantages which cellulosics offer. The point being arrived at is
that the weld deposited with the cellulose coated electrode would be expected to
be fully sound and with good mechanical properties, but with a very high hydrogen
level. This would make cracking of the HAZ the likely mode of cracking.
The findings which definitively related HAZ cracking to hydrogen also comments
on why highly oxide-containing welds from uncoated electrodes do not tend to HAZ
crack. In 1944 Hopkin published on the recognition that the presence of hydrogen
is a dominating feature in the propensity to HAZ cracking [7]. This knowledge
had apparently been disseminated to fabricators two years previously and had been
benefiting production during this time. It had been realised that ostensibly identical
electrodes could give very different performances in a self-restraint cracking test. The
search for the explanation leads to the recognition that hydrogen level was the new
previously unidentified variable. The reason the hydrogen effect had been missed
until then was because measures aimed at reducing cracking tendency by reducing
the hardness of the transformed HAZ would equally work to facilitate hydrogen
dispersion by diffusion. A higher heat input and the application of preheat give a
slower cooling rate from welding temperature. This results in less hard martensite
on transformation. It also gives more time while the hydrogen mobility is high for
the hydrogen to disperse into distant essentially zero-hydrogen plate metal or to
escape through surfaces into the atmosphere. Achieving a lower level of hydrogen
in the as-deposited weld, through selection of the welding system and treatment of
the weld consumables, was found to be another independent way of controlling a
tendency to cracking.
Welds produced by uncoated, bare metal electrodes were considered in this work
alongside the welds which would be considered satisfactory procedures by contemporary standards. These were, as for the Zapffe and Sims investigation, found to
have different and often lesser cracking propensity. It was thought that hydrogen
would probably accumulate in blowholes and that the rate of escape would be slower
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than the ability of the metal to disperse the re-dissolved hydrogen by diffusion. This
would result in the hydrogen nowhere achieving the necessary peak concentration
to cause cracking.
To confirm that the gas emanating from the weld was indeed hydrogen Hopkin’s
investigation [7] analysed the gas and obtained the result that it was 95% hydrogen.

1.1.5

A round-up of the theories of hydrogen embrittlement and
cracking

Zapffe and Sims [11] suggested that hydrogen could cause cracking by emerging
into voids and building-up enough pressure of gas to cause the void to extend and
ultimately lead to the fracture of the component.
Petch [13] considered the effect that hydrogen could have lowering the surface
energy to form new crack surface, thereby making crack propagation easier. When
a crack propagates, there are two new surfaces and if the energy to form these
higher-energy regions (compared to the complete bonding of atoms in volume) is
reduced then the stress needed to propagate a crack is reduced. It is shown that
the correct relationship of crack susceptibility to grain size, which this model would
predict, exists. This follows the consideration that externally applied stress will
act as resolved shear stress on slip planes at an angle to the stress axis and that
smaller grains will give a shorter continuous slip path for dislocations to slide down
and pile-up on. Less pile-up means less additive local stress so less stored energy
and therefore less energy available to drive crack growth. Petch [13] derives the
relationship that
σf = σ0 + kl−1/2
where σf is the fracture stress, σ0 and k are constants and l is the grain diameter.
Were hydrogen to have the effect of lowering the energy to propagate a crack then
cracking would indeed be able to occur at a lower applied stress (σf ), in line with
these arguments. It was found to be so that cracking could proceed at a lower
applied stress in the presence of hydrogen.
Troiano [14] postulates lattice decohesion occurs due to the interaction of the
dissolved hydrogen atoms with the fundamental forces bonding the lattice together.
The state and integrity of the d–band electrons is the issue, as it is the multiplicity of d–band energy levels which is believed to make the unique metallic bond
possible [15].
Westlake [16] considers hydride precipitation and/or the formation of hydrogenrich phases and suggests that the onset of this represents the onset of embrittlement.
The model appears to accurately predictive for “exothermic hydrogen occluders”
such as vanadium and the rare-earth metals but is not demonstrated as being useful
for iron and steel, where formation of hydrides from dissolved hydrogen in engineering components has never been reported to occur.
Beachem [17] redefines the issue as “hydrogen-assisted-cracking” via lowered
plasticity stress which aids any cracking mechanism which may be operative. It
is demonstrated that for a macroscopic specimen tested in torsion the presence of
hydrogen in solution lowers the plastic yield stress.
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The observations on hydrogen embrittlement
Some general “primary” features of the hydrogen embrittlement phenomenon which are clearly demonstrable

Hydrogen embrittlement of the type being considered in this work operates only in
a temperature band bracketing room temperature. This phenomenon is therefore
known as cold-cracking.
There is a completely different phenomenon which occurs at higher temperatures
of several hundred degrees which is first described by Nelson in 1949 [18]. This affects
reactor vessels in the chemical industry, particularly for petrochemicals in which the
phenomenon first manifested. In a prolonged time at high temperature with an
infinite hydrogen source, due to the invariant hydrogen-containing contents of the
reaction vessel, hydrogen diffusing through the walls of the vessel reacts with carbon
in the metal. This decarburises the metal and forms methane-filled voids. Ultimately
the structurally-degraded vessel would fail disastrously. The Nelson diagram is a
graph with axes hydrogen pressure and temperature, on which is plotted the upper
boundary of safe operating conditions when one of the variables is specified, for
the particular steel under consideration. In this project no link was found where
information on this high-temperature form of cracking enlightened on cold cracking.
Cold-cracking and embrittlement operates below about 1000 C [19] and above
about -1100 C [20]. The degree of embrittlement is also dependent on the imposed
strain rate [21, 22, 14]. A higher strain rate reduces the degree of embrittlement.
This can be measured as notched-tensile-strength reduction compared to a hydrogenfree sample [22], or by reduction in the reduction-of-area at the location of final
fracture of a tensile specimen, compared to a hydrogen-free specimen [23], or by
reduction in strain at fracture [21]. It was also demonstrated that when a fatigue
test is done in hydrogen atmosphere, so that hydrogen is degrading the fatigue life,
the growth rate of fatigue cracks is almost proportional to the rise time of the load
application [24]. This is achieved by varying the load form, and when the load is
applied more steadily, giving a slower strain rate, the crack growth rate is increased.
The effect of hydrogen in embrittling iron and steel is contended to be reversible.
Generally the properties of the metal are a function of the present hydrogen concentration in the region under consideration and there is no dependence on past history
of solute hydrogen. A typical set of findings representing the majority contention
that the hydrogen effect is reversible is exemplified by Evans and Rollason [23] who
show that the regaining of the reduction-in-area at fracture of a tensile specimen is
a function of the reduction in the amount of hydrogen remaining in the sample as it
escapes through surfaces. Ultimately the full reduction-of-area for a sample which
has never been hydrogen charged is regained after more than 1000 hours at room
temperature, when the hydrogen content has reduced to effectively zero.

1.2.2

More development of cracking and embrittlement theories

The Zapffe and Sims model of hydrogen cracking [11] would not allow hydrogen
cracks to initiate at surfaces, as there would be no containment for pressure buildup. In reality, hydrogen cracks can initiate at surfaces. Hancock and Johnson [25]
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propagated a prior fatigue crack in pure hydrogen atmosphere. When the hydrogen was deliberately contaminated by oxygen, the propagation of the crack was
immediately halted. Stress corrosion cracking for steels is generally recognised as a
hydrogen cracking phenomenon. It was shown [26] that at the propagating crack tip
there is a pH range of 3.5 to 3.9, irrespective of the acidity of the bulk solution. This
self-maintained local condition is correct for sustained hydrogen evolution reaction
in an aqueous solution. The conditions of electrode potential and aqueous hydrogen
ion concentration at the crack tip are below the thermodynamic stability of water.
This can be seen in the plots of thermodynamic domains of corrosion known as the
Pourbaix diagrams [27]. The anodic reaction is [27]
Fe → Fe 2+ + 2e
A range of cathodic reactions are possible. In an acidic medium the cathodic reaction
is [28]
2H + + 2e → 2 [HM ]
where e represents an electron and [HM ] represents hydrogen in solution in the
metal. If hydrogen is consumed and the reaction is to continue, the hydrogen ions
must be replaced by the reaction
H2 O → H + + OH −
In conditions where these reactions are able to proceed, it can be viewed as the
ability of iron to decompose water. It remains the acknowledged case that a complete
understanding of the stress corrosion phenomenon is yet to be obtained [29].
A very interesting observation is that the embrittlement and cracking modes
caused by liquid metals in contact with a surface is often indistinguishable from the
cracking caused by hydrogen acting at a surface or at the crack front of a hydrogenfilled cavity. Aluminium will cleave in a brittle manner in gallium [30]. For quenched
and tempered high-strength steels (1000 to 1460MPa), liquid metal embrittlement
(LME) by mercury produced fracture types (intercrystalline and dimpled) indistinguishable from hydrogen cracking in otherwise similar conditions for these double
cantilever beam test samples [24]. In a manner similar to the observation that oxygen contamination will halt the effect of hydrogen in assisting the propagation of a
surface crack, barium in solution will halt the action of mercury in causing LME.
Hydrogen assisted crack propagation halts within around 1 second of the addition
of oxygen to the hydrogen environment [31]. This is a rapid response, which suggests that the effect of the hydrogen in promoting fracture is at a surface, which
is where LME must act. These observations give a lot of support for the generality of the Beachem model of hydrogen assisted cracking [17]. Both hydrogen and
liquid metal could act at the disarranged bonds of the surface atoms of the body,
making dislocation generation easier. If liquid metal embrittlement can aid dimpled
fracture, which it does indeed do, then the effect of the contact of the liquid metal
at the surface cannot be to decohere the bonding of the surface layer of atoms.
Dimpled fracture nucleates ahead of the crack tip [32]. By a process of elimination
this leaves the overwhelming impression that the visualisation of many dislocations
moving down the slip plane and piling-up to create a dimple-void nucleation event
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is correct. Beachem showed that hydrogen in solution lowers the plastic yield stress
for a macroscopic body with stress applied in torsion [17]. Plastic yielding at the
notch root of a notched beam sample occurs at a lower stress in a hydrogen-charged
sample [32]. Smooth intercrystalline facets could be produced by shear deformation
on the grain boundary leading to separation of planar faces [24].
There is direct evidence in favour of Troiano’s theory [14] that hydrogen reduces
the cohesion of the metallic bonds holding the lattice together. In experiments with
a torsion pendulum, hydrogen in solution was found to reduce the shear modulus
of iron [33]. The elastic bulk shear modulus is a function of the cohesive energy of
the lattice and leads to the conclusion that the presence of hydrogen in solution has
reduced the cohesive energy.
The arguments presented by de Kazinczy [34] that presence of hydrogen lowers
the energy in forming new surfaces favours the Petch [13] explanation of embrittlement. Alternatively, Cottrell presents theoretical arguments that hydrogen segregated on grain boundaries will not obstruct the fast propagation of a crack [35].
Hydrogen at newly formed surfaces will not have to reorganise its state of existence
by a large amount from in-solution to its new chemisorbed state on the new surface. According to calculations carbon should be toughening the grain boundaries
to which it segregates as it will take time to reorganise to its final surface-adsorbed
state from the state it will be in when a crack has just passed adjacent to it.
The models of hydrogen embrittlement are not at all incompatible with each
other. Apart from not finding in this investigation any work where the gas pressure
developed in a void has been directly measured, each of the theories has compelling
evidence that it has validity. Different mechanisms could act independently and be
additive. For instance, a hydrogen charged volume of metal could crack because of
a combination of having a high pressure of hydrogen gas in a cavity and because the
cohesion of the lattice of the metal near the cavity has been reduced.

1.2.3

Specific characteristics of hydrogen embrittlement as it affects commercial steels

When the concentration of hydrogen is steadily raised in the absence of stress, the
first cracking sites are the grain boundaries [36]. There are observations that at
high hydrogen levels and low stress the fractographic nature of crack propagation
is intergranular [37]. This is qualified by the finding that high local stress concentration, high local hydrogen concentration and a material of high yield stress are
needed for intergranular fracture to occur [38]. It has been suggested that, despite
the appearance of brittle fracture without deformation which intergranular cracking
might suggest, hydrogen could act by facilitating intense local shear at the grain
boundaries [24]. This would produce a fracture appearance which appeared planar
and devoid of the dimpled appearance usually associated with fracture involving
deformation, while actually involving plastic deformation.
The work of Martinez-Madrid, Chan and Charles [36] provides a lot of detail
on the issue of grain boundaries and hydrogen assisted cracking. Low angle grain
boundaries are less susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement. It is observed that less
hydrogen is segregated on low angle grain boundaries, compared to the ability of
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high angle grain boundaries to attract hydrogen. High angle grain boundaries have
a higher energy compared to the lattice than do low angle grain boundaries and
hence are able to attract more hydrogen. This may be a large part of or the entire
reason why low-angle boundaries are less embrittled by hydrogen than high-angle
boundaries. When the grain size is small it is easier to maintain low-angle grain
boundaries. This is synonymous with saying that the metal has crystallographic
texture. If all grain boundaries are high-angle regardless of grain size then it is
found that fine-grained steels are highly embrittled. This is thought to be due to
a combination of factors. The large area of grain boundary in volume will absorb
a large amount of hydrogen. There will be a larger number of features able to
act as crack nuclei at a suitable orientation to applied stress. The large amount
of grain boundary region in volume may provide favourable short-circuit diffusion
paths to developing crack nuclei and cracks themselves. There will also be the
simple effect that a fine-grained metal will be inherently tough [39] and the extent of
embrittlement can therefore be proportionally greater. For larger-grained metals, the
lower amount of grain boundary area in volume will mean that segregating elements
deleterious to toughness can be more concentrated on what grain boundaries there
are. Furthermore, the converse of the arguments for fine-grained steels will apply
in all aspects. There will be less hydrogen absorbed, fewer favourable crack nuclei,
potential short-circuit diffusion paths will be restricted and finally coarse-grained
materials are less tough, so the extent to which favourable properties can be degraded
is less.
Another favourable cracking site when hydrogen is present is the interface between ferrite grains and islands of pearlite [40]. This is compatible with the finding
that the interface between ferrite grains and pearlite regions is a strong trapping
site for hydrogen [41].
A microstructure containing islands of martensite–austenite constituent, which
is easily produced when a pearlitic steel is heated into the inter-critical range and
rapidly cooled, is very susceptible to stress corrosion cracking [42]. In contemporary terminology the inter-critical range is the range of temperature between the
eutectoid temperature at the lower extreme and the temperature for the complete
transformation of ferrite to austenite. As the stress corrosion cracking mechanism
for steels invariably acts as a means to ultimately produce levels of hydrogen in
solution in the steel which can cause cracking, it appears a good speculation that
the boundary between ferrite and martensite–austenite regions forms a favourable
site for hydrogen trapping. In a predominantly martensitic microstructure with
retained austenite between martensite plates, as the amount of retained austenite
increases the diffusivity to hydrogen decreases [43]. This suggests that the solubility
for hydrogen has increased when there is more retained austenite.

1.2.4

More fractography plus specific microstructural sensitivities

Beachem [17] in developing the notion of hydrogen “assisted” cracking concluded
that hydrogen assists any form of fracture which is occurring and that no feature of
the fractography is in any way uniquely “hydrogen cracking”. One set of workers [44]
claim to identify a fractographic form, which they name “tearing topography sur-
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face”, which is uniquely a hydrogen-assisted cracking morphology. This study was
on pearlitic steels cathodically charged with hydrogen during straining.
Blister cracking in the ferritic steel will preferentially occur when a {100} crystal
plane lies parallel to a near surface [45]. The {100} family of planes are favoured
cracking planes for a body-centered-cubic crystal structure [46]. A reaction between
dislocations which can promote cracking on the {100} type planes is when two
dislocations of Burgers vector type a2 <111> sliding on intersecting planes of type
{110} interact [47]. The reaction produces a dislocation of type a<100> which is a
pure edge dislocation acting as a wedge trying to cleave the {100} plane its Burgers
vector lies normal to. A specific example of such a dislocation reaction is [47]
a  a
111 + [111] → a [001]
2
2
Hydrogen stimulates the combination of dislocations on the {110} planes to form
dislocations on {100} planes [48]. This would explain why hydrogen can both lower
plastic yield stress and be associated with embrittlement.
Cold work texture should place the main crystallographic cracking planes parallel
to the length dimension of the sample. For moderate amounts of cold work this
means there is a reducing loss of reduction-of-area reduces with increasing amount
of cold work, when stress is applied along the direction of cold elongation [36].
An interesting finding on the mechanism of microvoid coalescence as a cracking
mechanism is that hydrogen does not change the stress at which voids form [49]. If,
as observed in this case, the coarseness of the dimpled fracture surface is increased,
there must have been fewer nucleation events. This suggests that the ease of void
growth is assisted by hydrogen in order to achieve the observed outcome. If hydrogen
eases dislocation production, as is indicated by previous observations of hydrogen
and liquid metals at surfaces, the finding of easier faster void growth could reasonably
be expected to follow. If dislocations are pouring into a crack growth site like a
developing microvoid, this will certainly manifest as a proportionally faster crack
growth rate.
Different microstructures suffer different degrees of embrittlement for the same
hydrogen level. In the investigative program of Sykes, Burton and Gegg on hydrogen
as it affected the issue of “flakes” in forgings and steel-mill blooms, it was observed
that uniform softened structures do not easily hydrogen crack [6]. “Plain autotempered martensite” is reported to show very little loss of properties in the presence
of hydrogen in solution, whereas twinned martensite is very much embrittled by the
presence of hydrogen [50]. Bainitic ferrite as a microstructure is reported as being
more resistant to stress corrosion cracking than a pearlitic steel microstructure [42].
Measuring embrittlement as the threshold stress for stress corrosion cracking divided
by the hydrogen-free yield stress, figures of 0.8 to 0.9 are obtained for the bainitic
microstructure, whereas for the pearlitic steel the figure is 0.5 to 0.7.
An interesting finding when experimenting on austenitic stainless steels hydrogenated with a source containing tritium is that there is a “burst” of tritium release
on fracture [51]. This appears to be direct confirmation that there is a concentration
of hydrogen at cracking sites.
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Hydrogen concentration mechanisms in volume of
metal

Hydrogen is not uniformly distributed in steel at around room temperature. The
way that hydrogen can concentrate at sites which are also potential crack nuclei is
as equally centrally important to embrittlement as the way that hydrogen works at
a location to create a crack. A philosophical point is that hydrogen concentrations
measured as quantity in unit volume are actually an average over a sufficiently
large volume that a good mathematical mean is obtained. If the extent of some
consequence of hydrogen’s presence is successfully related to this mean quantity
then the implication is that the important local condition is some well-behaved
function of the average hydrogen level.
In a detailed extensive study Troiano [14] showed cracking just below the root of
the notch in statically loaded notched steel samples containing hydrogen. Given the
dependence on notch geometry, it was clear that hydrogen cracking was occurring
at the position of maximum triaxial tension. This type of cracking is referred to
as “static fatigue” because the sample fails after a period of time after the load
has been applied. The formation of the crack has an “incubation period”. Higher
applied stress, a higher average hydrogen level and a sharper notch root (therefore
higher local triaxial tensile stress) shorten the time for the crack to incubate. This
leads to the hypothesis that in static or slow strain rate loading cracking relies on
the mechanism that hydrogen concentrates in regions of triaxial tension. Incubation
time in static loading is the time necessary for hydrogen to diffuse to the location
of maximum triaxial tensile stress and reach the level at which it can cause crack
nucleation. Direct evidence of hydrogen concentration at crack tips, which will create
such a triaxial tensile condition, is provided by work [52] which used tritium in order
that intensity of radiation could be used to reveal hydrogen (tritium) concentration
locations by autoradiography. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) was used
to show that in at a stress corrosion crack tip there are two hydrogen concentration
peaks [53]. One is at the actual crack tip where there is a maximum plastic extension
and therefore dislocation density. The other is in volume beneath the crack tip at the
region of maximum triaxial tension. A greater plane strain caused by higher applied
stress moves the hydrogen concentration region to greater depth, as is expected
because the change will move the point of maximum triaxial tension to greater
depth. SIMS showed a similar case of hydrogen concentration peaks at positions of
maximum plastic strain and maximum hydrostatic tensile stress in other situations
of crack growth [54].
A completely different concentration mechanism has been identified involving
hydrogen transport on gliding dislocations. This “pumps” hydrogen to regions of
dislocation pile-up, locally raising the hydrogen concentration there to high levels [55]. That hydrogen can travel with dislocations is a conclusion also reached by
other workers [22].
It is these variety of mechanisms by which hydrogen can concentrate, including
the chemical means of stress corrosion cracking and so on, which would deservingly
give hydrogen a reputation for being versatile in avoiding its effects being negated by
any one response to hydrogen related problems. The outbreak of chevron cracking
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in the early 1980’s [55, 56] is an instance which particularly delivers this message.
A steady reduction in the propensity to heat-affected-zone (HAZ) cracking in the
plate metal adjacent to the weld gave an impression that the hydrogen cracking
problem was being controlled. Unfortunately an outbreak of weld metal cracking,
whose fracture path appearance lead to the term “chevron cracking”, severely upset
the situation. It was realised that hydrogen had found another mechanism to cause
fracture when stress transmitted by an unbreaking HAZ applied itself across the
hydrogen-containing weld metal. At present it would seem unwise to investigate
hydrogen in weld behaviour using other that weld samples, in order to ensure that
the largest effects in the weld region remain active across the range of conditions
investigated.

1.4

Hydrogen in solution in iron and steel
– introduction

The behaviour of hydrogen in the weld zone is likely to be understood with reference
to the general behaviour of hydrogen as a solute in metals.
In iron, hydrogen exists as an interstitial solute because its atoms are considerably smaller than those of the solvent lattice. In the periodic table of elements,
iron is element number 26, while hydrogen is element number 1. The largest atoms
taken into interstitial solution in iron are carbon, element number 6, and nitrogen,
element number 7.
Some calculations on the solubilities of carbon and hydrogen in iron are developed
here. The highest solubility found for carbon in iron is at the eutectic temperature.
According to the iron– iron carbide phase equilibrium diagram presented by ReedHill [46], which is attributed to Hansen and Anderko [57], the eutectic temperature
is 11470 C and the carbon solubility at this temperature is 2.06 mass% C. The atomic
masses of iron and carbon were obtained [58], these being reported as 55.847 and
12.011, respectively. The work of Geller and Sun [59] yields relationships for the
solubility of hydrogen in iron; that for the austenite allotrope of iron, which will be
the stable form at 11470 C being
log[HM ]γ;eqm = −

1182
+ 1.677
T

where the units of [HM ] are cm3 H2 /100gFe per atmosphere1/2 of H2 and T is the
absolute temperature in K. At 11470 C (1420K) the solubility for hydrogen in iron will
be 6.992cm3 /100gFe , according to this relationship. The subscript “eqm” signifies
that the relationship is correct when a state of equilibrium exists between molecular
hydrogen gas in the atmosphere and hydrogen as a monatomic species dissolved
in the iron. A fundamental physical rule is that a mole of an ideal gas at room
temperature and pressure occupies a single constant volume, regardless of which
gas species it is. This amount is quoted as 22.4138 l per mole [58]. Hydrogen gas
will behave as an ideal gas at room temperature and pressure. This allows it to
be calculated that 3.1195 × 10−4 moles of H2 gas are absorbed per 100g of iron at
11470 C when the solution is in equilibrium with hydrogen gas at 1atm pressure. In
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solution hydrogen is a monatomic species, so there are double the mole quantity
of gas absorbed as solute species. This means there are 6.2396 × 10−4 moles of
the monatomic “H” species in solution in 100g of Fe. Using the atomic mass of
iron at 55.847g per mole, the calculation can proceed further, finding that 100g
of Fe represents 1.7906 moles of Fe. The atom fraction of hydrogen under these
conditions is therefore found to be 3.4843 × 10−4 , the value obtained from dividing
the moles of hydrogen by the moles of iron. The solubility of carbon in iron is also
subject to consideration. The solubility of carbon in iron of 2.06% is equivalent to
expressing that there are 2.06 mass units of carbon to 97.94 mass units of iron. Using
the atomic masses of carbon and iron, it is calculated that there is an atom fraction
of carbon of 0.0978 at the solubility limit at 11470 C. In terms of atom fractions these
figures indicate the atomic solubility of carbon in iron to be 281 times greater than
that for hydrogen.
Clearly atomic size of the solute species is not the main arbiter of the extent
of interstitial solubility, given that the size difference for interstitial solubility to
be possible has been fulfilled. It is noted that carbon forms the compound Fe3 C,
indicating a chemical affinity of iron for carbon and therefore a thermodynamic
favourability for carbon to be in solution in iron. By contrast for hydrogen there
is no tendency to form compounds with iron, and it is believed that hydrogen does
not form compounds with iron under any conditions.
It was previously noted that hydrogen in solution in iron and steel concentrates
at regions of maximum triaxial tensile stress. It could be argued that this does show
that size-fitting is important because this shows preferential residence at the region
of maximum dilation of the lattice. Straining of the lattice in this way will also
change the energy levels of the bonding in this region, which is another potential
driving force for hydrogen to find favourable residence there. This is an argument
in favour of a “chemical state” viewpoint on hydrogen solubility. This is developed
in the next chapter.
Iron can exist in two allotropic forms; ferrite, which is body-centred-cubic (BCC)
crystal structure and austenite, which is face-centred-cubic (FCC). The solubility of
hydrogen is different in these allotropic forms. For other conditions to be identical
this can only be seen at the allotropic change points. Pure iron exists as ferrite
from the lowest known temperatures to 9100 C, where it transforms to austenite.
The domain of stability of austenite is from this temperature to around 13900 C,
when the iron reverts to a BCC structure. Ferrite formed in this range beyond
the upper limit of austenite stability and the melting point of iron at 15340 C is
known as delta-ferrite, though it is indistinguishable from the ferrite in the lower
temperature domain of ferrite stability. The phase diagram referred to [46] is credited
to Hansen and Anderko, 1958. The results assembled by Geller and Sun [59] indicate
that, at the allotropic change point at around 9100 C, the solubility of hydrogen in
austenite is around 4.8 mlH2 /100gFe , while the solubility of hydrogen in ferrite at
this temperature is around 3.0 mlH2 /100gFe . The data they assemble for solubilities
to hydrogen at the higher temperature allotropic change point show that hydrogen
solubility in austenite is around 10.5 mlH2 /100gFe while the solubility in ferrite is
around 6.5 mlH2 /100gFe . At both the lower and higher allotropic change points the
change in solubility from ferrite to austenite is an increase of around 60%. One
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Figure 1.1: Lattice and unit cube of bcc ferrite iron lattice. Largest interstice at face
centre: solid dot is example



Figure 1.2: bcc ferrite lattice: the octahedral interstice position. The solid dot is at
the octahedral position. This is the face centre position on the unit cube illustrated in
Figure 1.1

argument put forward for this difference is the size-fitting argument. Although
the austenite phase is more closely-packed and has fewer interstices, the largest
interstices are larger.
For the body-centred-cubic (bcc) ferrite phase illustrated in Figure 1.1 the largest
interstitial site is at the centre of the cube faces. An interstitial site is represented
in Figure 1.1 by the solid dot on the (001) face.
This set of equivalent locations are referred to as the octahedral sites, as they are
surrounded by eight equidistant lattice atoms. The octahedral position is illustrated
in Figure 1.2 .
The lattice parameter “a”, the side length of the unit cell, is measured for bcc
iron as being 2.8665 × 10−10 m √[60]. It can be seen from Figure 1.1 that 2 atom
diameters fit along a length of 3a. This makes the apparent size of iron atoms
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Figure 1.3: Lattice and unit cube of fcc austenite iron lattice. Largest interstice at
mid-cube edge: solid dot is example

in bcc iron 2.4825 × 10−10 m. The largest interstice is presented by the separation
of the lattice atoms at opposite octahedral positions, centred one lattice unit cube
length apart. This makes the separation, and therefore the largest interstice size
2.8665 × 10−10 − 2.4825 × 10−10 = 3.840 × 10−11 m
This calculation uses the model that the atoms take the form of hard spheres of
defined radii, which is not claimed to be absolutely realistic. For a comparative
argument the model is useful in allowing a way to calculate approximate sizes.
For the face-centred-cubic (fcc) austenite allotrope of iron, Figure 1.3, a similar
set of arguments is used to calculate the apparent size of the largest interstice in
that lattice. The set of equivalent lattice site at which the largest interstice is to
be found in the fcc lattice is at the mid-length of the cube edge.
Two apparent
√
atom diameters fit along the length of a face diagonal, length 2a. From a lattice
parameter a of 3.6467 × 10−10 m [60] the apparent atom diameter is calculated as
2.5786 × 10−10 m. The interstice size on the cube edge, the largest available in the
lattice, is then seen to be
3.6467 × 10−10 + 2.5786 × 10−10 = 1.0681 × 10−10 m
.
Thus, by this approximate model it can be seen that the largest interstice available in the close-packed fcc lattice is 2.8 times the size of the largest interstice in
the less than ideally close packed bcc lattice.
It can be held that a minority interstitial species will find that the larger interstices available in the fcc austenite allotrope gives energetically more favourable
residence, compared to the bcc ferrite phase. This would be because less elastic strain
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of the lattice is needed to accommodate the interstitial atom. Again though, it is
possible to push forward the argument that the nature of bonding and the favourability of the absorbed state of hydrogen is the arbiter. It has already been cautioned
that the limitation of the size-fitting argument is that atoms do not present themselves as inviolable hard spheres of an absolute and measurable size. The physical
volume of existence of an atom is certainly more like a domain of influence declining
with distance from the mean position of residence.
It is the case that the bonding between neighbouring iron atoms is different in the
two crystal structures, so this must inevitably have an effect on a species dissolved in
the lattice. The change in solubility of hydrogen with the allotropic transformation
is not large, and this is to be expected if solution is essentially a chemical process.
Viewed from a crystallographic perspective a change like this is a major event, but
in chemical terms this is a rather small rearrangement.

1.5

The solution of hydrogen in iron and steel, with
reference to other metals where appropriate

When hydrogen is in solution as an interstitial species in the lattice structure of iron,
it has found a state which is, in effect, to its liking. The processes it experienced
while coming into solution from the environment depend, of course, on the state
in which the hydrogen existed in the environment. Whatever state hydrogen can
exist, as an environment in which the body of metal exists, represents another
system in which hydrogen in solution in the metal can come to equilibrium with
hydrogen in its environment. For instance hydrogen in the environment can be in
the form of molecular gas, commonly signified as “H2 ”. As there is a significant
binding energy between two hydrogen atoms coming together to form a molecule
of about 436 kJ mol−1 [61], this will pull the equilibrium towards there being a
small amount of hydrogen in solution in the metal and a large amount of hydrogen
being present as molecular hydrogen outside the metal volume. This would give
the impression that hydrogen has a low solubility in iron. An external pressure of
several million atmospheres of hydrogen gas will produce a hydrogen level less than
that found in situations where arc welding has been performed or corrosion cracking
mechanisms are in operation [62]. Alternatively, one could look at the equilibrium
between hydrogen ionised in an electrical discharge and hydrogen in solution in
metal. This system has been used in experimental methods [33] and works well. At
a few hundred Pa pressure of the ionised gas, hydrogen is absorbed into iron to an
equilibrium level estimated at around one part per million by mass, which is less
than but in the same order of magnitude as the amount of hydrogen found in low
hydrogen welding processes or while corrosion cracking mechanisms are operating.
This is a different equilibrium system and gives the impression that hydrogen is quite
favourably absorbed by iron. Hydrogen ions in the environment are in a quite high
energy state and to enter solution in iron represents an energetically attractive state
of existence. Acid solutions have hydrogen ions and these can pass into solution in
iron. Alternatively, acids corroding the surface of the metal volume release hydrogen.
If this does not recombine as hydrogen molecular gas and float away in the aqueous
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media, the hydrogen can otherwise be adsorbed as nascent hydrogen and from this
state pass into solution. There seems to be some impediment to this happening
relating to the disturbance of the state of lattice bonding at the surface, but this can
be removed by the presence of hydrogen sulphide, which acts as an entry promoter
to hydrogen [63]. This equilibrium between hydrogen as an ion in aqueous solution
in the environment and hydrogen in solid solution in the metal is believed to be
the same as the one existing when “sour” oils cause hydrogen cracking in pipelines
carrying them. The stress corrosion cracking mechanism is also believed to produce
these levels of hydrogen concentration in the metal. It has been found that at the
tip of the growing crack, the aqueous solution in that region always has an acidity
which, when plotted against the electrical corrosion potential of iron, means that
the conditions are just below the stability limit of water [26]. This was previously
mentioned on page 7. This acidity is attained virtually irrespective of the conditions
in the bulk aqueous medium forming the environment. The chemical reactants
and products in the aqueous medium in the crack tip form a chemical buffering
system [26]. The inevitable conclusion is that a hydrogen evolution reaction is setup in the crack, driven by the energy of the dissolution of the metal. The chemical
reactants and products in the aqueous medium in the crack tip form a chemical
buffering system. Another way in which hydrogen in aqueous solution can become a
hydrogen source is when a cathodic potential is imposed between the metal and an
electrode in the solution. This is referred to as electrochemical hydrogen charging.
In welding, the means by which hydrogen enters the weld is by the absorption of
hydrogen ions forming a partial pressure in the arc column impinging on the weld
melt pool being absorbed by the molten metal. When the arc is run in a large
environment of an inert gas with hydrogen, the amount of hydrogen absorbed is
found to be proportional to the square root of the partial pressure of the diatomic
molecular gas in the general environment [64]. In this case there is no doubt that
the hydrogen dissociates and ionises in the arc column before it arrives at the melt
pool surface and interacts with the metal. Despite this, the overall process shows
the Sieverts relationship [65] of partial pressure of hydrogen to amount absorbed by
the metal. Considering only the issue of the interaction of hydrogen ions with the
metal, it would be expected that there would be a similarity between the absorption
of hydrogen from gas in an electrical discharge and hydrogen into the melt pool in
an arc weld.
Sieverts studied the equilibrium between a diatomic molecular gas and a metal
to which it forms an environment [65], leading to “Sieverts’ law” for this system. At
a constant temperature, the amount of gas taken into solution in the metal increases
as a square root of the partial pressure of the gas in the environment. This is an
expected consequence of gas being a diatomic species which is going into solution
as a monatomic species. If the gas were present as a monatomic species, as it is
expected to be in an electric discharge, this relationship would not hold. Instead, it
would be expected that there would be a linear relationship between partial pressure
of the ionised gas species and the amount in solution in metal. Returning to the
situation of equilibrium between a diatomic gas and the amount taken into solution
in metal, at a constant pressure of the gas in the environment and with varying
temperature, the amount absorbed shows an Arrhenius relationship. That is, there
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is a linear relationship between the logarithm of the amount of gas dissolved and the
inverse of the absolute temperature. The Arrhenius relationship is very common
when the rate of a process depends on individual members of a reactant species
overcoming an energy barrier before it can participate in the ongoing reaction. This
implies that the absorption of hydrogen gas from the environment into metal can be
regarded as a chemical reaction.
Smithells and Ransley [66] qualify the situation of the Sievert solubility slightly.
They introduce the issue of “coverage”. It appears that the phenomenon being refered to by the term “coverage” is physisorption in contemporary terminology. A
model for the extent of physisorption is the Langmuir isotherm [28, 67]. Physisorption is the bonding by the van der Waal’s force of molecules in the environment to
the surface of a volume of material. At low enough gas pressures the amount of
“coverage” of the metal surface by hydrogen increases rapidly with increasing gas
pressure, giving a non-linear relationship between pressure and rate of hydrogen entry. This offsets the plot of amount of gas dissolved vs pressure to a slightly positive
intercept.
It has been suggested [68] that there is a linear relationship between the effect of
a current density in electrochemical hydrogen charging and an equivalent pressure
of hydrogen gas which would create the same concentration of hydrogen in solution.
Different metals absorb different amounts of hydrogen from an environment, if
at all. One classification for metals has been “endothermic hydrogen occluders” and
“exothermic hydrogen occluders”. That is; the net energy change when hydrogen
passes from molecular hydrogen in the environment to hydrogen in solution can
appear as an endothermic reaction needing to take energy from the environment,
which applies to, for instance, iron and nickel. The alternative, which applies to
metals like niobium and vanadium, is that the transfer appears to be an exothermic
reaction. A tabulation of the thermodynamic energies for these solutions has been
presented [69]. These authors make the very perceptive statement that the “classification” mentioned above has no fundamental physical significance. For the Sievert
equilibrium between a molecular gas and its monatomic counterpart in solution in
metal, the net energy change is the difference between two much larger energy quantities. One is the large endothermic heat of dissociation of the molecular gas into
monatomic units. The other is the large exothermic heat of the dissolution of the
monatomic species by the metal. The sign of the derived much smaller quantity
which is the sum of these two components is therefore not fundamentally revealing.
Perhaps the most fundamental measure of solubility available at this stage, where
the metal is considered to have a homogeneous ability to absorb hydrogen, is the
heat of solution of the monatomic dissociated species going into the metal. It is
a serious error to take the Sieverts equilibrium as a reference point around which
to make statements about hydrogen solubility in iron and steels. It would be easy
to make the statement “the solubility of hydrogen in steel increases with increasing
temperature”. Most situations where hydrogen effects in metals impinge on the
perception, because they have significance for the performance of a metal, involve
absorption of hydrogen from a much more active state in the environment. When
the electrical and chemical conditions are kept constant in electrochemical hydrogen
charging while the temperature is changed, and increase in temperature results in a
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decrease in the amount of hydrogen absorbed [70].
Investigating the reason why some metals absorb more hydrogen than others
at a given charging potential, it was found that there is a correlation between the
density of electrons at the Fermi level and the amount of hydrogen absorbed [71].
The experimental means to produce a continuous change in the electron density at
the Fermi level was to use a binary alloys of copper/nickel and copper/cobalt at
varying concentration ratios.

1.6

Solution of hydrogen in iron, steel and metals in
general; how it is investigated and measured

An exception to the majority of test techniques for solute hydrogen mobility, which
infer properties of hydrogen in solution in metal from the mass flux of hydrogen
into and/or out of samples composed of the metal under test, is the measurement
of internal friction by the torsion pendulum. A quantitatively correct model is
achieved if the interstitial solute is visualised as being slightly too large to fit in
the crystallographically equivalent residence sites it occupies in the lattice, thereby
giving a strained fit. When the sample with an interstitial solute is stressed in
tension, residence sites in crystallographic directions which happen to lie along the
tensile direction will become more favourable residence sites. This can be visualised
as a consequence of these sites becoming larger under the action of the applied
tensile stress. Meanwhile residence sites perpendicular to the tensile stress axis
will become less favourable. The difference in energies between the favourable and
less-favourable sites will drive a degree of solute redistribution to achieve a new
equilibrium distribution. This happens over a period of time. A consequence is
that, in addition to the elastic extension of the metal which occurs at the instant
the stress is applied, there will be an additional inelastic extension as additional
solute fits into the aligned-to-stress-axis crystallographic sites [46]. This happens
over a period of time, to an extent proportional to the amount of additional solute
going into the in-alignment sites. The system has two extreme conditions. If the
rate of oscillation is fast enough, no solute redistribution can occur in the time that
the stress is applied in one direction. There will be only elastic strain and there will
be no loss of energy on oscillation. The opposite case is that the oscillation is so
slow that there is adequate time for the solute to freely redistribute in the time that
the system oscillates to its extremes then reverses. The stress-strain plot will show
a larger strain, but as the solute movement has occurred reversibly, there is also in
this case no loss of oscillation energy. The intermediate case of an oscillation rate
between these conditions is that the solute will partially redistribute in the time
available then will obstruct the return sense of the oscillation, causing the doing
of work to force the return and a loss of oscillation energy from the system. The
amount of energy loss on each cycle can be used to obtain the diffusion coefficient
of the solute. It was suggested that the solute be visualised as being physically too
large to fit into the interstices it occupies. This does not need to be taken literally.
If the solute atom were to weaken the cohesion of the atomic bonds in its vicinity,
this would make it easier to extend in the direction of applied stress and thus also
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serve as a driving force for redistribution to sites aligned to the stress axis. The
point of interest is the mean amount of time it takes for a solute atom to respond
to the opportunity to jump into a more favourable site, this being the rapidity of
movement it is hoped to measure.
Using this technique [33] it is found that the presence of hydrogen does reduce
the cohesive energy of the iron lattice. In another work [72] an activation energy for
diffusion of hydrogen in iron is obtained, of 28.2 to 33.6 kJ mol−1 .
Probably because the hydrogen whose behaviour is being studied remains in-situ
in the sample and is not induced to undergo great disruptions, the internal friction
method is not associated with pitfalls which could cause it to give systematically
wrong results. It is rather an involved technique to implement in practice for investigation of hydrogen behaviour, so is the basis of only a small minority of hydrogen
in metals studies in the literature. If there are possibilities to make embarrassing
errors using the torsion pendulum to probe hydrogen behaviour, these will not have
had the same chance to be found as for the frequently used techniques involving the
bulk transport of hydrogen into and out of the sample metal under investigation; a
point which should be said in fairness to other techniques.
There are a group of techniques with the underlying similarity that they reveal
the movement rate of hydrogen through the metal under test by measuring the rate
at which hydrogen is absorbed into, or escapes out from, a sample of the metal held
in conditions of constant temperature. The intention is also to maintain conditions
of constant hydrogen input potential or ease of escape, though this is where problems
can arise. If a hydrogen charging system creates a constant hydrogen concentration
at the surface of a sample, the rate at which hydrogen is absorbed will depend on the
internal rate at which hydrogen can move away from the surfaces into the volume of
the sample. This rate of dispersion of hydrogen into the volume is the characteristic
it is desired to measure. When the test involves absorption of hydrogen through
the surfaces by a system which acts equally on all surfaces it becomes possible to
obtain surely the most absolute measurement of apparent solubility for hydrogen
of the sample metal. The hydrogen absorption can be left to run to equilibrium,
at which no more hydrogen can be absorbed by the sample from a hydrogenating
environment of that potential. The sample can be removed from the medium and
the total amount of hydrogen in the sample recovered and measured by any means
chosen. This test is actually quite rarely done, though workers who chose a test
system which allowed this to be done, along with measurements of diffusivity, seem to
have benefited by obtaining a set of result of wide-ranging coherence [41, 36]. As an
example, the effect of grain boundaries, grain size and crystallographic texture were
revealed by simultaneous measurements of hydrogen solubility and diffusivity [36].
Using diffusivity measurements alone [73] the findings were that grain size has no
effect on hydrogen diffusivity, which is much less revealing and possibly misleading.
There are two main techniques in the category of tests which measure diffusivity
by observing the rate of absorption into or effusion from a sample. One is the study
of the rate of absorption into or desorption from a cylindrical sample by hydrogen.
The other technique is the permeation of hydrogen through a membrane of the metal
being investigated. This involves the charging of hydrogen into one surface and the
escape of hydrogen through the opposite surface, for a sample whose thickness is
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small compared to its planar dimensions. The permeation technique is used in two
main ways. Given a long enough time and a constant charging potential on the input
side the rate of permeation of hydrogen through the membrane should arrive at a
constant equilibrium rate. This steady-state rate of hydrogen passage through given
thickness and area of sample at a given charging condition is what is commonly know
as “permeability”. Another way to apply the permeation technique is to record the
permeation rate vs time transient as the system first moves towards steady state
after the charging of hydrogen has started on the input side at time zero. When the
permeation technique is applied, both the unsteady state transient and the steady
state final condition are often obtained as complementary pieces of information.
The permeation technique is where problems with constancy of input conditions
and freedom of exit conditions have been most commonly and clearly found, making
the results obtained more difficult to interpret in order to extract information about
the properties of the volume of the metal under investigation. However, problems
with this technique present an equally valid warning for all techniques and situations where hydrogen passes into or out of a surface of a metal component under
consideration.
It is the common experience that hydrogen gas can be stored indefinitely in a
steel gas cylinder without discernible loss. This suggests that the surface layer can
indeed be a near-absolute obstruction to passage of hydrogen into the steel and it
remains to be wondered to what degree surfaces, presumably oxidised and otherwise
contaminated, pose an impediment to hydrogen exit through surfaces.
In contrast, it can reasonably be concluded that at room temperature, when hydrogen as a molecular gas is in contact with atomically clean surfaces, the hydrogen
will dissociate and be absorbed into the metal. Atomically clean voids are believed
to exist where a void has opened-up within previously sound metal. Cold-working a
metal reduces its density. This is so commonly assumed that it is difficult to find any
place where it is actually stated that increasing cold deformation reduces density.
Taking a dedicated study of the deformation of metals [74], there is description of
the generation and pile-up of dislocations, the generation of point defects by nonconservative dislocation motion and tangles of dislocation debris during increasing
cold work. There is also description of the characteristics of the recovery of density
on annealing. Another contribution to density reduction during cold work is the
opening-up of voids around inclusions, or the breaking of inclusions generating void
volume in the fracture [75, 23, 76]. Hydrogen cracks which develop in welds as it
cools to near room temperature are also believed to be atomically clean if they do not
break through the surface and admit atmosphere. When hydrogen is in solution in
the metal next to a void, an equilibrium will be set-up between the amount of hydrogen remaining in solution and the amount of hydrogen recombined as molecular gas
in the void. It is believed that if a cold-worked sample is hydrogen charged then left
to outgas at room temperature, all hydrogen in the sample will eventually outgas,
leaving no hydrogen in the sample. Working with this as an implicit initial assumption does not lead to any visible inconsistencies in results obtained [75, 23, 76]. The
conclusion is therefore that at room temperature the hydrogen previously present
as molecular gas in the voids dissociated and was absorbed into the steel in order
to make its journey to the outside surfaces. A weld with clean hydrogen cracks will
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also eventually lose all its hydrogen [77].
Returning now to surfaces which are not atomically clean and have been exposed
to reactive substances such as the atmosphere, there is a desire to quantify just how
much of a transfer impediment these surfaces impose. Electroplating with layers of
some metals has been shown to form an absolute impediment to hydrogen transfer.
Zinc has been shown to be effective for this purpose [22]. A plated copper layer is
believed to have the same effect. The mechanism by which these metals as a very
thin layer can act as an absolute barrier to hydrogen transport is that they have
negligible solubility or reactivity to hydrogen; therefore hydrogen cannot gain entry
into the plated layer and at zero concentration there cannot be mass transfer with
elapsing time [66].
The effect of surface oxide layers was investigated. Tests were conducted on
sheet steel capsules filled with hydrogen gas [78]. When the capsules were formed
from visually clean steel sheet which had been exposed to atmosphere, they did not
release the contained hydrogen until the temperature was raised to 300 to 3500 C.
When the sheet steel was heated to form a blue oxide colour patina before encapsulating the hydrogen gas, the hydrogen was not released from the capsule until the
temperature was 645 to 7200 C. When the sealed capsule was cut open after this
“release” treatment it was observed that patches of the blued internal surface had
been cleared, suggesting that the oxide layer had to be chemically reduced before
the hydrogen could escape.
The electrochemical permeation technique [79] offers potentially a very useful
way to investigate hydrogen state in solution in metals and the influence of surface
films on hydrogen flux causes much vexation. If surface effects occur then their
contribution must be “stripped” so that only the interactions in volume affect the
permeating flux. There is however no precise way to control surface conditions and to
isolate their effects. The reason that this causes much sadness can be seen by looking
at the potential of the technique were these surface effect complications not to occur.
In the electrochemical permeation technique, the charging potential can be freely
controlled over a vast range. Taking as a reference the concentrations of hydrogen
typical in welding and stress corrosion cracking of a few parts per million by mass, a
higher concentration can be produced by electrochemical charging, up to the point
that a steel surface will blister due to the damage caused by that hydrogen level [80].
On the other hand, concentrations which seem infinitesimally low compared to those
found in the practical situations mentioned can also be produced [81]. The electrical
conditions applied to the cathode on the charging side and the anode on the exit
side can be controlled very finely, thanks to the general experience in electronic
and electrical engineering of how to do this. The hydrogen flux can be applied
to a new sample of material, the decay flux after charging is discontinued can be
monitored, further fluxes of hydrogen can be passed through the same sample and so
on. In the absence of surface effects this technique would have vast power to probe
hydrogen behaviour in metals, but the reality is that the uncertainties related to
the additional surface effects make the technique only one of a number of techniques
trying to isolate what is happening when hydrogen is present in a metal.
One method of trying to make the surface conditions more uniform and constant is to electroplate a thin layer of palladium onto the surface(s) of the sample
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membrane [82, 83]. Palladium is a noble metal, so the formation of obstructive
oxide and other layers is not so much of a problem, plus palladium is a catalyst for
hydrogen dissociation, which can make hydrogen entry easier. When the entry surface is palladium-coated, gaseous molecular hydrogen in contact with the membrane
surface can be used as the means of charging hydrogen into the metal [84, 85].
The relative performances of uncoated and palladium-coated surfaces for membranes used in electrochemical permeation have been studied [82, 86, 83]. For uncoated steel membranes molecular hydrogen has been seen to form on the anodic
side of the sample [87, 82]. This means that the anodic current will not reveal the
full hydrogen flux. Palladium coating on the exit surface ensures that all the hydrogen emerging is oxidised to H+ ions in aqueous solution. The current drawn in
performing the oxidation of the hydrogen will therefore give a true measure of the
hydrogen flux.
The same team studied what is found when steel membranes without palladium
coating are subject to the electrochemical permeation method. It is noted that the
combined conditions of the chemical solution and the maintained potential in the
exit side of the permeation cell should amount to conditions for passivation of the
iron surface. This can be seen for the Pourbaix diagram [27]. Broadly, corrosion is
a process of oxidation of the metal. However for some metals, including iron, if the
oxidation potential is raised beyond a limit dependent on pH and electrochemical
potential, a strong stable impervious oxide film develops which prevents corrosion
continuing. It may seem paradoxical that an oxidation process can be stopped by
increasing the oxidation potential but this is indeed the case. In terms of corrosion
prevention the onset of passivation may be considered to be immediate upon arrival
at passivating environmental conditions. In the case of electrochemical permeation
it is of interest that the thickness of the passive layer will continue to grow over a
period of time while the passivating conditions continue to be applied to the surface.
When the exit surface is passivated for a longer time before cathodic charging is
applied to the entry side to create the permeating hydrogen flux, the permeation
flux is less [86]. This indicates that the passivating layer is indeed an obstacle to the
emergence of hydrogen from solution in the metal into the environment of the cell.
Another consequence is that a truly steady state permeation condition cannot be
established, as over a period of time the continuing build-up of the passive layer leads
to a reducing permeation flux. In an experiment with electrochemical charging of
an uncoated input surface and collection of hydrogen gas into an evacuated volume
at the exit surface, there was also a peak effusion rate which then declined to a
nearly constant lower level [88]. This effect was attributed to a build-up of adsorbed
hydrogen on the input surface.
A very important demonstration was that, if the permeation flux obtained when
the membrane had the exit surface passivated for a short time was noted, then
the flux after a longer passivation time was noted, these values would be repeated
if the exit surface was cleaned back to bare metal then repassivated for the same
lengths of time [86]. On the basis of this finding it was argued that some analyses of
material properties from permeation data which exist in the literature are spurious,
as the features of the data being analysed were infact the consequences of increasing
passivation.
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What effect the surface reaction product layer will have on the results from
absorption into and effusion from cylindrical samples has not been so recently investigated. It has been found that the rate of effusion of hydrogen from cylindrical steel
samples is not altered by exposure to atmospheres of oxygen, nitrogen or ammonia,
at a range of temperatures [89]. There are two instances in the literature where
samples have been hydrogen charged by an acid solution to saturation with respect
to that solution’s charging potential, then allowed to outgas into the atmosphere
from this hydrogen concentration level [62, 90]. There is a well-behaved absorption
rate linear in hydrogen absorbed vs square root of time up to the point of uniform
saturation, but a slower effusion from this concentration into atmosphere with decreasing non-linear relationship between quantity remaining and root time. The
expectation is that the absorption and effusion rates should superimpose. There
could be concern that the hydrogen injection conditions could chemically reduce the
oxide layer, giving easy entry, while the effusion is impeded by an oxide layer increasing in thickness and obstructiveness with time. On the other hand, this could be
happening not at all or to only a small extent, meaning that some true consequence
of the nature of hydrogen in solution in steels is being seen.
The next “class” of experimental technique described involves measuring the rate
of hydrogen exit from a sample while the sample is heated at a constant temperature
increase rate from a starting temperature, through the temperature range of interest,
to a finishing temperature. This contrasts to the previous group of tests where the
temperature is held constant. Dependent on heating rate and sample dimensions,
there will be a tendency for hydrogen which is moderately energetically bound in
solution in the sample to release at some maximum rate at a temperature in the temperature scan range. From this the binding energy of the hydrogen in solution can
be obtained. In instances where the technique has been used [91, 92, 93] the results
formed into graphs of hydrogen evolution rate vs temperature appear well-behaved,
self-consistent and show a mutual consistency when changing the main variable of
temperature ramping rate. The results are not known to this investigator to have
been brought into question due to some identified systematic error. The recent
work of Turnbull and co-workers [93] was able to use computer numerical solutions
to simultaneously solve for the various phenomena believed to be occurring competitively in a steel sample. It was shown that an analysis of this completeness really
is necessary to interpret the results in terms of behaviour of the sample material
unless the hydrogen concentration in the sample is very low; orders of magnitude
less than concentrations met in welding and corrosion cracking mechanisms. The
thermal analysis method seems most useful for measuring the properties of features
in the material which bind hydrogen strongly. The small samples used will tend
to lose the hydrogen which is relatively free to move when in solution. This would
prevent the technique being useful to find the extent of solubility for the majority
of the hydrogen in iron and commercial steels.
The overall suggestion put forward for this project is that no one method be
considered as authoritatively giving a definitive answer on any specific point. The
likely significance of data should contain a strong element of evaluating whether the
experiment closely matches the actual phenomenon being measured and whether it
therefore minimizes the chance of introducing additional phenomena which make the
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results highly misleading. Data gained from samples which incorporated a “real”
weld and use its hydrogen as the hydrogen source would be very desirable, as this
would define that whatever phenomena are observed are relevant.

1.7

The case that solubility and diffusivity are both
manifestations of the same underlying process and
are related through inverse proportionality

There are two physical quantities whose response to applied conditions are used to
study the behaviour of hydrogen within metals. One of these is the diffusivity of
hydrogen in metals; the rate at which hydrogen redistributes. The other is solubility;
the amount of hydrogen the metal takes into solution. There is a strong case, both
logically and from observations made during experiments, that the two physical
quantities, solubility and diffusivity, are linked via being practical consequences of
the same underlying physical phenomenon. If this case can be demonstrated it
will allow measurements and findings based on the two physical quantities to be
interchangeable in their significance to the solution behaviour of hydrogen in steels.
In experiments on steels with amounts of cold work varying from zero to 70%,
the product of the diffusivity and solubility is found to stay constant [62]. The
permeability, another physical quantity often measured in the investigation of hydrogen behaviour in metals, is known to be equal to the product of solubility, S,
and diffusivity, D [94, 9]. In the temperature range 1500 C to 7000 C an Arrhenius
plot of the logarithm of permeability against the inverse of the absolute temperature
is linear [94]. The same observation is made across the temperature range 1270 C
to 4000 C [95]. The “anomalous diffusivity” of hydrogen, see section 1.9, means
that, starting in the temperature range between 3000 C and 2000 C, the diffusivity of
hydrogen in steel falls more rapidly with falling temperature than represents a continuation of the higher temperature relationship. For the two investigations [94, 95],
despite the fact that the lowest temperatures in the investigated range are within
the domain of anomalous diffusivity, the permeability line has continued with the
same gradient on the Arrhenius plot. This means that the reduction in diffusivity
has been matched by an increase of the same proportional size in the solubility. The
steady-state permeation of hydrogen through SAE1045 steel, a commercial steel [96],
shows a permeability vs temperature relationship which falls very close to that for
the most pure irons [94]. As the “impurities” in the commercial steel must affect the
solution of hydrogen in the steel, the implication is that any effect upon the solubility for hydrogen is offset by the change in the diffusivity. Another situation where
the case for the product of diffusivity and solubility being a constant gets support
is from looking at the effect of tempering of hardened steels on the quantities. In a
study where the solubility and diffusivity were independently measured by different
techniques for steels which had been tempered at a range of temperatures, the plot
of solubility which showed a maximum at an intermediate tempering temperature
gave a plot of diffusivity of inverse shape [97].
It is believed that these observations do prove the case that solubility and diffusivity are fundamentally linked. A stronger ability to take hydrogen into solution is
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matched by a lower mobility of the solute hydrogen.
The logical reason why there is expected to be a link between solubility and
diffusivity is as follows. A stronger attraction for hydrogen pulls more hydrogen
into solution from a given source. That stronger attraction will also be a larger
activation energy which has to be overcome for a solute atom to move diffusively.
When the solubility and diffusivity are measured and the product of these is
calculated for each individual sample of a series of samples, the products will not
always found to be a constant. The findings presented already in this section are
for steels where small changes have been applied to the same steel. No instances are
known where cold work does not leave the product of diffusivity and solubility as
a constant. Tempering, in the case mentioned, is another moderate treatment. A
prolonged anneal in the austenite phase field is not a “moderate” treatment in this
context, as the (DS) product is not the same as for the steel in the conditions it had
before the treatment [62]. Transforming the steels at different cooling rates from the
austenite phase field, to give the range of microstructures that a quench-hardenable
steel is capable of, is another case where the (DS) product is not expected to be
constant [98].
The significance for research into welding is to avoid setting-up diffusion models
which are fundamentally wrong. Postulating a set of mechanisms and deriving a
mathematical or computer-numerical model to test whether the calculated macroscopic outcome accords with the observed outcome is a very powerful tool. If the
investigator were not aware of a link between solubility and diffusivity they could
appear in a mathematical derivation as independent variables. More likely, diffusivity is an input variable and it is implicit, though not stated, that the solubility for
the solute is constant throughout the mathematical solution space. In deriving a
mathematical solution for systems composed of volumes with materials of different
diffusivity, at the boundary between the different materials a mathematical “continuity condition” can be imposed that the concentrations of solute approaching
the boundary are equal [99]. This is only true if the solubility for the solute stays
constant despite the change in diffusivity. If the diffusivity and solubility are linked
then this mathematical condition would be wrong, in that it would misrepresent the
physical system.

1.8

Details of the solution behaviour of hydrogen in iron
and steel

Some of the broader issues of hydrogen in solution in a metal as opposed to being in
other states such as a molecular gas in the atmosphere have already been looked-at
in the previous section. For hydrogen in solution in steel there are specific features
which make the story more involved. In effect, iron and steel do not present a solute
medium for hydrogen which is homogeneous on a microscopic scale. It is these
interesting complexities and the effects which consequentially arise which are the
subject of the section. Similar statements may be true for other metals, but it is the
welding of steels which is the subject of this investigation, plus hydrogen effects in
steels have been studied in great detail because of the overwhelmingly more common
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use of steels, which is many times the usage of all other metals combined. Steels
are a cheap high-performance material which is easy to extract and easy to recycle.
When problems are encountered in using steels, the first response will be to look
at the nature of the problem and the possibilities which could exist to adapt the
steel to perform better in the circumstances, if that were called for. Sometimes it
is possible to select other metals which would guarantee no problems of the nature
being experienced but would be a vastly expensive option only used as a last resort
in special applications where the problematic circumstances cannot be avoided. So
it is when hydrogen-related difficulties are encountered during the usage of steel.
The large amount of research done in the aim of extending the performance of steels
enables an interesting story to be told of the complexities of the existence of hydrogen
in iron and steel. The amount of work done on hydrogen in steels is even greater and
more comprehensive because of the different engineering situations where hydrogen
problems are encountered.
Consider a hydrogen atom which has been dissolved in a steel component and is
now in residence in the iron lattice away from the surface. The weight of evidence
and the intuitive expectation, given the known nature of bonding in a homogeneous
metal lattice, is that hydrogen is taken into solution behaving as metal. Metals have
their specific characteristics due to the unique metallic bond, which is somewhat like
covalent bonding but where there is such a profusion of near energy states that the
bond is not specifically bound to stay between just two specific locations [15, 100].
The explanation is that bond resonance can involve switching between different bond
couplings. The free proton notion of hydrogen dissolution in metal is that the oneand-only valence electron of hydrogen participates in the “electron cloud” within the
metal, leaving the hydrogen nucleus as a free proton [69]. It has been shown that
hydrogen in solution is drawn towards the cathode when a current is passed through
steel [101]. On this evidence it would appear therefore that hydrogen can move as
a positively charged species. This draws towards the conclusion that hydrogen in
solution behaves as a free proton.
It is suggested that the equilibrium between a given environment and the latticedissolved hydrogen is invariant and that the actual amount of hydrogen going into
solution in the metal can be explained in terms of the equilibria between hydrogen
in defects within the metal and the “fundamental” equilibrium level of hydrogen in
the lattice [93]. That is; while the body of metal remains coupled to an environment
which has a hydrogen-charging potential, the equilibrium concentration of hydrogen
in the matrix lattice of the body will be an invariant constant. All the apparent
dependence of the amount of hydrogen taken into solution on the processed state of
the steel will be directly dependent only on the amount of hydrogen preferentially
held by microstructural features existing within the metallic volume.
There was earlier discussion, in section 1.4, of the significance of the change
of allotropic form of iron on hydrogen solubility. It was suggested that a change
in the allotropic state of iron, between its body-centred cubic form and its facecentred cubic form is not a major event for hydrogen in solution. Those considering
a contrary view might like to study section 2.5.3 . It is the working assumption of
the investigation at this stage that hydrogen solution in metals is a chemical issue
relating to bonding and bond states. The allotropic change in iron would then be
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expected to have some small effect on hydrogen solubility.
Hydrogen in solution in the lattice interacts with dislocations in the lattice. It
is shown that hydrogen can travel with dislocations [22]. For this to occur hydrogen
must interact with the dislocation. It is believed that it can be demonstrated that
high hydrogen levels near that needed for the spontaneous rupture of steel cause
an increase in dislocation density. This is taken as the explanation for an increased
amount of hydrogen trapping in these conditions [80]. By process of elimination,
this same author believes that hydrogen interaction with dislocations never has a
negligible effect on hydrogen in solution [102]. This is presumed to relate to the
general case that there is no practicable way of produce volumes of metal which do
not have dislocations.
Voids in the metal can fill with molecular hydrogen when there is hydrogen in
solution in the lattice. Hydrogen as a dissolved interstitial species in the lattice can
travel to the surface of the void and combine with another such hydrogen in solution
to form the diatomic molecular gas, commonly thought of as “H2 ”. An equilibrium
will be set-up between the concentration of hydrogen in solution in the lattice and
molecular hydrogen at pressure in the void. The higher the pressure in the void,
the greater will be the number of gas atoms trying to redissolve in the lattice. If
a void were to open-up, initially there would be a flow of hydrogen to the void, as
the early recombinations would deplete the lattice of solute hydrogen and produce a
“downhill” concentration gradient toward the void. This is the driving force for mass
transport toward the void. The equilibrium which eventually occurs when the rate
of recombination of hydrogen going into the void matches the rate of dissociation of
hydrogen to go into solid solution is essentially the same equilibrium system as was
studied by Sieverts [65]. The qualification necessary is that with voids which have
opened-up in sound metal, their surfaces are absolutely clean uncontaminated iron.
Only hydrogen has the diffusion rate which allows it to journey to these voids in times
of interest. Oxygen, nitrogen and so on have diffusivities in iron which are far too low
for them to be able to get to the voids and act on the void surfaces. In studying the
Sieverts equilibrium between gases and a body of metal, such clean surfaces would be
desirable but are not easily attainable. The relationship between external pressure
of hydrogen and concentration of hydrogen taken into solution, extrapolated to give
values at room temperature, can be used in the reverse sense to deduce molecular
hydrogen gas pressures which must exist in the voids. These calculations indicate
enormously high values, compared to pressures familiar in engineering design [62].
That these very high pressures of hydrogen gas in voids are believed to exist is the
basis of the first suggested hydrogen embrittlement model [11]. Another way to
get some idea of possible pressures which might exist in voids is to take the metal
sample and measure the quantity of hydrogen in it, by collecting and measuring
the quantity which outgases over a long enough period of time. The density of the
metal is also measured and the density loss compared to the fully dense metal is
used to calculate the volume of void which must exist. If the simplifying assumption
is made that all the hydrogen was actually present in voids, this leads to a “top”
figure for the possible pressure in the voids. This procedure has been performed [75].
The pressures calculated will be a consistently high approximation, as the amount
of hydrogen which is actually going to be present as solute within the metal is not
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considered. A series of studies showed that, all other things being equal, apparent
void volume per unit volume of metal is the arbiter of the observed diffusivity of
hydrogen in a body [23, 76, 75, 103]. A higher density decrement results in a lower
diffusivity, which, given the general inverse proportionality relationship between
diffusivity and solubility, indicates that the apparent solubility for hydrogen has
increased with increasing void volume.
The general effect of cold deformation, ie deformation at room temperature, on
steel is to increase the amount of hydrogen taken into solution [62, 90, 36, 104]. If
it can be taken that reducing diffusivity is a consequence of increasing solubility
another work supports this point [98]. A linear variation in the amount of hydrogen
absorption with increasing plastic pre-strain applied to the sample was noted [90],
hydrogen solubility rising by a factor of 2.2 as 4.2% strain was applied to a previously
unstrained sample. Cold deformation raises the dislocation density so given the
proven interaction between hydrogen and dislocations of around 17.6 kJ mol−1 [22],
the finding of increasing hydrogen solubility with increasing cold work is as expected.
One observation for which no explanation is known is where the amount of hydrogen
taken into solution reduces with increasing cold deformation during the first five
percent of deformation [36]. One suggestion is that it is a kinetic effect caused
by impedance of the rate of hydrogen absorption by a crystallographically aligned
surface layer for these low deformations, leading to incomplete hydrogen absorption
in the time of immersion in the hydrogenating medium. That is; the investigators are
first inclined to suspect that the finding is an artifact of the experimental procedure,
rather than a material property.
Hydrogen is known to interact with grain boundaries, finding favourable residence there, despite at least two earlier works which appeared to discount this interaction [66, 73]. These works which did not find interaction of hydrogen with grain
boundaries used diffusivity measurements alone, whereas when the more fundamental property, solubility to hydrogen, was measured, the effect of grain boundaries
as sites where hydrogen can concentrate was shown [36, 41]. In a study showing favourable hydrogen residence on grain boundaries in nickel, electrochemical
permeation was used but the investigators also directly looked at locations of concentration of hydrogen, using a chemical micrographic technique [105]. Tritium
autoradiography gives the same finding [106]. This showed directly that hydrogen
had concentrated on grain boundaries. The ability to trap hydrogen was higher in
incoherent grain boundaries. Where there is crystallographic texture in the metal,
so that the grain boundaries are low-angle with a small degree of lattice mismatch
on the boundary, the ability to hold hydrogen is less, compared to higher-energy
incoherent high-angle grain boundaries [36].
The near-equilibrium microstructure of carbon steels is ferrite plus pearlite and
many commercial steels do have this microstructure. The interaction of hydrogen in
solution in steel with pearlite will therefore be of interest. Tritium autoradiography
reveals a strong interaction, with hydrogen concentrating on pearlite bands in the
steel [52]. The macrograph presented, at a magnification of eight times, does not
allow it to be seen which aspect of the pearlite is providing the favourable interaction with the hydrogen. An experimental program measuring hydrogen solubility
for different samples with pearlitic microstructures shows that it is the boundaries
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between ferrite and the pearlite islands which form the favourable residence sites for
hydrogen [41]. This accords with the finding that the preferential cracking site in
pearlitic steels is the ferrite-pearlite interface [41]. Electrochemical permeation tests
show that diffusivity falls with increasing pearlite fineness when the total volume
fraction of pearlite stays constant [107, 108]. Finer pearlite means that for the same
volume fraction of pearlite there is more area of ferrite to cementite in the pearlite
structure of alternate plates of ferrite and cementite. If it is assumed that a lower
diffusivity represents a higher solubility then the finding invites the conclusion that
as a larger planar interface raises the solution of hydrogen then that the planar interface between ferrite and cementite provides a preferential residence site for hydrogen.
This issue of the effect of pearlite fineness and therefore lamellar ferrite to cementite
area on hydrogen solubility formed a separate part of an investigation already mentioned [41]. It was shown that there is absolutely no effect of pearlite fineness on
solubility to hydrogen offered by the steel. As this experimental program directly
measured hydrogen solubility it must stand as the authoritative statement on this
point. It is suggested that the effect of pearlite and pearlite fineness on diffusivity is
to increase the physical obstruction which islands of pearlite present to the diffusion
path, assuming that diffusion through ferrite, which is a fundamental single phase, is
easier. It has been shown by a chemical micrography technique that hydrogen does
appear to preferentially emerge on the ferrite to cementite boundary when hydrogen
is diffusing through pearlite volume which terminates at a surface [109].
Martensite is found to offer the lowest diffusivity to hydrogen of the range of
microstructures possible for a carbon steel [110]. This is confirmed by the finding that diffusivity for hydrogen is lowest and solubility is highest in martensitic
microstructures, compared to the other possible microstructures which can be obtained on heat treatment of a carbon steel [109]. In a macroscopic body stressed as
a beam, when the microstructure is martensite hydrogen is preferentially absorbed
into the part of the body which is stressed in tension. This is not the case for softer
near-equilibrium structures which absorb hydrogen to a constant lower concentration level [111]. Martensite produced by a fast cool is a more effective in holding
hydrogen than bainite with precipitates [112]. This confirms the impression that for
hydrogen in carbon steels the martensite structure offers the highest solubility and
the lowest diffusivity of all the microstructures which can be produced during transformation from the higher-temperature austenite phase. Tritium autoradiography
reveals martensite plate interfaces as hydrogen trapping sites [106].
Retained austenite, as films between martensite laths, is found to be a strong
trap for hydrogen [43]. A higher volume fraction of martensite is found to decrease
diffusivity, but this is a lesser effect than can be produced by increasing the amount
of retained austenite [43]. A mechanistic explanation is not offered for these observations [43].
The presence of substitutional solid solution elements is shown to reduce diffusivity to hydrogen slightly [113]. There is the suggestion that this is caused more
by the effect of elastic strain around the substitutionally dissolved atom than by a
chemical interaction of hydrogen with the other substitutional solute species [113].
Precipitates caused by the reaction of the reactive microalloying elements with
carbon and nitrogen produce energetic traps for hydrogen [114, 112, 115]. It is cer-
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tainly identified that the carbo-nitride precipitates of titanium form traps which
bind hydrogen strongly enough to be irreversible traps [114, 115]. That is; at room
temperature hydrogen held by these traps will never release. Niobium is another
microalloying element in steel specifically associated with energetic trapping of hydrogen by its carbo-nitride precipitates [112]. Precipitates which are incoherent in
the ferrite matrix are found to offer a higher binding energy to hydrogen than coherent precipitates [114]. Tritium autoradiography directly confirms that hydrogen
concentrates on the boundary between precipitate and matrix [106].
The interaction of hydrogen with non-metallic inclusions, for which evidence was
first suggested in the 1920’s [116] was later found to be fully explained in terms of
the volume of voids associated with the inclusions. This was particularly found to
be so for sulphide inclusions. The inclusion volume fraction itself was found to have
no effect on the amount of hydrogen held [23, 76, 75].

1.9

Diffusivity

Iron and steels show a complex nature of diffusive behaviour, which is commonly
referred to as “anomalous diffusion”. At lower temperatures the activation energy
controlling the rate of diffusion is different from that controlling the rate of diffusion
in the higher temperature range, the transition between the two regimes being the
temperature range between 200 and 3000 C [117, 118]. The current understanding
of the regimes of anomalous and “ordinary” diffusion is generally visualised in the
form of a graph, the first presentation of which [118] is reproduced in Figure 1.4 .
Earlier to this realisation in the late 1950’s there had been some puzzlement, as
it was appreciated that the rate of hydrogen movement at room temperature is
much slower than would be anticipated if the relationship for diffusion coefficient
at higher temperatures was extrapolated to room temperature [6]. There is an
Arrhenius relationship between diffusivity and temperature [66], so there appeared
to be no impediment to making this extrapolation. The Arrhenius relationship is
when a linear graph results if the logarithm of the rate of a process is plotted against
the inverse of the absolute temperature. For rolled sections with simple geometric
form mathematical solutions exist for the Fick’s second law equation of unsteadystate diffusion [119]. However, insertion of the extrapolated diffusion coefficient as
an input value into the solutions resulted in a prediction of hydrogen loss far faster
than was actually observed.
The widely accepted explanation for the anomalous diffusion phenomenon and
its form is that the higher temperature regime is rate-controlled by the rapidity
of hydrogen diffusion in the iron lattice, while in the lower temperature regime
hydrogen movement is rate-controlled by its interaction with microstructural features [62]. In the lower temperature regime the rate at which hydrogen can move
onwards through the lattice is unrestrictive, compared to the rate at which hydrogen is ejected by thermal agitation from its periods of residence in places where it is
energetically favourable to be. The residence for periods of time at microstructural
features, between the time that the hydrogen goes into the favourable site and the
time that a random thermal agitation has the energy to eject the hydrogen from the
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Figure 1.4: Coe and Moreton’s [118] plot of the form of the relationship between the
diffusivity of hydrogen in steel and the temperature of the steel. A plot of the logarithm of
the diffusion coefficient vs the inverse of the absolute temperature gives a linear plot, as is
the general case for diffusion. However, there is a lower temperature regime and a higher
temperature regime. This represents different rate-controlling mechanisms dominating
in the two different domains. The intersection of the two linear plots is in the range
200 to 3000 C, which represents the point at which there occurs transfer of rate control
between the two regimes. The lower-temperature regime has a steeper gradient, indicating
that the solute atoms are more energetically held than in the higher-temperature regime.
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site, is known as “trapping”. The transition between the two regimes will only represent the point at which there is a switch between which process dominates control
of diffusion rate. Trapping can be assumed to continue in the higher temperature
regime, having some small effect on diffusivity, while in the lower temperature regime
the rate of diffusion in the lattice will have a small effect on the diffusivity.
Fick’s derivation of his laws of diffusion [119] does mention that lattice diffusion
can be modeled by considering solute atoms which can randomly jump in any direction between equivalent lattice sites. This line of thought is not developed and there
is an immediate skip to the point that the outcome of a diffusive process of random
jumps between equivalent lattice positions should be described by the equations for
heat flow derived by Fourier. The term “D–apparent” is often encountered in the
literature on hydrogen in steel. This signifies that there is a single value which can
be used as the diffusion coefficient which gives correct solutions even though it is
appreciated that the implicit assumption of mechanism does not apply.
Mathematical representations of diffusion-with-trapping have been put forward
[120, 121, 122, 123, 124]. These are constructed using terms which mathematically
represent the various physical phenomena. One central concept is that there is a
rate of trapping and a rate of detrapping. The ratio of these gives the ability of
each trap to absorb hydrogen. Another important feature is the number of traps
per unit volume. Using computer numerical solutions it becomes possible to obtain
solutions for systems with more than one type of trap. This makes it possible to
have a solution which has elastic traps, by which would be meant voids, and inelastic
traps, which would mean chemical binding sites such as Ti atoms in interstitial
solution [125]. A numerical solution already encountered is for the prediction of the
outcome of the thermal method of investigating hydrogen trapping behaviour [93].
This is the method where a small sample previously hydrogenated is heated at
a constant temperature ramping rate and the hydrogen escape rate detected vs
temperature is recorded as the basis of the interpretation. Using a numerical solution
it is possible to have the competing rates of trapping, detrapping and retrapping
plus the effect of the rapidity of diffusion of the hydrogen through the lattice [93].
The erroneous results shown to produced when any of these variables are put out
of existence by putting in very high or very low values, as achieves the desired
effect, is why the quantitative findings put forward by a couple of earlier works
using thermal methods have not been used [91, 114]. In general, generic computer
numerical solution methods enable the knowledge of underlying physical behaviour
to be used to obtain a solution for any specific physical situation. The disadvantage
is that the relative influences of the physical processes is not revealed by a numerical
“run” in isolation. It cannot be seen which variables are having the greatest effect
and the effect of changing variables on the outcome is not necessarily obvious. A
map of responses can be build-up by running the solution repeatedly for a range
of input variables. This has been done in the case of predicting the outcomes of
the thermal method for estimating bonding of hydrogen in metals [93]. This is of
immense value when the complexities of a situation make a derived mathematical
solution unattainable.
General solutions for the models are derived for simple geometric situations and
sometimes with a qualification about the domain of physical conditions for which
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the solution is correct [126, 120, 121]. In particular, a solution may be attainable in
the situation that the hydrogen concentration is very low, or that it is high enough
to saturate the traps. Experimental programs can then be designed with samples
and procedures which give conformance to one of the derived solutions for diffusion
with trapping. The experimental results obtained will be interpreted on the basis
of the solution to isolate the values of the variables assumed to exist in the model.
A pitfall which can exist is if an unappreciated additional phenomenon is affecting
the results, which can lead to a complex but wrong analysis of the results. One
such pitfall already mentioned when looking at investigative methods for hydrogen
behaviour in metals is the effect of surface oxide layers on electrochemical permeation
results [86, 112]. The influence of an obstructive surface oxide passivation layer taken
as being part of the effect of processes in volume can cause serious misinterpretations.
At this stage it is necessary to look at whether diffusion is indeed essentially Fickian, albeit with the trapping modification. The underlying mechanistic assumption
is that there is net transfer of solute “down” a concentration gradient, which occurs
because random jumping of the solute without directional preference will result in
this happening. An entirely different form of behaviour which has been postulated
and mathematically described [126], and observed [127], is the moving-boundary
type of diffusion. Here, there is a high driving force to keep a uniform concentration, so diffusion advances by a boundary between solute-containing and solute-free
propagating outwards from the solute source. Direct evidence in the form of the
concentration profile of the solute was sought. Two instances were found where
welds had been sliced-up at low temperatures and the hydrogen recovered from the
extracted samples measured [128, 129]. What is observed is that the concentration
of hydrogen in the volume shows a smooth curve declining from a highest solute
concentration in the central region heading for apparently zero concentration at the
weld top and bottom surfaces. For a nickel-based alloy, a very detailed measurement
of the concentration profile of the absorption of deuterium from an environment of
constant charging potential has been made [130]. Secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) was used as the method of measuring the local deuterium concentration, at
points from near the surface to around 1mm into the sample volume. The results
for the concentration profile matched the semi-infinite body solution for Fickian
unsteady-state diffusion [126]. Figure 2.1 on page 49 shows this concentration profile, and the semi-infinite body solution is considered in section 2.2 . The sample was
charged with hydrogen by electrolysis in a salt bath at 450K. The elevated temperature was needed because the rate of hydrogen movement is reported as being “low”
at room temperature. Samples were charged for different periods of time; 0.25hr,
1hr and 5hr being reported in the results. The total amount of deuterium absorbed
by each sample was measured by extraction at 1773K. This defines a unique plot of
the semi-infinite body solution. This is referred to as “normalising” in the article,
which is not entirely informative as to the mathematical process it represents. However, the area under the curve for a plot of concentration vs distance is equal to the
quantity of solute in the sample and it is assumed that this area-matching is what is
being represented. The semi-infinite body solution curves give an excellent fit of the
results obtained. It should be noted that these are ingassing curves, whereas escape
of hydrogen from a weld is an outgassing process. It has been found that ingassing
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torsion pendulum :
iron

Activation
energy
kJ mol−1

observed
diffusion coeff
m2 s−1

temp. of
diff. obsn
0C

ref.

28.2 to 33.6

—

—

[72]

3.25 × 10−11
1.15 × 10−11
(3.13–6.25)×10−11
2.21 × 10−11 (250 C)
5 × 10−11

RT
RT
RT
25 to 800
RT

[118]
[118]
[23]
[117]
[103]

1.4 × 10−10
1.9 × 10−11
1.4 × 10−11

RT
RT
RT

[131]
[131]
[131]

—
—

—
—

[70]
[70]

270 C
270 C
270 C

[132]
[132]
[132]

—

[133]

effusion from cylinders :
Ni–Cr–Mo
32.6
Cr–Mo–V–W
30.5
iron (C < 0.02%)
35.5 to 39.7
electrolyt. ref’d Fe
32.7
0.002%C 0.5%Mn
35.66 to 35.74
weld metals (SMA) :
basic
30.5
rutile
41.0
acid
39.3
EN8 (≈0.4%C)
0.29%C 1.2%Si steel

35

24.7
26.4

electrochemical permeation (unsteady-state transient) :
0.07%C 0.28%Mn :
pearlitic
—
6.75×10−10
spheroidised (fine)
—
3.22×10−10
quench & aged 1000 C
—
1.66×10−10
0.08%C (Nb,Ti µal’d)

21

—

Table 1.1: Measurements of diffusion coefficient and activation energy for diffusion of
hydrogen in iron and steel found in the literature. Some measurements, such as the torsion
pendulum observations are aimed at making progress in understanding the fundamental
nature of hydrogen diffusion in metals. Other measurements presented here commanded
interest because they observe the hydrogen movement rate in commercial steels or weld
metals. All compositional proportions are mass percentages. SMA = shielded-metal-arc.
µal’d = microalloyed. RT = room temperature.

can be Fickian in nature while outgassing does not fit the Fickian prediction [62, 90].
Table 1.1 presents a review of activation energies for hydrogen diffusion in iron
and steel in the anomalous diffusion temperature range, plus hydrogen diffusion
coefficients in iron and steel at or near room temperature where available.
The temperature dependence of the ability of hydrogen to move with dislocations suggests an interaction energy between hydrogen and dislocations of 17.6
kJ mol−1 [22]. This is a slightly lower activation energy than obtained by the express efforts to measure the diffusion activation energy presented in Table 1.1 .
A question of some importance is whether the apparent diffusion coefficient for
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hydrogen varies with concentration of hydrogen. A nine-fold variation on the initial
quantity of hydrogen in cylindrical samples did not noticeably affect the diffusion
coefficient deduced from the effusion rate with time [89]. Likewise it was shown
that electrochemical permeation first transients with varied hydrogen input concentrations can be superimposed when corrected for the linear proportional increase of
flux with increase of charging concentration [134]. The concern in accepting these as
demonstration that hydrogen diffusivity does not change with concentration is that
they are testing over quite a narrow range of high concentrations where hydrogen
traps can be expected to be highly saturated. Consider the effusion of hydrogen from
a cylindrical specimen. It passes from the central region of abundant hydrogen where
traps will be highly saturated, through a spectrum of such concentrations, but will
eventually have to pass through the region immediately adjacent to the surface. The
suspicion is that the hydrogen concentration profile converges down to virtually zero
at the surface. This is difficult to measure; elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA)
shows the hydrogen concentration for only a few nanometres of depth [135] and the
findings available did not help on this point. However, it does seem overwhelmingly
likely that in the later stages of its journey to the surface, hydrogen will be passing
through regions with low hydrogen levels where the near-saturation of traps will not
be the case. The same argument could be made about hydrogen traveling to the
exit surface of a permeation membrane. This concern applies to both steady state
permeation and the unsteady state initial transient.
It does seem very clearly demonstrated that it is indeed the case that the hydrogen diffusion coefficient does very markedly depend on the hydrogen concentration,
when comparison is made between concentrations familiar in welding and corrosion
cracking situations and those a few orders of magnitude lower. Given the clarity
of the findings [84, 81, 85] the only way to escape this conclusion would be if the
experimental results were shown to be artifacts of the experimental technique and
there is no known suspicion of this being the case. Electrochemical permeation
using a range of charging current densities from 10 to 2340µA cm−2 (typically;
1.8mA cm−2 [136], 5mA cm−2 [110]) showed from the initial permeation transient
that the rate of hydrogen movement is very much lower at the lower charging current
densities and therefore hydrogen concentrations. The experiment used a 40% coldworked pure iron membrane with palladium plated on both entry and exit surfaces,
which was later shown to be very necessary in order to get usable results [86, 112].
The change in the charging current from 2340µA cm−2 to 10µA cm−2 was accompanied by a reduction in the diffusivity of around 120–fold. The change in hydrogen
diffusivity appeared linear in diffusivity vs square root of charging current. Two
works used gas-phased charging of permeation membranes with palladium-coated
surfaces [84, 85]. They also found that at low hydrogen levels the diffusivity to
hydrogen is low. They both used very pure iron and found similar trapping energies
of 56 to 57 kJ mol−1 [85] and 59 ±4.6kJ mol−1 [84]. These trapping energies were
constant across a range of treatments of the steel; what varied was the number of
traps. The trapping energies are higher than the range previously noted. The traps
are reversible [84]. It is possible that there is a less numerous but higher energy trap
which has dominating effect when hydrogen is scarce. Such traps would saturate
early when hydrogen is more plentiful, leaving a more numerous lower energy trap
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as the dominating and rate controlling one. Were this the case, the trap energies
mentioned earlier would represent these traps.
A point which can be made for the experiments which investigated the effect of
low hydrogen levels on the diffusivity is that the low hydrogen concentrations were
absolutely imposed on the samples. There was nothing they could do about the
situation as no more hydrogen was made available to them. This is not the case
when it is being postulated that the layer of a cylindrical body near a surface, or
the surface of a permeation membrane must necessarily be hydrogen depleted. With
samples previously charged to hydrogen levels equal to those encountered in welding
and corrosion cracking, the central region of the sample will be a saturated abundant
hydrogen source for all but the tail-end of the extraction of the hydrogen. It can
be postulated that an abundant hydrogen source will “over-run” the traps, giving
a significant hydrogen level all the way to the surface and unrestricted hydrogen
passage. This would be at odds with one mathematical derivation [121], where
it would appear that the hydrogen level does become very low near the surface
so creating an impediment to hydrogen transfer. Applying this analysis [121] to
measurements presented in the literature seems to give answers consistent with the
measurements.

1.10

Signs of surface transfer asymmetry

According to Fickian diffusion theory the rates of absorption and desorption should
be identical. This is why there is the concept that Fickian diffusion is “symmetrical”.
One finding in particular causes concern or interest that there could be an
anomaly related to hydrogen transfer across a surface. This is the finding that
the rate of absorption of hydrogen from a solution of a constant charging potential
is not the same rate as the hydrogen effuses from the sample after charging. The
rate of desorption is slower than the rate of absorption [62, 137, 90].
Two of these works [62, 90] used samples in the form of steel cylinders which
were immersed in an acidic hydrogen charging solution. The absorption rate was as
expected with linear relationship between quantity absorbed and square root of time
until the equilibrium hydrogen level was reached. The desorption curve, measuring
effusion of hydrogen through the surface of the sample, shows a significantly lower
initial output rate which falls with elapsing time. Visualised as a graph, the effusion
rate moves towards an asymptote with very slow loss of the final proportion of the
original source. This graph is shown in the included Figure 1.5 .
The other work referred to studied input and output transients of a planar sample
abraded while immersed in water [137] in order to arrive at the conclusion that the
diffusion process was asymmetric.

1.11

On the partition hypothesis

One school of thought postulates that the arbiter of hydrogen distribution in welds is
the partition of hydrogen between the different metallurgical regions of the weld zone
during the transient coexistence of austenite and ferrite. The nature of this mech-
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Figure 1.5: Darken and Smith’s [62] observation of asymmetric diffusion. Graph axes
are “Hydrogen–cc/g” (range 0 to 0.1 by 0.01 intervals) and “t1/2 ”, where t is in seconds
(range 0 to 500 by 100 intervals). For “symmetry” the graphs should superimpose. The
original caption reads “Comparison of rate of absorption of hydrogen from a solution of
molal citric acid with rate of evolution (lower curve) both at 360 C. (1 cc NTP per gram
= 0.00899% H.)”

Figure 1.6: The illustration provided by Granjon [138] representing his hypothesis of
hydrogen partition in the weld zone. It is suggested that there is a boundary surface
A—B between αFe in the weld metal and γFe in the heat-affected-zone of the plate metal
across which hydrogen is partitioned from αFe (w.m.) to γFe (HAZ). At the left-hand-side
of the illustration, the thicker line under the fusion boundary and adjacent to the “H+ ”
symbols indicates the hypothesised zone of hydrogen segregation.

anistic hypothesis is formalised by Granjon [138], whose representation is shown in
Figure 1.6 . Coexistence of ferrite and austenite could occur during the temperature
range in which austenite regions are transforming to ferrite if the hardenabilities of
the regions in the weld zone differ. Particularly under scrutiny with respect to the
partition hypothesis are the relative states of the weld metal and the austenitised
heat-affected-zone (HAZ) during the cooling cycle. Acicular ferrite forming weld
metals will transform somewhere in a temperature range from 500 to 4400 C [139].
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The transformation temperature of the HAZ will depend on the type of plate steel
being welded. For classic plate steels with carbon contents around 0.20%C, the
transformation temperature range is from around 4800 C to 2600 C [140]. For low
carbon steels, a transformation temperature range of 5500 C to 4900 C is quoted for
an unspecified 0.06%C steel [141]. Therefore, when welding classic constructional
steels the partition hypothesis would suggest a partitioning of hydrogen to the HAZ
while when welding low carbon HSLA steels with very low martensitic hardenabilities the putative partition of hydrogen would be such as to retain the hydrogen in the
weld metal. Some concern could be expressed at the feasibility of the partition hypothesis functioning, especially to any extent which would make it the predominant
arbiter of hydrogen location in the weld. The difference between the solubilities of
hydrogen in ferrite and austenite may not be as great as has been supposed. Taking
the data of Geller and Sun [59], who present the relationships ;
log[HM ]α;eqm = −

1418
+ 1.677
T

log[HM ]γ;eqm = −

1182
+ 1.677
T

and

at 573K (3000 C) these yield that
log[HM ]γ;eqm,573K = 0.411mlH2 /100gF e
log[HM ]α;eqm,573K = 0.159mlH2 /100gF e
so that the ratio of solubilities
log[HM ]γ;eqm,573K / log[HM ]α;eqm,573K = 2.58
Had the selected temperature been below 3000 C anomalous solubility and diffusivity behaviour would be occurring and the Geller and Sun solubility relationships
would not hold true. As the coexistence of untransformed essentially homogeneous
austenite alongside transformed ferrite with complex microstructure is being considered, the effect of hydrogen trapping would presumably be to create little extra
solubility for hydrogen in austenite but to raise the solubility of hydrogen in the
transformed phase. This would act to limit the divergence of the solubilities of hydrogen in austenite and ferrite. Moving from considerations of equilibrium solubility
in selected temperature ranges there are kinetic considerations in reviewing whether
hydrogen partition can occur. Firstly, there has to be sufficient time for mass transport to occur. It also needs to be considered that while austenite may have a higher
solubility for hydrogen than ferrite, the diffusivity of hydrogen in austenite is lower
than in ferrite, impeding the entropic tendency of hydrogen to disperse from high
to low concentrations; specifically from the weld metal into the HAZ and parent
plate. The above considerations interact in a complex way, are welding condition
specific and do not lead to any conclusion. It is useful to return to the previously
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mentioned broader point that the solubility of hydrogen in iron is little arbited by
matrix lattice crystal structure per se and that solubility is massively influenced by
chemical interactions. No reports of experimental evidence for the occurrence of
hydrogen partition between austenite and ferrite in constructional steel welds has
been identified. While there is no objection to the partition hypothesis, there is little
to commend it. No record of investigation of the postulation that hydrogen simply
disperses from high to low concentration regions in line with the entropic imperative
has been located; this would certainly be a necessary precursor to being able to judge
experimental evidence aiming to reveal whether partitioning of hydrogen does occur.
That the partition hypothesis is pervasive is indicated by a couple of quotes found in
the literature. This quote appeared as background general knowledge comment in
a paper on the use of electrotransport to assist in the abstraction of hydrogen from
the surface of a weld [101] “....but a significant fraction (of the hydrogen) diffuses
into the near heat affected zone which transforms into austenite during the weld
thermal cycle. Since austenite has a much larger hydrogen solubility than ferrite
or martensite, a high hydrogen content develops in the thin austenite region.” The
other example [142] is also in the form of ostensible background knowledge, and
no evidence or references are presented in support of the claimed behaviour. The
diagram of the postulated events is presented in Figure 1.7 . The accompanying
text states: “(a) Flow of hydrogen atoms from the weld metal into the HAZ due
to differences in concentration and solubility. This situation relates to conventional
normalised steel, in which the transformation from austenite to ferrite takes place
at a lower temperature than in the weld metal. As the weld metal transforms to
ferrite, there is a driving force for hydrogen diffusion to the austenitic HAZ. (b) In
modern TMCP (thermomechanical controlled processing) steels the alloying content
is lower, giving a higher transformation temperature. Thus, the hydrogen atoms remain in the austenitic weld metal. When the weld metal subsequently transforms
to ferrite, the driving force to diffuse the hydrogen atoms into the HAZ is relatively
small, and the hydrogen to a large extent remains in the weld metal.”
It is helpful to consider the origin of the partition hypothesis. The hypothesis
originated from the consideration of why very hydrogen-cracking susceptible higher
hardenability ferritic steels can be safely welded with austenitic stainless steel electrodes [9]. This was probably first recognised when attempts were made to weld
armour plate steels. The use of welding consumables depositing austenitic steel
weld metal gives a very high degree of relief from hydrogen cracking susceptibility. The mechanistic postulation advanced to explain this observation is that the
hydrogen has a higher solubility in austenite than in ferrite, so that the hydrogen
remains in solution in the austenitic weld metal and does not move out into the heataffected-zone (HAZ) to cause cracking in the highly hydrogen sensitive structures
there.
Direct confirmation that hydrogen does not move from the austenitic stainless
steel weld into the HAZ and parent plate would be easy to obtain, but no instances
of this being obtained and reported have been found. However the most probable
means by which HAZ cracking can be avoided when welding with austenitic stainless
steel electrodes, when to weld with ferritic steel producing electrodes results in an
identical HAZ structure, is for there to be an absence of hydrogen in the HAZ of
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Figure 1.7: “Extended” version of Granjon [138] hypothesis [142]. The argument is
that in modern thermo-mechanically controlled-rolled and accelerated-cooled steels with
very low carbon levels, the plate metal heat-affected-zone will transform to αFe before the
weld metal, whose “hardenability” has remained essentially unchanged over more than
two decades. This would reverse the direction of the proposed partition of hydrogen. See
Figure 1.6 and accompanying text in section 1.11 .
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the weld produced with austenitic stainless steel weld metal.
To accept the partition hypothesis at present would entail some implicit assumptions which are difficult to justify. There is no proof that the inability of hydrogen
to move from the austenitic weld metal into the HAZ is not due to some specific
property of the austenitic stainless steel, rather than some general property of the
face-centred-cubic austenite allotrope of iron. Another logical problem involves assuming that the movement properties of hydrogen in and around austenitic welds,
where the temperature range of interest is less than 2000 C down to and especially
at room temperature, can be compared to the movement properties at higher temperatures where ferritic steels and ferritic weld metals are formed.
The suggested explanation in terms of solubilities is not favoured by Coe [9],
who suggests an explanation in terms of diffusion rates. His suggestion is that the
diffusivity of hydrogen in the austenitic stainless steel weld metal may be restrictive compared to that in the plate and HAZ, resulting in that hydrogen diffusing
across the fusion boundary being dispersed away much faster than it is supplied,
so preventing the possibility of hydrogen attaining a significant level in the HAZ.
Findings in this experimental program later offered a very high level of support in
favour of Coe’s explanation. Remarkable evidence was generated during a trial experiment which, in the overall form and objectives of this project and thesis, had
to be relegated to the section “Unsuccessful experiments”, section 2.5.3 . The experiment could not be rigorously interpreted. Figure 2.38 presents a photograph of
an austenitic stainless steel body upon which a conventional low-alloy ferritic steel
weld has been deposited, where the back of the sample has been machined away
until the deeper weld-penetration swirls on the underside of the weld bead have
been exposed; “scalped”. An accompanying diagram is provided, Figure 2.39 . The
photograph appears to be showing that hydrogen is freely emerging from the ferritic
metal but is being obstructed to such an extent by the thin layers of stainless steel
between the “scalped” sites that no hydrogen bubbles can be observed. It has to be
stressed how advisedly this observation is presented, as it is not possible to assist the
observer in knowing whether the apparent impression in this context is a true one.
The uncertainties affecting the interpretation of the observations are considered in
section 2.5.3 .
In the situation outlined in this section, for the purposes of designing an informative experimental program, it would be obstructive for any judgment on the
importance or otherwise on the partition hypothesis of hydrogen redistribution in
the weld zone to feature either directly or implicitly in that design.

1.12

Specific information on welds

The standard method of rating the amount of hydrogen which a welding system
produces in the British Standard BS6693. The section which specifically relates to
the manual welding processes, metal-inert-gas (MIG), metal-active-gas (MAG), and
tungsten-inert-gas (TIG) and flux-cored-wire MAG is Part 5 of the 1988 standard.
Hydrogen is essentially uniformly distributed along the length of a weld [143].
At the start of the weld run there is a distance of about 25mm where the hydrogen
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level builds-up to its constant level.
An analysis using computer numerical solution for hydrogen transport in the
weld during and immediately after deposition concluded that there will be very
little hydrogen movement in the short time at high temperatures [144]. As a general
point; the rapid increases of hydrogen mobility with increasing temperature while at
near room temperature will not continue to high temperature. In the temperature
range of 200 to 3000 C the diffusion reverts to the high temperature form which is
believed to be controlled by lattice diffusion. The activation energy for hydrogen
here is lower than in the low temperature anomalous diffusivity range. This means
that the increase in hydrogen diffusivity with increasing temperature will not be
at the rapid rate experienced at the lower temperatures. It is therefore wrong to
think that a few seconds in the region reaching the melting point of the metal will
advance the diffusion process significantly, compared to the diffusion over hours at
room temperature.
At room temperature the hydrogen diffusivities in the weld metal fall in the
lowest range measured for steel plates at room temperature [78].
In a multi-run SMA weld on plates of thickness 41mm, when the weld contained
hot fissures the hydrogen level measured was still in the range 3.95 to 11.95 ml of
hydrogen gas per 100g of steel after three months at room temperature [77]. This
does seem a rather restricted escape rate of hydrogen, which is thought to be linked
to the fissuring.
The propensity of a weld to hydrogen crack depends, amongst other factors, on
the amount of stress in the weld. This need not be externally applied load. The
cooling of the weld and its thermal contraction can produce high stresses. This
restraint stress has been found to depend on transformation temperature [145].
The rate at which a hydrogen crack progressed was found to be faster in the
weld metal than in the plate metal [146]. The explanation is thought to be that the
hydrogen level is higher in the weld than in the plate.

1.13

Investigations into distribution and movement of
weld hydrogen

It is indeed the case that the works which report investigation of weld hydrogen
distribution in weld samples are very few in number. The reason is the practical
difficulties in sampling weld hydrogen levels in a weld. Due to the rapid mobility
of hydrogen, in the time-scale in which a weld can be sectioned and an obtained
sample put in an analyser, the hydrogen it is desired to measure has long-since
escaped through the new surfaces.
One technique used [128] was to section at low temperatures, where hydrogen
mobility is lower; sufficiently low that there is negligible hydrogen escape during
extraction of a sample. When the sample warms to room temperature or whatever
higher temperature the analyser is set to, the hydrogen which then escapes through
the surfaces and is measured is the quantity of hydrogen in an element of volume in
which it is the desired objective to know the hydrogen concentration. Obviously, the
analyser will measure volume of hydrogen released and the sample can be weighed
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after the hydrogen extraction, yielding the concentration of hydrogen which existed
at the sampled location in the weld. Welds deposited on a 0.05%C 0.43%Mn steel
had samples around 1mm square cross-section sliced from under the cross-section,
so that the length dimension ran horizontally transversely across the weld width,
centred on the weld longitudinal–vertical centre line. Five samples where taken from
the surface of the single run bead-on-plate weld to the underlying plate, at evenly
spaced intervals. Three were in the weld, one in the heat-affected-zone (HAZ) and
last one in the plate metal probably sufficiently distant from the fusion boundary
to be out of the HAZ. The welds used were two different basic electrodes and one
acid electrode. The tool used to cut the samples was given as being a jeweller’s saw,
and the stated conditions were that the cut was performed under a stream of liquid
carbon dioxide.
One significant advantage offered by this procedure to analyse hydrogen concentration in volume is that when the sample is in the hydrogen analyser, the amount
of hydrogen which emerges at room temperature can be measured, then the temperature can be raised in order to extract any more tightly bound hydrogen, referred to
as “residual hydrogen”. The disadvantage is that the spatial resolution of hydrogen
concentration profile is limited to about 1.5 to 2mm
The results obtained are presented as a figure which is reproduced as Figure 1.8 .
No attempt is made to analyse the results in terms of a hypothesis of the nature of
hydrogen distribution and redistribution. Broadly, the results show highest hydrogen
concentration in the weld metal, with hydrogen concentration declining near the top
surface of the weld and some hydrogen diffusing into the plate metal.
Use was made of laser melting of small cylindrical melt pools in traverses across
the section of a weld [147]. Gases released were fed to a mass spectrometer and
hydrogen quantity was measured. The welds were multi-run wide-weave deposits
in a “V”–preparation in 12mm thick plate, taking three runs to fill. The samples
were left at room temperature for 50 days, for diffusible hydrogen to get to the
surface and escape into the atmosphere. The measurement was therefore of residual
hydrogen only. For this purpose of this project this appears be a discarding of the
behaviour of the hydrogen which is of central interest; that which is mobile and can
contribute to cracking mechanisms. The measurements indicated a level of residual
hydrogen many times higher than commonly reported values. Average values up to
20 mlH2 /100gFe are reported. This is when welding a plate pre-cooled to -600 C with
a cellulosic electrode, which gives a very high hydrogen level in the weld metal. For
plates preheated to 1500 C the residual hydrogen level is around 10 mlH2 /100gFe .
This compares to a general expectation that residual hydrogen levels will be less
than 1 mlH2 /100gFe . With basic electrodes the residual hydrogen levels are around
4 mlH2 /100gFe and 3 mlH2 /100gFe , for the same plate temperatures, respectively.
There is nothing unusual about the steels and weld used. The steel is a 0.22%C
plate steel. The welds are cellulosic and basic production electrodes.
The measurements show a peak in the residual hydrogen, of about 25% higher
than the neighbouring concentrations, at the fusion boundary. There is also a locally
higher residual hydrogen level near geometric discontinuities like weld undercut. It
is reiterated that these are measurements of residual hydrogen, which may have
some importance but is certainly far less so than the much greater amount of mobile
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Figure 1.8: Measurements of hydrogen concentration profiles in welds obtained by Christensen, Gjermundsen and Rose [128]. The measured concentrations of hydrogen are obtained from small blocks of metal sawn from welds which has been frozen to -800 C immediately after completion of the test weld. The illustrations on the left-hand-side indicate
by the hatching the areas in the cross-section which have been sampled. On the righthand-side are the results obtained. The residual hydrogen is measured as well as the freely
diffusing hydrogen. The hatched areas on the histograms of amount of hydrogen indicate
the amount of residual hydrogen.
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hydrogen. The mobile hydrogen can, undesirably, travel to cracking sites and assist
cracking processes or, desirably, disperse so that it no longer represents a hazard.
Narrow groove preparation welds in plates 100mm to 200mm thick had the hydrogen concentration profiles sampled over a period of days by extracting quite large
samples with smallest dimension 15mm [129]. The measurements show that the hydrogen level is highest towards the top of the weld, around the 3/4 thickness position.
The hydrogen concentration is seen to diminish smoothly, apparently going toward
zero hydrogen concentration at the surfaces.
The rate of weld hydrogen movement in a weld sample was investigated by
drilling 2mm diameter holes to run transversely under a single-run weld [143]. Holes
were drilled at different depths below the fusion boundary. Some samples had a
series of holes drilled at increasing depths below the fusion boundary. For another
test series, different samples had the transverse holes drilled at different depths, but
in each sample all holes were at the same depth. Volume of hydrogen emerging
from the holes against time was measured. As would be intuitively expected, the
amount of hydrogen collected increased with elapsing time; initially rapidly but with
approximately exponentially decaying rate. Also as expected, the emerged volume
and emergence rate profile was higher for holes drilled through the sample closer to
the fusion boundary.
There is no analysis of the results in the cited reference [143]. No proposed
behaviour is set-out in designing the experiments and there are no proposals on the
basis of the observed behaviour.
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Topics to investigate

The most promising line of research on the issue of hydrogen mobility in the weld
zone is to establish what is the contribution of simple diffusion. The most basic
form of diffusive behaviour being visualised here is the natural tendency to level
concentration gradients. This has been worked upon as the hypothesis “all hydrogen
movement by which hydrogen redistributes from its original position in the weld
metal to being dispersed throughout the weld zone is concentration-gradient-driven
diffusion”.
This approach was taken because the suggestion that all hydrogen movement is
diffusive is the simplest which cannot be dismissed on the basis of current knowledge. It is evident that hydrogen does move within the weld zone and the simplest
mechanism by which a solute species can move is diffusion. If any anomaly occurs
by which hydrogen movement cannot be explained by simple diffusion then it would
appear that there is a more sophisticated hydrogen transport mechanism operating.
Were this to be the case then it would be classified if possible, else it would be a recommendation that further work establish what the more sophisticated mechanism
is.
It would be difficult to proceed without firstly quantifying the contribution of
diffusion to hydrogen mass transfer in the weld zone. It appears inevitable that
there will be some diffusive contribution to hydrogen redistribution. There are
very obvious pitfalls in immediately moving to quantify putative more sophisticated
models of hydrogen behaviour. At best, an unknown diffusive contribution to the
observed outcome would make interpretation of the results difficult.
Given the lack of prior experience and knowledge on the issue of hydrogen redistribution behaviour, it seems necessary to design experiments where all possible
mechanisms influencing hydrogen redistribution can exert their influence on the outcome of the experiments performed. This defined that the experiments performed
need to have a duality of nature, being both real welds in character and simultaneously scientific experiments investigating adherence to a hypothesised behaviour.
When this is achieved it becomes impossible to interpose criticism between the indications of behaviour revealed by the results and their direct utilisation in considering
welding practice. By contrast, it appeared that scientifically exact experiments such
as the use of the electrochemical hydrogen permeation technique could give very
exact quantifications of properties such as the diffusive behaviour of hydrogen in the
plate metal at a specified temperature. However these experiments might not yield
any indication of the significance to welding practice, given that the contribution of
other possible mechanisms to hydrogen redistribution would not be known. Consequently, the experimental program was designed to maintain the duality of real weld
conditions in the experimental techniques developed.

2.2

Selection of experimental approach

Taking the hypothesis “all hydrogen dispersion from weld metal to other regions of
the weld zone is diffusive”, an expected behaviour which could be easily looked for
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Figure 2.1: Concentration profile produced by diffusion under conditions of the semiinfinite body solution. A numerical integration over 300000 intervals between zero and
+3 on the x –scale was used in the solution of the semi-infinite body equation; see this
section 2.2 .

was sought. The semi-infinite body model or “case carburising solution” [126]
x
Cx,t = C0 1 − erf √
2 Dt
is a well known description of diffusive behaviour where a species is propagating from
a plane source which is constantly being replenished to keep the same concentration
C0 . Cx,t is the concentration of the diffusing solute species at distance x from the
source at elapsed time t, D is the phenomenological diffusion coefficient and “erf”
signifies the error function value of the term in brackets.
The concentration profile of solute resulting from semi-infinite body diffusion
is shown in Figure 2.1 . The graph of concentration as a proportion
of the final
√
equilibrium value C/C0 vs the argument of the error function x/2 Dt is calculated
from the equation for semi-infinite body diffusion quoted earlier. The integration
√ to
obtain the error function for the argument y, which in this case is the term x/2 Dt ,
is [46, 126]
Z y
2
2
e−y dy
erf(y) = √
π 0
which has no known mathematical solution. The symbols π and e take their usual
meaning. The value of erf(y) is obtained by the numerical integration






y
2 X −y2
√
e ∆y
erf(y) ∼
=
π 0

The graph in Figure 2.1 was obtained using an interval ∆y of 1 × 10−5 , the “height”
of the element being calculated at the y–value at the mid-point of the interval. Restating the choice
√ of interval used in the numerical integration: this means that the
range from x/2 Dt = 0 to 3 was divided into 300000 equal parts.
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The situation of hydrogen diffusing from a weld bead into underlying plate metal
cannot be identical to this model as, presupposing that the redistributive mechanism
were diffusion, the hydrogen source is finite and continuously depletes as the diffusion
proceeds. Even without this difficulty, to investigate whether the semi-infinite body
model of diffusive behaviour is being followed would require the measurement of
hydrogen concentration profile in volume of metal. This would not be easy to do as
the mobility of hydrogen makes it difficult to handle samples. Also no commonly
available method can measure hydrogen concentrations in situ. If it were to be
thought of, for example, the severity of dendritic coring in an alloy containing two
metallic constituents, one might chose to obtain a representative slice of the alloy
and use X-ray emission analysis during electron beam excitation to obtain a plot
of elemental concentration versus microscopic distance along a selected line on the
sample. This is possible using a microprobe analyser, scanning electron microscope
or transmission electron microscope. When the element to be analysed is hydrogen,
the sample could be sliced from the body being investigated but would have lost all
the hydrogen it were wished to measure, by diffusion to, and escape from, the new
surfaces. If this could be suppressed then there would be the problem that even if
one could measure the intensity of all wavelengths of X-ray spectra, which is often
not the case as detectors commonly have a lower limit of atomic number detectable
due to filtration of the spectra by the components of the detector, then the intensity
of X-rays excited from this low-mass atom present in concentrations of parts per
million would be too low to be detected.
The technique of secondary-ion-mass-spectrometry (SIMS) has been used to measure hydrogen concentration profiles down to a near-microscopic scale. For a statically loaded cracked sample, the hydrogen concentrations at and near the crack tip
has been measured [54, 53]. For nickel alloy samples the concentration profile of
deuterium was measured [130]. In the latter case the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the nickel alloy was low enough that no cooling was necessary in order to
give time to take the measurements. For steel samples where an ongoing diffusion
process is interrupted, maintaining cryogenic temperatures for the sample while in
the instrument would seem necessary in order to retain the concentration profile it is
wished to measure. Controlled fracture of the sample while in the instrument could
be used to present a cross-section at a location of interest. However, this imposes
the restriction that the sample must be from an inherently brittle metal, whereas
plate steels are designed to be tough at low temperature. A technique used in a
Soviet research program [147] was to laser-melt small volumes of metal at locations
in a traverse across a sample. The volume of hydrogen gas in the evolved material for each location was independently measured for each melt spot location. The
mean diameter of the melt spots was 50µm and the depth of penetration was 120
to 130µm, which enabled the researchers to place the melt spots 125µm apart when
aiming for the highest resolution possible. This technique has the advantage that
the sample could be prepared in a number of ways, including sectioning at a low
temperature, prior to taking the sample to the measurement apparatus.
In all these cases there remains the problem of the difficulty in predicting the
expected concentration profile given a variable source concentration. Another approach was sought.
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The following relationship is often quoted [79]
√
xmax = 3.91 Dt
where xmax is the propagation distance of the hydrogen diffusion front from the
hydrogen source, D is the phenomenological diffusion coefficient and t is the elapsed
time over which diffusion has been ongoing. This offers a window of opportunity, as
the measurement necessary to investigate whether the relationship is being followed
has a manageable simple binary nature of whether, or not, the dispersing hydrogen
has yet arrived at a certain point. A need to measure hydrogen concentration in
volume is avoided. In experiments being envisaged there is freedom to configure
the sample so that a surface is presented at a selected plane at a specified distance
from the source. The arrival of hydrogen at the test plane can be detected by the
emergence of hydrogen from the sample surface. The detection of first arrival means
that the test is completed at the moment that the diffusion process would cease
to behave as a case of diffusion into a body of infinite dimension. Furthermore,
when considering a weld sample where the weld deposit acts as the hydrogen source,
the plate is the substrate and the source hydrogen concentration is depleted during
the hydrogen dispersion process, there is no evidence and no theoretical reason to
believe that the relationship is particularly sensitive to the source concentration. It
was therefore chosen that for this initial phase of work that the experimental
design
√
would be based on investigating the adherence to the xmax = 3.91 Dt model of
diffusive behaviour.
These considerations, together with the previously mentioned consideration of
making the experiments simultaneously act as both representative test welds and
investigative experiments, defined the requirements which the experimental program
fulfills.

2.3

The experimental investigative methods

None of the commonly established physical metallurgy investigation techniques available at the current time, such as electron optical techniques, X-ray diffractive techniques and metallography, appear to offer any opportunities to investigate the issue
of hydrogen mobility as defined in the previous two sections. In the case of the former
two, hydrogen, especially in the concentrations being considered, does not interact
directly with the probing radiation. For all three techniques, as hydrogen does not
and cannot be made to leave any evidence of its presence or previous presence, apart
from being made to leave a legacy of cold cracking, there is no indirect way to probe
the hydrogen issue with these techniques. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)
has some very useful instances where it can be used to investigate static distributions
of hydrogen, but does not appear to be practically feasible to use it to investigate
stages in an ongoing diffusion process. It becomes necessary to custom design an
experimental program on the basis of thinking from first principles.
The investigative program builds on three main strands of experimental findings.
Two of these are the work of the investigator during the course of this program. The
third experimental strand, upon which equal reliance has been placed, compared to
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the indigenous work, is the utilisation of a set of results published by another team
of researchers [143]. A numerical solution for diffusion is the fourth strand of the
program.

2.3.1

A further assumption

In section 2.2, the selected hypothesis upon which to work was stated and justified.
In that case, it was argued that simple diffusion, as the mechanism of hydrogen
redistribution, is the most fundamental mechanism which cannot be dismissed on the
evidence of current knowledge. It was found in moving to design the specific details
of the experiments that some expectation of the initial location of the hydrogen was
featuring in the designs chosen. The implicit assumption was that at zero time,
when the weld had been just completed, the hydrogen was contained entirely within
the weld metal and was uniformly distributed there. The assumption of uniform
distribution of hydrogen seemed very likely to be correct due to two factors. One
was the rapid circulation of metal within the melt pool during welding, caused
by forces such as electro-magnetic stirring. The other was the demonstrated fact
that hydrogen does not partition during solidification of a melt pool containing
solute hydrogen [148]. The central assumption would meant that it was assumed
that hydrogen had not managed to diffuse out of the weld metal during the welding
process. As there was no clearly arguable basis to justify this latter position, it had to
be classified as a working assumption. By making this a clearly defined assumption,
it was to be hoped that in retrospect, when the results had been evaluated, it would
be possible to say whether or not this assumption appears correct.
Obviously, the intention was to maximise the likelihood of a successful outcome in
terms of the experimental program providing a clear and well-justified comment upon
the detailed mechanisms of hydrogen distribution and redistribution behaviour in the
weld zone. Two considerations feature in making the assumption that hydrogen does
not manage to move out from the weld metal into the heat-affected-zone during the
welding cycle. The time spent at higher temperatures would be short, as the welds
would be cooling into a large heat-sink of surrounding metal at room temperature.
This gave little time for potential diffusion opportunities to advance to any great
extent. There was also the quantitative analysis of Stenbacka [144] which indicated
that at the high temperatures before the effect of the temperature of the plate
caused any marked effect (in industrial situations the plates being welded may have
been preheated), the hydrogen had little mobility due to both the shortness of time
spent at high temperature and to the limited diffusion rate of hydrogen in the hightemperature austenite phase prior to transformation.

2.3.2

The standard weld sample

As it was desired to perform more than one type of experiment, a general purpose
weld/plate-steel sample of standard type was required. This would enable findings
from different experiments to be compared for identical weld samples. The variables
needed were freedom to specify the welding process and conditions and freedom to
select the type of steel upon which the weld was deposited. To fulfill the requirements of the duality of nature by being both a real weld and a hypothesis-testing
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Figure 2.2: Dimensions to which the sample of plate steel is machined to in order to
prepare the “standard weld samples” used in the experimental series. The 15mm by
150mm faces are thermally coupled to heat sinks during the deposition of the test weld,
see Figure 2.3 .

experiment simultaneously, it was necessary to ensure that the weld zone cooling
from the weld deposition matched the thermal conditions met for a plate of infinite
planar extent of the same thickness. To use a large plate was incompatible with
the need for a handleable sample. The requirements were fulfilled by specifying a
sample size of 15mm thickness, 30mm width and length 150mm, Figure 2.2, coupled
through the sides of the sample to heat sinks during the welding operation, so that
thermal conditions similar to those for an infinite plate were experienced by the weld
zone. To obtain the thermal coupling, copper shims, annealed then cleaned by acidpickling, were interposed between the sides of the plate steel sample and the heat
sink blocks in order that their plasticity under the clamping pressure ensured excellent thermal contact. Run-on and run-off tabs allowed the weld deposition process
to attain steady-state conditions before running on to the sample and for the arc
extinguishing to take place after the welding process had moved beyond the sample.
These tabs were discarded when the sample was extracted from the welding rig.
The precision surfaces of the heat sink blocks and the machine vice used to provide
the clamping were protected from heat radiation and weld spatter by sheet steel
covers. The configuration of the standard sample and the welding rig are depicted
in Figure 2.3 . For experiments on hydrogen diffusion it was to be desired that the
weld be simultaneously deposited along the entire length of the sample so that the
diffusion elapsed time was identical at all positions along the length of the sample.
This condition was not and cannot be achieved, as the welding process proceeds
linearly along the length of the sample. Obviously, the run-on end will have a longer
elapse of time of diffusion by the duration of time it takes to deposit the weld along
the sample. To allow the effects of this departure from ideality to be minimized,
the elapsed time from weld completion was standardised as being from the moment
the weld ran off the end of the sample. The identity of this end was maintained by
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Figure 2.3: Standard weld sample in welding rig, which provides a heat sink similar
to that which would be experienced by a weld upon an infinite plate of the same 15mm
thickness as the sample. The sample upon which the test weld is being deposited is in the
centre. Copper shims provide good thermal contact to the two flanking heat-sink blocks.

ensuring that the 1.5mm hole drilled in one corner of the sample to enable it to be
hooked by a piece of wire was sited at the run-off end of the sample.
The sample was removed from the heat sink rig one minute after weld completion
and quenched in water. This procedure was chosen because the cooling rate as
the sample approaches ambient temperature was more prone to variability. This
was probably because minor differences in thermal contact, ambient temperatures
etc exert a greater influence as the weldment temperature becomes close to room
temperature. A given amount of variability will then be exerted on a smaller physical
effect, so the realistic cooling was terminated at this time and the sample taken
immediately to ambient mains water temperature, which was within 200 C of room
temperature.

2.3.3

The WWHP test

The weld-wedge-hydrogen penetration (WWHP) test was designed to reveal the
rate of propagation of the weld hydrogen into the underlying plate metal. The test
disposes a surface, “the wedge face”, on the underside of the sample, with respect
to the surface upon which the weld has been deposited. Being at an angle to the
length axis of the weld, this creates a continuum of thicknesses through which the
hydrogen must travel to reach the undersurface. An angle of 1–in–10 was chosen.
The shallower the angle the better, as the sample should ideally be planar in order
that the hydrogen makes a journey which is normal to the plane of the plate surface.
With the sample in the form of a wedge there will be some component of diffusion in
the length dimension as the hydrogen makes a journey on a path which is expected
to be somewhat canted towards the direction of the plane normal of the wedge face.
The angle of 1–in–10 is the shallowest angle which could be accommodated without
the sample length becoming unmanageable. The potential maximum error in the
distance the hydrogen travels can be represented by Pythagorean geometry. Let the
normal to the wedge face at a given point on that face define a line to the plate
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Figure 2.4: Logical upper limit to error introduced by using a wedge-shaped rather
than a parallel sample on the recorded diffusing hydrogen journey distance between the
weld bead and the observation “wedge” face. Weld penetration into plate reduces the
distance between fusion boundary and wedge face, compared to plate surface to wedge
face distance. This will reduce the actual error, which is already small. The “average”
hydrogen path is likely to be in between the plane normals, which also makes the actual
journey distance error smaller.

surface. Let the normal to the plate surface from this point to the wedge face define
the hypotenuse of a triangle whose third face is a section of length along the wedge
face. These are illustrated in Figure 2.4 . The enclosed angle at the plate surface is
one-tenth, which, being a small angle makes it approximately the same as the sine
and tangent of this angle. Compare the journey distance from plate surface to wedge
surface along the wedge face normal and the plate surface normal. Let the wedge
face normal have a length of 10. The section along the wedge face will have length 1
by reason of the tangent being one-tenth. By Pythagoras, the square of the length
of the hypotenuse, the normal to the plate surface, is 12 plus 102 , which is 101.
The square root of this is 10.0499, which can be rounded to 10.05. The maximum
possible difference in journey distance would therefore appear to be a 20th part.
This will be part of the experimental uncertainty on the results obtained from this
experiment. The form of the sample can be seen in Figure 2.5 . The detection
method for the arrival of hydrogen at the wedge surface was by observation of the
formation of hydrogen bubbles upon the wedge face in the glycerol in which the
sample was immersed while the test was ongoing. Glycerol was the chosen medium
as it has a low solubility for hydrogen, is transparent, has low density so that the
hydrogen bubbles formed have limited buoyancy to float away and is non-toxic.
What was observed was the advancing of a carpet of hydrogen bubbles along the
wedge face from the thin end to the thick end of the sample.
For this test, the standard weld sample had the additional feature that lightly
scribed marks were made at 10mm intervals along the length of the sample from
the run-off end. These were made on the steel sample before welding. When the
sample was completed the undersurface of the sample was machined to present a
planar surface which was at an inclination of 1 in 10 to the length dimension of the
sample. The angle of 1 in 10 makes setting-up the sample for machining the wedge
angle very easy. When the wedge face was being machined the weld had already
been made. Speed was therefore essential in order that early measurements of the
hydrogen propagation could be obtained. The wedge angle of 1 in 10 was obtained
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Figure 2.5: The wedge-weld hydrogen penetration (WWHP) test during observation
of emergence of hydrogen from the observation “wedge” face. The results recorded for
the experiment are the hydrogen front positions on the wedge face at progressive elapsed
times. The hydrogen “carpet” is seen to advance along the wedge face from the thin end
of the sample to the thicker end (downwards in the illustration).
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by clamping the sample “diagonally” in the machine vice when the wedge face was
being cut. The lower corner was in alignment with the vice jaw at the end destined
to become the thin end while at the other end the top corner was aligned with the
vice jaw. The thin end of the sample, which was arranged to be the end of the
sample at which the weld ran off the sample, was standardised at 2mm thick.
The stipulation about the selection of the thin end limited the effect of the
departure from ideality, in that the weld took a finite length of time to deposit, by
making the run-on end the thick end, so any error introduced would be upon a longer
elapsed time period until hydrogen emergence, therefore reducing the proportional
error.
After machining the sample to a wedge, graduation marks were lightly scribed
onto the wedge face at 10mm intervals marked along the dimension of the axis of the
weld. The freshly machined wedge face was clean and contamination was avoided
during handling. The sample was then placed in an observation container containing
glycerol.
The emergence of hydrogen bubbles at the wedge face was observed and readings
taken, at noted elapsed times, of the distance along the wedge face at which the front
tip of the hydrogen bubble carpet lies.
Figure 2.6 shows the overall appearance of the WWHP tests during the evolution
of hydrogen in glycerol. Figure 2.7 shows three samples which are at the same elapsed
time after completion of the weld. This means that comparison of the “front” of
the hydrogen advancement gives a good indication of the relative rates of hydrogen
movement through the samples. As mentioned later, the sample thicknesses must
be accurately measured along the wedge, rather than relying on the wedge angle of
1 in 10 to give a predicted sample thickness at a given distance along the wedge.
For the hydrogen layer to be visible there has to be the emergence of enough
hydrogen to form bubbles visible to the unaided eye. It is commonly reckoned that
the smallest object the unaided eye can see is one of about 0.1mm size. A closepacked two-dimensional layer of 0.1mm bubbles will contain an amount of hydrogen
equal to a uniformly distributed layer of hydrogen 0.060mm thick. The volume of
an individual sphere is V = 43 Πr3 , where r is the radius. A close-packed bubble raft
is illustrated in Figure 2.8 . The smallest repeat unit is three bubbles centred on the
corners of an equilateral triangle of side length equal to the bubble diameter.
After completion of the observations, the actual thicknesses of the samples at the
scribed 10mm increments were measured. This was necessary because the sample
bows in the longitudinal dimension due to the contractional stresses of weld cooling.
This confounds the potential accuracy with which wedge face could be machined,
so as the diffusion being investigated was ongoing at this point and it was desired
to obtain observations at the earliest moment setting-up for machining was done
quickly to a precision not better than ±0.2mm in aligning each end of the sample.
For some series of tests, the weld samples were stored at liquid nitrogen temperature before machining the wedge and taking the observations of hydrogen movement. The recording of the elapse of time was halted at the moment the samples
were immersed into the liquid nitrogen and restarted at the moment at which ice
disappeared from the sample while it was being returned to room temperature using
a flow of water. The criterion of the ice disappearing was the only reliably obtained
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Figure 2.6: “Wedge” face (right-hand side) and weld face (left-hand side) views of
an ongoing wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP) test. This one is the W130854
sample; see Table 3.2 on page 110 for the naming key with a characterization of the welds
and steels and Table 3.1 on page 109 for steel compositions and types. The inclination
of the wedge face presents a surface at a graded increasing distance beneath the weld
bead. Hydrogen bubbles can be seen to be copious and uniformly distributed along the
length of the weld bead. On the wedge face the hydrogen can be seen to be emerging
in much less quantity, with a position less than half way down the wedge face beyond
which hydrogen is yet to emerge given the elapsed time needed for sufficient hydrogen to
diffuse through that thickness of plate metal to form a visible bubble “carpet”. This is
at 40.5 elapsed minutes. The sample is 150mm tall. Scribed horizontal lines at 10mm
intervals across the 30mm width of the sample can be seen in the region where there is
visible hydrogen emergence because they are highlighted by a density of fine bubbles. The
weld is rather off-centre in this sample — something not repeated for the automated welds
of the “W5–2” and “W6” series of tests.
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Figure 2.7: The W1 set 3 samples of the wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP)
series of experiments — see Table 3.2 on page 110 for “key”. The “wedge” face is seen
here — see previous Figure 2.5 for layout. Hydrogen bubbles can be seen on the “wedge”
face, advancing downwards from the thin end of the sample. Fine bubbles enhance the
appearance of lines scribed across the 30mm width of the sample at 10mm intervals.
All three samples are at 250 elapsed minutes since the completion of the welds, which
are manually manipulated rutile shielded-metal-arc (SMA) welds. The length of each
sample, which forms the vertical dimension here, is 150mm. The labels on the containers
of glycerol in which the samples are immersed are the sample steels, see Table 3.1 on
page 109. Although the hydrogen level in the welds provided by the rutile SMA welds
are higher than for both the higher- and lower-hydrogen rutile flux-cored-wire (R-FCW)
welds used in the other WWHP series, the appearance of the samples during hydrogen
evolution in glycerol is similar. The figure shows that the hydrogen is advancing slowest
through the BS50D sample, fastest through the 0854C sample and at intermediate rate
in the 9590C sample. Figure 2.6 shows the 0854C sample at 40.5 elapsed minutes, where
it can be seen that the hydrogen is less advanced along the “wedge” face at this earlier
elapsed time.
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Figure 2.8: A close-packed raft of bubbles. In order to calculate the number of bubbles
per unit area it is visualised that there are horizontal rows of bubbles touching at spacing
equal to the diameter d, while the close-packed “stacking” of rows places them at 0.866d
row centre distance apart.

consistent method of arriving at a standard temperature near to room temperature.

2.3.4

The series of WWHP tests performed

Several series of tests were performed using the WWHP test method. A naming
convention was used to eliminate error in data handling and to make it easy to use
concise references for presentation. Table 3.2 is provided on page 110 to summarize
the sample series and to act as a key to succinct series names utilised.
Five steels were used. The identities vary in character. 0547C, 0854C and
9590C were batch names given during manufacturing and were not believed to have
any other significance. The steels BS50D and EN8 are recognised British Standard
specifications for types of steel. BS50D is the specification for a weldable plate
constructional steel. EN8 is a general purpose carbon steel of around 0.4%C (usually
supplied as bar). The EN8 steel used in the test program was obtained in the form
of a bar. The compositional analyses for the steels are quoted in Table 3.1, apart
from for steel EN8 where no analysis was obtained and it was taken to have around
0.4%C and no other significant alloying elements outside the specification.
The steel names are abbreviated to 0547, 0854, 9590 and BS50, with EN8 left
unaltered in the names.
To identify the names as part of a generic series of WWHP test filenames, the
first character in the filename was “W”.
The first series of WWHP tests made were referred to as the “W1” series of tests.
Three replicate sets of these were performed for the steels 0854C, 9590C and BS50D.
The set number was incorporated as the third character, give a range of systematic
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filenames from W110854 to W13BS50. The welds performed on these were rutile
shielded metal arc (SMA), using an electrode which gives around 30 mlH2 /100gFe
in the BS6693 part 5 test, according to the manufacturer [149]. It was later found
that a 0.16%C steel of unknown origin had been supplied in error and used to make
what should have been the W11BS50 test. The results for this sample have been
included in the results where it was referred to as W11P16C.
A series of six supposedly absolutely identical tests were performed in close
succession using the BS50D steel and the higher-hydrogen rutile flux-cored-wire (RFCW) weld which gave a result of 9.9 mlH2 /100gFe in the BS6693 part 5 test [149].
These were named the “W6” series tests and as all samples were from identical steel
the only reference was to the sample number in the series, giving a set of filenames
form W61 to W66.
The most complex series of tests involved making three replicate sets of weld tests
on the five steels performed at two hydrogen levels. The higher hydrogen level weld
was the same as used in the W6 series of tests, while the lower hydrogen weld gives
a metallurgically identical weld in all identifiable aspects except that the process
route during the manufacturing of the welding wire confers on it a test hydrogen
level of 4.9 mlH2 /100gFe [149]. This series of tests were referred to as the W5–2
series of tests, while the filenames were prefixed with “W5”. The third character
gives the hydrogen level; H for higher and L for lower. The fourth character gives
the set number. The resultant series of thirty filenames ranges from W5H10547 to
W5L3EN8.
There were two other tests which were “wedge” tests but not to the full WWHP
specification, in that they were not clamped between heat-sink blocks but were left
free upon a sheet metal bench surface during welding. It could be said that these
samples had no thermal restraint. For this reason their filenames were suffixed with
the identifier “NTR”. These tests were W9590NTR and WEN8NTR. A third NTR
test where a weld was deposited on austenitic stainless steel was only subjectively
evaluated and did not acquire a systematic filename. The welding system used for
this and the NTR tests was the same rutile SMA as used for the W1 series of tests.

2.3.5

The sectioning test

The liquid nitrogen temperature sectioning test aims to reveal the position of the
weld hydrogen at the initial moment when the weld has just been deposited. For the
purposes of the WWHP test this was approximated by allowing the sample to cool
in the thermal restraint rig for one minute after the completion of the deposition of
the weld upon the sample whereupon the sample was quenched in water. This same
criterion was adopted for the sectioning test, which also used the same standard
sample, weld deposition rig and welding method as used for the WWHP tests. This
was intended to enable comparison between the results from the sectioning and
WWHP tests.
After quenching to room temperature the sample was immersed in liquid nitrogen
and remained at the temperature of liquid nitrogen during handling.
To present the longitudinal–vertical plane as a section, one side of the sample was
machined away until the longitudinal centreline of the deposited weld was exposed.
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Figure 2.9: Presenting the vertical central plane of the standard weld samples by machining at liquid nitrogen temperature. The low temperature keeps the solute hydrogen
immobile. The sheet steel of the tank retaining the liquid nitrogen is elastically flexible
enough to allow the clamping force of a machine vice to be transmitted unimpeded to the
sample. Metal removal is continued until the central plane is exposed. The machine tool
used was a shaper.

A machine tool with a thermally insulated tool was used and the sample was kept
immersed in liquid nitrogen in an insulated tank during the machining operation.
This is illustrated in Figure 2.9 .
To prepare the sample for observation, the sample was heated to room temperature by manipulating it under a flow of water. Maintenance of a uniform thickness
of ice upon the sample was taken as being a guide to maintaining a fairly uniform
temperature along the sample during the warming-up process, which took around
one to two minutes. The recording of elapsing time was restarted when the sample
exceeded zero Celsius, this being indicated by the disappearance of ice from the sample. This was the only easy-to-implement criterion available. The sample was dried.
The mains water, which is at room temperature, was in contact with the sample in
sufficient volume to take the sample temperature near to room temperature in the
time between the disappearance of the ice and the drying of the sample.
The area upon the sectioned surface beneath which exist volumes containing hydrogen was revealed by smearing a thin film of glycerol over the sectioned face. The
configuration of the sample and the nature of the hydrogen emergence are illustrated
in Figure 2.10 . When a clearly visible presence of hydrogen bubbles has formed,
the position of the hydrogen front on the sectioned surface was marked using an
engraving tool. The appearance of the sample with a developed hydrogen carpet
is shown in the photograph presented as Figure 3.7 on page 131. The accompanying illustration, Figure 3.8 on page 133, clarifies what features are seen in the
photograph. A series of short markings was made, in order to obtain a series of
independent readings. The method of engraving was used for most of the samples;
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Figure 2.10: Standard weld sample which has been sectioned at liquid nitrogen temperature. The location of hydrogen in the sample is revealed by the areas on the exposed
plane from which hydrogen emerges when the sample is returned to room temperature.
A thin film of glycerol spread upon the sample causes the emerging hydrogen to form a
carpet of fine bubbles, whose appearance is represented in the figure.
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however two of the earlier samples had the observed hydrogen front position marked
with a centre-punch. This method was certainly less accurate than the engraving
method.
The samples were polished then etched using 2% Nital (nitric acid in alcohol).
The standard metallographic preparation process of grinding the sample surface on
successively finer abrasives followed by polishing on diamond-impregnated cloths did
not remove the engraved markings, as the original markings were deeper than the
amount of metal removed in the preparation. The position of the marked hydrogen
front with respect to the revealed fusion boundary was noted.

2.4

The numerical solution for expected hydrogen diffusion in welds

The method used to predict the outcome of diffusion with elapsing time given a
starting condition has no known precedent, although it would be no surprise if
it were shown that there has been independent derivation and use of the method
elsewhere.
As a general principle, when deriving a computer numerical solution for a situation, it is beneficial to take a completely new look at the physical situation being
described. A new solution which owes nothing to previous approaches to the situation using analytical mathematics may present itself. Such a solution presented
itself in this case and is described below, initially for a three-spatially-dimensioned
body composed of a single homogeneous material.
The solution used has been accorded the appellation “the sixth-jumping solution”. It can be seen why this is so when considering the operation performed on
each element into which the solution space, ie the body, is divided into. As is the
general case with numerical methods for solving for the outcome when an underlying relationship or set of relationships applies across the solution space, the body is
divided into elements. In this method the elements are all equal-sized cubes. The
principle upon which the sixth-jumping solution works is to “jump” one-sixth of the
quantity in each element into each of the surrounding cubic elements, as depicted in
Figure 2.11 . The group of cubes affected in any one jump operation are therefore
as depicted in Figure 2.12, along with the terminology used to name each position
around the “central” element from which the jump is being performed. These positions are known as jx, jy, jz, jmx, jmy and jmz. These signify, respectively, from
the cube which receives the sixth-quantity which jumps along the x axis in the positive direction, through to the cube which receives the sixth-quantity which jumps
along the z axis in the negative direction. The “central” element, not named in the
illustration, has been referred to as jc.
The reason these actions applied systematically to all elements in the body works
seems most easily understood by looking at a simple case where the solution is working. The events in the first few “time increments” are traced in Figure 2.13 . This
example, the simple case chosen, is equivalent to the “infinite body solution”. The
“semi-infinite body solution” has already been described in section 2.2, starting on
page 48. The infinite body solution is for the situation that two planes of infinite
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Figure 2.11: The fundamental operation of the “sixth-jumping solution”. The entire
quantity of solute in each element is divided into six equal parts and one part is “jumped”
into each of the neighbouring cubes along the six Cartesian directions (x, y and z axes;
“+ve” and “-ve” directions considered separately).

+jy
-jx

-jz

+jz

+jx
-jy

Figure 2.12: The six cubes around the “central” element from which the “jump” is
performed, plus the terminology used to identify each of the neighbouring positions.
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Figure 2.13: The “sixth-jumping” method for solution for diffusion. The situation
illustrated matches that for the “infinite body solution” which is illustrated and explained
in Figure 2.15 . The body extends-away infinitely up/downwards and in/out of the plane
of the paper, and can be considered to extend-away infinitely to the left and right. In the
first illustration, top left, the initial solute distribution at time zero is shown, along with
the “jumps” of solute which occur in that time increment. The next illustration, top right,
shows the solute concentration profile produced by the jumps in the zeroth time increment,
plus the jumps which now occur in this time increment given the solute quantity in each of
the elements. One sample case of no net exchange is shown for equal-and-opposite “6/6”
exchanges across the inter-element boundaries. The series of illustrations traces events
through to the fourth time increment, before the jumps in that time increment take place.
Even at this stage, after just three jump events have occurred, it is to be seen that the
concentration profile emerging, centred about the initial solute/no-solute interface, has
the form of the infinite-body solution.
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Figure 2.14: The physical situation to which the mathematical “infinite body solution”
applies. The sample is an infinite plane in the up/downwards directions and in/out of
the plane of the paper. At any given left/right position the concentration is invariant
at any point in the other two dimensions. This remains so as time elapses and diffusion
progresses, as any diffusion in these two dimensions will be equal-and-opposite.

planar extent are coupled at an interface, one initially possessing at uniform concentration all the diffusible solute and the other initially having none of the solute.
This situation is illustrated in Figure 2.14 . The mathematical expression for infinitebody diffusion is very similar to that for the semi-infinite body situation described
in section 2.2 and is



x
C0
√
1 − erf
Cx,t =
2
2 Dt
The graph of solute concentration vs argument of error function is presented in
Figure 2.15 . The solution for the error function used in generating this graph is the
same numerical integration by summation of “areas” as used for the graph of the
semi-infinite body concentration profile, Figure 2.1 in section 2.2 . It can be seen
that the concentration profile emerging from the numerical solution, Figure 2.13, is
the same as the concentration profile obtained mathematically for the situation of
the infinite-body solution, Figure 2.15 . Further comparisons of the analytical and
numerical infinite-body solutions will be seen when investigating the convergence
and accuracy of the numerical solution, section 2.4.1 .
The reason that the “sixth-jumping” method is a solution for diffusion can be
seen by looking at the underlying mechanistic model which Fick [119] visualised in
deriving his laws. Fick is known for his first and second laws, which offer quantifications for steady-state and unsteady-state diffusion, respectively. By unsteady
state what is meant is that a transient event is being described. As an example,
at a moment in time a quantity of heat could be released at a point in a body
of, say, metal. The effect at a nearby location would be to cause an initial rise in
temperature as the outflow of heat arrives, then a decline in temperature as the
heat energy dissipates into distant parts of the body. The sixth-jumping solution
is equally adept at solving for both steady-state and unsteady-state situations, for
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Figure 2.15: Concentration profile produced by diffusion under the conditions of the
infinite body solution.

diffusion or conductive heat flow.
Fick in his paper [119] considers a model of diffusion where there are two species,
arbitrarily “A” and “B”, which as a pair form the solvent and solute of a solution.
Fick [119] does not develop the atomistic model but notes that the mathematics
developed by Fourier to describe heat flow will also apply to diffusion. A more
recent quantitative description of the diffusive process starting with and building
from an atomistic model for diffusion is available [46]. In setting-out the physical
situation upon which the model of diffusion is based, an illustration is provided [46]
which is reproduced in Figure 2.16 . Two planes are considered, “X” and “Y”,
separated by spacing “a”. The solute atoms are portrayed as the filled circles, as
distinct from the solvent system atoms which are represented as open circles. An
example solute atom is labelled “Atom x”. The solute atoms have a jump frequency,
and have no preference for the direction in which they jump. A further assumption
is that the solution is an ideal solution, which means that the solute atoms have no
preferential attraction to either other solute atoms or for the solvent atoms. This
is equivalent to saying there is no preference as to whether another solute atom or
a solvent atom is the nearest neighbour. The lattice structure considered for the
solvent species is a simple cubic lattice, as this represents the simplest case. This
means that equivalent lattice sites will lie along the six Cartesian directions. If
there were a concentration gradient in which the concentration of solute diminished
when moving from right to left in the illustration (which appears to be the case),
then there would be more solute atoms in plane Y than in plane X. This would
mean that the sixth of the solute atoms in plane Y which jumped into plane X
would be a larger quantity than the sixth of the solute atoms in plane X which
jump into plane Y. Therefore, although the individual solute atoms have no sense
of “direction” or “destiny”, there is a net transfer of solute from the higher to
lower solute concentration regions. From the model represented by the illustration,
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Figure 2.16: Reed-Hill’s representation of Fick’s model.

Figure 2.16, the differential equation representing Fick’s first law, for steady-state
diffusion, is derived [46]. What the sixth-jumping solution has done is to note that
the model considered at the stage of development represented by Figure 2.16 is
a system which can be used as the basis of a computational method. The stage
at which the mathematical and computational solutions take different paths is at
this stage, with the entirety of the derived analytical mathematics yet to come into
existence.
The computational algorithm built represents in numbers the jumping of the
solute with no inherent preference for direction. In using this algorithm it is accepted
that the computer is expending effort “jumping” solute back against the net flow.
This is occurring in Figure 2.13, which traces the events in the first few “time steps”
when the method applied to the situation which is described by the “infinite body
solution”. On the other hand, the algorithm is very simple, as for each “element”
the computer makes exactly seven mathematical operations. These are one division
and six additions. The division is of the number held as being the amount of solute
present in the “central” jc element. The six additions are when this number, the
sixth of the “quantity” in the jc element, is added independently to the quantities
in the six surrounding elements at the jx, jy, jz, jmx, jmy and jmz positions.
The algorithm possesses one overwhelming advantage for the purpose to which
it is being applied, which is the early-stage investigation of a practical situation. It
is a model of diffusion. This means that what the solution does purports to be what
the physical situation also does. The qualifier is that the underlying atomistic model
is indeed a correct representation of the diffusive process occurring in the situation
under consideration. It was earlier presented, in section 2.2 that the experimental
program would aim to test the hypothesis “all hydrogen dispersion from weld metal
to other regions of the weld zone is diffusive”. The property of the computational
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Figure 2.17: Method by which “sixth-jumping” method can be extended to give homogeneous regions with different diffusion coefficients. It needs to be visualised that there
are also “jumps” in/out of the plane of the paper.

method that it is a model of diffusion is congruent with this objective. Within the
limits of computational accuracy, which is reviewed in section 2.4.1 and found to
be not a significant issue here, it can be stated with confidence that, if diffusion
where indeed “Fickian”, then the computed outcome is what would be seen in the
equivalent physical experiment. The distinction that the computational method is
a model of diffusion is later found to be very important, when considering what the
investigation has revealed about hydrogen diffusion in welds, sections 4.5, 4.6, 4.7
and 4.8 .
The “sixth-jumping” code used in the investigation allowed regions of different
diffusivity to the solute to be defined. That is, within each region the material offers
a homogeneous constant property to the solute with respect to diffusivity, but the
different regions can have properties different to each other. The way this is done is
illustrated in Figure 2.17 . In the region with the highest diffusivity, the full sixth
proportion is jumped along each Cartesian direction. To produce a lower diffusivity,
a smaller proportion than a sixth is jumped along the Cartesian directions. In the
example presented by the Figure 2.17, the lower diffusivity region, which is to the
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right-hand-side, has half the diffusivity of the other region. This means that in the
lower diffusivity region a twelveth part is jumped into each of the six surrounding
elements. This also means that 6/12ths, ie, a half, of the solute remains “unjumped”
and is retained in the jc position (using the terminology developed on page 64).
Any proportion less than a sixth of the total can legitimately be jumped to produce
a lower diffusivity. Consequently any diffusivity ratio between higher and lower
diffusivity regions can be produced.
So far the description of the sixth-jumping method has been conducted on the
basis that each cubic element is surrounded by like elements. The body has surfaces,
so some elements will have at least one face with no adjoining neighbour. The
conditions at surfaces are an important part of the description of a physical system.
In a mathematical or numerical solution these will be thought of as “boundary
conditions”. The conditions at the surface in a physical system are represented in
a model by the correct application of “boundary conditions”. In the sixth-jumping
method, a cubic element is assigned to represent volume in the body. As a corollary,
a surface in the physical body is corresponded-to in the solution by an element which
has a face or faces with no nearest neighbour. The range of surface conditions which
have to be represented in this investigation are few and are presented in Figure 2.18 .
Although no actual “no exchange” surfaces are encountered in this program of
work, in the numerical solution a “no exchange” surface is useful for a “trick” which
reduces the amount of work which the computer is called upon to perform. This
is illustrated in Figure 2.19 and shows how, when a plane of symmetry exists, the
amount of work which the computer has to do can be halved. The reason this “trick”
works is that the exchanges of solute across the plane of symmetry are always equaland-opposite. Therefore, after the jump operation has been performed, there is no
difference at the jc position between the receiving of the solute jump across the
plane of symmetry and the replacing of the plane of symmetry by a “no exchange”
surface so that the sixth quantity jumping in the direction of this plane is returned
to the jc position. It is important to realize that this is not just in the geometrical
shape of the body for which the numerical solution is being performed that the
symmetry must exist. The initial distribution of solute at zero time must also be
symmetrical about the geometric plane of symmetry, as must the surface conditions
at all times during the run of the solution. However, it is commonly the case that
these other symmetries exist when there is geometric symmetry. The longitudinal–
vertical central plane of a weld is an example important to this project.
With the working of the sixth-jumping solution now presented, a concise recapitulation of the mechanism gives the opportunity to introduce some other important
fundamental points.
The geometrical form which represents the shape of the body for which diffusion
is to be solved is divided-up into many cubes. The finer the division, the more accurate will be the computed outcome. This is considered in detail in section 2.4.1 . To
represent the initial distribution of solute, a value is assigned to each cubic element
which is proportional to the amount of solute in that fraction of body at the initial
moment. It is convenient to assign an amount which is actually the concentration
with no conversion from the units in which it has been measured. The value as-
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Figure 2.18: Three surface conditions commonly met when applying the numerical solution to practical situations. (i) “Free escape”. The sixth quantity jumping towards the
surface is considered to cross it and to jump out of the body. The quantity of solute
effusing at this location is shown being assigned to a tally variable. (ii) Solute-supplying
environment is represented by a jump of solute into the surface element on each numerical
time increment. The quantity in the jump of solute into the body is a sixth of the quantity which would be in an element in equilibrium with the environment. Where there is
solute absorption there is concurrent solute escape. The solute escape component of the
overall mechanism is identical to the entirety of the free escape situation. (iii) When the
surface is impermeable or the solute is non-volatile, so that it cannot escape the body, the
sixth part of the solute which tries to jump through the no-exchange surface is assigned
to remain at the “central” element position.

"no-exchange" surface

plane of symmetry
Figure 2.19: Use of a plane of symmetry to halve the numerical solution. A “no exchange” surface is defined at the previous plane of symmetry.
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signed to each cubic element throughout the duration of the solution will then be
the concentration in familiar units. The diffusion process is simulated by acting on
each cube in turn. When the process of “sixth-jumping” has been performed for
all the cubes representing the body one computational time increment has elapsed.
To proceed through the next time increment, the calculated new solute distribution
becomes the new initial solute distribution and the sixth-jumping process is performed again. When a cube is at a surface of the shape, the action taken on each
time increment for cube faces on the surface represents the surface conditions. Most
commonly for hydrogen diffusion in a weld, when the hydrogen diffuses through
a surface it dissipates into the atmosphere, never to have any further interaction
with the weldment. This situation is represented by considering that the one-sixth
quantity which goes through the face forming a surface does infact proceed in that
direction, being tallied to the amount which has transfered into the environment and
no longer existing in the solution space of the body. All real surfaces represented in
this work were of this free-escape type. The no-exchange type surface proved useful
in this work to represent a plane of symmetry. When a weld is run centrally along
a rectangular cross-section length of steel, the longitudinal–vertical central plane is
a plane of symmetry.
It is an empirical observation that for the sixth-jumping solution the diffusion
coefficient is one-sixth; units cube edge length squared per time increment. A fundamental argument demonstrating why this is so has not yet been formulated. In
Figure 2.20, in section 2.4.1, the analytical solution for absorption of solute by a
sphere is plotted for a radius of 20 length units. The numerical solution plot for
a sphere of 20 discretised units in the radius is plotted against its numerical time.
For other discretisations the times are scaled to match a radius of 20. This can
be done because the numerical elapsed time to a given evolution in the diffusion
process increases as the square of the proportional change in discretisation for a
three-dimensional solution. This matches the real tendency of a diffusion process to
take a longer time equal to the√square of the proportional increase in length of the
diffusion path (eg xmax = 3.91 Dt ).
There is no limit to the geometrical complexity of the body for which a solution
can be obtained. There is an easy method for representing regions of homogeneous
material of different diffusional properties which are united at an interface. The
ratio of the diffusivities is built into the computation. The fastest movement to the
outcome is obtained by keeping the jump-fraction of the higher diffusivity material
at one-sixth. For the lower diffusivity material a smaller amount is jumped in each
direction, proportionally dependent on the ratio of diffusivities of the adjoining materials, while the remaining “unjumped” solute is assigned to the “central” (original)
position.
For a two-dimensional solution a jump fraction of a quarter can be used. The
“diffusion coefficient” then becomes a quarter. Although not used in this work, a
one-dimensional solution could use half-jumps.
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Accuracy characteristics of numerical method

Numerical solutions were obtained for a sphere in the case of the three-dimensional
solution. The analytical solution for solute absorption is derived as [126]
∞


6 X
1
Mt
2 2
2
=1− 2
exp
−Dn
π
t/a
M∞
π n=1 n2

where M is the total amount of solute which has entered or left the sphere, D is
the diffusion coefficient and t is the elapsed time. The outer surface of the sphere
is at radius a (the meaning of r is retained to mean a radius within a sphere [126]).
The “analytical solution” curve in Figure 2.20 is obtained from the equation just
quoted. The summation of the “sum” term in the expression was performed by
a computer program from n = 1 to n = 50. The expression “converges” rapidly
except at short times. When D = 1/6 and a = 20, times less than t = 3 seem
best avoided. In this case convergence is the arrival at an “asymptotic” value for
the expression as increasing numbers of the summation term are included. For
numerical solutions “convergence” can also mean the increasingly close approach
of the outputs to an hypothetical asymptotic value with increasing discretisation.
Although the following has no meaning here in a “modelistic” solution which does
not use differential equations and their expansion into polynomials, convergence can
also include the effect of the number of terms in series expansions incorporated in the
computation. It is the convergence with discretisation which is being studied here.
The convergence of the numerical solution for sphere by the sixth-jumping method
to the analytical solution with increasing discretisation is shown in Figure 2.20 . The
analytical solution described earlier is so extremely converged in terms of its own
issue of containing an infinite series of summation terms that it can be taken as the
“exact” answer in this context.
It can be seen that the solution is inherently accurate at all discretisations. By
a discretisation of 40 in the radius the numerical solution matches the analytical
solution to within 2%.
These numerical solutions for a sphere suffer the problem that the accuracy is
dependent on at least two obvious components. One is the inherent convergence
towards the absolutely correct answer with increasing discretisation. The other
component is that the representation of a spherical surface by cubic elements is
changing as the discretisation is increased. Broadly, with finer division an agglomeration of cubes is going to get better with increasing discretisation, though this is
unlikely to be a smooth continuous progression, as there will be moments when the
discretisation does not elegantly subdivide the radius, leading to a poorer “fit” at
some discretisations.
A situation where solely the convergence of the numerical solution to the analytical one with increasing discretisation, in the absence of a geometric effect, can be
studied is for the situation of “the infinite body solution”. This diffusional situation
has already been introduced on page 67 in section 2.4 and is illustrated by the figures 2.14 and 2.15 . The sixth-jumping numerical solution at different discretisations
is compared to the analytical solution for the infinite body situation in Figure 2.21 .
As for the case of the solution for a sphere, the analytical solution as obtained during
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Figure 2.20: Convergence of numerical solution for a sphere to the analytical solution,
for increasing discretisation of the numerical solution. All plots show the total amount of
solute absorbed into a sphere from an environment which generates a constant concentration of the solute at its surface. Ultimately, the system will be at equilibrium when the
concentration of solute in the sphere is uniform and equal to the solute charging potential.
The quantity of absorbed solute which this concentration represents is scaled to unity on
the vertical axis. “anSph” is the analytical mathematical solution [126] for the absorption
of solute by a sphere, for a sphere of radius 20 units. The plots “Sph10” to “Sph60” are
the numerically obtained solutions for the same situation. The numbers in the names
denote the radius of the sphere in discretisations. The elapsed times are all scaled to be
equivalent to those for a sphere of radius 20 units. This can be done because it is an
empirical observation that, similarly to analytical solutions for diffusion, the elapsed time
to reach a certain stage in the diffusion process increases as a square of the dimensions
of the body. Taking as an example “Sph60”, the elapsed time to arrive at each quantity
was divided by nine. The difference between this line and, for example “Sph20”, whose
elapsed times remain unchanged with a scaling factor of unity, is then attributable solely
to the effect(s) of changing discretisation upon the output of the numerical solution.
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Figure 2.21: Convergence of numerical solution of the “infinite body” situation to the
analytical solution. In this case the body can be “perfectly” represented by the assembly
of discretising cubic volume elements, so the only disparity between the numerical and
analytical solutions is the approximation error due to finite discretisation (plus computational error attributed to the computer, which is believed to be negligible in this case).

the investigation is taken as being an “exact” solution in this context.
The numerical solution is shown in a very favourable light by this comparison.
At only four discretisations in the solution space between the argument of the error
function being -3 and +3 the numerical solution is within about 3% of the analytical
solution. By 14 discretisations in this interval it is not visible that there is any
difference between the numerical and analytical solutions.
In both the case of the numerical solution for the sphere and the numerical solution for the infinite body solution it can be seen that even at very low discretisations
of only a few in the dimension of the component there is no disastrous loss of accuracy. This would mean that if fine details were poorly discretised in the solution
the effect on the overall solution would be minimal.

2.4.2

Conversion between numerical solution units and familiar
units

There are two conversions which are needed. One is to convert between numerical
time and real time or numerical diffusivity and real diffusivity. The other is to
calculate the average hydrogen layer thickness from the numerical solute emergence.
The correlation between numerical and real time is as follows. The numerical
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diffusion coefficient for a situation where the solute is being “sixth-jumped” is 1/6.
The units are (discretisation cube edge length)2 per numerical time increment. Let
these units be l and t, respectively, where the underline signifies that the unit is a
discrete numerical unit. Therefore
D=

1 2 −1
l t
6

where D is the diffusion coefficient. The discretisation of the solution is usually
expressed in discretising cube edge lengths per millimetre. If the discretisation is
represented as UL then

2
1
1
D=
m2 t−1
6 1000 UL
or more succinctly
D=

1 × 10−6
m2 t−1
6 UL 2

Given the elapsed real time, ∆t, for an elapse of numerical time, ∆t
1 × 10−6
D=
6 UL 2



∆t
∆t



m2 s−1

From this equation, the real elapsed time can be obtained if a real diffusion coefficient
can be assigned, or vice-versa.
To derive a simple expression to convert from the numerical quantity effused to
the average thickness of hydrogen “carpet”, a number of conventions are needed.
Firstly, let it be assumed that this will be used in a situation of the highest possible
spatial resolution of the emergence of hydrogen. This will mean that the amount
of hydrogen emerging from one discretisation unit cube face is being considered.
That is; the expression will apply only to a solution where the amount of solute
effusing from each discretisation cube face is tallied individually. Another necessary
convention is how the quantities per cube are assigned. Although the amount is
indeed a quantity, it makes the solution easy to interpret if the amount assigned is
actually the concentration in familiar units. For hydrogen in iron or steel the usual
units used are millilitres of hydrogen per 100g of the iron or steel. This will mean
that the amount of solute per cube will scale with the discretisation. The density of
iron, ρF e , is 7870 kg m−3 [60]. It can be deduced that
thicknessH2 =

qty.effused × 7.87 × 10−2
UL

The way to do this is as follows. The quantity effused is equivalent to the concentration which would exist if all the effused solute were packed into a single cube of
material of size equal to the size of the cubes into which the body is discretised. The
mass of this extra element, me , in g, would be
me =

ρF e
1 × 106 UL 3
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Let VH2 be the volume of hydrogen in the single element, in ml, and C be the
concentration of hydrogen in mlH2 /100gFe . Then
VH2 = C

me
100

The thickness the hydrogen carpet will form is equal to the volume emerged divided
by the area from which it has emerged. Let the thickness of the layer in millimetres
be δ, so that
VH2 UL 2
δ=
1000
As VH2 is dependent on me which is itself inversely proportional to UL 3 the canceling
of variables yields the expression quoted earlier.

2.4.3

Application of numerical solutions to the WWHP test

The aims and design of the WWHP test were described in section 2.3.3 .
The numerical solution was applied to the situation of the W5–2 series of tests.
This series has samples with two different known hydrogen levels, see section 2.3.4 .
The aim of performing a numerical solution for the situation of the WWHP test
is two-fold. Firstly, as in any numerical solution, it is desired to see if the assumed
theory leads to a correct prediction of the quantitative outcome of the situation
it parallels. Secondly, it is desired to know what is the relationship between the
results and the underlying physical constants. In particular, it is desired to know
the relationship between the form of the numerical graph of propagation distance
with time and the underlying diffusion coefficient. If the numerical and experimental
results did concur this would give the means to obtain the diffusion coefficients for
the steels in the test.
The weld metal and the plate metal are not expected to have the same properties.
representative values for the diffusivity of hydrogen in weld metal and in a range
of steels were located in the literature. This gave a range of ratios of weld metal
to plate metal diffusivities for which the outcome was computed. Given the review
in section 1.9, values chosen were a ratio of 1 : 1, 1 : 2 and 1 : 4. The diffusivity of
hydrogen in weld metal as reported in the literature [131, 150] seems to be around
the lowest diffusivity found for plate steels, [118, 9, 132]. To an large extent, the
relative values for diffusivity of hydrogen in weld and plate is a guided estimate
from first principles reviewed in the survey of the literature on hydrogen in metals.
The more microstructural features the microstructure of a metal has, the more it
can trap hydrogen. This will raise the solubility for hydrogen while simultaneously
lowering its diffusivity. The weld microstructure has a fine but well-defined grain
structure of acicular ferrite, plus enough carbon content to ensure precipitation of
second phase in some form, given that the microstructure is not martensite. The
weld microstructures can be seen in Appendix A.1 on pages 225 to 236. These would
logically be expected to give a high hydrogen solubility and low diffusivity. For classic
plate compositions with carbon contents around 0.2%C, as for the BS50D “parent
plate” steel also appearing in Appendix A.1, there is pearlite phase, with associated
ability to trap hydrogen. As a best guess, the ratio of diffusivities between weld
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Figure 2.22: Representation of the WWHP (wedge weld-hydrogen penetration) test in
a numerical solution. The body is represented as a series of 2—D “slices”. The presence
of a plane of symmetry in both geometry and physical conditions along the longitudinal–
vertical central plane of the weld sample enables the numerical solution to be “halved”.
In actual fact there are 13 planes representing sample thickness increments of 1mm from
3mm to 15mm of sample thickness.

and plate metal of 1 : 1 is meant to represent this situation. At the other extreme,
the low carbon HSLA steels would precipitate little second phase when cooled at
a very slow rate giving equilibrium microstructure, while the thermo-mechanically
controlled-rolled (TMCR) and accelerated-cooled (AC) treatment suppresses even
this. The low-carbon TMCR-AC steels have a single phase microstructure of ferrite;
a very “clean” microstructure. This will confer on the steels few hydrogen trapping
sites and therefore give a fast diffusivity for hydrogen. The ratio of diffusivities
between weld and plate of 1 : 4 is a best guess at how to represent the situation of an
acicular-ferrite forming weld upon a low-carbon TMCR-AC plate. The results from
the WWHP test indicate that the difference in diffusivities between pearlitic steel
plates and low carbon TMCR-AC plates is around 1 : 4, though no data generated
during this program seems to enlighten on what diffusivity should be assigned to the
weld metal. In the literature, no instance is known to this investigator where the
hydrogen diffusivities of plates were measured at the same time and using the same
technique for weld metals. Given the variability in results which is possible, between
different experimental measurements, as reviewed in the review of the literature, the
logical arguments presented seem to be the best guide for a way forward, for the
moment.
The WWHP test was solved-for by a series of two-dimensional solutions, as illustrated in Figure 2.22 . The shallow wedge angle, which makes the results easy
to observe and allows an analytical solution for a planar situation to be applied,
to an approximation, makes it difficult to apply a three-dimensional numerical so-
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lution. For samples 15mm thick, the aim is to compute the effusion of hydrogen
from the central 0.05mm of the wedge surface. This is because it is a reasonable
assumption that the arrival of hydrogen is being observed when a hydrogen bubble
0.1mm diameter has formed. This 0.1mm size is about the minimum size at which
the unaided eye can observe that there is an object there. Over a 0.1mm square
an amount of hydrogen representing a 0.06046mm thickness uniform carpet would
have to emerge in order to supply sufficient hydrogen to form a 0.1mm diameter
bubble, see section 2.3.3 . As the sample has longitudinal symmetry, half this minimum size hydrogen catchment area can fall on each side of the centre plane. In the
solution, this means that the amount of hydrogen emerging from a 0.05mm width
adjacent to the centre plane must be solved-for. This imposes a very high degree
of discretisation on the solution. In a three-dimensional sample where the number
of elements increases as a cube of the increase in discretisation, this leads to an
unworkable situation. The 1–in–10 gradient of the wedge face would also mean that
the discretised representation of the surface would be a series of steps of ten cube
face lengths for each one step in the sample thickness direction, which is not a very
good representation of the wedge face. For this reason it is a much better strategy to
produce an accurate two-dimensional solution with an estimated “top” error due to
the length component of diffusion, see section 2.3.2 and Figure 2.4 on page 55, than
to produce a struggling three-dimensional solution with limited discretisation. A
series of two-dimensional solutions, representing the weld upon different thicknesses
of plate metal with the actual sample width, were computed.
The cross-section of the weld was measured for the high-hydrogen and lowhydrogen series of tests. These had slightly different weld penetrations and therefore
fusion boundary shapes, so the series were treated separately. A best average shape
was desired from the series of individual observations made. The method chosen is
illustrated in figures 2.23 and 2.24 . As no curve-fitting model could be derived
for the processes forming the shape of the fusion boundary, the illustrated method
was used. This is believed to be the best way to get an average shape while being respectful of the physical situation forming the shapes, which are only partially
understood. The calculation of the mathematical mean width of the welds for the
high and low hydrogen series was made from the measurements were taken from the
photomacrographs in Appendix A.3, pages 248 to 254. The geometrically deepest
and highest parts of the weld were clearly not forced to be central, as the welds
showed obvious instances of displacement of the deepest penetration and highest
rise of the weld bead from the “half-width” centre position. This meant that the
scaling of the sampling positions differed between sides of the weld. However, when
the penetration and bead height measurements were obtained at these positions, the
measurements from the opposite sides could both be mapped onto the positions for
a half-weld of average half-width with central deepest weld penetration and weld
bead rise height. This group of measurements was then averaged to give the best
representation of weld height and penetration at width intervals.
The means by which it was concluded for the numerical computation that there
would be no possibility to ever form a visible hydrogen carpet on the wedge face
at a particular sample thickness was an absolute one. A visible layer of hydrogen
bubbles can be produced from an amount of hydrogen equivalent to an average
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weld half-width
plane
of symmetry

Figure 2.23: Method for generating an “average” weld shape. Selection of “standard
measurement intervals”. Procedure performed for each of the two series of welds for which
numerical solutions were produced : the higher-hydrogen series and the lower-hydrogen
series of the rutile flux-cored-wire metal-inert-gas (MIG) welds. The fusion boundary is
shown here. A similar procedure is performed for the weld bead surface. The average
width of the weld was calculated from the full widths of each of the welds in the series.
The fusion boundary shape shown is a sketched representative estimate of the “average”
shape. A series of measurement intervals in this standard width to the arithmetic mean
centre line were chosen, producing good resolution of shape in regions of rapid change of
gradient while being economical on the total number of measurements taken.

weld half-width
weld "centre"

Figure 2.24: Method for generating an “average” weld shape. Scaling of “standard
measurement intervals” to fit between the outer edge of the weld and the central position
of deepest weld penetration. This is not necessarily at the half-width of the weld, as the
weld penetration clearly “wanders” off-centre. For the weld bead surface, the intervals
are scaled to fit to the highest position of the weld bead, which is independent of the
deepest weld penetration position. Each penetration depth recorded can be mapped to the
“standard” position it represents, as illustrated in Figure 2.23 . The “mapping” includes
“folding” the measurements on opposite sides of the deepest/highest central position of a
single set of standard intervals.
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hydrogen “carpet” thickness of 0.060mm, the arguments for which are presented in
section 2.3.3 and section 2.4.3 . If the numerical effusion rate was becoming very
slow and a visible hydrogen carpet was not yet predicted, the following test was
performed. The entire amount of hydrogen remaining in the sample was determined.
If the sum of this quantity and the amount effused from the central 0.05mm width
was less than the amount needed to form a 0.060mm average thickness hydrogen
carpet then it could be concluded that formation of visible hydrogen effusion would
never be possible. This test was performed frequently once it was becoming clear
that there was a problem forming a visible hydrogen carpet, so the point at which
plots of hydrogen emergence terminate for samples where a hydrogen carpet did not
form are when this condition is arrived at.
There also needed to be criteria which stop the run if a visible layer of hydrogen
had already been achieved. In total there were three criteria by which the numerical
run could be halted. The arrival at any one of these conditions lead unconditionally
to the termination of the numerical run. Taken in this order, these tests are : firstly,
had the hydrogen “carpet” exceeded an average thickness of 0.08mm ? Secondly,
had it become impossible for the hydrogen remaining in the sample to ever produce
a visible layer of hydrogen ? Thirdly, if the visible thickness of hydrogen had already been achieved, was the amount of hydrogen which had emerged on this time
increment at this location less than a 10–millionth of the quantity which had already
emerged at this location ? If a numerical run has been halted by the recognition that
a visible hydrogen layer on the observation “wedge” face will never be possible, it is
logically the case that it would not be possible to form a visible layer of hydrogen
on a greater sample thickness. For this reason, if the situation is reached that it will
never be possible to form a visible layer of hydrogen bubbles on the observed back
face of the sample, no remaining thickness increments for the sample need have their
outcomes computed.

2.4.4

Application of the numerical solution to the experiment conducted by Christensen and Evans

The Christensen and Evans [143] experiment is included because it offers ideal data
to inspect the suspicion that hydrogen in quantities can travel a greater distance
than purely Fickian diffusion would predict.
The experiment and its results which were scrutinised with most interest was
the one where the weld had a series of holes drilled transversely under the weld at
constant depth, at equal hole centre spacings of 12.7mm along the length of the
sample. In these experiments to provide information about the amount of hydrogen
collected when the holes are drilled at different depths below the weld, a series of four
tests were conducted. One had all the transverse holes drilled at 5mm hole centre
distance below the surface upon which the weld was deposited, while the other three
had hole centre depths of 7mm, 9mm and 11mm, respectively. The configuration of
the sample and the way that the amount of hydrogen emerging within the drilling
is measured is illustrated in Figure 2.25 . The hydrogen emerging into the drilling
is guided into a capillary tube, where the “height” of glycerol displaced can be used
to estimate the volume of hydrogen, given the bore of the capillary tube.
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Figure 2.25: Cross section through a sample used by Christensen and Evans [143] to
measure how much hydrogen will emerge from a hole drilled transversely under the weld
bead deposited on a steel sample. The amount of hydrogen emerging into the drilling
is measured by collecting the hydrogen in a capillary tube until no more hydrogen will
emerge and the sample has lost all its hydrogen through all its surfaces. The entire
arrangement of sample and capillary tube are immersed in glycerol. The capillary tube is
initially full of glycerol. The wire shown spanning between the drilled hole in the sample
and the capillary tube was found by the experimenters to guide the emerging hydrogen
into the capillary tube. The volume of hydrogen which has emerged from the drilling is
calculated from the measured height of the column of hydrogen in the capillary tube and
from the cross-sectional area of the bore of the capillary tube.
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Figure 2.26: The results obtained by Christensen and Evans [143] from their experiment
where a series of transverse holes, all at the same depth in an individual sample, were
drilled under the weld bead. The depth is from the plate surface to the top of the drilling,
which is 2mm diameter.

The results are presented [143] in a graph reproduced in Figure 2.26, which also
contains their representation of the sample configuration. The amounts of hydrogen
emergence have been read off the graph, Figure 2.26, and are presented in Table 2.1 .
The sample used in the experiment was very similar to the standard weld sample
used in the WWHP test. The weld was deposited on a block of dimensions 25mm
width, 20mm thickness and 125mm length. This block was clamped between copper
blocks while the weld was being deposited. These provide a large heat capacity for
heat to be abstracted into by conduction, ensuring that the weld has a cooling rate
similar to that for a weld on an infinite plate. Copper, as a soft metal, tends to
make good thermal contact when clamped against a planar surface, so heat which
has made the journey from the weld to the sides of the sample should be able to
continue its progress away from the weld.
The investigators provide illustrations and plots of data for a similar experiment
to the one which was used by this study. The similar experiment has holes drilled in
one sample at a series of increasing depths below the surface on which the weld was
deposited. Figure 2.27 illustrates this experiment. Figure 2.28 shows the amount of
hydrogen emerged from each drilling with elapsing time and the same data plotted
as amount of hydrogen emerged at each depth at a given time. These results show
the trend in the results for the amount of hydrogen emerging from the drillings as
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Hole
centre
depth
5mm
7mm
9mm
11mm

amount of hydrogen emerging
from drillings (l × 106 )
3rd 4th 5th 6th avg avg/mm
298 287 257 291 283
22.3
191 197 189 197 193
15.2
131 94 150 159 133
10.5
101 111 118 114 111
8.7
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prop’n
of
source
28.4%
19.4%
13.4%
11.1%

Table 2.1: Christensen and Evans’ [143] measurements of the amount of hydrogen emerging from drilled holes passing transversely under the weld bead. Of the seven holes drilled
at the same hole centre depth for an individual sample, the ones whose hydrogen emergence values are reported in the table were chosen in order to avoid end-effects near the
start and finish of the weld. The holes were drilled at 12.7mm centre distance in the
length dimension of the sample, allowing the amount of hydrogen emerged from drillings
per millimetre of sample length to be calculated. The hydrogen source provided by the
weld is estimated to be 7.86×10−5 l mm−1 , see this section. This enables the amount
emerged from the drilled holes to be expressed as a proportion of the source.

Figure 2.27: Configuration of Christensen and Evans’ [143] hydrogen “migration” test
sample where the holes into which hydrogen is collected are drilled at a series of increasing
depths. This is different from the experiment whose results were analysed in this project.
The one utilised had all holes in an individual sample drilled at the same depth.
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Figure 2.28: The results presented by Christensen and Evans [143] for an experiment
similar to the one whose results were analysed in this experimental program. This experiment obtained a greater spread of results by using a sample with holes drilled at a series
of increasing depths below the weld bead. This shows the trend in the results at the cost
that there is no information on accuracy and repeatability. Note the depths are from the
fusion boundary to the top of the drilled hole.

the depth of the drilled hole beneath the weld bead is increased. Offsetting this is
that no result is replicated, which makes it impossible to know the accuracy and
consistency. This is why the experiment with all holes in any one sample being at
the same depth was chosen for rigorous analysis.
The amount of hydrogen in the weld is known from the information provided.
The amounts of hydrogen collected from the drillings, which are reported as the
results of the experiment, can be expressed as a proportion of this source. It is this
proportion which is the key issue. The data provided and its treatment is as follows.
Christensen and Evans [143] performed an experiment where welds were immersed in liquid paraffin and hydrogen emerging from the weld rose by buoyancy to
be collected in a series of compartments arranged above the weld. From the graphs
of hydrogen quantity collected [143] it can be deduced that the compartments are at
5.6mm centre-to-centre spacing. This is because 19 compartments collect hydrogen
over around a 101mm length. Therefore 18 intervals occupy this length, giving the
estimate of 5.6mm spacing.
One of the graphs is reproduced as Figure 2.29 . For the weld where there was
300 seconds of natural cooling between the end of welding and the final cooling of
the sample in water, the hydrogen level over the majority of the length of the weld
is around 70×10−6 l. This is assumed to be the amount of hydrogen collected in
each compartment. If 16 of the 19 compartments contained this amount of hydrogen, one contained half this amount and the two end compartments contained very
little hydrogen, this would give a total quantity of hydrogen in the weld of around
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Figure 2.29: Christensen and Evans’ [143] measurement of the amount of hydrogen
contained in welds very similar to those on the sample with drilled transverse holes which
sought to provide information on the rate and outcome of hydrogen redistribution from
a weld. The only apparent difference is that these welds were deposited on samples of
12.7mm thickness by 25mm width, compared to the 20mm thickness of the redistribution
test samples (illustrated in Figure 2.27 on page 85). It is of interest that, providing the
sample has not been quenched in water immediately after completion of the weld, the
hydrogen level obtained does not vary greatly with the duration of natural cooling until
the sample is force-cooled to room temperature.

1.155×10−3 l (1.155ml). This is not in agreement with the total hydrogen contents
quoted in the top left-hand side of the same diagram. If the figure for the “300sec”
sample of 9.3ml is divided by 16.5, this gives an amount of hydrogen per middlerange compartment of 563×10−6 l. The quantity “563” does not seem to relate to
anything on the graph. Furthermore, it is commented in the text [143] and can be
seen in one of the photographs in the original paper [143] that there is hydrogen
emerging from the back surface of the sample, though a later set of results where
the sample thickness is increased to 20mm shows that this is not actually having a
great effect on the amount of hydrogen being collected in the compartments. It does
seem difficult to come to quantitative conclusions from the data considered here.
Qualitatively, it is interesting to see that increasing the time of natural cooling of
the weld from 30s to 300s does not have a great effect on the weld hydrogen level,
indicating it is fairly insensitive to the cooling conditions.
Looking at the issue of hydrogen in the weld in a different way; the rutile SMA
electrode used is rated as giving a hydrogen level per mass of fused metal of 30ppm
(it is common for weld hydrogen to be quoted per mass of deposited metal). This
is obtained using tried-and-trusted method widely used to rate hydrogen levels in
welds [143]. With a conversion factor of 1ppm = 1.11 mlH2 /100gFe , a hydrogen level
of 30ppm equals 33.3 mlH2 /100gFe . In Christensen and Evans’ [143] figure 8, the
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cross-sectional area of the deposited metal is indicated as being 30mm2 . The density
of iron is around 7.87g per ml [60], so the 100mm length of the weld will contain
23.61g of deposited metal. From these pieces of information the hydrogen content
of the weld is calculated as 7.86ml . This would be the same as saying that the weld
contains 7.86×10−5 l mm−1 of hydrogen.
The quantity “78.6×10−6 ” does look rather similar to the quantity reported for
the hydrogen levels in Figure 2.29 for the “30sec” and “300sec” plots. It does however
seem prudent to accept only the estimate of hydrogen level made available from the
trusted measurement of hydrogen level obtained for the welding consumable. It is
also the common experience that rutile shielded metal arc (SMA) welds produce
hydrogen levels around the 30ppm (fused metal) level reported.
For the experiment where for a single sample all seven holes are drilled at the
same depth, the emergence of hydrogen from the drilled holes is presented as a
graph and is reproduced here in Figure 2.26 . Ignoring the measurements from the
first two and the last drillings, the average emergence of hydrogen from each hole
is 2.83×10−4 l for the drilling at 5mm centre depth, 1.93×10−4 l for the drilling at
7mm centre depth, 1.33×10−4 l for the drilling at 9mm centre depth and 1.11×10−4 l
for the drilling at 11mm centre depth. The holes centres are 12.7mm apart in the
longitudinal direction, so the amounts of hydrogen per millimetre can be calculated.
Ratios of diffusivity for hydrogen in weld and plate metal computed for in the
numerical solution were 1 : 1, 1 : 2 and 1 : 4. This is for the same reasons that these
values were chosen for the numerical WWHP test computation, section 2.4.3
The experimental samples have very useful planes of symmetry. The longitudinal–
vertical (l–v) central plane is one plane of symmetry. In reality the drilled holes
stopped slightly short of the opposite side face from the one in which the drilled
holes entered. The sample is not therefore entirely symmetrical about the l–v central plane. The sides of the sample are far from the main diffusion path and the
amount of metal left in place instead of being removed to make a through-hole is
small. These make the possible error too small to make it worth discarding the
chance to halve the solution space. Other planes of symmetry exist. The midpoints
between the holes and the centre-lines of the holes are both planes of symmetry in
the transverse plane to the weld length. A complete solution need only solve from
a hole centre to the midpoint between holes in the length direction and from the
sample side to the midpoint to be a complete solution. This geometrical “repeat
unit” is illustrated in Figure 2.30 .
The cross-sectional area of the weld metal and penetration into the plate was
quoted by the authors [143]. This was 20mm2 for the weld bead standing above
the plate surface and 10mm2 for the weld penetration into the plate. The actual
shapes of the weld bead surface and fusion boundary were not presented. The stated
length and width of the samples [143] provide a scale which enables it to be deduced
from photographs of the experiments [143] that the weld width is 10mm. If the
fusion boundary is approximated by an arc shape which encloses 10mm2 of area and
10mm width between intercepts with the chord which represents the plate surface,
this arc has a radius of 9.21mm projected from a centre 7.74mm above the plate
surface. Likewise, the weld bead surface can be represented by an arc of 5.84mm
radius projected from a centre 3.01mm beneath the plate surface. The accuracy of
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drilling

longitudinal-vertical
central plane
Figure 2.30: The geometrical “repeat unit” given the planes of symmetry which exist
in the experiment of Christensen and Evans [143] for which a numerical solution was obtained in this investigative program. Recognizing planes of symmetry allows the numerical
“solution space” to be halved for each plane of symmetry identified. The mirror image
must be in geometry, initial conditions and surface conditions throughout the duration
of the solution. The planes of symmetry which “cut” the physical body and define surfaces of the numerical representation are “no exchange” surfaces to the solute hydrogen.
The amount of solute computed as emerging from the surface of the semi-circular crosssectioned channel representing a “half drilling” will have the same ratio to the amount of
hydrogen emerging from all other surfaces as would be obtained if the entire experimental
sample were represented in the numerical solution. However, the economy in computing
resources when planes of symmetry are recognised allows the resources to be allocated
more efficiently, allowing a more highly discretised and therefore accurate solution.
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the computation is not sensitively dependent on the exact shape of these reasonable
“smoothed” forms representing the weld bead surface and fusion boundary, given
that they are dependent variables of the method used to input the measured [143]
weld bead cross-sectional area and the cross-sectional area of the weld penetration
into the numerical solution. The weld was therefore approximated by arc shapes
which enclosed the correct area of metal in a weld width of 10mm.
The experiment of Christensen and Evans [143] is run to completion, in terms
of hydrogen redistribution. Whatever time is necessary is given for all the hydrogen
to emerge from the sample. In the “Discussion” chapter Figure 4.9 on page 157
illustrates this point. For the numerical solution, completion was arbitrarily taken
as being when a 200th of the original solute source quantity remained in the entire
volume of the sample. This remaining quantity is too small to change the impression
given by the results even if it were arbitrarily assigned in entirety to any one escape
region.
Given a definitive statement of what the purely Fickian-diffusive outcome would
be, it should become apparent whether the results obtained from the Christensen
and Evans [143] experiments are compatible with this mechanistic hypothesis.

2.4.5

Computed hydrogen concentration profiles in the cross-section
of some commercial weld configurations

The intention of this branch of the investigative program is to extend the theory
which exists and which has been further developed during the investigation to commercial welds. It is desired to provide answers which might help in welding fabrication and make the selection of constructional steels as a constructional medium more
attractive. The price per unit mass of steels with a good structural performance is
going to be one part of the economic balance. The ease of fabrication, both in making pre-fabricated components but also probably more crucially in facilitating final
assembly on-site, is going to be another major part of the picture in constructing the
economic attractiveness of welded constructional steel, as opposed to, for example,
cast concrete. A move to higher strength steels is likely to be a good thing, as it
would mean that less mass of steel is going to have to be transported to the site at
which the structure is being built, thus saving on transport costs.
The use of the computational method in this branch of the investigative program
is somewhat different to the usage in other parts of the program. In all other cases,
a set of experimental results are known and the purpose served by the computernumerical method is to predict what the “expected” result would be if the assumed
theory were correct. This provides a “theoretical” outcome which can be compared
to the actual outcome in order to judge how correct the assumed theory seems to be.
These other parts of the investigative program are a necessary precursor to being
able to use the solution in the way it is about to be applied, as they show how
correct the computer-numerical solution is, as a predictor of actual outcome.
The use of the computer-numerical solution here is to investigate the evolution
of the distribution of weld hydrogen with elapsing time after completion of the
weld, observing displays of the internal state of the numerical solution for predicted
features which would have significance for commercial welding practice. The results
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root face
2.5mm

bevel angle
3:2

root gap 2.5mm
Figure 2.31: Representative example of a joint preparation for manual welding by the
shielded-metal-arc (SMA) process. This would be referred to as a “V”–preparation. The
lower part of the plate thickness is shown, with the plate surface from which the welder
approaches being above the top of the illustration. The dimensions in the illustration are
the assumed representative dimensions of the prior joint preparation for the root-run weld
solved-for by the computer-numerical method.

presented must be considered given that they are selective samples from runs of the
numerical solution.
Extending this theme, the selective judgments actually take two forms. One
is the forms of weld which are most interesting when applying hydrogen diffusion
theory to commercial welds, plus the exact dimensions of welds which are specified
to represent these forms. The other judgment is to present displays of the internal
state of the computer-numerical solution which show the most important features of
hydrogen distribution which could have potentially significant effect on commercial
welding practice.
The weld configurations chosen for computer numerical investigation are the root
run in a “V”–prepared weld joint and a completed backing-stripped weld.
A “V” preparation is one of the most commonly encountered when welding.
Plates greater than around 5mm thickness, ie much thinner than the structural steel
plates which have been the central focus here, which are used in the construction of
oil rigs, ships, bridges, etc, would not usually be welded with plain edge faces normal
to the plate surfaces when using a manual welding process. Above this thickness,
the first weld run could not be made to melt through the full thickness of the plate,
leaving a “partial penetration” weld. If there is only access from one side of the
plate, as is often the case in tubular structures, there is no possibility to further
complete the weld as the first weld denies further access. One solution is to leave
a parallel “root face” at the lower side of the plate which can be melted-through
completely by the welding system, while angling-away the remainder of the plate
thickness in order to grant access to the root of the weld for the root run. After
the root run, the remaining channel can be filled-up by a succession of subsequent
weld runs. The prepared plates and their alignment to each other are illustrated in
Figure 2.31, which also shows the dimensions assigned in the “V”–preparation weld
numerically solved-for in this section of the project. These dimensions are believed
to be reasonably representative of a “V”–preparation weld in a 25mm thickness
constructional steel plate. The accessible surface is at the top of the diagram, though
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Figure 2.32: Illustration showing the reason that the root-run when welding sections of
pipeline to each other must carry an external load immediately after welding [151]. In
addition to its own inherent self-restraint stresses due to weld contraction during cooling
from welding, suspending the pipeline above the ground at its leading end means that the
newly prepared weld must bear some of the weight of the pipeline which has been recently
welded.

only the lower, weld root, part of the weld zone is shown.
For a “V” preparation weld, after the completion of the root run, the remaining
welding is essentially an exercise in filling-up the space which had to be left in order
to allow access to the root of the weld. If capability to produce a sound root-run
represents the general level of skill, completion of the filling runs is usually without
problems.
It is the root run which is uniquely vulnerable. It will span between two large
areas of plate metal much thicker than itself. It will be subject to self-restraint tensile
forces as the weld contracts on cooling. Additionally, the root run can be calledupon to support some external load. This has been pointed-out in a case which
might to someone uninitiated appear trivial but which has major ramifications for
commercial welding and for society as a whole. In the case of pipe-laying, which
is used to transport fossil-fuels over large distances and which must therefore be
economical per unit length of pipeline, the pipe is suspended from its freshly-welded
end and “droops” into the trench in the ground in which the pipeline will later be
buried [151]. On the underside of the recently-welded joints only the root run will
exist to bear both the weight of the pipeline and the internal stresses which in this
case will operate transversely as “hoop stress”. The illustration of this situation [151]
is reproduced here as Figure 2.32 .
The dimensions of the root run weld for which the evolution of hydrogen distribution with elapsing time from weld completion has been computed is shown in
Figure 2.33 .
The backing-strip weld configuration for a joint between two plates was chosen
because it is quite widely used commercially and has a complex shape for which
it would be difficult to guess even approximately what the hydrogen concentration
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central
plane

plate
metal

weld
metal

25mm plate
thickness

bevel angle
3:2

50mm overall half-width

weld
bead
radius of
height
4.542mm
5.875mm

fusion boundary
4.375mm length
2.5mm weld half-width

Figure 2.33: The dimensions specified in the numerical solution for a root-run of a
“V”–preparation weld. The 50mm half-width is specified in order to give a computation
of manageable size, where in reality the weld would be joining large plates. Only a tiny
proportion of the original hydrogen in the weld will encounter the “imaginary” extra
surface. The other dimensions of the weld are believed to be representative of a root run
weld performed using a shielded-metal-arc (SMA) welding system. The exact dimensions
specified for the vertical height of the fusion boundary with the plate and the radius of
the weld surface are dependent outcomes of the following : the “V”–preparation of the
plate edges and their “fit-up” next to each other is as illustrated in Figure 2.31 on page 91
(2.5mm root-face, 2.5mm root gap, plate edge bevel angle is 3 : 2); the weld bead is 5mm
wide and the bead rises 0.75mm above/below the level at which its edges meet the plate
metal. The form of the weld metal cross-section is a result of significant melting of the
plate metal and its “dilution” into the metal delivered by the welding system.
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plate
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Figure 2.34: The dimensions specified in the numerical solution for a backing-strip
weld. The 50mm half-width is not representative, as the weld would be joining large
plates. However, it is large enough to give a manageable computation with only a small
proportion of the hydrogen meeting the “imaginary” surface. The other dimensions of
backing-strip width and thickness, plate separation, etc, are believed to be realistic for a
backing-strip weld specified for and made using a rutile flux-cored-wire welding system.

profiles would be.
The backing-strip weld configuration is useful for getting reliable welds when
using a welding system which does not give “good weld penetration”. The case of
rutile flux-cored-wire (R-FCW) welding is a good example. This welding system is
regarded at the time of writing as giving a good deposition rate and good operability
(the operator attention in order to get a good weld is only moderate and a good weld
run is produced with consistent reliability). The R-FCW welding system can be used
“positionally”, which means that a weld can be deposited vertically, overhead onto
a downward-facing surface and other alignments where the weld pool and ultimately
the weld shape is having to be formed against the force that gravity will exert on
the weld pool. However, the weld does not give deep melting into the plate onto
which it is being deposited. The measurements made of the weld penetration into
the samples which are in this investigative program, see sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3, give
direct support for this generally held view.
The exact geometric form of the backing-strip weld for which a solution was
obtained is illustrated in Figure 2.34 . The shape defined has the simplification that
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the weld metal “fills up” the joint preparation without any fusion into the plate
metal and backing strip. For the practical case of performing welds the fusion of the
R-FCW weld into the metal it is being deposited upon is fortunately, in reality, not
quite that negligible, as can be seen for the weld shapes of the R-FCW performed
in the experimental program, see section 3.2.3 and the Figure 3.2 on page 115. For
the multi-run backing-strip weld the assumption that the weld hydrogen is initially
uniformly distributed in the weld metal is unquestionably unrealistic. That hydrogen will be uniformly distributed in the weld metal of a weld which has just been
completed is thought to be very nearly true for a single-run weld which has cooled
rapidly to around room temperature, see section 2.3.1 . For multi-run welds there
is an observation that the highest hydrogen concentration in the weld metal is displaced towards the top of the weld [129], which must mean that when the weld was
completed this was also the case. If the initial hydrogen in the weld zone had been
uniformly distributed in the weld metal, the highest hydrogen would be very near
the mid-thickness of the weld. As no particularly detailed analysis is made using
the computer numerical backing-strip weld solution, the solution was defined with
the large simplification of uniform initial hydrogen concentration applied across the
weld metal.
In the numerical solutions for both the root-run weld and the backing-strip weld,
there have been some simplifications which are shared by both.
The heat-affected-zone (HAZ), which in a real weld is the heat-altered/heatdamaged region of plate metal adjacent to the fusion boundary between weld metal
and the plate metal, has not been discriminated in this treatment. The implicit
assumption is that the parent plate metal and the HAZ offer similar properties as
a solvent for the hydrogen. Evidence from the liquid-nitrogen-temperature sectioning tests, sections 2.3.5, 3.6 and 4.2, and to an extent the wedge weld-hydrogen
penetration tests, section 2.3.3, 3.5 and 4.1 show this to be an acceptable working
assumption.
The part of the weld cross-section which is weld metal is assumed to have a
homogeneous property with respect to diffusion of hydrogen in itself. The same
assumption is made for the plate metal.
The initial distribution of hydrogen, from which the diffusive redistribution
evolves with elapsing time, is that the weld at zero time has a uniform concentration of hydrogen across its area. For the plate metal it is assumed that at zero
time it contains no hydrogen.
It has already been mentioned that the inputs for the utilisation of the numerical
solution are in two forms. One is the geometric shape of the weld and spatial regions
in which each material property is found, which has been defined in the intervening
paragraphs.
The other input is in the choice of how the hydrogen concentration profiles,
whose predicted form is held in the internal state of the numerical computation,
are sampled. The internal state of the numerical computation can be sampled in
any number of different ways to give output. In this case the choice will certainly
be to present a 3–dimensional plot showing as a contoured surface the hydrogen
concentration profile across the weld cross-section at an instant in time. This makes
it naturally easy for the viewer to relate the predicted form of the weld hydrogen
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distribution to the weld shape it is found in. Three dimensions to a plot is the highest
number of dimensions easily represented in a flat print. The two basal dimensions
are used to represent the mutually perpendicular spatial axes of weld height and weld
width. The third, height, dimension is used to display the hydrogen concentration at
a particular x, y co-ordinate. This leaves no spare axes for representing progression
with time, so that it is necessary to sample the internal state of the numerical
computation at a chosen time or times. The choice of time of sampling is made on
the basis of presenting relevant features distinctly in the 3—D plots.
The choice arrived at for elapsed time at sampling proved a very simple one.
The hydrogen concentration profile across the weld cross-section was sampled once,
on the time increment at which the highest hydrogen concentration in the hydrogen
still remaining in the weld zone (weld metal and adjacent plate metal) had just
fallen below 99% of the uniform initial hydrogen concentration applied across the
weld metal region as the “zero time” starting condition. The reasons for this choice
were : there was a well-developed hydrogen concentration profile from weld centre
to a distance into the plate metal about equal to the half-width of the weld at which
the hydrogen concentration was effectively zero, the criterion was easy to implement
consistently across the weld forms selected and it was judged that this criterion
conferred a visually striking image to the 3—D plot while including all features
observed at any time.
A peak hydrogen concentration 1% below the initial hydrogen concentration at
zero elapsed time occurs very early in the diffusion process, when compared to the
computation of the eventual fate of the hydrogen in the numerical representation
of the Christensen and Evans [143] experiment, section 2.4.4 . It is the entirely
different purpose which is the cause of the difference. The times when the hydrogen
concentrations in the weld zone are still a significant proportion of the original
hydrogen concentration relate to the propensity for weld cracking in the minutes and
hours after the weld has been completed. For the experiments where the amount
of hydrogen emerging from different surfaces has been collected and compared with
each other, it makes the experiment dependent on fewer variables if the diffusive
process is allowed to continue to completion when a negligible proportion of the
original hydrogen remains in the sample. For this investigative scientific reason,
the situation which the numerical solution has to match involves also running the
numerical solution through many time steps to a high degree of completion of the
diffusive process, where an acceptably negligible amount of the theoretical solute
hydrogen remains in the sample volume.
It was found that varying the ratio of weld metal to plate metal diffusion coefficient produced very interesting effects. This is why the results, which are presented
in section 4.8 discussing the ramifications of the findings for commercial welding,
compare outcomes where this features as variable in different numerical runs. Referring to the figures 2.33 and 2.34 for the root-run and backing-strip welds respectively,
what has been done is that the weld metal and plate metal have been ascribed increasingly differing diffusion coefficients on a series of runs for welds with exactly
the same shape and initial hydrogen levels, etc.
It was actually the case that the criterion that the remaining peak hydrogen
concentration had fallen below 99% of the assigned uniform initial weld hydrogen
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concentration was literally applied to only the case where the weld metal and plate
metal offered the same diffusion coefficient to the solute hydrogen. For other situations where the diffusion coefficients of the weld metal and plate metal differed,
the sample of the hydrogen concentration contour across the weld cross-section was
sampled at equivalent numerical elapsed times which represent the same elapsed
actual time.This equivalence can be found in line with the arguments presented in
section 2.4 describing the workings of the numerical method works.
These are the details featuring in how the equivalence was found, given the way
the numerical solution was applied. These allow the methods used to be checked and
verified but are not necessary to follow the purpose and findings of this branch of
the investigation. The difference in diffusion coefficients for the different regions was
achieved by keeping the numerical diffusion coefficient of the plate metal at 1/4, as all
situations it was desired to produce placed the plate metal solute diffusion coefficient
higher than the solute diffusion coefficient in the weld metal region. This choice for
setting-up the numerical solution allows it to run at its most efficient, fastest, rate
to a given stage of completion. Restoring the same outcome as would be attained
had the weld metal diffusivities been the same in the solution and the plate metal
diffusivities varied, it was necessary to run the numerical solution to a number of
numerical time increments which is equal to the number of numerical time increments
to reach a given stage when the weld and plate metals have the same diffusivities,
multiplied by the ratio of plate metal to weld metal diffusivity. Applying this logic,
it is possible to present the different plots of hydrogen concentration contours across
a weld cross-section, for welds where the plate metal has different properties and to
assert that they show the same real elapsed time, whatever that might be found to
be according to further conversions described in section 2.4.2 .
The particular interest in the events for root-run welds in a “V”–preparation
joint and the particular interest in the effect of varying the diffusion coefficient of
the plate metal lead to a further sampling of the numerical solution for the root-run
weld. The intention was to show the evolution of hydrogen concentration with time
at particular points of interest. The locations sampled in the numerical root-run
solution were the column of elements adjacent to the weld vertical central plane and
the first column of elements in the plate metal (HAZ) which are adjacent to the
fusion boundary. This is illustrated in Figure 2.35 . The reason for choosing these
sampling points is as follows. The desire is to know where a weldment will fracture
by hydrogen cracking when the stress across the weld is high enough. Once a weld
has fractured, interest ceases, as this is not going to be a functional weld. It is
therefore the first place to break which is important. Taking as an approximation
that the same stress is experienced across the weld zone, the susceptibility to hydrogen cracking is a combination of the inherent microstructural hydrogen cracking
susceptibility and the hydrogen level. Obviously, a more hydrogen-cracking resistant structure could fail first if it has a higher hydrogen concentration than a more
susceptible region which has the advantage of having a lower hydrogen concentration. Logically, if stress were uniform, if the weld metal were to fail it would do
so at the location in the weld metal where the hydrogen concentration is highest.
Likewise, if the plate metal were to fail by hydrogen cracking, it would do so at the
location in the plate metal where the hydrogen concentration is highest. The high-
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Figure 2.35: Method of sampling the evolution of hydrogen concentration with time
in the root run of a “V”–preparation weld. The two locations at which the hydrogen
concentration are sampled are the weld metal at the central plane of the weld and the
plate metal immediately adjacent to the weld metal at the fusion boundary. The column
of elements is searched for the highest hydrogen concentration and the highest value is the
one recorded for this position on this numerical time increment. The highest hydrogen
concentration inevitably lies near the middle of each of the column of elements considered.
The outcome is a presentation of a plot of predicted hydrogen concentration vs time which
has two graph lines; one for the peak hydrogen concentration at the weld centre and the
second for the peak hydrogen concentration in the plate metal immediately adjacent to
the outer extent of the weld metal.
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est concentration of hydrogen in the weld metal is going to be at the centre where
the metal is most removed from the routes of hydrogen escape. In the plate metal,
the highest hydrogen concentration is going to be where the hydrogen is coming in
from the weld metal, ie immediately adjacent to it. The implicit reason why it is
possible to intuitively, and correctly, make this deduction about hydrogen concentration profiles is that the diffusive process has a very simple ordered behaviour of
the steady dispersion of hydrogen into regions where it is less concentrated. This
ignores detailed microscopic mechanisms featuring in hydrogen crack nucleation, see
section 1.3, but is true on a macroscopic scale. The correctness of the assumptions
for the predicted hydrogen concentration profile can be confirmed from the 3—D
hydrogen concentration contour plots presented in section 4.8 .
It remains to make clear the distinction that these are computations of the
expected outcomes of diffusion of hydrogen from the weld metal on the basis of
assumed theory of diffusion, whose correctness is also under review in the broader
effort of the investigative program.

2.5

Unsuccessful experiments

There were a couple of instances where experiments did not work and these are very
interesting in their own right.

2.5.1

The “simple” permeation test

The problem with this test was that never was hydrogen observed to permeate
through the permeation membrane.
The aim was to use the “breakthrough time” [79] to reveal the unsteady-state
diffusion coefficient. It was hoped that in this way the diffusion coefficient of the asreceived plate metal could be measured. The intended hydrogen source was 0.05M
sulphuric acid which was allowed to attack the intended hydrogen entry surface.
The configuration of the experiment is illustrated in Figure 2.36 .
Membranes of the plate steel of 40mm by 30mm rectangular area were precisionsawn from the sample steel plate giving membranes with a thickness of around 1mm.
The membranes were ground on emery paper to leave a clean smooth surface. The
selected membrane was inserted into a 25ml beaker, which has an internal diameter
just able to accommodate the 30mm dimension of the membrane. The edges of
the membrane were sealed to the beaker using paraffin wax, this being achieved by
selectively heating the beaker upon a hot-plate then dripping molten wax hanging
on a glass rod into the gap between membrane edge and beaker, so that capillary
action drew the wax around the joint.
The intended method for the detection of arrival at the output face of the membrane was bubble formation in a fluid. Water was tried but was found to corrode the
sample excessively, making it unlikely that the hydrogen bubbles, if present, would
be seen. Therefore, glycerol was selected as the fluid contained in the “exit surface”
side of the beaker.
The experiment was started by pouring the acid into the “entry surface” side
of the beaker, simultaneously to the starting of a stop-watch. Unfortunately, while

glycerol

beaker

acid
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Figure 2.36: The “simple permeation test”. This did not work, for the apparent reason
that no hydrogen was absorbed into the metal from the intended source, which was the
acid on one side of the steel membrane.

continuous and voluminous hydrogen generation was observed upon the “entry”
surface of the membrane, no hydrogen was seen to emerge from the exit surface of
the membrane.
It seems that while the corrosive action of the hydrogen upon the entry surface
was generating large quantities of hydrogen, none was being injected into the volume
of the sample membrane. It is widely accepted now that it is necessary to have a
substance within the “charging solution” which occupies the d–band electrons at
the metal surface before corrosive-reaction-released hydrogen can gain access to the
metal volume [63]. The only commonly available substance know to do this in the absence of an electro-chemical reducing potential is hydrogen sulphide [63]. The presence of hydrogen sulphide was commonly recognised as being the troublesome factor
in handling “sour” crude oils, as the presence of hydrogen sulphide allows the acidic
oil to inject hydrogen into the steel pipework through which it flows, causing structural failures. The “NACE” test solution is a hydrogen-sulphided acetic acid and
reliably gives an equilibrium hydrogen injection potential of around 7 mlH2 /100gFe
in constructional steels [152]. Obviously, this would be very useful to work with as
it was around the hydrogen levels encountered in welding practice.
It was interesting that in the seminal contribution “Behaviour of hydrogen in
iron and steel during and after immersion in acid” by Darken and Smith [62], the
hydrogen-charging method used was reported as being contact of the steel samples
with sulphuric acid or citric acid, no additives being reported. No explanation
was arrived at as to how these researchers, working in the late 1940’s, successfully
obtained such a remarkable set of results and yet their experiments could not be
replicated at the present time (see next experimental attempt reported), given the
absence of detectable hydrogen pick-up.
Even had the “simple” permeation technique worked, there would have been
difficulty analysing the data. There is likely to be a delay between the first arrival
of hydrogen at the output face and the formation of a sufficient volume of hydrogen
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bubbles for their presence to become visible. The permeation test would have quoted
a single time which was the time to cross a single uniform thickness of sample, plus
any putative systematic error affecting the recorded time. In this case it would
be difficult to separate the various contributions, making the results difficult to
interpret.

2.5.2

The “hydrogen charging in acid” experiments

Two completely different experiments were attempted in this category, but both
shared the common fate, along with the “simple” permeation experiment, that there
was no detectable uptake of hydrogen from the acid solution, even where there was
a visible hydrogen evolution reaction at the sample surface. It was the attempted
measurement of the hydrogen level in the stub part of the sample in the “hydrogen
in swarfs/hydrogen in stub” test which definitively revealed that the corrosive attack
of acids without additives gave no hydrogen uptake in the steels they were attacking.
The attempted measurement was performed on a dedicated hydrogen analyser with
a detection limit of around 0.5 mlH2 /100gFe [149], and known to be reliable due to
its continuous use in quality-control testing of welding products.
The attempt to find whether hydrogen was retained in machining swarfs when
machining samples immersed in liquid nitrogen, as a means of sampling hydrogenconcentration-in-volume, was easily performed but was not pursued, as no application for the technique was called-upon. Later it was found that when swarfs obtained from hydrogen-rich weld metal were retrieved from the liquid nitrogen tank
and dropped into glycerol, there was no obvious hydrogen emergence, suggesting
that hydrogen was not retained in the swarfs.
The other technique attempted was a more structured effort to generate information which would have been very useful to the project. Cylindrical samples of
mass around 35g were immersed in 1M acetic acid for long periods of time calculated, on the basis of the Darken and Smith findings [62], to be more than sufficient
to come to equilibrium saturation. However, no evolution of hydrogen was detected
when the samples were removed from the acid solution and attempt was made to
collect escaping hydrogen over glycerol. The attributed explanation is that the acid
charging solution did not hydrogen charge at all. The experiment is illustrated in
Figure 2.37 .
Had this technique worked, the interest would have been to observe whether
there was a strict correlation between the hydrogen diffusion coefficient revealed
by the WWHP test and the equilibrium hydrogen level measured in the hydrogen
saturation test. These two should correlate as a higher diffusion coefficient should
be the result of a lower equilibrium hydrogen solubility. A chemical hydrogencharging solution will exert a constant hydrogen-charging fugacity, which can be
expressed as an equivalent partial pressure of hydrogen in atmospheres (this figure
being very high; typically in the order of 108 atmospheres [62, 121]). This will be
true when given that the surface entry conditions do not vary with the differences
in the alloying element level, a consideration thought to be of negligible importance
across the range of constructional steels. The equilibrium can then be visualised
in terms of the Sieverts equilibrium between the stability of diatomic hydrogen and
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sample

Figure 2.37: Experiment attempting to measure amount of hydrogen which had been
absorbed by a steel sample which was previously immersed in acid. The problem was that
no hydrogen was absorbed by any sample immersed in the acid.

the readiness of hydrogen to be in solution in the metal. As the stability of gaseous
hydrogen is constant, the relative amounts of hydrogen found in solid solution in the
various samples when equilibrated with the charging solution will reveal the relative
abilities of the steels to absorb hydrogen. The effect of irreversible trapping will
not be revealed, however, as the irreversibly trapped hydrogen, whose absorption
does affect the unsteady-state diffusion coefficient, will not outgas and be measured
during the absorbed hydrogen measurement.
It was unfortunate that this line of experimental work could not be developed given the resources available to the project, as Chan, Martinez-Madrid and
Charles [36, 41] in their experimental programs appear to have gained greatly from
measuring both solubility and diffusivity for their sample materials. These investigators used hydrogen sulphided saline solution as the hydrogen charging medium; a
proven and reliable means of hydrogen-charging steels.

2.5.3

The conventional ferritic weld upon austenitic stainless steel
plate substrate test

It was intended that this test be included in the series of WWHP tests. However,
a trial test revealed behaviour so different to the “conventional” behaviour found
for welds upon constructional steels that in fact the WWHP test in its defined
form would not work at all. For the preview test no hydrogen was observed to be
emerging from the wedge face, so after an elapsed hour the sample was removed from
the observation container and off-standard efforts were made to probe the behaviour.
The test in which a conventional low-alloy ferritic constructional weld deposit
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was laid upon a block of stainless steel was intended to give the maximum possibility
for the postulated hydrogen partition mechanism to show itself. The partition hypothesis for how hydrogen could redistribute itself around the weld zone was based
on the postulation that where there was a coexistence of steel in the ferritic state
and steel in the austenitic state, the hydrogen will partition to the austenitic volume
of metal. The reason this postulation was advanced was because hydrogen was held
to have a higher solubility in the austenite phase of iron than in the ferritic phase.
The issue of the partition hypothesis has already been treated in the section 1.11 .
Partition was claimed to occur behind the advancing weld, where the weld is cooling, as the lower-alloying-element weld metal transforms to ferritic phase first while
the higher carbon plate steel in the heat-affected-zone (HAZ) remains austenitic for
an elapse of time longer. The suggestion was that in this region the hydrogen will
partition into the austenitic HAZ.
Scientific honesty required that the partition hypothesis be given a fair chance
to manifest itself. The depositing of a low-alloy weld metal upon a stainless steel
plate metal should mean that in the weld zone the HAZ never reverts to ferritic
phase, so maximising the chance for the putative partition. Were this occurring,
it would be expected in the WWHP test that the earliest readings at the shortest
elapsed times would record hydrogen front positions somewhat advanced into the
plate metal. The plot of hydrogen front position vs square root of elapsed time
would then be expected to be linear but indicate an extrapolation to a hydrogen
front position at zero time somewhat forward of the fusion boundary.
In the preview test, a rutile SMA welding rod was used to manually deposit a
weld run upon a stainless steel block, which had the same 30mm by 15mm by 150mm
rectangular dimension as the standard WWHP sample, but was laid upon a bench
and had no thermal restraint. The sample was left for two minutes to cool then
quenched to room temperature. This means that the heat of the weld run captured
by the sample will raise the temperature of sample block to some uniform level after
which it will cool by convection, radiation and conduction to the bench until brought
to room temperature at the second elapsed minute after weld completion.
Figure 2.38 presents a photograph of the stainless steel sample after the extra
attempts have been made to probe what the hydrogen is doing within the sample.
Alongside it at the left-hand-side of the photograph is a sample from “EN8” steel; a
0.4% carbon, plain carbon steel. The plain carbon sample has taken a black patina,
but is unscaled, which suggests a peak temperature in the 5000 C to 6000 C range.
The implication is that the sample will have spent rather a long time in the crucial
temperature range less than 5000 C but above 3000 C where the partition of hydrogen
is postulated to occur during the welding of carbon steels. This should give a very
favourable opportunity for hydrogen partition to manifest itself.
When the sample was machined to a wedge and immersed in glycerol, no emergence of hydrogen was observed. One elapsed hour later there had still been no
emergence of hydrogen from the wedge face. As the carbon steel sample showed
hydrogen emergence from the wedge face typical of WWHP tests, it was indicated
that the weld hydrogen had predominantly been retained, despite the prolonged
time at elevated temperature. This debars the contention that the non-emergence
of hydrogen from the stainless sample could be due to an absence of hydrogen in
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Figure 2.38: Two weld samples, not to the full wedge weld-hydrogen penetration
(WWHP) test specification, immersed in glycerol. These did not have “thermal restraint”
in order to give thermal cycles matching those where welds are performed on plates of
infinite planar extent. The sample on the left-hand-side has a rutile shielded-metal-arc
(SMA) weld deposited on an EN8 (0.4% plain carbon steel) sample block. The right hand
sample has the same rutile SMA weld deposited on an austenitic stainless steel sample.
This sample has had much more of the sample machined away, until the cut is beginning to
expose the metal of the weld bead in places. The EN8 sample shows hydrogen emergence
on the machined “wedge” face which is entirely typical of those seen on full-specification
WWHP tests — see Figure 2.7 on page 59. The stainless steel sample seems to be producing hydrogen emergence on the undersurface only where it has exposed the weld metal
of the deeper penetration swirls. The samples are presenting their length of 150mm as
the height dimension in this picture.
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the weld metal due to opportunity to escape to atmosphere. In order to investigate
exactly where the hydrogen was, assuming that at the initial instant the weld was
deposited the hydrogen was uniformly deposited in the weld metal, the sample was
returned to the milling machine where it was clamped in the machine vice giving a
very low angle between the weld axis and the machine table plane. The underside
of the sample was machined away until the weld metal had been cut into at the
thinnest end while at the thicker end of the machined portion the newly created
surface was a small distance underneath the fusion boundary. The sample was returned to the glycerol. Figure 2.38 shows the remarkable observation. Hydrogen
emerged from areas which appeared to be exposed areas of weld metal, this being
subsequently confirmed by matching the sample to the photograph presented. In the
presumably thin areas in between the “scalped” deeper penetration swirls of weld
metal, there was no visible emergence of hydrogen. The situation where the cut has
“scalped” the deeper penetration swirls of ferritic weld metal, from which hydrogen
is emerging, while the thin layers of stainless steel show no hydrogen emergence, is
illustrated in Figure 2.39 .
By the third elapsed hour, under prolonged close and probing visual scrutiny
it was thought that there may be some formation of fine bubbles on the areas of
stainless steel between the points of “scalping”, while at the 16th elapsed hour there
appeared to be a number of very fine hydrogen bubbles covering the areas between
the scalpings and not spreading sideways in extent greater than the width of the weld
deposit. The latter point tends to mitigate against suggestion of spuriousness. The
problem was in interpreting these findings in any detail. There was the problem that
glycerol does have some solubility for hydrogen; a subject which has been reviewed
in relation to weld hydrogen level tests [153]. Presumably, if a hydrogen flux was low
enough the hydrogen will be dissolved and no bubbles will form. There was also the
possibility of hydrogen coming out of solution in the glycerol and depositing spurious
bubbles at points which merely offer some favourable nucleation site. This was one
reason why the ferritic weld upon austenitic stainless steel substrate test has been
relegated to this section. The other reason was more fundamental. The fact was that
in the early stages of the test there was a good hydrogen source in the deposited
ferritic weld metal and yet while hydrogen will emerge from the exposed ferritic
metal it will not emerge from the austenitic metal forming a thin overlay over the
ferritic metal. In the conditions that the hydrogen source volume was dimensionally
very big compared to the thin layer of overlay through which the hydrogen must
pass to escape the body, the diffusion situation will be essentially one of steady state
diffusion. The mass flux in this condition is given by
jt = −DSS A

∆C
∆x

where jt is the mass flux per unit time, DSS is the steady-state diffusion coefficient,
A is the area across which the hydrogen is diffusing and ∆C/∆x is the concentration
difference across the thickness of the body.
What is clear from this equation is that, as A and ∆C/∆x are constants, the
mass flux, and hence the ability to form hydrogen bubbles, varies in linear proportion to the diffusion coefficient. Therefore, to obtain a massive difference in
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Figure 2.39: Illustration of the situation believed to exist in the photograph, Figure 2.38,
for the austenitic stainless steel sample. The weld metal contains hydrogen, which is
thought to be uniformly distributed throughout the weld metal at the moment the weld
has just been deposited. The planar cut into the back surface of the sample, on the
opposite side to the surface upon which the “plain” ferritic steel weld metal has been
deposited on the stainless steel sample, has exposed ferritic weld metal where it has been
encountered as deeper weld penetration swirls in the plane of the cut. Hydrogen is seen
to be emerging from the exposed ferritic weld metal, forming hydrogen bubbles in the
glycerol in which the sample is immersed. There is no apparent emergence of hydrogen
from the thin layers of stainless steel separating the ferritic weld metal from the glycerol
in the areas between the “scalpings”. The absence of observable emergence of hydrogen
upon the thin layers of stainless steel interposed between the ferritic weld metal and the
glycerol medium suggests it offers a mass transport rate to hydrogen which is very much
lower than for the ferritic weld metal.
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bubble-forming behaviour requires an equally massive difference in the steady-state
diffusion coefficient. The clear implication is that mass transfer in the stainless steel
is very restricted, compared to the mass transfer in low-alloy ferritic steels. It is
an explanation based on diffusivities which is favoured by Coe [9] when considering why welding ferritic alloy steels with austenitic stainless steel weld metals gives
substantial relief from hydrogen cracking.
There is a more fundamental reason why this experimental endeavour has been
relegated to the section “Unsuccessful experiments”. It was becoming clear that it
was incorrect in the first instance to believe that the hydrogen solution behaviour
of such widely differing materials austenitic stainless and supercooled low-alloy high
temperature austenite can be generalised. The generalisation was that it was some
general property of the austenitic crystal state which was important in determining the hydrogen behaviour, so expecting it to believed that in all other respects
the 18% chromium 10% nickel stainless steel was metallurgically identical to the
constructional steels, which are essentially iron with a trace of alloying elements to
assist in regulating the transformation behaviour. In broader philosophical terms it
was expecting rather too much to expect the alleged generality to be accepted in the
absence of a detailed study providing compelling evidence that indeed the generality
does exist. Another consideration was that, while it would be interesting to take
an excursion into the study of stainless steels, this would tend to detract somewhat
from a focused study of the hydrogen issues relating to constructional steels; an issue
with far more depth and interest than can be studied in the course of one project.
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C
0.05
0.06
0.078
0.218

Si
0.23
0.34
0.35
0.04

Mn
1.20
1.11
1.42
1.52

P
0.01
0.006
0.018
0.020

S
<.002
0.001
0.004
0.031

Cr
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.05

Mo
0.015
0.21
<.005
0.007

Ni
0.15
0.12
0.020
0.06

Al
0.046
0.027
0.030
0.005

Cu
0.02
0.20
<0.02
0.18

Nb
0.037
0.05
0.034
<.005

Ti
0.01
0.02
<.005
<.005

V
0.075
0.01
<.005
0.01

N
0.0046
0.002
0.0053
—

Ca
0.0017
0.0025
0.0012
—

EN8 — no analysis obtained. This is not a plate steel. Succeeding British Standard steel specification, to which this steel will
actually be made, is 080M40, for which the aim carbon content is 0.40mass%, and the aim manganese content is 0.80mass%. No
other significant alloying elements above residual level.
“P16C” — an unknown plate steel with 0.16%C 0.82%Mn and no other significant alloying elements above residual level.

The identities 0547C, 0854C and 9590C are batch identifiers which are believed to have no fundamental meaning. The plate
steel 9590C received thermomechanically controlled rolling (TMCR) during processing. The plate steels 0547C and 0854C were
accelerated-cooled after controlled rolling (TMCR-AC). The identity BS50D is a defined British Standard type for constructional
steel plate. Other steels used in experimental program :

Table 3.1: COMPOSITION OF PLATE STEELS USED IN INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ; Elemental analysis (mass percent)

Steel
0547C
0854C
9590C
BS50D
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Series
name
NTR

W1

W6

Description
no thermal restraint
wedge tests (not full
WWHP specification)

rutile SMA (manually
manipulated), in triplicate
on three different steels

rutile FCW MIG - matches
higher-hydrogen weld
of W5-2 series, on six
identical BS50D samples
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Systematic names
9590
NTR
EN8
1
W1

0854
9590
BS50

2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6

W6

1
H

W5-2

rutile FCW MIG - higher
hydrogen level H and
lower hydrogen level L,
in triplicate on five
different steels

2
3

0547
0854
9590
BS50
EN8

W5
1
L

2
3

0547
0854
9590
BS50
EN8

Table 3.2: Scheme for the systematic naming of the wedge weld-hydrogen penetration
(WWHP) tests. Welds on samples : SMA = shielded-metal-arc, FCW = flux-cored-wire
and MIG = metal-inert-gas. The sample steels are the 0547C, 0854C, 9590C, BS50D and
EN8, all but the last one with the names abbreviated by one letter, whose compositional
analyses are listed in Table 3.1 .
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Compositions of the steels used in the investigative
program

The compositions of the steels used during the experimental program are given in
Table 3.1 .

3.2

The outline forms of the welds

An important feature of a weld is the ability to melt into the metal upon which is
being deposited. In a commercial environment, a “good” penetration, in the sense
that a welding system will reliably melt into the plate steel by a certain amount,
will ensure that there is indeed fusion of the weld metal to the base plate. In the
experimental program the importance is to know the actual location from which
hydrogen will disperse into the plate metal with elapsing time. The assumption has
previously been stated that the hydrogen entrained into the weldment during the
welding process is contained in uniform concentration throughout the weld fused
metal. Section 2.3.1 considers the case for taking this as a “working” assumption. If
the assumption were correct this would make the fusion boundary the location from
which hydrogen dispersed with elapsing time into the plate metal. The hydrogen
front position at zero time would therefore be below the plate surface by the amount
of the weld penetration.
The weld shape is used an input into the numerical solution for hydrogen diffusion
in the wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP) test. An exact representation
of the weld shape in this model is reassuring because it means that if the exact
weld cross-sectional shape were a significant variable, something which is neither
contended nor dismissed, then there would be the confidence that the numerical
model would be a “true” with respect to this aspect.

3.2.1

Measurement of weld penetration by use of microscope with
Vernier scale on table travel

The measurement often referred-to as the weld penetration is the point at which
the weld has melted deepest into the plate metal below the plane of the surface
of the plate. It is this measurement which has been made using a light optical
metallurgical microscope with Vernier scales on the microscope table movement axes.
On samples which present a cross-section of the weld and which have been polished
and lightly etched to reveal the metallurgical structure, it is easy to recognise the
boundary between weld metal and the heat-affected-zone (HAZ) plate metal, ie the
fusion boundary. This contention can be reviewed by inspecting the light-optical
photomicrographs of the weld metallurgical structure presented in Appendix A.1,
pages 225 to 236. The method used to obtain the depth of deepest weld penetration
is illustrated in Figure 3.1 . The procedure as illustrated in Figure 3.1 is used because
the placing of the sample on the table of the microscope can only approximately lineup the plate surface to the y–axis of the microscope table movement. The error in
alignment of the plate surface on the sample to the microscope y–axis will be a
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y

(mm)

weld
plate
(x l , yl )

(xp , yp )
fusion boundary

(mm)

(x r , yr )

x

Figure 3.1: Method to measure weld penetration using a microscope with Vernier scales
for x and y position of the microscope table. The positions (xl , yl ) and (xr , yr ) are the
outer edges of the weld bead were the edge of the weld bead meets the plate surface.
The position (xp , yp ) is the point of deepest weld penetration into the plate metal. On a
polished and etched sample, the difference between the weld and the heat-affected-zone
(HAZ) is distinct and can be viewed at any “high” magnification provided by an optical
microscope. The weld penetration pw can then be calculated from the (x, y) coordinates,
see section 3.2 .

very small angle, allowing the weld penetration pw to be calculated using the simple
formula
(yr − yl )(xp − xl )
pw = y l − y p +
(xr − xl )
where y and x are the Cartesian axes, l and r signify left and right respectively and
the subscript p represents the location of deepest weld penetration.
Table 3.3 reports the weld penetrations obtained from the measurements described.

3.2.2

Accuracy and error in method to measure weld penetration
by use of a microscope with a Vernier scale on table travel

In this technique the absolutely dominating source of error is certainly sampling
error, rather the in the reading of the measurements.
The boundary between weld metal and heat-affected-zone (HAZ) plate metal is
very distinct and can be view at a high optical magnification of around 500 times
nominal magnification. Cross-hairs presented by the eyepiece in the field of view can
be very precisely aligned on the desired location. The Vernier scale on the table axes
has a resolution of 0.05mm, and it is to this limit that the most important y–scale was
judged to. This contends to be the largest measurement error. The x–scale, being
applied to a weld several times wider than the weld metal has height, was judged
to 0.1mm. The equation to calculate pw , the weld penetration, shown earlier in
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sample
W120854
W129590
W12BS50
W5H30547
W5H30854
W5H39590
W5H3BS50
W5H3EN8
W5L30547
W5L30854
W5L39590
W5L3BS50
W5L3EN8
W61
W62
W63
W64
W65
W66

xl
29.5
27.3
32.2
30.7
28.8
31.1
30.6
31.4
28.2
29.0
29.5
30.0
32.8
31.2
32.5
28.3
28.3
30.4
29.0

113
yl
121.60
121.55
121.60
122.70
123.85
123.65
123.60
122.90
123.40
123.40
123.05
123.30
123.15
123.15
124.60
123.55
123.90
123.20
124.35

xr
40.7
38.2
41.6
45.3
42.7
45.4
44.6
45.1
42.3
43.7
44.4
44.4
46.7
46.0
47.7
43.8
43.1
45.8
44.8

yr
121.60
121.60
121.65
122.70
124.00
123.70
123.70
122.90
123.50
123.55
123.05
123.35
123.20
123.00
124.50
123.60
124.05
123.35
124.40

xp
33.6
33.2
37.5
37.6
35.8
38.3
36.7
38.7
34.7
35.4
37.3
36.8
39.9
38.2
39.8
35.7
35.5
38.5
37.0

yp
122.20
122.50
122.30
124.05
125.30
124.90
124.95
124.05
124.00
124.30
123.75
124.15
124.15
124.30
125.70
124.80
125.00
124.30
125.40

penetr.
0.60
0.92
0.67
1.35
1.37
1.22
1.31
1.15
0.55
0.83
0.70
0.83
0.97
1.22
1.15
1.23
1.03
1.02
1.02

Table 3.3: Weld penetration represented by the position of deepest weld penetration into
the plate below the plate surface (rightmost column). All dimensions are in millimetres.
The meaning of the column labels is illustrated in Figure 3.1 . Note that the left/right
and up/down senses of direction have been inverted by the optical microscope, making it
necessary to invert the sign of the calculated weld penetration, compared to the formula
presented in section 3.2.1 .

section 3.2.1, makes the assumption that the angle between the microscope table x–
axis and the weld sample plate surface, and therefore the microscope table y–axis and
the normal to the weld sample plate surface, is small. If this were not true, the “full”
expression for pw containing trigonometric terms would be necessary. In Table 3.3
it can be seen by comparing yl and yr that the biggest disparity is 0.15mm. Taking
the sample “W64” as a representative case, xr − xl gives a weld width of 14.8mm.
This makes the angular error 0.15/14.8, ie 0.010 radians (0.580 ), which is indeed
a small angle, justifying the use of the simple equation for pw . The measurement
error on the y–scale of 0.05mm stands as being the largest measurement error. As a
proportional error on the derived weld penetration, for the smallest weld penetration
of 0.55mm, for the sample “W5L30547”, this represents a 9% error.
The same problems of sampling error are shared between this technique and
the measurement of overall weld shape using a projected image of the weld crosssection on a grid, section 3.2.3 . For this reason sampling error is considered for both
techniques in section 3.2.5 .
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Measurement of weld metal shape by plotting of weld outline
on a grid

The photomacrographs of the weld cross-section presented in Appendix A.3 on
pages 248 to 254 were projected onto graph paper using a photographic enlarger
and the observed outline of the weld bead surface and the fusion boundary were
traced onto the graph paper using a pencil. The enlargement used was selected to
make a unit linear dimension on the projected image match a grid interval on the
graph paper. The photomacrograph of an engineer’s rule, with graduations in millimetres, Appendix A.3, taken at the same magnification as the photomacrographs
of the weld samples, enabled a projection at exactly 10 times actual size to be set.
The x–dimension of the graph paper could be aligned to the plate surface of the
sample cross-section, so that the measurements obtained could be used directly.
The factor of 10 division of the dimensions read off the graph paper was applied as
the results were recorded. In point of fact the recorded positions on the x–scale, ie
the weld width, took their origin as being the left-hand edge of the weld bead as
seen in the projection and the half-width of the weld bead was subtracted from each
x–coordinate in order to transpose the zero of the x–scale to be at the half-width
of the weld bead. The results so transposed are presented in graphical form in Figure 3.2 . The upper figure is for the higher hydrogen (9.9 mlH2 /100gFe ) series and
lower figure is for the lower hydrogen (4.9 mlH2 /100gFe ) series. To compare weld
shapes between the higher hydrogen and lower hydrogen series of welds, which other
than in their hydrogen level are believed to be identical, see section 3.4, Figure 3.3
plots the weld outlines on one graph distinguishing only between series.
The areas of the weld bead above the plate surface and the fusion region melting
into the plate were calculated by using summation of the area of rectangles with
width equal to the measurement interval and height at the mean between the heights
at the edges of the interval. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4 . The areas are presented
in Table 3.4 .
The areas of the weld metal and fusion region are important to the issue of
hydrogen concentration, due to the way it is reported, see section 3.4 . The quantity
of hydrogen is quoted as amount of hydrogen per unit mass of deposited metal. If
hydrogen is uniformly distributed throughout the weld metal, an issue which was
considered in section 2.3.1, the concentration of hydrogen has to be deduced from
knowing both the weld bead and fusion penetration areas. This means that errors
in this section obtaining weld areas will be passed-on into the weld metal hydrogen
concentrations used in the experimental and computer numerical programs.
The weld penetrations and weld bead heights obtained from the method of taking measurements from projections on to grids of the weld shape observed in photomacrographs are presented in Table 3.5 . The values for weld penetration represent
an alternative estimate of the weld penetration which is presented for the same samples in the final column of Table 3.1 on page 112. A comparison of the measured
weld penetrations from the projection of weld outline onto a grid, whose results are
reported in this section, and the weld penetrations obtained by observing the weld
fusion boundary position with a microscope with Vernier scales on the sample positioning table which are reported in section 3.2.1, is presented in Figure 3.6 . The
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4
0547HH3
0854HH3
9590HH3
BS50HH3
EN8HH3

3

2
weld metal
1

0

-1
plate metal
-2
-8

-6

-4

-2

0

2

4

6

8
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0547LH3
0854LH3
9590LH3
BS50LH3
EN8LH3

3

2
weld metal
1

0

-1
plate metal
-2
-8

-6

-4

-2

0

2

4

6

8

weld width and height dimensions in mm
Figure 3.2: Weld metal cross-sectional shapes for the higher- and lower-hydrogen series rutile flux-cored-wired MIG welds. Note the vertical y–axis is plotted at twice the
magnification of the x–axis scale.
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sample

W5H30547
W5H30854
W5H39590
W5H3BS50
W5H3EN8

weld
bead
area
mm2
33.60
31.04
33.08
31.93
31.09

weld
fusion
area
mm2
10.72
10.57
12.15
9.91
9.33

weld
metal
area
mm2
44.33
41.62
45.23
41.85
40.42

W5L30547
W5L30854
W5L39590
W5L3BS50
W5L3EN8

30.36
30.76
31.95
28.94
29.38

7.44
7.94
9.20
8.21
8.82

37.79
38.70
41.14
37.15
38.20

avg HH3
avg LH3

32.15
30.28

10.54
8.32

42.69
38.60

Table 3.4: The cross-sectional area of the welds. For the weld bead this is the weld metal
which stands above the sample surface. The weld fusion is that part of the weld metal
below the plane of the sample surface where the weld has melted into the plate.

sample

weld
penetr.
mm

weld
height
mm

W5H30547
W5H30854
W5H39590
W5H3BS50
W5H3EN8
avg HH

1.4
1.5
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.4

2.9
2.9
3.0
2.9
3.0
2.9

W5L30547
W5L30854
W5L39590
W5L3BS50
W5L3EN8
avg LH

0.7
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.0
0.9

2.8
2.7
2.7
2.6
2.8
2.7

Table 3.5: Weld penetrations and weld bead heights observed for the W5–2 series set 3
samples (see Table 3.2 on page 110 for key to sample identities). These measurements were
obtained from plots of the weld shape seen in photomacrographs of the weld cross-section
onto a grid.
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weld width and height dimensions in mm
Figure 3.3: Comparison of weld shapes observed for the higher-hydrogen and lowerhydrogen series of the rutile flux-cored-wired MIG welds. Note in this plot a 1–to–1
scaling ratio is maintained between the x and y axes.

Figure 3.4: Method for calculating areas from a shape where coordinate (x, y) points
along the outline have been obtained. The rectangular elements have the same width as
the interval in the x–dimension between adjacent coordinate points. The height of the
rectangular element is to the mean of the y–dimensions of the adjacent points.

same samples were used for both the measurements using the microscope and for
the projection onto a grid method. This means that whatever the sampling error,
it is exactly the same for the two methods.
The widths of the weld measured from the weld outline are presented in Table 3.7 . This table also presents the transverse position of the greatest height of
the weld bead and the position of the deepest weld penetration. These positions are
presented as the displacement from the weld half-width, ie the axial centre-line. It
can be seen from the table that the lower hydrogen welds are wider than the higher
hydrogen welds. This completes a description of the apparent effect of hydrogen
level on welds believed to be identical in everything but hydrogen level. The higher
hydrogen welds have a deeper penetration into the plate upon which they are deposited, see tables 3.3 and 3.5, but compensating this is that as the energy input is
maintained the same the weld is narrower, compared to the lower hydrogen welds.
It can be seen in the table that the top of the weld bead tends to be to the righthand-side and the position of the deepest weld penetration to the left-hand-side.
This can be seen from the majority of the measurements for the individual samples
in Table 3.7 and from the averages for the higher-hydrogen and lower-hydrogen
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sample

W5H30547
W5H30854
W5H39590
W5H3BS50
W5H3EN8
avg HH
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weld penetr.
m’scope proj’n
method method
mm
mm
1.35
1.4
1.37
1.5
1.22
1.6
1.31
1.4
1.15
1.2
1.28
1.4

W5L30547
W5L30854
W5L39590
W5L3BS50
W5L3EN8
avg LH

0.55
0.83
0.70
0.83
0.97
0.78

0.7
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.0
0.9

Table 3.6: Comparison of weld penetrations obtained from method of observing the weld
fusion boundary position with a microscope, see section 3.2.1, with the weld penetrations
observed by projecting the photographed shape of the weld section onto a grid, see this
section.

sample

weld fusion
bead
b’dry
offset dist. mm

weld
width
mm

W5H30547
W5H30854
W5H39590
W5H3BS50
W5H3EN8
avg HH

0.2
0.6
0.2
0.0
0.3
0.3

-0.3
0.1
-0.2
-0.6
-0.1
-0.2

14.8
14.1
14.4
14.2
14.0
14.3

W5L30547
W5L30854
W5L39590
W5L3BS50
W5L3EN8
avg LH

-0.2
0.9
0.4
0.4
-0.2
0.3

-1.1
-1.3
-0.5
-0.7
0.4
-0.6

14.4
15.0
15.2
14.5
14.3
14.7

Table 3.7: Weld widths and displacements of the top of the weld bead and the position
of deepest weld penetration from the weld centre-line. These have been measured on
a single plane of section through the wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP) test
samples from the W5–2 set 3 series (see Table 3.2 for WWHP test series identities). If
a weld were viewed along the axis of the weld bead with the weld run receding away
from the observer, negative offset displacements are to the left-hand-side and positive
displacements are to the right-hand-side.
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results. The visualisation of “handedness” is as given in the caption to Table 3.7 .
It is considered that the weld is viewed along its axis, thereby viewing the crosssection of the sample and weld, with the run of the weld receding away from the
observer. There is no known explanation for this. It is not an issue which has any
obvious impact on the rest of the experimental program, plus the displacements are
quite small compared to the width of the welds. One well-known reason for weld
deflection is “arc blow” when using direct currents [12] (the case here), which is an
electro-magnetic force effect. There is also the aligning of the welding torch to be
presented vertically, which does not mean that spring in the welding wire, simple
imperfection in alignment during set-up, etc, could not mean that there was some
small directionality to the welding which is out of vertical. It is to be stressed that
the issue of the displacements are considered only because they are obvious in the
results and cannot be left without comment. The displacements are too small to
credibly have any effect on the outcome of the experiments.

3.2.4

Error in the measurement of weld metal shape by plotting of
weld outline on a grid

The grid of the graph paper on which the negative photographic image of the weld
cross-section was projected could be easily aligned so the graph x–axis matched the
plane of the plate surface apparent on the projection. This is because the edges of
the extent of the plate appear as very sharply defined two-dimensional features on
the projection. The projection of the plate surface also has linear length; a linear
trend whose parallelism to an x–axis line on the graph paper can be judged over
a distance. The greatest source of uncertainty was in identifying the positions of
the weld bead surface and the fusion boundary at a “vertical” position from the
reference axis, the plate surface plane.
The weld bead needed to have its presented edge to the plane of the sampled
cross-section very slightly beveled to prevent the edge of the sample slicing off the
nap of the polishing cloth when preparing the sample before the metallographic
etch. It seems reasonable to attribute an error of ±0.25mm to the observation. This
translates to ±0.025mm on the sample dimension given the 1–to–10 scaling of the
projection. This error is on a weld height of 2.6mm to 3.0mm at the “highest” point,
see Figure 3.3 .
Considerably more error is attributable to the measurements relating to the
penetration region below the plate surface, as the position of the fusion boundary
proved difficult to judge with accuracy and confidence. This is because the difference between weld metal and heat-affected-zone (HAZ) plate metal was not particularly distinct at the magnification at which the sample was photographed. This
fed directly into the distinctness with which the fusion boundary position could be
identified in the projection onto the graph paper. The situation was actually much
more difficult for the low carbon “0547C” and “0854C” steels that the higher carbon
steels. This is because the HAZ of the low carbon steels forms a Widmanstätten
ferrite which at low magnifications is only moderately different in appearance to
the acicular ferrite structure of the weld. The martensites formed in the HAZ of
the BS50D and EN8 steels vastly differentiate themselves from the acicular ferrite
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avg.
width
(mm)
Higher-hydrogen :
weld bead
14.3
fused region
”
all weld metal
”
Lower-hydrogen :
weld bead
14.7
fused region
”
all weld metal
”
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avg.
area
(mm2 )

mean
height
(mm)

abs.
error
(mm)

prop.
error

32.15
10.54
42.69

2.25
0.74
2.99

0.025
0.1
0.125

1.1%
14%
4.2%

30.28
8.32
38.60

2.06
0.57
2.63

0.025
0.1
0.125

1.2%
18%
4.8%

Table 3.8: Estimates of uncertainty on the cross-sectional areas of the weld bead. Weld
bead area and fused area were obtained from Table 3.4 and weld width from Table 3.7 .
The “mean height” is the height of the rectangle with the width of the weld and the area
of the region. The error on the area of the region is the absolute error on measuring
the “height” dimension as a proportion of the mean height of the region. The absolute
uncertainties on the height dimension are identical for higher- and lower-hydrogen welds.

weld metal. In the situation of poor differentiation between Widmanstätten ferrite
HAZ and acicular ferrite weld metal the fibrousness and limited reflectivity of the
graph paper, compared to a white-painted smooth surface, did not help. For these
reasons, in the worst case of the two lowest-carbon steels, the error on the observation was judged to be as high as ±1mm, which represents ±0.1mm on the weld
penetration depth of the sample given the 1–to–10 scaling of the projection. As a
proportional error, this acts on the deepest weld penetrations observed from the plot
which are listed in Table 3.5 . An alternative measure of deepest weld penetration
is provided by the method using a metallurgical microscope with Vernier scales on
the microscope table travel, section 3.2.1, whose results are presented in Table 3.3
on page 113. These measurements made using a microscope were performed on exactly the same samples as were used by the “plotting” method, so the results make
valuable comparison. This comparison has been presented in Table 3.6 . It can be
seen that the average weld penetration measured for both the higher- and lowerhydrogen sample is around 0.1mm deeper using the plotting method. It can be seen
in Table 3.6 that the pattern of deeper and lower penetrations in the measurements
using a microscope with Vernier scales on the x − y movement of its table, which
is believed to offer a somewhat lower uncertainty than the plotting method, is not
exactly matched by the pattern of results obtained from the plotting method.
The important application of the weld outline is in the calculation of crosssectional area and the areas of the weld beads above the plate surface and weld
penetrations below the plate surface listed in Table 3.4 . The weld widths are tabulated in Table 3.7 .
A table of calculated uncertainties on the average weld bead area, fused or penetration area and combined weld metal area is presented as Table 3.8 .
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Measuring the weld dimensions — sampling error

The source of sampling error is that only one cross-section is inspected per sample,
in a situation where the weld penetration is suspected of being irregular along the
length of one weld. In the experiment where a ferritic weld was deposited on an
austenitic stainless steel sample, shown as a photograph in Figure 2.38 and described
in section 2.5.3, it was observed that there are localized regions of penetration deeper
than the general level. This was however for a weld which was deposited manually
using the shielded-metal-arc (SMA) welding process. It would be expected that
the flux-cored-wire (FCW) welding process used to deposit the samples whose weld
penetration is considered here would give a much more even penetration. Two
reasons exist for this expectation. One is the FCW weld was not weaved during
weld deposition. The other reason is that the feed along the axial length of the weld
was automated, using a mechanical traversing trolley. When the liquid-nitrogentemperature sectioned samples using the same welding process on similar steels
had their longitudinal vertical central plane polished and etched, see section 2.3.5,
revealing the position of the fusion boundary, it was seen to be virtually linear,
running at a constant penetration into the sample plate steel. This confirms the
expectation that the FCW welding process tends to give regular very constant weld
penetration.
In a procedure to determine the overall weld shape presented in section 3.2.3
for the samples considered in this method, it can be seen that the weld penetration
tends to deviate from central symmetry. The position of deepest weld penetration
is shown in column 3 of Table 3.7 .
One of the forces shaping the weld fusion boundary will be fluid flow, which
readily shows the chaotic phenomenon of turbulence. It is a readily-confirmed observation that when performing welding the weld melt pool is seen to be in a rapid
state of rotation. Entrainment of globules of metal in the slag frozen over a weld
has been cited as evidence of rapidity and turbulence of the metal flow in the weld
pool [154]. Turbulence in fluid flow is invariably related to the Reynolds Number
R=

ρV D
η

where ρ is the density (mass per unit volume) of the fluid, V is its velocity, D is
the diameter of a cylindrical pipe it is flowing through and η is the viscosity. The
Reynolds Number is dimensionless. Obviously, fluid flow in a melt pool does not
have a “diameter”, but the dimensions of the weld pool can be used to still get a
meaningful R. The concept of the Reynolds number is familiar in publications on
fluid dynamics. Above a threshold R of around 2000 fluid flow becomes turbulent,
while below this value of R flow is ordered laminar flow, with a steady velocity profile
from zero at the surfaces to the highest velocity at the centre of the cross-section
of the fluid flow [155, 156]. For a metal melt, a high density and a low viscosity
will tend to result in flows having a high Reynolds number. A high velocity also
raises the Reynolds Number and will tend to cause turbulent flow. Laminar flow
is the exception rather than the norm in energetically driven fluid flows [156] and
turbulence in weld pools is not unexpected. Chaotic behaviour is considered in a
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celebratory way in a dedicated book [157], which makes many references to chaotic
flow in fluids.
The only obvious way to obtain a demonstrably good average weld penetration
area into the plate metal would be to view many cross-sections per individual sample,
which would be time-consuming. Had the issue been the weld bead area above the
weld plate: firstly it can be seen that the weld bead surface is quite regular and has
a virtually constant cross-sectional shape. Secondly, even if this were not the case a
good average weld cross-sectional area could have been obtained by measuring the
mass of the sample before and after the deposition of the weld. Given the length
of the sample, along whose entirety the weld is run, and the density of the weld
deposit, the average cross-sectional area could be calculated. Unfortunately there
is no similar inherently averaging way which can be envisaged to measure weld
penetration cross-sectional area, as this area of metal existed both before and after
welding, albeit changing from being plate metal to weld metal. More than one sample
was measured and these are classified as series of samples. The distinction is on there
being a higher-hydrogen series and a lower-hydrogen series for the rutile flux-coredwire welds. Whether these are independent estimates of the same quantity depends
on whether the plate steel type upon which the weld is deposited has an effect on
weld penetration into the plate metal. If it is held that within the range of steels
sampled the steel type makes no or negligible difference to the weld penetration into
the plate then the separate readings on the different samples represent a series of
estimates of the same quantity, a weld penetration area characteristic only of the
weld consumable used given all other variables held constant for the two series. The
alternative contention would be that the steel composition within the range tested
does have an effect on weld penetration. It is argued that this is unlikely. The
amounts of additional elements within the iron are very small, see Table 3.1 . At
high temperatures just prior to melting these will certainly be taken into solution
very quickly, so that at the time of melting, the prior microstructure will have no
significance. Looking at a representative iron — iron carbide phase diagram [46],
the range of compositions included in the test series, including the 0.4%C EN8 steel
which has double the carbon level of the highest carbon weldable plate steels, will be
in the “peritectic” region where the metal will transform to δ–ferrite before melting.
The change in the melting temperature across the carbon range of the samples is also
small; perhaps 10 to 300 C [46]. This variation appears on a melting point which for
pure iron is 15340 C [46]. None of the alloying elements in the quantities present in
the sample steels will affect the melting point significantly. For the reasons presented,
it is believed that the measurements of weld penetration and weld area represent
estimates of the same quantity, so for a given hydrogen level series the results can be
combined to give an average. These averages are presented in Table 3.5 on page 116
for plotting method and summarized for both the plotting method and the use of a
microscope in Table 3.6 on page 118. Table 3.8 on page 120 presents the estimates
of uncertainty on these average cross-sectional areas.
The weld cross-sectional shape and area are used to specify the weld metal shape
in the numerical solution for the wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP) test.
The significance of error in the measure of weld cross-sectional area is considered
there in section 3.7 .
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The welding conditions in producing the samples
The “W1” series of SMA welds

The samples in the W1 series of tests, see Table 3.2, were produced using manually
operated shielded-metal-arc (SMA) welds. The welding electrodes were 4mm diameter commercial rutile-coated electrodes. A standard commercial welding transformer
was used. The current on the transformer was set at 170A. An uncertainty of 20%
is suggested on this amperage. The earth return and welding rod holder were connected to the transformer so that the welding rod was the positive pole of the arc.
This is commonly know as “DCEP” (direct-current, electrode positive).
The voltage setting selected on the transformer was “50V”. However, this is
the open-circuit potential. When running an arc, the potential across the arc will
be significantly less than this. The voltage across the arc was not measured. The
constancy with which a weld can be deposited manually would confound the value of
an effort to define conditions more precisely. For this reason no effort was expended
here and the results from the rutile flux-cored-wire welds are presented as the series
of closely controlled welds. The likely voltage when across the arc when the weld is
being run is suggested as being around 25V [158]. To a large extent this is regulated
by the electrical properties of the arc between the electrode consumable and the
sample metal, which bounds the potential within a fairly narrow range. If forced
outside this range, as can be done with welding machines with more sophisticated
controls, the welding process does not run well, in very obvious ways which are
commonly described in practical welding manuals (for instance; [12]). For this reason
an error in the estimated voltage of more than ±40% is most improbable. An error
range on the welding heat input of around ±60% is therefore suggested.
The welding conditions for the W1 series of samples are presented in Table 3.9 .
The heat input does assume that all electrical energy as going into the sample as
heat. A efficiency of around 80% in transferring arc energy as heat in the weldment
is suggested as typical [9].

3.3.2

The SMA welds on the “no thermal restraint” and stainless
steel samples

The test welds were shielded-metal-arc (SMA), using the same welding electrode type
and welding conditions as for the “W1” series of samples, whose welding conditions
have just been described in the previous section and presented in Figure 3.9 . The
settings on the welding transformer were the same as for the W1 series tests. The
duration and length of the weld run were not recorded, but were manually performed
in exactly the same way as for the W1 series of tests.

3.3.3

The “W5–2” and “W6” series of rutile flux-cored-wire welds

The welding equipment used was a commercial electronically-controlled MIG (metalinert-gas) welder. For those less familiar with welding, the “welder” comprises an
electrical supply, control of inert gas from storage cylinders and a feed of the welding consumable in the form of a wire wound on a spool. These are all directed to a
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sample

W1 set
0854C
9590C
BS50D
W1 set
0854C
9590C
BS50D
W1 set
0854C
9590C
BS50D

weld
dur’n
s
1:
80
65
70
2:
93
98
104
3:
95
95
97

124
length of
weld run
mm

run
speed
mm s −1

total
energy
kJ

heat
input
kJ mm −1

190
196
198

2.38
3.02
2.83

340
276
298

1.79
1.41
1.50

200
200
200

2.15
2.04
1.92

395
417
442

1.98
2.08
2.21

190
195
195

2.00
2.05
2.01

404
404
412

2.13
2.07
2.11

Table 3.9: The welding conditions for the W1–series of welds. The weld was performed
with a current of 170A and with a voltage of around 25V, giving an energy release of
around 4.25kW . The “heat input” does assume that all electrical energy goes as heat into
the sample.

torch which the operator holds at a constant distance from the object being welded.
Departing from usual practice when hand-manipulating the welding torch, the axis
of the wire feed and therefore the entire inclination of the torch was set geometrically normal to the surface upon which the weld was being deposited. Important
conditions are presented on the diagram illustrating these points in Figure 3.5 .
The electrical condition for the arc, DCEP, signifies that the welding wire feeding
through the torch formed the positive pole of the arc. The sample held in the thermal restraint rig, illustrated in Figure 2.3 on page 54, passes under the torch at
3.85mm s−1 . This produced a weld bead with a mass of deposited metal of 4g on
15mm of weld length, which was the specification for the test welds from which the
hydrogen level ratings of the welding consumables were measured, see section 3.4 .
The dimension “20mm” is known as the “stand-off” and is the distance between the
end of the gas nozzle of the torch and the surface of the component being welded.
One not-entirely-obvious significant effect this has is on the amount of resistance
heating of the welding wire. A larger stand-off increases the distance between the
current-collecting contactor tip recessed just inside the protection of the nozzle and
the point at which the wire melts away at the arc, therefore increasing the ohmic
heating of the wire and allowing the weld deposition rate to be increased. However, the integrity of the gas shield would be put at risk by increasing the stand-off
distance excessively. For repeatable results the stand-off distance does have to be
standardised.
Anticipating a legitimate challenge: the wire feed rate through the torch was
not measured. This is not easy to do and has no obvious value to the project.
The electronically controlled welding machine maintained a steady welding current
by controlling the wire feed rate. The machine drives the wire slowly through the
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nozzle of welding
"torch"
wire feed
wire dia. 1.2mm

shielding gas
80% Ar - 20% CO2
@ 17 litres min-1
20mm




welding arc
200A 26V,
DCEP

Figure 3.5: The rutile flux-cored-wire welding process used for the deposition of the weld
on the W5–2 and W6 series of samples. The important parameters of the welding process
are shown here. The only one not shown is the rate of movement of the sample under the
welding torch — this was 3.85mm s−1 .

welding torch until an arc is initiated, at which point it goes to full feed rate which is
many times faster than the “gentle start” feed. This means pointing the torch up in
the air, setting the welding torch trigger to “on” and measuring the emergence speed
of wire coming out of the torch does not give the rate of wire feed when the weld is
running. The depositing of 4g of metal on 15mm of weld length and a welding speed
of 3.85mm s−1 , a wire diameter of 1.2mm albeit with a hollow core containing flux
and the density of iron would enable an approximate estimate of the wire feed rate,
if it were of interest.
An arc running at 200A and 26V is producing 5.2kW, which at a welding speed of
3.85mm s−1 gives a heat input of 1.35kJ mm−1 . As per the SMA welds, the actual
amount of energy received by the weldment has a dependency on an “efficiency
factor” which accounts for the fact that some of the energy is dispersed by radiation,
etc, away from the welding arc. Both SMA (“manual metal arc”) and “gas shielded
metal arc” (which includes this process, rutile flux-cored-wire welding) are rated as
typically transferring 80% of the arc energy to the weldment [9].
A comment on a practical point on the welding conditions for the samples: the
weld heat input is slightly higher than would be recommended for a rutile flux-coredwire weld. To attain full mechanical properties, particularly toughness, which would
be a specification requirement for, for instance, oil rig construction, a heat input not
greater than 1.2kJ mm−1 is recommended [159]. In a fillet weld this equates to a
“leg length” (the width of the weld bead from side-to-side) of 12mm for this welding
consumable [160].
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10mm
30m

m
m

15m

Figure 3.6: The sample and test weld configuration utilised during the determination
of hydrogen levels reported in this work. The configuration shown is one of two offered
by the British Standard BS6693: part 5 test for determining weld hydrogen. The welding
conditions were adjusted to give a deposit of 4g of metal on the 15mm length of weld
(which is the length of the sample).

The accuracy of the welding machine in attaining the welding conditions claimed
on the indicator dials for current and voltage were quoted by the manufacturer [161].
An error no greater than 15% on current and 10% on voltage were the quoted values.
The travel speed of the trolley on which the sample in its thermal restraint rig passed
under the welding torch varied by as much as 5%. The highest plausible error on
the welding heat input is therefore around 30%.

3.4

The weld hydrogen level measurements

The weld hydrogen levels used in the work were supplied by the manufacturer of the
welding consumables. The hydrogen levels quoted, which are presented as “results”
in this work, are a general rating of the welding system. Only the rutile flux-coredwire (R-FCW) welding system was provided with a test hydrogen level specific to
that batch of product.
The shielded-metal-arc (SMA) welds were “rutiles”; welding electrodes with the
flux coating based on the mineral rutile. These give a hydrogen level of around
30 mlH2 /100gFe of deposited metal when tested to the BS6693: part 3 method for
the determination of diffusible hydrogen in SMA welding consumables. A range of
±25% on the general average hydrogen level for a rutile electrode is a reasonable
estimate of error.
The R-FCW welding wire was tested according to British Standard BS6693:
part 5. This standard offers two configurations of sample which can be used.
The form of the sample and weld used for the hydrogen determinations reported
here is illustrated in Figure 3.6 . The welding conditions used to prepare the hydrogen samples were the same as used to deposit the R-FCW test welds for the
wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP) and liquid-nitrogen-temperature sectioning test samples. These conditions are presented in an illustration, Figure 3.5 .
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These principle conditions are a welding wire diameter of 1.2mm, an arc voltage of
26V, an arc current of 200A, a shielding gas composition of 80%Ar—20%CO2 , a
“stand-off” of 20mm and a weld run speed which results in the deposition of 4g of
metal on 15mm of weld length. The reported results are [159] :
– higher hydrogen level R-FCW welds 9.9 mlH2 /100gFe
– lower hydrogen level R-FCW welds
4.9 mlH2 /100gFe
It is very important to distinguish that these measurements state the amount of
hydrogen per unit mass of deposited metal. To quote hydrogen concentration in
the weld metal it is necessary to know the volume of the weld penetration into the
plate metal, which is time-consuming to measure. In contrast, there is a simple
method to obtain the mass of deposited metal along the weld length which has little
sensitivity to sampling error. This is to measure the mass of the sample before and
after the deposition of the weld. For practical application in welding there is no
clear argument which is more useful: the amount of hydrogen per mass of deposited
metal or the amount of hydrogen per mass of weld metal. It is respectful of general
practice in welding to quote the amount of hydrogen per mass of deposited metal as
the primary measure and to derive the quantity of hydrogen per mass of weld metal
where this is the appropriate measure.
The units of mlH2 /100gFe can serve as a measure of local hydrogen concentration,
albeit a rather specialist unit used mainly by those working with hydrogen in steels.
In the weld zone it has been taken as a working assumption that at the zero elapsed
time when the weld has just been deposited the hydrogen is uniformly distributed
throughout the weld metal from weld bead surface to fusion boundary. This issue
was considered in section 2.3.1 . The conversion between quantity of hydrogen per
mass of deposited metal and a true concentration is to distribute the quantity of
hydrogen per 100g of deposited metal uniformly throughout the entirety of the weld
metal. In cross-section, this is both the weld bead area and the fusion penetration
area. In figures 3.2 and 3.3 on pages 115 and 117, the surface plane of the weld
samples is at zero on the y–axis, which is the height dimension of the welds. The
area between the weld outline in the negative height dimension and the y = 0 line
is the weld penetration area where the weld has melted into the plate metal. Above
the y = 0 line is the rise of the weld bead above the plate surface.
The weld areas are measured and their errors considered in sections 3.2.3 and
3.2.4 . The conversion of “concentration” of hydrogen rated by deposited metal,
“Cdep ” and the more correct use of hydrogen concentration, the weld metal hydrogen
concentration Cweld is
adep
Cweld = Cdep ×
adep + afus
where adep is the area of the weld bead above the sample planar surface, which is
equivalent to the amount of metal “contributed” by the weld consumable, and afus
is the area of the fusion into the sample plate metal.
It is taken that the weld bead areas and weld penetration areas for the different
steels where the same welding consumable has been used are all estimates of the
same quantity, see section 3.2.5 . This means that the average weld bead area and
average weld penetration area for the higher- and lower-hydrogen welds can be used
as good estimates of adep and afus respectively.
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In the summation of areas, the weld bead area is larger and is believed to possess
the smaller experimental uncertainty of around 1.1% to 1.2%, while the smaller
fusion area is believed to have an uncertainty of around 14% to 18%. The two
values are the different estimates obtained for the higher hydrogen level welds and
the lower hydrogen level welds. The sum of the absolute uncertainties for weld
bead height and weld penetration depth, in relation to the weld metal cross-section
which is itself the sum of weld bead and fused metal areas, leads to an estimate of
uncertainty for the weld metal cross-sectional area of 4.2% and 4.8% for higher and
lower hydrogen level welds.
The results quoted for amount of hydrogen per 100g of deposited metal were
standard production tests performed at the welding product manufacturer amongst
the general run of production quality control tests. The measuring equipment used
was a dedicated hydrogen analysis machine which is fundamentally a “catharometer”; a device which measures the proportion of particular gas by its effect on the
thermal conductivity of a stream of carrier gas. The total amount of the gas being
studied which passes through the analyser is obtained by integrating the instantaneous flow rate of the studied gas over the duration of the release of the gas. The
error range is rated as being ±10% [149]. This performance characteristic of the
analyser can be readily determined by injecting known quantities of hydrogen gas
into the analyser and noting the amount of hydrogen the analyser reports that it
measured.
An important practical point to make is that there are many dissimilarities between rutile SMA welds and rutile flux-cored-wire (R-FCW) welds. In the R-FCW
weld shielding of the arc from entrainment of atmosphere, which would raise oxygen
levels unacceptably and cause nitrogen entrainment which leads to brittleness, is
provided by a dedicated independent supply of shielding gas. This relieves the flux
contained in the core of the welding wire of having any duty to provided shielding from the atmosphere. Its formulation can therefore concentrate on every other
way that a flux system can assist the efficient, reliable and productive running of
welds [159]. For the rutile SMA welding rods the flux system has to be the source of
the shielding and this has to be provided by absorbed moisture and water of hydration of the mineral constituents, whose outwards dispersion in the region of the arc
excludes the atmosphere. This makes the rutile SMA welding system unavoidably
confer an elevated hydrogen level. In the entirely different situation of the R-FCW
welding system where the independent shielding gas supply is excluding the atmosphere, the flux system can have its moisture levels and other sources of hydrogen
driven down as low as possible and/or desired. In order set the experimental procedures in context but of no direct application to the experimental program; basic
SMA welding electrodes generate their shielding from the outflow of CO2 gas when
limestone (CaCO3 ) in the flux decomposes to CaO forming the slag and CO2 gas.
None of the flux ingredients in the basic flux system are inherently hygroscopic and
moisture levels can be baked down to very low levels giving a low-hydrogen welding
system.
As the R-FCW welds deposited on the samples were performed under conditions
as identical as possible to those used for performing the rating test for the weld
consumable, there is every reason to believe that the hydrogen level quoted from the
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BS6693: part 5 test and the amount present in the sample welds are the same. It is
known that even in extremely abusive storage of flux-cored-wire welding consumables
there is no significant hydrogen pick-up [159]. If the wire were to rust, so coating its
surface with hydrated oxides, it would not feed through the welding machine, which
excludes the significance of this effect on hydrogen levels in welds.

3.5

The WWHP tests

The results for the wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP) tests are presented
in graphical form, which are placed where they are discussed in detail in section 4.1 .
These form the figures 4.2 to 4.6 on pages 144 to 148. At a quick inspection they
appear to show an essentially linear relationship between the distance to which hydrogen has travelled and the square root of elapsed time. All the findings, predictions
on the basis of assumed theory and other knowledge for the WWHP test are brought
together in section 4.5 .
As the feature of the results which is studied is the gradient of the relationship
between hydrogen distance and square root of elapsed time, the exact position of
origin of the hydrogen propagation at zero time does not affect the accuracy. This
means that the issues of exactly what shape the weld metal possessed and where the
fusion boundary existed with respect to the point of observation of hydrogen presence
has no effect on the evaluation of this test. Therefore the error in measurement of
weld shape considered in section 3.2.4 does not have effect here.
The accuracy in the observation of the presence of emerged hydrogen is of significance here. It is believed that the presence of hydrogen will be observed when
sufficient quantity of hydrogen per unit area has emerged to form bubbles of visible
size in the glycerol medium in which the sample is immersed. This criterion was
selected in the design of the experimental procedure for the WWHP test in section 2.3.3 . As the samples were examined in good circumstances for observation
with the unaided eye, the minimum size of an object which can be seen is commonly
held as being 0.1mm . This is taken as being the size to which the hydrogen bubbles
have to grow to become visible. It is the exactness with which this criterion can
be met which is an important point. When viewed normal to the “wedge” face,
the first-visible presence of hydrogen was an unresolvable visible greyness upon the
observation face. Simultaneous to this being observed, if a fine focussed beam of
light was directed at a low glancing angle onto the wedge face with the observer
viewing from the opposite side of the sample, so that the observation was of light
raking across the width of the sample “wedge” face, light was seen to “flare” from
a position on the wedge face. This effect was not observed before the emergence of
a grey “carpet” was made. That there were two seeming fairly independent means
of arriving at a criterion for judging that hydrogen bubbles were now visible on
the wedge face increases confidence in repeatability of the experiment. Whether
it is indeed the case that bubbles of hydrogen became visible on attaining a size of
0.1mm was not independently verified, as no means was found to do so. An arbitrary
assigned error of ±25% is taken, in the absence of further information.
A further potential source of error is the ability of glycerol to absorb hydrogen.
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This would create an error which increases the amount of hydrogen which has to
emerge in order to form bubbles of size and volume large enough to be visible. As
glycerol is viscous in the scale of the dimensions of the container in which the sample
and glycerol are placed and there stirring of the glycerol, it is unmoving and in the
duration of time in which hydrogen bubbles take to form there would be an issue
of kinetics. The ability of the glycerol to absorb hydrogen at one location would
depend on the rate of dispersion from high local concentrations and this is unknown.
No estimate of error due to this source has been made, other than that it is thought
likely to be a negligible effect.
The actual ability to judge where the observed hydrogen presence lies between
the markers at 10mm intervals would be accurate to about ±1mm.
The effect of these errors will be very much reduced because it is a trend that
is being observed across a succession of points. It is the change in advancement
of hydrogen with the square root of elapsed time which is being studied. Random
error will tend to be evened-out, while systematic error is more likely to displace
the relationship from side-to-side without greatly disturbing the gradient of the
relationship.
The disparity between the source of solute and geometry of the sample to the
semi-infinite body solution, whose pattern of behaviour is sought in the experimental results, limits the accuracy with which the results can be interpreted in the
experiment as described. However, the numerical solution for the expected diffusive
outcome in the WWHP test provides a very exact quantitative prediction of the
diffusive outcome. The effect of the experimental errors noted so far in presenting
difficulties to drawing conclusions from comparing the predicted and observed results are included in section 4.5, where the potential findings from possessing both
the experimental and numerical WWHP test results are considered.

3.6

The weld sectioning test

The observed positions of the hydrogen carpet front relative the fusion boundary
are presented in Table 3.10 . The second column is the observed result, which is
the advancement of the hydrogen front out of the weld metal into the heat-affectedzone (HAZ) plate metal and the more distant plate metal. A negative distance in
the second column indicates that the observed position of the hydrogen front was
actually with the height of the weld metal. The third column reports the elapse of
time at room temperature which the sample had experienced at the moment the
hydrogen front position was marked. There is concern that this could be the source
of a large systematic error.
The appearance of the samples at the time the hydrogen front positions were
marked is shown in the photographs taken of the 0547C and EN8 samples, which
can be seen in Figure 3.7 . The form of the sectioned sample and the observation
being taken, which is the advancement of the hydrogen “carpet” beyond the fusion
boundary, are illustrated in Figure 2.10 on page 63. In the photographs the weld
bead is at the “top” of the sample, which runs horizontally across the centre of the
photograph. An illustration, Figure 3.8, is provided to clarify what the photographs
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INSPECT WHETHER SCALING IS CORRECT!
Scale :

= 10mm

Figure 3.7: Photographs of the longitudinal–vertical central plane of standard weld samples from which hydrogen is emerging in the region of the weld metal. The central plane
has been exposed by machining-away metal at liquid nitrogen temperature, so that the
hydrogen in solution in the remaining part of the sample remains undisturbed. Clarification of what is being seen is provided by the illustration in Figure 3.8 . The upper
photograph is of the sample where the higher hydrogen weld has been deposited on the
0547C steel, while the lower photograph shows the similar situation where the test weld
has been deposited on the EN8 steel.
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sample

H–front elapsed
to f.bdry
time
distance
at RT
mm
s
High hydrogen series :
0547C
1.08
270
0854C
0.64
270
9590C
0.35
270
BS50D
0.09
270
EN8
-0.37
270
Low hydrogen series :
0547C
1.52
300
0854C
1.11
270
9590C
0.32
270
BS50D
0.07
270
EN8
-0.16
360
Table 3.10: Liquid nitrogen temperature weld sectioning tests — observations of hydrogen front position in relation to fusion boundary position and the elapse of time at room
temperature during handling and observation of the sample. RT = room temperature.
f.bdry = fusion boundary.

show.
The accuracy in marking the hydrogen front position is probably around ±0.5mm.
The tool used to engrave the observed position of the observed front edge of the hydrogen bubble carpet on the sample had a narrow tapering engraving point which
gave good visibility of the point which it was the intention to aim the tool at. If
the position being aimed at were sharply defined the error assigned would be less.
However, the hydrogen bubble carpet edge was not sharply delineated. This can
be seen from the photographs showing the bubble “carpet” of emerged hydrogen in
Figure 3.7 .
The effect of the samples actually spending time at room temperature before the
observation is made of hydrogen front position would be to allow hydrogen to diffuse.
This would allow it to move forward into the plate metal from its original position
at zero time. The extent of this diffusion and the distance to which the hydrogen
front will propagate will depend on the diffusion coefficient to hydrogen offered by
the heat-affect-zone (HAZ) plate metal and the more distant unchanged plate metal.
The only way estimates of the diffusion coefficients for the different plate steels can
be obtained is by evaluating other test results from this experimental program. For
this reason the potential size of the error caused by diffusion of hydrogen in the
elapse of time at room temperature is considered in section 4.2 of the “Discussion”
chapter.
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Figure 3.8: Illustration accompanying Figure 3.7 clarifying what the photographs show,
which is the emergence of hydrogen from the liquid-nitrogen-temperature sectioned weld
samples.

3.7

The numerical WWHP tests

The output from the numerical wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP) investigative program is presented in graphical form in the “Discussion” chapter. Two
forms of graphical presentation will be found. One is the numerical hydrogen propagation distance vs square root of elapsed time, see Figure 4.10 on page 160. This
is the same format in which the experimental WWHP results are presented in figures 4.2 to 4.6 on pages 144 to 148. The second form is the cumulative amount of hydrogen which has emerged from the centre of the observation “wedge” face vs elapsed
time for each increment of sample thickness considered. These are figures 4.11 to 4.16
on pages 162 to 167. This form has no analogue in the experimental WWHP results,
as this degree of detail was not available from the experimental program.
When the results for the numerical and experimental were studied and compared,
there was interest in more detail for the lower hydrogen numerical WWHP test. This
lead to the running of the numerical WWHP test for sample thicknesses of 10.5mm
and 10.7mm . These give the additional points, identified by being bracketed, in
the numerical hydrogen propagation distance vs square root of elapsed time graph,
Figure 4.10 on page 160, plus the additional numerical hydrogen effusion vs elapsed
time graphs, figures 4.17 and 4.18 on pages 168 and 169.
The accuracy characteristics of the numerical solution with varying discretisation
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are such a centrally important issue to numerical solutions that this was investigated
as a designed part of the numerical experiments program, see section 2.4.1 .
In the numerical WWHP test the criterion that sufficient hydrogen has emerged
from the observation “wedge” face to produce bubbles of the threshold visibility
0.1mm diameter can be monitored by examining the predicted amount of hydrogen
emergence at the end of each numerical time increment. This is therefore immune
to all but discretisation error, in contrast to the experimental WWHP test which
incurs measurement error in identifying the position of the hydrogen advancement.
Experimental error affects the numerical WWHP test via the measured hydrogen
level, section 3.4 and the measured weld area and shape, sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 .
These produce errors in the amount of hydrogen which is driving diffusion in the
numerical WWHP test and in the cross-sectional shape and area of the weld bead
in the numerical WWHP “sample”.
The error on the reported amount of hydrogen per mass of deposited metal, section 3.4, will have an effect which is essentially linearly proportional on the experiment. Consider as an example the case that the reported hydrogen is slightly higher
than the actual quantity. In the computation this would drive greater quantities
to distances from the weld bead with elapsing time, resulting in the earlier observation of the arrival of the hydrogen. Justification for this view can be obtained
from the analytical expressions for diffusion. For the semi-infinite body situation,
see section 2.2, and for absorption of solute by a sphere, see section 2.4.1, the concentration of solute at a location and the quantity of solute transferred are directly
proportional to the source solute concentration.
The effect of error in the weld area will have a somewhat self-canceling effect. If,
for instance, the weld fusion penetration area were overestimated, this would result
in the derived hydrogen concentration in the weld metal being lower than is actually
the case. This is because the weld area is used to derive the average concentration of
the hydrogen in the weld metal from the quantity of hydrogen per mass of deposited
metal, which is how the hydrogen source is measured. On the other hand, an overestimate of the weld fused area must mean that the quoted position of the fusion
boundary is further forward into the plate metal than it really is. The hydrogen will
therefore advance from a more forward position. The significance of the errors of
around 0.1mm on the fusion boundary position, see section 3.2.4, and around 4.2%
to 4.8% (higher and lower hydrogen levels) on the weld area, see Table 3.8 also in
section 3.2.4, needs to be considered in terms of the clarity of the findings and the
ability of these errors to question their significance. The use that the findings of
the numerical WWHP test is put to appears in the discussion in section 4.5 . These
errors are seen to be much too small to affect the interpretation of the results.

3.8

The experiment of Christensen and Evans where hydrogen was collected from holes drilled transversely
beneath the weld

The publication containing the work of interest here performed by the investigators
Christensen and Evans is identified in full by reference [143].
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The measurements which were of interest to this project are presented in their
original form in Figure 2.26 on page 84 and average values in Table 2.1 on page 85.
These present the measured amount of hydrogen emerging from holes drilled transversely into the side of weld sample so that the drilled hole passes transversely under
the weld bead at a known depth beneath the plate surface.
There was no analysis of the results in the paper of Christensen and Evans [143].
This is almost certainly because no analytical solution exists which could be used
to calculated whether the results are “expected” according to Fickian theory [119].
The general availability now of personal computers which are powerful enough to run
numerical computations to obtain predictions of macroscopic outcome from forms
of unlimited geometric complexity is the fundamental reason why it is now possible
to analyse the results of this experiment.
The numerical “sample” matches the physical dimensions where they are specified. There are a range of errors associated with the accuracy of measurement of
the physical experiment and also in the provision of detail to set-up the numerical
“sample”.
Taking this last case first, the measured weld bead area of above the sample
surface and the area of weld penetration into the sample below the level of the surface
are reported [143] but the actual cross-sectional shapes are not. For this reason,
the weld bead surface and weld fusion boundary were represented by arcs which
contained an area equal to the measured area. An additional piece of information
to enable this to be done is the weld width. This was obtained from studying
photographs of the samples used in the experiment [143].
The weld used was a rutile shielded-metal-arc (SMA) of 4mm diameter run at
170A direct current with the electrode at the positive pole of arc (DCEP). The
hydrogen level is reported as 30ppm by mass of fused metal. The method used
is specified as being that of the IIW/IIS–315–68, which should make it equivalent
in authority to the hydrogen measurements obtained for the rutile flux-cored-wire
welds of the W5–2 and W6 samples in the indigenous experimental program. Note
that these results are given in terms of hydrogen per mass of deposited metal.
The outer dimensions of the physical sample are likely to be machined with an
error far smaller than other errors. In a planar surface machining operation a typical
error of no more than 0.05mm would occur even when deliberately taking no concern
over accuracy. This error is on overall dimensions 20mm × 25mm cross-section.
The likely positioning error on the holes passing transversely under the weld
bead is likely to be more significant. The nominal depths are 5mm, 7mm, 9mm
and 11mm below the sample surface. Assuming that the drilling of the holes was
performed by a practiced operator using a drill in satisfactory condition it should be
possible to place the hole centre within ±0.1mm of the intended. Allowing a further
0.1mm for wander of the drill in the 12.7mm distance to the weld central plane
makes the overall error on the depth of the transverse hole beneath the weld bead
of around ±0.2mm. The shortest important distance is from the average depth
of the fusion boundary beneath the sample surface to the transverse hole. The
cross-sectional shape of the weld is not given [143], though it is given that the weld
penetration area is 10mm2 . In section 2.4.4, when defining an exact shape which is
a reasonable approximation for the shape of this fusion boundary, the weld width
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was deduced from photographs of the experiment [143] as being 10mm. This was
done while constructing a numerical solution which is a theoretical parallel to this
experiment. A width of weld width of 10mm and a fused area of 10mm2 represents
a mean weld penetration of 1mm. The mean depth between fusion boundary and
the top surfaces of the drilled holes therefore becomes 3mm, 5mm, 7mm and 9mm
(as the 2mm drilling’s closest approach to the weld is already 1mm closer than its
centre depth). For the drilling closest to the fusion boundary, an error of ±0.2mm
on the position of the drilled holes is a proportional uncertainty of 7% on its depth
beneath the mean depth of the fusion boundary.
The error in making the measurement of hydrogen quantity would appear to
depend mainly on the accuracy with which the “length” of the hydrogen in the
collection tubes can be taken. The smallest amount of hydrogen collected is from the
holes at the greatest hole centre depth, which for this experiment is at 11mm centre
depth. In the publication by Christensen and Evans they show in their “figure 17”
a photograph of a similar experiment where the holes in one sample are drilled at
a series of increasing depths. For the second-deepest hole which is at 11mm centre
depth the “length” of hydrogen collected in the capillary tube is around half the
width of the sample. As the sample width is 25mm, this means that around 12mm
to 13mm length of the capillary tube has glycerol displaced from it by the hydrogen.
It seems likely that a measurement error of ±0.5mm is likely on this length. The
proportional error in the measured hydrogen volume collected is around ±5% for
the worst case of the smallest amount of hydrogen collected at the deepest depth of
drilling beneath the plate surface at which hydrogen was collected.
Sampling error on the amount of hydrogen observed emerging from a transverse
hole at a given depth beneath a weld bead is reduced by having several holes drilled
at the same depth in one sample.
The likely error due to absorption of the hydrogen in glycerol is significantly
smaller than this largest error found so far. The contact of the hydrogen gas with
the glycerol is at the meniscus of the glycerol with the hydrogen in the capillary
tubes. Dissolved hydrogen would then have to disperse down a path which involved
reaching the end of the capillary tube before it could disperse widely, which does not
seem likely to be a favoured activity. If dissolution of the collected hydrogen in the
glycerol were to occur, it would result in a systematic error which underestimated
the amount of hydrogen diffusing the distance to the drilled holes.

3.9

The numerical Christensen and Evans experiment

In the previous section 3.8 the results and their uncertainty was considered for the
experiment performed by Christensen and Evans [143]. This measured the amount
of hydrogen emerging from holes drilled transversely under the weld bead upon a
steel sample. The experiment and its configuration are described in section 2.4.4 .
Of the experimental work described by Christensen and Evans [143], the particular
experiment considered in this work has been the one where for the series of samples
all transverse drillings in any one sample are at the same depth below the plate
surface. To recapitulate, the advantages of this experiment compared to other quite
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similar experiments are twofold. One is that the experimental observations can
be inspected for self-consistency and results affected by being near the ends of the
welds can be recognised and excluded. The other advantage is that the numerical
solution need only solve for a small geometrically recurring “repeat unit”, rather than
representing the entire sample, so saving a lot of computing time and resources,
particularly computer “memory”. The experiment and its observed outcome are
presented in section 2.4.4, which contains on page 84 Figure 2.26 and Table 2.1
showing the observed hydrogen emergence quantities from the drillings. The issues
relating to the design of the numerical solution are considered in section 2.4 starting
on page 64. The specific issues relating to building a numerical solution for the
Christensen and Evans [143] experiment are considered in section 2.4.4 starting on
page 82.
This investigative program has used the numerical solution to predict what the
observed outcome of the experiment would be if all hydrogen mass transport within
the volume were diffusive and behaved according to the Fickian theory of diffusion.
The assumptions of the Fickian diffusive model were considered in detail in section 2.4 where the numerical method used in this investigative program was being
described.
The accuracy of the numerical solution was tested as an integral part of the
program of work involving the numerical solution. This part of the investigation is
described in section 2.4.1 . The convergence of the numerical solution to two known
mathematical solutions for unsteady-state diffusion are shown graphically in this
section in Figure 2.20 on page 75 and Figure 2.21 on page 76. The findings will
be reviewed in section 4.4.3 where it appears there is no impediment to concluding
what the graphs appear to show, which is that the solution is inherently accurate
and converges well with increasing discretisation.
The computed “expected” outcomes for the Christensen and Evans [143] experiments are given in Table 3.11 .
A very obvious feature of the results is that the ratio of diffusivity between
weld metal and plate metal is having a negligible effect on the computed outcome.
This is a very fortuitous feature, as the hydrogen diffusivities in the weld metal and
plate metal are not accurately known. In proceeding with the numerical solutions
investigative program in the absence of accurately known material properties to
assign in the numerical solution, this is a very welcome finding. This issue of the
effects of not knowing the exact weld metal to plate metal hydrogen diffusivity ratio
appeared to be the only outstanding uncertainty given the inherent computational
accuracy of the numerical solution.
The observations of hydrogen emergence from the drilled holes in the physical
experiment performed by Christensen and Evans [143] have been presented in Table 2.1 on page 85. As the amount of hydrogen in the source, the weld metal when
deposited, is known, see section 2.4.4, the final column in Table 2.1 is able to show
the proportion of the hydrogen source which has emerged from the drilled holes.
It can be seen that this proportion in the physical experiment is very much higher
than proportion expected given the assumed theory, Table 3.11 .
The discretisation used when computing the numerical solution for the Christensen and Evans experiment is six cube edge lengths per millimetre of physical
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Hole
centre
depth
5mm
7mm
9mm
11mm

proportion of source
(diffusivity ratio)
w1p1
w1p2
w1p4
12.70% 12.70% 12.70%
9.43%
9.43%
9.45%
7.14%
7.14%
7.17%
5.42%
5.43%
5.46%

Table 3.11: Computed “expected” outcome for the Christensen and Evans [143] experiments where a series of drilled holes spaced at 12.7mm intervals passed transversely under
the weld bead upon a steel sample. The percentage figures are the proportion of the
hydrogen source, initially in the weld metal at zero elapsed time, which is expected to
emerge from the drilled holes. The rest of the hydrogen source will have emerged from the
other surfaces of the sample, predominantly from the weld bead surface, when this final
outcome is obtained. The expectation is on the basis that diffusional behaviour follows
the simple model described by Fick [119]. The main components of this model are : solute
jumps randomly between equivalent temporary residence sites in the matrix lattice and
that the solute and solvent atoms have no preference for like or unlike neighbours. The
depth of the drilled holes is below the sample planar surface upon which the weld has
been deposited. The diffusivity ratios are between weld metal and plate metal.

numerical
discretisation
mm−1
4
6
8

Proportion of hydrogen source
emerging from drilling
Hole c.depth 5mm Hole c.depth 11mm
(w1p1)
(w1p4) (w1p1)
(w1p4)
12.98% 12.99%
5.58%
5.62%
12.70% 12.70%
5.42%
5.46%
12.73% 12.73%
5.43%
5.47%

Table 3.12: The convergence of the numerical solution with increasing discretisation
for the numerical representation of the Christensen and Evans [143] experiment. The
percentage figures are the proportion of the hydrogen source originally present in the
weld metal at zero elapsed time. The solution is well converged by 6 mm−1 , as variation
is appearing in only the second or third significant figure in the range from 4 mm−1
to 8 mm−1 . The variation is less than 3% of the predicted quantity of hydrogen emerging
from the drillings. Given the size of the disparity between the computed “expected”
values in Table 3.11 and the experimentally observed proportions of the hydrogen source
emerging from the drillings, Table 2.1, this degree of convergence is very acceptable.

sample dimension. The solution is well converged at this discretisation. Table 3.12
shows the results from a series of numerical solutions run for two samples from the
experimental work [143] where the drilled transverse holes are at 5mm and 11mm
below the planar surface upon which the weld has been deposited. These two situations are solved for at discretisations of 4 mm−1 , 6 mm−1 and 8 mm−1 . The
normal behaviour, which can be seen for instance in Figure 2.20 on page 75 where
the inherent convergence characteristics of the solution are being investigated, is
for a steady movement ever closer to some apparent final value with increasing discretisation. There appears to be a general trend to a smaller computed proportion
of hydrogen emerging from the drillings with increasing discretisation, though the
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middle discretisation of 6 mm−1 actually gives by a very small proportion the lowest
result. It was commented in section 2.4.1 where the inherent accuracy of the numerical method was being investigated that the representation of the physical body by
an agglomeration of cubic elements will result in different “fits” when discretising
the body at a series of unit incremental steps of discretisation. It appears that this
is causing a departure, though of no practical consequence, from the tendency to
converge in a steady progression with increasing discretisation.

3.10

Numerical computations of hydrogen concentration contours in some commercial weld configurations

The weld configurations for which numerical solutions have been obtained are described in section 2.4.5 . The choices arrived at were to study the evolution of
hydrogen concentration profiles in the root-run of a “V” preparation weld and in a
completed backing-strip weld.
The outputs sampled from the numerical solutions for these commercial weld
configurations are all presented in graphical form and are all presented in section 4.8 .
In that section they make a significant contribution to the discussion on what the
entire investigative program has contributed towards the understanding of hydrogen
movement in commercial welds and the likely effect on welding practice.
The discretisation used when obtaining all the results presented for this branch
of the investigation is 10 mm−1 .
The dimensions of the weld are arbitrary, given that they reasonably represent
the dimensions of that type of weld, so they contribute no error. The error in the
numerical computation is the same as has been considered as a generic characteristic
of the computer numerical solution method used. The numerical method used is presented in section 2.4 and its accuracy characteristics are investigated and presented
in section 2.4.1 .
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Detailed consideration — the WWHP test

As a first step, the weld samples were inspected to observe if there is any way they
appear to differ from a commercial weld. The design of the “rig” in which the
test welds were performed, see section 2.3.2 which includes Figure 2.3 on page 54,
is intended to result in a cooling rate which closely matches that which would be
experienced by a weld on an “infinite” plate. For a sample of handleable size, the
ability to abstract heat by conduction at a realistic rate is a potential impediment
to making a weld which is representative of commercial practice. The heat flowing
outwards from the weld will encounter the physical boundaries of the sample. This
fundamentally differs from the situation in a constructional weld, where the components being welded are large and the outflowing heat encounters no impediment
to its continuing dispersion. For the thermal conditions of the sample to match
those of a constructional weld, heat will need to be going into “sinks” beyond the
physical dimensions of the sample. This presents the problem of ensuring a good
thermal coupling. For these reasons, the first indication looked-for was symptoms
of the sample having been heated beyond the normal temperature which a weld on
an infinite plate would attain. The oxide colour patina is a useful indicator of peak
temperature attained in a thermal cycle which can go to a few hundred Celsius.
Any other departures in appearance of the samples from typical commercial welds
were also looked for. There is no rigorous proof presented, but the investigators
cannot observe any way by which the test welds deviated in appearance from commercial welds made with the same welding system. The “scale” oxide and oxide
colour patina bands on the plate surface adjacent to the weld bead looked identical
to those of a weld on a large plate. The colour patina on the end-faces of the sample
also looked identical to the radial pattern of colour patina around a weld as it passes
from one plate to another transversely across a close-fitting butting-together of two
plates. As per the general expectation, the shape, appearance, texture and all other
aspects of the weld bead surface appeared identical to a commercial weld used to
make a joint between large steel plate components. The appearance of one weld
deposited on a WWHP sample can be seen in Figure 2.6 on page 58, although this
is taken in order to show the general appearance of the hydrogen emergence and
does not show the metal surface appearance particularly well. No other feature of
shape (section 3.2.3), weld penetration (sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3) and so on could be
judged to be different to those encountered for a weld on a large plate.
A finding which benefits the experimental program is that the amount of hydrogen in the completed weld is not particularly sensitive to the weld cooling rate.
The amount of hydrogen transported over a distance in a given elapsed time will be
approximately proportional to the initial amount of hydrogen in the source, taking
as guides the infinite body solution, see figures 2.14 and 2.15 on pages 67 and 68
in section 2.4 and the semi-infinite body solution, see Figure 2.1 on page 49 in section 2.2 . The observation of the arrival of hydrogen is when enough hydrogen has
emerged through the surface to form hydrogen bubbles of a visible size, which is a
significant diffusive mass transport. For this reason the amount of time to result
in the observation that hydrogen has arrived at a surface will be dependent on the
concentration and quantity of hydrogen in the weld. For the amount of hydrogen in
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the source (weld) to be insensitive to weld cooling rate reduces the sensitivity of the
experiments to the exactness of the preparation conditions of the welded samples.
When a weld is performed joining steel plates which are at ambient temperature, the
rate of cooling of the weld will be “fast” and will define what is meant by the term in
this context. The reason the cooling will be fast is that the weld is seamlessly united
with the mass of the plates. A typical “fast” weld cooling rate for a weld made on
a large plate at room temperature would be a time to cool from 8000 C to 5000 C,
∆t 8–5, of 8 seconds [162]. When a weld is deposited on a large plate, there is an
unbroken heat conduction path to abstract heat at the rate limited only by the heat
conduction properties of the metal. Any slower rate of cooling when depositing an
experimental weld, which has to be of handleable size and coupled as best as possible to heat sinks, is an artifact of the experimental procedure alone. The numerical
solution of Stenbacka [144] indicates that the amount of hydrogen in a completed
weld should not be highly sensitive to the weld cooling rate. Evidence from this program of investigation accords with this when conditions are taken to an exaggerated
departure from real welding conditions. Two samples, with the standard dimensions
30 × 15 × 150mm where welded without any thermal restraint and were quenched to
room temperature after 1 minute (“W9590NTR”) and 3 minutes (“WEN8NTR”).
Both had overall deep blue colour patinas, indicating a peak temperature of at least
5000 C. The appearance of one, the EN8 steel sample, can be seen in a photograph,
Figure 2.38 on page 104. Both samples produced hydrogen carpets on the wedge
face indistinguishable from the samples from the heat-sink apparatus. The gradients observed from the plot of thickness of sample to which the hydrogen carpet has
advanced vs square root of time, presented in Figure 4.1, show a gradient similar to
those obtained with the heat-sink in place, figures 4.2, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.3 whose
presentation starts on page 144. The intercept is displaced to higher distances for
the samples without thermal restraint. An instinctive deduction, though one which
could not be proved, is that in the time at higher temperatures in the ferrite stability
range, the diffusive process did manage to get sufficient of an initial start into the
plate metal to advance the observed propagation front.
When the welds do get a rapid cool to room temperature which is similar to that
for welds deposited on a large plate, a significant initial advancement of hydrogen
out of the weld metal into the plate can be ruled-out. This an indigenous finding
discussed in section 4.2 .
The results from the wedge-weld-hydrogen-penetration (WWHP) test have been
presented as graphs of thickness of sample through which the hydrogen has traveled
to give a visible layer of hydrogen bubbles on the opposite face to the one on which
the weld has been deposited vs square root of time. This can be seen in the graphs,
figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 . For the W5–2 series welds, whose three replicate
sets claim to be absolutely identical, all the results have been combined on one graph
in Figure 4.7 .
In the graphs as presented, the thicknesses of sample at which hydrogen emergence is visible is not exactly synonymous with the distance the hydrogen has traveled through metal of the sample. The weld has melted into the plate, this being the
weld penetration. Weld penetrations have been measured by two different techniques
and are presented in Table 3.3 on page 113 and Table 3.5 on page 116. However,
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Figure 4.1: The observations of sample thickness at which hydrogen emergence is observed vs square root of elapsing time for the “no
thermal restraint” (NTR) samples. These had welds deposited by rutile shielded-metal-arc (SMA) welds. The samples were “free” upon a
supporting surface when the weld was deposited. This departs from the full WWHP test specification were the samples are in a cooling rig
which ensures cooling at near the rate which a weld on an “infinite” plate would experience, ie thermal restraint.
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Figure 4.2: The “W1” series of WWHP tests. All three sets are shown on this plot. The weld used was a rutile shielded-metal-arc (SMA).
Note that a 0.16%C plate steel takes the place of the BS50D steel in the first set.
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Figure 4.3: The “W6” series of WWHP tests. All six welds were on identical samples prepared from the BS50D steel and all used the
higher-hydrogen rutile flux-cored-wire (R-FCW) weld.
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Figure 4.4: The Set 1 series of the “W5–2” WWHP tests. The test weld was rutile flux-cored-wire (R-FCW)
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Figure 4.5: The Set 2 series of the “W5–2” WWHP tests. The test weld was rutile flux-cored-wire (R-FCW)
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Figure 4.6: The Set 3 series of the “W5–2” WWHP tests. The test weld was rutile flux-cored-wire (R-FCW)
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Figure 4.7: All three sets of the W5–2 series tests combined on one graph. The three sets were prepared under identical conditions in a
period of six consecutive days, so that all extraneous conditions should also be similar.
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these are measurements of the point of deepest weld penetration. The fusion boundary between weld metal and plate metal is not planar, so there is no obvious simple
way to express hydrogen travel distance for the point at which emergence observations are taken. For this reason, distance on the graph ordinate has been left
as thickness between the surface upon which the weld has been deposited and the
wedge face. As the weld is uniform along the sample length, the difference between
hydrogen travel distance and ordinate distance is a constant which, it is suggested,
will be around the average weld penetration given a non-planar fusion boundary.
The plot for the six identical 0.22%C structural steels in Figure 4.3 shows a
close grouping of results and indicates that the hydrogen movement process and
measurement method are well-behaved and repeatable.
The graphs are essentially linear on the axes plotted. This is as would be expected from theory put forward when designing the experiment, section 2.2 . Fickian
diffusion theory [119], moving-boundary diffusion theory [126] and the practical case
of the diffusion of one polymer into another [127], which is an example of a moving
boundary situation, all show this parabolic diffusion advancement vs time. The
results therefore do not uniquely identify the form of diffusion occurring. It has
been shown that during the absorption of deuterium by a nickel-based alloy, for
diffusionally “short” times when the diffusion fronts from different surfaces have not
yet encountered each other, the plot of concentration of deuterium vs distance falls
on the plot of the semi-infinite body solution for unsteady-state diffusion. Plots of
hydrogen concentration vs position for a thick weld at room temperature loosing its
hydrogen over a period of days do show a concentration maximum near the middle
of the volume, with concentrations reducing towards the surfaces [129]. These reductions appear to be heading for a zero concentration at the surfaces. This does seem
to be evidence is in favour of the Fickian form of diffusion of hydrogen in metals.
The findings from the numerical WWHP solution lead to a close scrutiny of the
greatest thickness of sample at which a visible emergence of hydrogen has formed, for
the lower hydrogen weld samples of the W5–2 series tests. The numerical WWHP
solution, which assumes that the entire outcome of the redistribution is controlled
by homogeneous Fickian diffusion in volume, indicates that for the lower hydrogen
series, by 10.7mm thickness of sample it should never be possible to form a visible
hydrogen emergence on the wedge face for any of the samples, see section 4.5 . The
last observations taken for the lower hydrogen W5–2 series welds, which give the
greatest sample thickness at which hydrogen was observed to be emerging from, are
presented in Table 4.1 on page 171. For seven of the samples the thickness to which
visible hydrogen emergence is observed is greater than 10.7mm . This suggests that
the theory which guided the design of the WWHP test may not be correct. To
recapitulate; the theory is that diffusion is Fickian; that the weld and plate metal
can have different properties but within these regions the diffusive rates offered to
the solute are uniform and that all control of rate of redistribution of hydrogen is by
the rate of the diffusive mass transfer through the volume of the sample. Another
assumption, that in the weld metal hydrogen as the source at zero time is uniformly
distributed up to the fusion boundary, can be defended on the basis of the findings
from the liquid nitrogen temperature sectioning test, section 4.2 .
Uncertainties in the scientific method affect the authority with which conclusions
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can be drawn. Two categories of uncertainty exist. One is the effect of experimental
error in the readings. Using the terminology of statistics, are the observed features
significant or could they be entirely explained by the spread of results due to error in
the readings. The other category of uncertainty relates to how correct are the underlying theoretical working assumptions. If “wayward” effects noted in the literature
or observed in the indigenous investigative program would seriously undermine the
interpretation put on the results there is some duty to recognise this. Of course, it
is not nature which is being “wayward” but our optimistic desire to abstract a set
of rules which prove simplistic.
The issue of the correctness of the assumed underlying theory, though more
theoretical in nature, has the ability to have more extreme consequences than experimental error. For this reason it is inspected first. So far it has been seen that
there are apparently quite significant differences in the movement rate of hydrogen
through the range of steels included in this series of experiments. It appears that
for the newer low-carbon TMCR-AC plate steels the movement rate of hydrogen
is around twice that of the movement rate in compositions with carbon levels of
around 0.2% . The question being asked is how robustly will this finding stand up
and remain true if various assumptions about how the test works are brought into
question. For instance; what if diffusion were not Fickian ? What if there is a surface
transfer impediment which features in the rate control of hydrogen movement and
its eventual exit point from the sample ? To an extent, the problem which makes
theoretical analysis of this test, given the Fickian diffusive assumption, more difficult actually comes to the rescue of the integrity of the apparent overall findings
from the test. The need to transport some finite volume of hydrogen out through
the surface of the sample before a hydrogen “carpet” becomes observable with the
unaided eye means that what is being observed is the real ability of volumes of hydrogen to emerge at that surface. The comparison between a measurement obtained
by some theoretical extremely sensitive detector of the presence of hydrogen and
the observed hydrogen bubble formation detection methods is illustrated as best as
possible in Figure 4.8 . The value of the observed result is less dependent on the
mechanism causing it. Therefore, if a weld/plate combination shows an ability to
more rapidly dissipate hydrogen from far surfaces this can be cited as a performance
advantage of this pairing even if the explanation remains elusive. This favourable
position comes about because of the earlier decision, set out when designing the
experimental methods in section 2.1, to make the experiments performed also be
welds representative of those used in construction.
The first-mentioned issue of experimental error actually has no effect on the
evaluations of the WWHP test mentioned so far because the evaluation is very
simple and only looks for a general trend. This is in the expectation that a plot
of sample thickness through which the hydrogen has penetrated vs square root of
elapsed time will give a linear relationship. There is no expectation that this will
be followed to a very high degree of exactness because the sample shape does not
accurately match in configuration the semi-infinite body solution situation, described
in section 2.2 . To the largest extent, the estimated experimental uncertainties in
the aspects of concentration and amount of hydrogen in the weld metal, the shape
and position of the weld fusion boundary and the measured thickness of the sample
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Figure 4.8: The detection method for arrival of hydrogen and its effect on the interpretation of the observations. When the detection method is the observation of bubbles
of hydrogen in a glycerol, significant mass transport of hydrogen across the sample has
occurred when the observation of hydrogen arrival is noted. If the underlying fundamental
behaviour is not fully understood this increases the value of the observation where it is
desired to know of the ability to disperse weld hydrogen, compared to the elapsed time
until a sensitive detector notes some infinitesimal first arrival of hydrogen.

from the surface upon which the weld has been deposited to the wedge face where
the forward-most position of hydrogen emergence has been made do not affect this
evaluation of trend only.

4.2

Detailed consideration — the weld sectioning test

There are a lot of concerns about experimental error affecting these experimental
results, which are related to the actual elapse of time at room temperature where
there should be none.
The confidence that keeping the sample at liquid nitrogen temperature of -1960 C
immobilises the hydrogen comes from the common experience that hydrogen containing samples can be stored indefinitely at this temperature without loosing hydrogen [159]. Storage of samples at the temperature of subliming carbon dioxide at
-980 C is not regarded with such a degree of confidence. For the handling of weld
samples prepared to the British Standard BS6693 for quantitative rating of hydrogen content produced by welding procedures, a self-imposed limit of three days is
commonly put on the duration of storage in solid carbon dioxide [159]. When this is
done no detectable loss of hydrogen has been noted, compared to samples analysed
immediately on preparation. What is implicit here is that for samples stored at
liquid nitrogen temperature, temporary increases in temperature by up to 1000 C
will not cause significant mobility of hydrogen.
Machining at liquid nitrogen temperature was used to expose a section in the
chosen plane, in this case the longitudinal–vertical centre line, with the hydrogen
distributed in the retained part of the sample remaining undisturbed. The success
in achieving this is critical to the accuracy of the test. If the concentration originally
present when that part of the sample was a three-dimensional volume is retained
adjacent to the newly created surface, the rate at which the hydrogen will effuse to
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form visible bubbles in glycerol upon the sample surface will be very fast. This is
especially so as the hydrogen abstracted through the surface will be resupplied by
a lowering of concentration of already hydrogen-saturated volumes adjacent to the
surface, ensuring a rapid hydrogen transport rate. The efficiency of the machining
process in removing the surplus part of the sample while leaving the remaining part
undisturbed needs to be examined, as if it were inefficient, heat energy could raise
the temperature of the surface region of the sample enabling escape of hydrogen.
The cutting process used is, in machining terminology, a single point cutting
tool. This is sharpened with appropriate geometry and has the same relief angles
used in conventional machining. Metal removal is therefore as efficient as can be
practically obtained, in terms of energy consumed per volume of metal removed.
Evidence for heat input to the sample as a result of the energy consumed in making
the cut would be seen in the form of boiling of liquid nitrogen on the newly created
surface behind the cutting tool. Even when it is organised for the level of liquid
nitrogen to fall so that the surface of the sample possesses only a very thin film
of liquid nitrogen held in place upon the sample by surface tension at the sample
edges, there is no plentiful boiling action at the trailing edge of the cutting tool. A
few larger bubbles are seen to form once then disappear. This amounts to a trivial
input of energy to the sample due to the cut. Consequently there is confidence that
the liquid nitrogen temperature machining process does not disturb the hydrogen
present in the volume of the metal adjacent to the newly formed surface.
For the liquid-nitrogen-temperature test method to exactly reveal the position
of the hydrogen front at the moment of completion of the weld, it is necessary that
there be no diffusion of the hydrogen after the defined moment that the weld has
been completed. While the practice of maintaining the sample at liquid nitrogen
temperature is certain to be effective in halting the evolution of the diffusion process, the test requires that there be zero time of handling of the sample at room
temperature.
For the sectioning test to be exactly correct it would be necessary for the temperature of the sample to be lowered to the atmospheric-pressure-boiling-temperature
of liquid nitrogen at this moment one elapsed minute after completion of welding. It
would also be necessary for the position of the hydrogen front to be observed at the
instant that the sample was brought back to room temperature after the sectioning operation had been performed. This was not achieved as there was a handling
time before the sample was immersed in the liquid nitrogen and a delay waiting for
a highly visible presence of bubbles to form in the glycerol on the sample surface
before marking the hydrogen front position. These times are reported in Table 3.10
on page 132 in section 3.6 .
It is therefore necessary to consider how great could be the distance of hydrogen
movement during this elapse of time at room temperature and the influence that this
will have on the interpretation of the measurements obtained from the sectioning
test. Some other issues influencing the accuracy of the test are considered first.
The use of a series of short independently made engraved markings, a practice
adopted on eight of the ten tests performed, increased the confidence in the accuracy
of the measurement of hydrogen front position. When the samples were examined
after being polished and etched, the engraved markings remained visible on seven
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of the samples (0547C HH, 0854C HH and all low hydrogen level samples). On
these samples it was observed that the marked hydrogen front remained parallel
and essentially equidistant to the fusion line. This finding is in accordance with the
expectation express in the design of the wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP)
test that the hydrogen will be uniformly distributed throughout the weld metal at
the instant the weld is deposited. Obviously, a very short time after this the propagating hydrogen front would be expected to show an exact parallelism to the original
hydrogen front position, which is the fusion line. As was discussed in designing the
experiments, the rapid circulation of the weld pool, driven by forces like electromagnetic induction, surface tension (Marangoni flow) and convection, would tend
to ensure that the hydrogen present in solution in the weld pool is very uniformly
distributed.
The measured distances between the hydrogen front position and the fusion
boundary are reported in Table 3.10, as just recently mentioned. It will be noted
that the values for hydrogen propagation position with respect to the fusion line for
the EN8 samples have negative values, for both high and low hydrogen weld samples.
Rather than question the truth of the expectation that hydrogen in the weld will be
uniformly distributed up to the fusion line at the moment of deposition, and that
any subsequent hydrogen propagation will be in a “positive” direction representing
dispersion into the essentially zero-hydrogen level plate metal, the result could be
reconciled in terms of the accuracy of the test method. The largest negative value
is -0.37mm, for the EN8 higher hydrogen test. The appearance of the tests at the
time the observed hydrogen front position was marked is shown in Figure 3.7 on
page 131, section 3.6 . The edge of the hydrogen carpet is slightly vague at the
scale of resolution being attempted, and it is possible that there is a systematic
error in marking the hydrogen front position behind the true edge of the hydrogen
presence. Another reason for a vague edge could be that the thickness of the glycerol
layer used to enable observation of hydrogen presence by bubble formation is around
0.5mm; somewhat thicker than the resolution of hydrogen position being attempted
and necessarily inviting question of the accuracy achieved.
The test placed the propagation distance strictly in inverse order of carbon content of the steels, for both hydrogen levels. The compositional analyses of the steels
are shown in Table 3.1 on page 109. The characteristics of the test were considered
in order to determine whether there exists the possibility for the findings to be a
spurious result generated by a systematic error in the method itself.
It was previously noted that during the handling of the samples there is a period
of time spent at room temperature, whereas after completion of the weld until the
position of the hydrogen front has been observed the samples should spend the
entirety of the time at liquid nitrogen temperature. It is of interest to calculate
how far the hydrogen could have propagated during this period of elapsing time at
room temperature. For a planar body with a constant solute source, the relationship
between diffusion distance, xmax , and elapsing time, t, is found to be [79]
√
xmax = 3.91 Dt
where D is the diffusion coefficient. The WWHP test configuration is only a loose
approximation to the conditions and form of the semi-infinite body test, but the
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desire here is to quickly get an approximate idea of likely magnitude of errors.
Using the relationship for the planar system, a plot of solute diffusion front
√ distance
vs square root of time would be interpreted as having a gradient of 3.91 D. This
treatment of the data from the WWHP test yields the diffusion coefficients reported
in Table 4.4 on page 175. The upper values are in the region of 6 × 10−10 m2 s−1 .
Taking a value for diffusivity of 6 × 10−10 m2 s−1 and a room temperature elapsed
time of 4 12 minutes, ie 270s, which eight of the ten samples received, the hydrogen
propagation distance is calculated as 1.57mm. Therefore the potential systematic
errors are at least as great as, or greater than, the size of the measurements made.
This will very much affect the role that the findings from liquid-nitrogen-temperature
sectioning test can serve in the interpretation of the experimental program’s results.
One potential area of experimental error for which estimates are available does
not actually affect the experiment. This is in the weld shape and position of the
fusion boundary. As the longitudinal–vertical central plane on which observed hydrogen position is marked is prepared so that the actual position of the fusion boundary
relative to the observed hydrogen front position can be measured, the uncertainties
in the general measurements of weld shape do not affect these results.

4.3

Detailed consideration — the experiments and data
of Christensen and Evans

The experiments of Christensen and Evans [143] had the aim neatly described by
the title of their paper, “The release of hydrogen from mild steel weldments”. Two
types of experiments were conducted, both of which collected hydrogen emerging
from the sample, retaining resolution of how much hydrogen had emerged from
regions along the length of the sample. One of the uses to which the results were
put was to look at the homogeneity of the hydrogen distribution along the length
of the weld. The experiments of interest to this program were the ones with holes
drilled transversely through the sides of the sample in order to run under the weld
bead at a selected depth. The configuration of the sample and the collection of
hydrogen effusing from the drilled holes is illustrated in Figure 2.25 on page 83.
One of these experiments had holes drilled at a succession of increasing depths,
while the experiments which have been considered in detail in this investigative
program are ones where all seven holes in one sample are drilled at the same depth.
Results of amount of hydrogen emerged from each drilled hole are presented as a
graph and reproduced in Figure 2.26 on page 84. The distances shown are to the top
of the 2mm diameter drilled holes from the plate surface, rather than from the plate
surface upon which the weld was deposited to the centre of the drilled holes. The
trend of amount of hydrogen emergence vs elapsed time is presented as graphs for
the similar experiment where the seven holes running transversely under the weld
bead are at a succession of increasing depths, see Figure 2.28 on page 86.
There is another piece of information which is about rate at which hydrogen will
go to its region of emergence from the sample. In the text it comments that hydrogen
starts to emerge into the hole drilled at greatest depth, 12.18mm below the fusion
boundary, at the third elapsed hour after the deposition of the weld. In all cases the
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√
samples were retained at room temperature. Using the formula xmax = 3.91 Dt,
this indicates a diffusion coefficient for hydrogen in the sample of 8.97×10−10 m2 s−1 .
This point was not put forward by the authors.
As an article in a journal the work is unusual as there was no analysis of the data
generated. It appears that the outcome of the experiments was judged interesting
even if no hypothesis against which the outcome could be compared was available
at the time. There is no analytical solution to which the experimental configuration
even approximates and there is no obvious alternative configuration which would
have made such a correspondence exist.
The experiment and its data which is of interest to this investigative program
was identified in section 2.4.4 . In this experiment the holes running transversely
through the sample are drilled at the same depth beneath the plate surface. This
yields two benefits. One is that it allows the effused quantities of hydrogen out of
each hole to be averaged. The other advantage is that the numerical solution can be
for a small “repeat unit”. This is described in section 2.4.4 and illustrated in that
section by Figure 2.30 on page 89.
The reason this set of data, summarized in Table 2.1 on page 85, is of particular
interest is that it should enable the following question to be answered. Is it really to
be believed that this amount of hydrogen, apparently such a large quantity, should be
collected at this location so distant from the weld bead which has plentiful immediate
surface ? This is in relation to the assumption that the amount of hydrogen emerging
out of any surface is arbited only by the rate of mass transfer in volume to get to
that surface.
There is a fundamental reason why the WWHP test and the Christensen and
Evans [143] tests provide different but complementary data. In the Christensen and
Evans [143] test the hydrogen redistribution process is run to completion. This can
be recognised when the amount of hydrogen collected at each location is no longer
increasing. Given this condition the Christensen and Evans [143] experimental results are not a function of time. The illustration in Figure 4.9 aims to clarify the
point being made. When the aim is to inspect whether the observed amount of hydrogen should be able to propagate such a distance through the plate from the weld,
a dependence on elapsed time is an unnecessary complication. An independence
of elapsed time makes the Christensen and Evans [143] data more robust and dependable for the purposes outlined. In contrast, the WWHP test is centrally about
the evolution of the redistribution process with elapsing time. This provides rate
information which is the objective of this program of investigation.
Another attraction of the Christensen and Evans [143] experiment is that all
systematic experimental error which can be envisaged should fall on the side of
making the findings for the purpose outlined err towards conservativeness. The
amount of hydrogen collected in the collection tubes positioned above the drilled
holes has to be in the sense of observing less hydrogen than actually emerges. A
potential source of error is for some of the hydrogen emerging to be dissolved by
the liquid paraffin in which the sample was immersed. When in the collection tube
the surface area of liquid paraffin exposed and the length of the dispersion path out
of the collection tube should hopefully keep this error small. That potential error
should fall on the side of conservative measurements of quantity means that the
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All hydrogen effused from sample tallied as emerged-from-drilling or
emerged from any other surface

Figure 4.9: The Christensen and Evans experiment [143] and the observation being
taken. The event is the move from the initial state at zero elapsed time (left-hand-side)
where a known amount of hydrogen is entirely contained within the weld metal, to the
final state (right-hand-side) where all hydrogen has now emerged from the sample and is
tallied as having emerged from the drillings or from any other surface. The final state
is declared when no more hydrogen is being accumulated to either of the two “tallies”,
which means that all hydrogen has now left the sample.

disparity between expected and actual quantities of hydrogen emerging should be at
least as large as calculated from measurements. As for the WWHP test, the sample
is actually a weld, so whatever is found from this experiment has a high probability
of applying to commercial welds.

4.4
4.4.1

Detailed consideration — the numerical solution
The numerical solution can be shown to be a model of diffusion

The value of showing that a method is a model of the situation it intends to give
information on is; what the model does, the physical situation will also do. Showing
that the numerical solution is also a model of diffusion vastly increases its value. The
numerical solution used, dubbed “the sixth-jumping method” is shown in section 2.4
to be a model of diffusion. The presentation of this case includes the illustration
in Figure 2.16 on page 69. This reproduces as closely as possible a figure included
in a derivation which shows that the mathematics of Fick’s second law [119], which
applies to unsteady-state diffusion, can be obtained from an atomistic model [46].
For the model to exactly match the real situation the cube side length would have
to equal the average solute jump distance. The computational effort of doing this is
unimaginably large. The cube side length would presumably be a few atom diameters
size. This would mean that the number of cube elements, and therefore the number
of variables in existence for the computation, would be an impractically enormous
number. Even to try this exactness would be defeated by the uncertainties. Is the
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jump distance, and therefore the cube edge length, the true interstitial site distance,
or is it the distance between trap sites of preferential hydrogen residence ? The fact
is that the solution fundamentally works in a way simulating random jumping of
the solute and this is enough to make the solution a model of diffusion.

4.4.2

The numerical solution shows there will be a step change in
the concentration profile at boundaries between diffusivity
regions

In section 4.4.1 it was presented that the solution is a model of diffusion. This means
that what the solution does, the physical situation would be expected to do likewise.
There is one feature of the solution which would have very profound significance if
this relationship holds. The proviso is that the solution must indeed be a correct and
complete model of the physical situation it purports to model. When the running of
the solution is studied, it is observed that there is a step change in the concentration
profile of the solute at boundaries between regions of different diffusivity. This effect
can be seen in figures 4.21 and 4.22 on pages 187 and 191.
Were this to be effect to be confirmed, and there is no reason to expect otherwise,
the practical ramifications for commercial welding would be very widespread.
The explanation why there is a discontinuous step in the concentration profile
at a boundary between regions of different diffusivity is best made using the same
set of explanations which show that the sixth-jumping method can give regions of
different diffusivity. This was presented in section 2.4 . A diagram illustrates the
mechanism in Figure 2.17 .
Consider the specific case of a boundary between regions where the diffusivities
are in the ratio one to two. Visualise the initial condition is that the solute concentration is identical on either side of the boundary. When diffusion is started, twice
as much solute will pass over the boundary from high diffusivity to low diffusivity
as vice-versa. This is because in the jump frequency is twice as high on the high
diffusivity side. There will be a net transfer of solute across this boundary until
an equilibrium is established. This will be when the low diffusivity side has twice
the solute concentration as the higher diffusivity side. At this equilibrium, although
the solute concentration in the higher diffusivity metal is half that of its immediate
neighbour across the boundary, the solute it contains is jumping twice as often. This
will mean that for every one jump across the boundary from high to low concentration, there will be one jump in the opposite direction from low to high concentration
given the more active state of the solute in the higher diffusivity metal. Therefore,
the entire reason why the model creates this situation that the solubility for the solute must have risen in inverse proportion to the change in the diffusivity is because
of this equilibrium at the boundaries between diffusivity regions.
It is a general case for the numerical solution that the ratio of concentrations of
solute at opposite sides of the boundary between regions of different diffusivity is
proportional to the ratio in diffusivities. This is in the sense that high diffusivity
matches to a smaller concentration of solute at the boundary.
This behaviour of the numerical solution makes the solubility of the solute inversely proportional to its solubility. The product of the diffusivity, D, and the
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solubility, S, is therefore a constant. This behaviour has actually been observed in
physical situations. The case that this can actually be observed in some situations
of hydrogen in metals was presented in section 1.7 .

4.4.3

The accuracy of the numerical solution

The accuracy of the solution appears to be very much fit for purpose. The accuracy calibrations designed during the setting-out of the experimental method, see
section 2.4.1, show good convergence to the known analytical mathematics solution
for the two cases tested. The solution remains quite accurate down to the lowest
discretisations possible. The calibration plot of numerical solutions at different discretisations alongside the know analytical solution are shown for the infinite body
solution in Figure 2.21 and for a sphere in Figure 2.20 . The spherical surface is the
one expected to be least well represented by the solution used here, so to be within
2% of the analytical line by 40 discretisation lengths in the radius indicates that the
results for the situations numerically modeled should be similarly accurate.
The impression gained by the accuracy tests on the numerical solution is that the
numerical solution is good at producing reliable and accurate computed outcomes.

4.5

The findings from the experimental and numerical
WWHP tests

It was obvious when taking the observations that the rate of advance of hydrogen through the wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP) test samples varies
between samples prepared from different steels. The results, plotted in Figure 4.2
to Figure 4.7 on pages 144 to 149, show this clearly. Quickly reviewing the series
of WWHP tests ; the W6 and W5–2 series tests were the most closely controlled, as
the weld deposition was done using an mechanically-operated constant speed sample
traverse under a welding torch controlled by a contemporary computer-controlled
welding set. The W5–2 series of tests was the most comprehensive, as it had five
different steel types included in the range of sample steels and had two different
hydrogen levels provided by welding consumables believed to differ only in the hydrogen levels they delivered. The W6 series was a consistency check on six identical
samples using the same welding consumable as the higher hydrogen W5–2 series
tests. The W1 series tests used manually manipulated shielded-metal-arc (SMA)
welds, which are therefore less controlled than the automated W5–2 and W6 welds.
The W1 series tests were performed on three different steels at the one hydrogen
level. The W1 series tests are on the middle three steels of the five in the W5–2 series
tests, if the steels are ordered on carbon level.
Looking at the results for the W5–2 series of WWHP tests, Figure 4.4 on page 146
to Figure 4.6 on page 148, the overall pattern is that the low carbon high-strength
low-alloy (HSLA) steels form one group of results with a significantly higher movement rate through steel than the other group which contains the steels with a higher
carbon content. This distinction is developed later in section 4.7 and represented
there in Figure 4.20 on page 181. Where the much less comprehensive W1 series
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Figure 4.10: The numerical WWHP test hydrogen propagation distance vs square root of
elapsed time graphs. The thickness of the wedge test at which the “front” of the hydrogen
bubble carpet advancement would be observed is in actual millimetres. The elapsed time
at which these advancements are observed are left in the numerical time increments of
the computational method. For the lower-hydrogen numerical samples the last points,
presented in brackets, are for a sample thickness of 10.5mm, where all other results are for
increments of sample thickness of 1mm, starting at 3mm sample thickness. This graph is
the numerical equivalent of the hydrogen propagation distance vs square root of elapsed
time graphs from experimental WWHP tests in figures 4.2 to 4.7 (pages 144 to 149).

test results do exist, Figure 4.2 on page 144, they concur with the corresponding
W5–2 series test results for the same sample steel.
The best strategy presenting itself at this stage in building an impression of what
the results indicate is to move to the numerical program. The numerical WWHP
test does definitively show what results would be expected from the experimental
WWHP tests if weld hydrogen transport was entirely and solely Fickian-diffusive.
The numerical solution takes the working assumption of Fickian diffusion and computes the outcome for a test with the dimensions and material properties of the
WWHP test. To compare the numerical and experimental WWHP results would at
this early stage be an intense and probing test of the founding assumption of Fickian
diffusive behaviour. There is also the numerical and experimental [143] Christensen
and Evans experiment which tests the Fickian assumption and is considered in detail
in section 4.6 . The experimental and numerical WWHP tests are considered here.
One of the numerical results is the hydrogen advancement distance vs square
root of time graph, which is presented in Figure 4.10 . This is the exact numerical
parallel to the experimental WWHP test results as presented in figures 4.2 to 4.7
on pages 144 to 149.
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The hydrogen propagation distance vs square root of elapsed time relationship is
the only set of results obtained from the experimental WWHP tests. The numerical
WWHP test provides some more detail in the form of graphs of the amount of
hydrogen which has emerged at the observation “wedge” face with elapsing time.
These are presented in Figure 4.11 to Figure 4.16 .
The graphs show the average thickness of hydrogen “carpet” which has emerged
at the centre-line of the observation “wedge” face at a series of increments of sample
thickness with elapsing time. The graphs for the three higher-hydrogen numerical
samples are very similar to each other, as are the graphs for the lower-hydrogen
series. However, the higher-hydrogen and lower-hydrogen results can be seen to
differ from each other. The conversions presented in section 2.4.2 have been used to
convert the emerged quantity of hydrogen in units internal to the numerical solution
into an equivalent average uniform gaseous hydrogen layer thickness. The amount
of hydrogen which would have to emerge to produce 0.1mm diameter hydrogen
bubbles, the minimum size at which they would become visible to the unaided eye,
is calculated as being 0.060mm according to the case presented in section 2.3.3,
whose key points are illustrated in Figure 2.8 on page 60. This amount is marked on
the graphs with a horizontal line. The graphs of the emergence of hydrogen show a
natural order of increasing sample thickness when looking from left-to-right at the
graph lines on the plot.
For both the numerical “observed” hydrogen advancement vs square root of
elapsed time graph and for the quantity effused vs elapsed time graphs the time
scale is left as the numerical time internal to the solution. To convert numerical
time to real time would need a knowledge of what the diffusion coefficients are, and
this is not yet known at this stage. Internally to the numerical solution, the diffusion
coefficients of the solute in the plate metal region are equal. The difference between
the samples is expressed by reducing the relative diffusion coefficient of the solute in
the weld region. The weld metal is the smaller region, so the fact that the numerical
plate diffusivities are identical dominates in the form of the output, giving a family
of similar plots. The way that different diffusion coefficients are created in the
numerical solution differs to the actual experimental situation, as in the experimental
situation the weld metal diffusional property stays the same and the properties of the
plate metal vary. For the numerical “observed” hydrogen advancement vs square
root of elapsed time graph the ordinate scale for the numerical sample thickness
at which the front of the hydrogen emergence is observed has been divided by the
discretisation per unit length of 20mm−1 to give distance in actual millimetres.
The graphs, Figure 4.10 on page 160 and figures 4.11 to 4.16 on pages 162
to 167, show that the ratio of weld metal solute diffusivity to plate metal solute
diffusivity does not greatly change the outcome of the numerical test. For the
hydrogen distance vs root time graph, Figure 4.10, the observed effect is to create
some horizontal displacement between the plots but not to change their shape. This
means that the fact that the diffusivity of the hydrogen in the weld metal is not
precisely known and the computation has to take some reasonable best estimates of
the likely range of hydrogen diffusivities will not affect some very important aspects
of the numerical results which are being evaluated.
The numerical WWHP test graphs of “observed” hydrogen advancement vs
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hydrogen layer cannot be formed.
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square root of elapsing time show that, for the fundamental assumptions made,
the difference in hydrogen levels between the lower and higher hydrogen level welds
is important.
For the higher hydrogen series the diffusion process is expected to be able to
produce a visible emergence of hydrogen right through to the full thickness of the
sample, when the sample is immersed in glycerol. From the numerical effused amount
of hydrogen vs time graphs for the higher hydrogen series, figures 4.11 to 4.13 on
pages 162 to 164, it can be seen that the eventual amount of hydrogen which will
emerge at the centre-line of the observation face at the full 15mm thickness is around
0.08mm . This is only a small surplus above the amount which will produce a visible
layer of hydrogen bubbles for a sample immersed in glycerol of 0.060mm. The
ability of the weld to drive hydrogen through the sample and produce a visible
hydrogen bubble layer is towards its upper limit at the full sample thickness. This is
reflected in the obvious moderately declining slope of the graph lines for the higher
hydrogen samples at greater thicknesses in Figure 4.10 on page 160, notably at above
9 to 10mm of sample thickness.
For the lower hydrogen series of numerical samples, on the other hand, there is
serious difficulty driving observable amounts of hydrogen through thicknesses presented by the samples. The initial runs of the numerical solution for the WWHP
test showed that for the lower hydrogen series a visible layer of bubbles, that is, of
0.1mm diameter, can be formed at the 10mm thickness increment but not at the
11mm thickness increment. This upper limit is absolute. Not in infinite time can
this be improved upon. Further runs of the numerical solution split this interval,
showing that visible hydrogen bubbles could be formed at 10.5mm of sample thickness, shown as the additional bracketed points in Figure 4.10, but that at 10.7mm of
sample thickness there can never be enough hydrogen emergence to form bubbles of
hydrogen of the necessary 0.1mm size which is reckoned to be the minimum object
size which can be seen by the unaided eye. The effusion curves for the additional
runs at 10.5mm and 10.7mm thickness are presented in figures 4.17 and 4.18 on
pages 168 and 169 respectively. The interval has not been split any further than
this because it would be meaningless given the uncertainties on such things as the
actual minimum object size which can be seen, the possibility of some hydrogen
dissolving in the glycerol, and so on.
For the purpose of being able to establish whether the proposed theories explain
the observed results, there is a powerful finding. For the lower hydrogen W5–2 series
samples it should never be possible to form a visible hydrogen “carpet” at 10.7mm
of sample thickness or greater, regardless of the most important unknown so far,
which is the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the weld metal and plate metal.
This gives a pattern of behaviour to be looked-for on the graphs of the experimental data. Looking to the W5–2 series graphs, Figure 4.4 to Figure 4.6 and
Figure 4.7, for the lower-hydrogen series a pattern of results where the advancement
rate is continuously decreasing below the parabolic rate behaviour from around the
earliest readings onwards is not seen. The parabolic rate constant is followed to
at least 12mm of sample thickness, remaining essentially parallel to the higherhydrogen series. Furthermore, there are results where a visible hydrogen “carpet”
was observed at a thicknesses well beyond the 10.7mm absolute upper limit of possi-
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W5L10547
W5L10854
W5L19590
W5L1BS50
W5L1EN8
W5L20547
W5L20854
W5L29590
W5L2BS50
W5L2EN8
W5L30547
W5L30854
W5L39590
W5L3BS50
W5L3EN8
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elapsed
time
s
17640
19440
23640
22440
21240
16560
15360
14220
14160
12960
15420
15420
16620
15360
14160

sample
thick.
mm
14.3
14.2
10.9
9.5
9.8
13.6
12.7
7.5
7.3
6.4
12.2
10.8
7.7
6.7
7.4

Table 4.1: Last observation taken for each of the lower hydrogen samples in the W5–2
series WWHP tests. The elapsed time is from completion of the weld and the sample
thickness is the thickness of the sample at the point where the “front” of the advance of
the hydrogen “carpet” up the wedge face was observed to be.

bility according to the theory assumed. The last result for each of the lower-hydrogen
samples in the W5–2 series of WWHP tests is presented in Table 4.1 .
Seven of these observations are of hydrogen emerging at sample thicknesses exceeding 10.7mm . All six of the samples where the lower hydrogen weld had been
deposited on the 0547C and 0854C steels (compositional analyses — see Table 3.1
on page 109) which showed the higher hydrogen diffusivities in figures 4.4 to 4.6 plus
Figure 4.7 starting on page 146 produced observations of hydrogen bubble carpets
at thicknesses greater than the theoretical maximum. The other instance of a visible
hydrogen layer was for the next-highest hydrogen diffusivity steel, 9590C, which had
been observed for a longer time than all other samples.
Two features have now been identified which show that there is a problem with
the theory being tested. For plots of distance at which visible hydrogen emergence
has happened vs square root of time, the plots for the lower hydrogen series stay
linear to at least 12mm sample thickness when the relationship is predicted to fail
from the earliest moments at the smallest thicknesses. Also, the greatest thickness
of sample at which hydrogen emergence was observed is significantly greater than
upper limit of 10.7mm calculated on the basis of the assumed theory being tested.
For the higher hydrogen series results the difference between the numerical solution results and experimental results is vastly less marked. As the results from
the lower hydrogen series tests make the case on their own without needing additional support, there is no need to rigorously pursue the point here. There is no
absolute limit indicated by the assumed theory applied through the computer nu-
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merical solution where it can be observed whether the experimental results exceed
such a theoretical limit. An observer might like to find if they concur that for the
higher hydrogen series tests, especially for the two steels offering higher hydrogen
diffusivity, the graph lines in figures 4.4 to 4.6 appear very much linear, where the
assumed theory, Figure 4.10, indicates the gradient should be reducing slightly but
noticeably with increasing sample thickness.
The numerical WWHP solution relates hydrogen emergence to distance and time
according to the underlying theory of entirely diffusive control in volume. The
numerical solution for modeling the WWHP test used a series of 2D slices to buildup the picture of predicted behaviour. The 2D slices were solved with a numerical
diffusion coefficient of 1/4. Despite the method used being dubbed “the sixthjumping method” it is acceptable to jump a quarter of the solute in each element
in the remaining four Cartesian primary directions for a two-dimensional solution.
This was commented in section 2.4 where the design and use of the experimental
method was being developed. The plot of the numerical distance at which hydrogen
is predicted to have emerged vs square root of numerical time will have a gradient if
the graph line is essentially linear or a gradient at a specific point if it can be argued
that this point on a non-linear plot offers a meaningful measure. The ratio of gradient
of the plot of the numerical hydrogen “carpet” advance to the numerical diffusion
coefficient would claim to be the same as the ratio between the gradient of the plot of
the experimental hydrogen “carpet” advancement data and the diffusion coefficient
of the plate metal. This would mean that the operating fundamental diffusion
coefficient for hydrogen in the plate metal could be accurately known from the
experimental observation data, were the assumed theory underlying the numerical
solution model to hold true for the experimental situation. It is already known that
there is a large disparity between the observed diffusional transport behaviour of
hydrogen in the weld zone of constructional steel welds and the assumed theory of
diffusion.
The treatment of the data which would have been performed is continued, though
it would seem unlikely that the objective of obtaining accurate quantitative data on
the diffusion coefficients for hydrogen of the metals in the test series can be attained.
On the other hand there will be more attention on whether the continuance of the
treatment shows further ways that there are disparities between observed behaviour
and behaviour expected on the basis of simple diffusional theory. The continuation
of the treatment of the data is as if there were no doubt over the validity of the
assumed theory.
√
Expressed mathematically, it is assumed that the equation xv = k Dt holds
true, where xv is the diffusion path distance to the surface at which the furthest
visible
√ emergence of hydrogen is observed. The gradient of the propagation curve
is k D on a plot of propagation distance vs root time. Note that in Figure 4.10
on page 160 the propagation distance scale has been converted to millimetres, so
the obtained gradient must be multiplied by the discretisation per millimetre used
in this solution to get the “fundamental” gradient of the numerical data plot. The
time has been left as numerical time, so there is no problem of conversion for this
dimension.
The obvious problem with this treatment already, at this stage, is that the nu-
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linear regression on results :
1st two all results last two
1.21
1.02
0.58
1.11
1.01
0.59
1.01
0.96
0.58
1.13
0.59
0.15
1.05
0.59
0.15
0.96
0.55
0.14

Table 4.2: Linear regression gradient (“method of least squares”) for the results from
the numerical WWHP test. In the names for the series of results, HH and LH signify
higher- and lower-hydrogen respectively while the second part of the identifier gives the
diffusivity ratio between weld metal and plate metal. The data points are presented
graphically in Figure 4.10 on page 160. The first and third column of numbers are actually
the gradient between only two points, so are given by the formula for the gradient m =
(y2 −y1 )/(x2 −x1 ) using the terminology common to elementary text-books. Such selective
use of data points is acceptable here as the “results” come from a parallel world of numbers
where there is no experimental error or uncertainty and the computational “random error”
is negligible. The values presented in italics for the LH-series are essentially meaningless,
as the “all” results are for a linear regression on a set of data which is clearly curved and
last results are a sample close to an asymptote of zero gradient.

merical hydrogen advancement vs square root of elapsed time graphs are not linear.
This presents the question as to which gradient from the plot of results to measure.
The higher hydrogen numerical sample plots show an approximately linear relationship to around 9mm of sample thickness, after which there is a steady decline in
gradient. To give some quantitative basis to these features linear regressions have
been performed on the numerical hydrogen advancement vs root elapsed time data
points. The gradients obtained are presented in Table 4.2 . The central column of
numbers is the regression performed on all the data points. There are also gradients
obtained between the first and second data points at 3mm and 4mm of sample thickness and between the penultimate and final data points. These are at 14mm and
15mm for the higher hydrogen numerical tests and 10mm and 10.5mm for the lower
hydrogen numerical tests. As noted in the caption for the Table 4.2, this is allowable
because the data points are “ideal” and without experimental error or uncertainty.
In proceeding onward from having obtained the gradient of numerical hydrogen
“carpet” advancement vs square root of elapsed time, the problem highlighted is
that the claim that the theory embodied by the numerical method matches that
determining the experimental results clearly cannot be supported. Following from
the observation that “the hydrogen advancement keeps on going long after theory
would expect it to halt” it could be suggested that the earliest numerical results
have the highest chance of having some meaningful relationship to the experimental
results. Proceeding on that basis without any insistence on the validity of the
approach, the gradients between the first two numerical data points, given in the
first column of numbers in Table 4.2, are utilised. Given the √
numerical diffusion
coefficient of 1/4 and the equation suggested earlier that xv = k Dt, the values for
k in Table 4.3 are found. The gradient m obtained from the numerical WWHP plot
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numerical
test
HH w1p1
HH w1p2
HH w1p4
avg HH

gradient
(1st → 2nd )
1.21
1.11
1.01
1.11

k√
(m/ D)
2.42
2.22
2.02
2.22

intercept
mm
0.77
0.61
0.40
0.59

LH w1p1
LH w1p2
LH w1p4
avg LH

1.13
1.05
0.96
1.05

2.26
2.11
1.92
2.09

-0.01
-0.31
-0.68
-0.34

√
Table 4.3: The value of k in xv = k Dt indicated by the gradient of the graph of
numerical “observed” hydrogen advancement through the WWHP sample with square
root of elapsing (numerical) time, Figure 4.10 . It is already known that the theory
embodied by the computer numerical method of solution for diffusion does not correctly
explain the observed results from the physical experiment, the WWHP test, which it
parallels in an abstract world of numbers. This is demonstrated in the current section,
section 4.5 . One consequence is use of the gradient between just the first two points
as the best option available. The treatment of the data being developed here is looking
for “remnant” parallels between the numerical and experimental results. The intercept
obtained when calculating the gradient between the first two points is included as the
third column of numbers in the table.

√
is equal to ∆xv /∆ t in the quoted formula. The intercept in millimetres is also
included as a matter of interest. If some reconciliation between the numerical and
experimental data were shown by the treatment of the data it would suggest the
assumed theory is “incomplete”; a partial explanation of the physical process.
The gradients obtained from the W5–2 series experimental data and the numerical data are integrated in a combined treatment of the data in Table 4.4 . In
the first column of numbers is the gradient obtained by linear regression on all the
data points for elapsed times less than 14400s (4 hours). On the graphs of the experimental data, figures 4.4 to 4.6 on pages 146 to 148 plus the data combined in
√
Figure 4.7 on page 149, these are the data points falling at less than 120 s. The
second column of numbers√is the diffusion coefficient which would be indicated if
the equation xmax = 3.91 Dt, derived for the situation of the semi-infinite body
situation, see section 2.2, were applied. It again must be recognised that the theory
of diffusion which also underlies the assumptions in the semi-infinite body situation
has been shown to be unable to explain the results obtained so far in the experimen√
tal program. The third column of numbers applies the equation that xv = k Dt.
The value of k is taken from the numerical solution, see Table 4.3 and accompanying
discussion in the text. The value of k used is the average for that hydrogen level,
as reported in Table 4.3 . For the experimental data, as with the numerical data,
the gradient of the data for observed hydrogen front advancement
√ to thickness of
sample vs square root of elapsed time is equivalent to ∆xv /∆ t in the formula.
Applying the value of k, which if the assumed theory were to hold would apply to
both the numerical and experimental data, gives the diffusion coefficients for the
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√
D (3.91 Dt) D given m
m2 s−1 × 1010

intercept
mm

W5H10547
W5H20547
W5H30547
W5H10854
W5H20854
W5H30854
W5H19590
W5H29590
W5H39590
W5H1BS50
W5H2BS50
W5H3BS50
W5H1EN8
W5H2EN8
W5H3EN8
avg HH

0.089
0.096
0.097
0.082
0.101
0.095
0.063
0.062
0.058
0.056
0.054
0.051
0.040
0.039
0.055
0.069

5.2
6.0
6.1
4.4
6.7
5.8
2.6
2.5
2.2
2.1
1.9
1.7
1.0
1.0
2.0
3.4

16.1
18.7
19.1
13.8
20.7
18.2
8.0
7.7
6.9
6.5
5.9
5.3
3.2
3.1
6.2
10.6

1.8
1.0
1.4
1.8
0.5
1.1
1.1
0.3
1.4
1.1
0.5
0.9
2.2
1.5
1.5
1.21

W5L10547
W5L20547
W5L30547
W5L10854
W5L20854
W5L30854
W5L19590
W5L29590
W5L39590
W5L1BS50
W5L2BS50
W5L3BS50
W5L1EN8
W5L2EN8
W5L3EN8
avg LH

0.091
0.102
0.099
0.098
0.091
0.081
0.065
0.056
0.056
0.056
0.053
0.053
0.067
0.042
0.061
0.071

5.4
6.9
6.4
6.3
5.5
4.3
2.7
2.1
2.0
2.1
1.8
1.8
2.9
1.1
2.4
3.6

18.8
23.9
22.4
22.0
19.1
14.9
9.6
7.2
7.1
7.3
6.4
6.3
10.2
4.0
8.4
12.5

2.3
0.6
0.2
1.5
1.3
1.1
1.0
1.1
0.6
0.7
1.2
0.1
1.6
1.7
0.3
1.01

avg HH/avg LH

0.97

0.96

0.85

1.19

Table 4.4: Derived gradients and diffusion coefficients from the W5–2 series data made
possible by using linear regression by the method of “least squares”. The final column
utilizes gradients obtained from the data produced by the numerical WWHP program.
The numerical gradients used are the averages for the higher hydrogen series numerical
tests and for the lower hydrogen numerical tests, see Table 4.3
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plate metals presented in the third column of numbers in Table 4.4 . The fourth
column of numbers is the intercept with the hydrogen advancement scale at zero
elapsed time.
Because the assumed theory has already been shown to be deficient it is important to not take the derived data for the diffusion coefficients too literally. The
objective of the treatment developed is to observe if there are ways that the observed
results are reconciled with the assumed theory of diffusion. While the treatment of
the data has been explained and justified as much as possible in the test, it is from
the pattern of the findings presented in the tables, Table 4.2, Table 4.3 and Table 4.4,
that these judgments must be made.
The assumed Fickian diffusive theory shows that for the specific shape, materials
and detection method of the WWHP test the predicted gradient of the plot of
advancement of hydrogen vs square root of elapsing time are lower than those which
would occur for a planar diffusion situation with constant source concentration and
detection of hydrogen arrival at
√ a low concentration relative to the source. In a
relationship of the form xv = k Dt the value of k in the “ideal” relationship which
applies to the semi-infinite body situation is 3.912 [79]. In Table 4.3 values of k have
been derived from the results of the numerical WWHP test for diffusivity ratios
between weld and plate of 1 : 1, 1 : 2 and 1 : 4 . The higher-hydrogen results yield
values of k of 2.02, 2.22 and 2.42 respectively, while the lower-hydrogen results yield
values for k of 1.92, 2.11 and 2.26 respectively. The mathematical means of these
for the higher hydrogen series is 2.22 while for the lower hydrogen series the mean
is 2.09 . These numerical results are as expected in their relation to the constant
in the analytical equation [79] and to each other. The declining hydrogen source
in the numerical WWHP test, as the finite supply of hydrogen exhausts through
the weld bead surfaces as well as being diluted by its dispersion into the plate, plus
the need to drive a significant mass flux of hydrogen through the observed back
face of the sample, would be expected to slow down the observed progression of
hydrogen advancement along the observation “ wedge” face. The lower hydrogen
numerical WWHP sample has a lower concentration of solute driving the mass flux
of hydrogen to the back “wedge” face of the sample, further slowing the observed
rate of hydrogen advancement and making the value of k lower for these tests than
for the higher hydrogen series. These are comparisons of ideal constants derived
from mathematical relationships and computer numerical models so it is no surprise
that the comparison shows regular behaviour.
The intercepts from the experimental and numerical WWHP tests call for an
early comparison. For the numerical tests the average of the intercepts for the
higher-hydrogen tests is 0.93mm higher than for lower-hydrogen numerical tests, see
Table 4.3 . The average of the intercepts from the experimental WWHP tests are
1.21mm for the higher-hydrogen tests and 1.01mm for the lower hydrogen samples.
These results are much less widely separated than the numerical results which indicate what the outcome would be if assumed theory held true. Also, with intercepts
for the higher- and lower-hydrogen numerical WWHP tests of 0.59mm and -0.34mm
respectively, the experimental results can be seen to make a higher intercept than
the numerical results. No obvious hypothesis has been thought of which explains
why this is so.
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√
The gradients of the linear regression on the experimental data up to 120 s
are very similar indeed at 0.069 mm s−1/2 and 0.071 mm s−1/2 for the higher- and
lower-hydrogen experimental WWHP tests respectively. The assumed theory gives
gradients of 1.11 and 1.05 element edges lengths per square root numerical time
increment for the higher- and lower hydrogen numerical WWHP tests respectively.
This makes the “expected” result from the experimental WWHP test that the gradient for the higher hydrogen test will be a few percent higher than for the lower
hydrogen tests. This seems another case of a disparity between what is expected
according to assumed theory and what is observed from the physical experiments.
The use of the independent values of k from the higher- and lower-hydrogen
numerical WWHP tests in the calculation for the diffusion coefficients for the plate
steels in the experimental WWHP test brings no clarifications. The diffusion coefficients obtained by assuming a single constant of proportionality irrespective of
hydrogen levels between sample thickness and square root of elapsed time gives diffusion coefficients which are closer together than the diffusion coefficients obtained
by the more sophisticated technique of using the proportionality constants obtained
from the numerical tests. On the other hand, there is no way to say whether there
is an expected dependence of the diffusion coefficient for hydrogen on the hydrogen
concentration itself. No enlightenment seems to be obtained from these comparisons.
The treatment of the experimental data which uses the numerically computed
proportionality constants indicates higher diffusion coefficients than obtained when
utilising
√ as an approximation the often-used mathematical derivation that xmax =
3.91 Dt [79]. Some hydrogen diffusivities measured in iron and steels which are
reported in the literature are presented in Table 1.1 on page 35. While it is to be
seen that the diffusivities obtained from the investigative program as interpreted
through the constants indicated by the computer numerical solutions are in general
higher than those presented in Table 1.1, the problem is that the values in the table
come from a selection from the literature. There is beyond question a huge spread of
work on the issue of hydrogen in metals and any limited selection cannot be free of
judgemental bias as to which published values are representative. This treatment is
also overwhelmingly dependent on using quantitative results from an analysis which
is know to be not even qualitatively correct.

4.6

Findings from the numerical solution of the Christensen and Evans experiment

The prediction of proportion of the hydrogen source which emerges from the drilled
holes in the experiments is presented as Table 3.11 on page 138. The design of the
Christensen and Evans experiment [143] and the experimental results it produced
were described in section 2.4.4, with the observations presented in Table 2.1 on
page 85. An illustration of the configuration of the experiment and the measurements
taken is provided in this section as Figure 2.25 on page 83.
The experimental results from the Christensen and Evans [143] experiments and
the computer-numerical prediction of the outcome of the experiment given the assumed theory are compared in Table 4.5 . The outcomes are the proportions of
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5mm
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Proportion of source emerging from drilled holes
experimental
numerical prediction
observation
(diffusivity ratio)
w1p1
w1p2
w1p4
avg
28.4%
12.70% 12.70% 12.70% 12.70%
19.4%
9.43%
9.43%
9.45%
9.44%
13.4%
7.14%
7.14%
7.17%
7.15%
11.1%
5.42%
5.43%
5.46%
5.44%

Table 4.5: Hydrogen emergence from drilled holes in the Christensen and Evans experiment [143] as a proportion of the hydrogen which was initially present in the weld. The
experiment being considered here is the one where all seven drilled holes in one sample
were at the same depth. This experiment is described in section 2.4.4 . The first column of numbers is the experimentally observed amount of hydrogen emerging from the
drilled holes expressed as a proportion of the source. These values have already been reported separately in Table 2.1 on page 85. The final column of numbers is the computed
“expected” value given the assumed theory, see sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3.1 and 2.4 . These
values are the average of three almost identical values computed for three different ratios
of diffusivity of weld metal to plate metal, previously reported separately in Table 3.11
on page 138. It can be seen that the experimentally observed proportion of hydrogen
emerging from the drilled holes is much higher than the expected value.

the source hydrogen which are expected to emerge from the drillings in the sample,
rather than from any other surface. It can be seen that the amount of hydrogen
actually emerging from the drillings, compared to the amount which the numerical
solution computes, is significantly larger than expected. The least disparity is where
the experimental proportion is 1.87 times the numerical proportion, for the 9mm
hole centre depth drilling and a ratio between weld and plate hydrogen diffusivities of one to four. The greatest disparity is 2.23 times, for the 5mm centre depth
drilling. The effect of the ratio of weld to plate metal hydrogen diffusivities on the
numerical outcome, which is very small for the other hole centre depths, becomes
insignificant for the 5mm centre depth drilling. The results are presented graphically in Figure 4.19, comparing the experimentally observed proportion of the source
emerging from the drilled holes with the averages for the numerical counterpart. The
experiment is expected to give reliable results for this purpose to which it has been
put, see section 4.3 . The value of independence from elapsed time is particularly
drawn attention to in section 4.3 and is illustrated in Figure 4.9 on page 157.
The finding during the wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP) test program that hydrogen is showing an inordinate willingness to travel distances through
the sample to emerge at far surfaces is given authoritative support by this program of work. The utilisation of computer numerical methods to reveal whether the
original experimental results of Christensen and Evans do show a disproportionate
willingness of hydrogen to travel through the sample to emerge at distant surfaces
confirms with exceptional clarity that this is the case. Emergences of hydrogen from
the drilled holes which are in the range of 2.44 to 2.92 times the “expected” value
make a very clear case that there is indeed a very large disparity between assumed
hydrogen movement behaviour and the actually observed hydrogen movement be-
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Figure 4.19: Graphical representation of the point being made in Table 4.5 for the
Christensen and Evans [143] experiment. The amount of hydrogen emerging from the
drilled holes is expressed as a proportion of the original hydrogen source in the weld. It
can be seen that the amount observed for the experiment is considerably higher than the
expected amount given the assumed theory, see sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3.1 and 2.4 .

haviour.

4.7

Explanations advanced for the findings of the
investigative program

The disproportionate ability of hydrogen to emerge from surfaces distant to the
original source invites more than one hypothesis as to the mechanism creating this
effect.
The control of the eventual destination of redistributing hydrogen could still be
with the rate of mass transfer in volume if the rate control is more complex than the
homogeneous diffusion properties which are assumed in the treatment of the data
used. Diffusion in the presence of trapping is something which has been studied
closely. The contribution of Darken and Smith in 1949 puts forward this idea [62].
The mathematical derivations of McNabb and Foster in 1963 [120] provides a detailed treatment of the concepts of trapping, detrapping and diffusion. Oriani [121]
derives some useful solutions for the mathematical concepts of McNabb and Foster.
Unfortunately none of these provide an equation to apply to the situation of a weld
as a solute source upon a plate metal substrate. Until such a solution is obtained,
the possibility that rate control via diffusion with trapping could explain the results
cannot be tested.
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Another possibility is that this is a manifestation of the asymmetric diffusion
demonstrated for the release of hydrogen absorbed by steel pins [62, 90]. One line of
thought is that there is some fundamental reason why hydrogen can easily gain entry
to a volume of metal from a solute-donating environment but is reluctant to return
to that environment. On the other hand, this could be another manifestation of the
consequences of diffusion in the presence of trapping, as argued by Oriani [121].
The rate of propagation of hydrogen in the steels used as part of this investigation
obviously differ. The observed hydrogen propagation rates appear to fall into two
bands. The steels 0547C and 0854C form the higher movement rate band. The steels
9590C, BS50D and EN8 form the lower hydrogen movement rate band. While this
can be seen in figures 4.4 to 4.6 on pages 146 to 148, the data from the experimental
wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP) test have been replotted in order to
accentuate this feature in Figure 4.20 .
The average gradient for all the higher movement rate group results, combining
hydrogen levels and the three series, is 0.094 mm s−1/2 . The same treatment for the
lower movement rate group gives a gradient of 0.055 mm s−1/2 . These are for times
√
less that 120 s. Studying the steels, it is noted that the steels forming the higher
movement rate group have no pearlite in their microstructures. These steels, 0547C
and 0854C, have 0.05 and 0.06 mass% C, respectively, and are thermo-mechanically
controlled-rolled and accelerated-cooled after rolling. The combination of low carbon
and controlled processing has suppressed the formation of any pearlite. This can be
confirmed from the micrographs obtained by scanning electron microscopy, presented
in Appendix A.2 starting on page 237. The first two steels presented are the 0547C
and 0854 steels. The other three steels in the test program, 9590C, BS50D and
EN8, have pearlite microstructural constituent. These can be seen in the further
SEM photomicrographs in Appendix A.2 .
The optical photomicrographs were obtained at a magnification too low to be an
absolute arbiter of the presence or absence of pearlite, especially in the presence of
the SEM photomicrographs at magnifications where the evidence is conclusive. However, the last photomicrograph for each of the samples in Appendix A.2, which show
the “unaffected” steel distant from the weld, have the classic “pearlitic steel” appearances for the plate steels 9590C and BS50D, while the EN8 steel shows resolved,
therefore coarse, pearlite. For the 0547C and 0854C samples, the magnification is
definitely too low to say whether the apparently pearlite-free ferrite structure really
is indeed so, hence the referral to the SEM photomicrographs.
No proof could be found that this difference, the presence or absence of pearlite,
is the explanation for the difference in the propagation rates of hydrogen. The issue
of pearlite in steels and its interaction with hydrogen was reviewed in section 1.8 .

4.8

Practical consequences of the findings for commercial welding

On the basis of the findings so far, there must be great interest in the effect of differing diffusivities for hydrogen in weld metal and plate metal. Particularly anticipated
for this aim must be the computer numerical predictions of hydrogen concentration
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Figure 4.20: All results from the W5–2 series of WWHP tests. The steels 0547C and 0854C possess no pearlite in their microstructure, while
steels 9590C, BS50D and EN8 have pearlite. The graph invites the conclusion that there are two distinctly separate populations depending
on whether or not the sample contained pearlite in its microstructure. When pearlite is absent hydrogen in the weld zone appears to have a
significantly higher mobility.
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contours over the cross-section of some commercial weld configurations. These computations, whose selection and design are described in section 2.4, are based on the
assumption of diffusion of the hydrogen as a solute in the metals of the weld zone
being by random solute jumping in the lattice of the host solvent material. This
model of diffusion is identical to Fick’s model [119] when developing what came to
be known as the first and second laws of diffusion, for steady- and unsteady-state
diffusion respectively. For this reason, it can be cautiously suggested that the numerical method used here predicts the “Fickian” outcome. However, Fick’s second
law expressed as partial differential equation can be the basis for deriving solutions
which include recognition of ordered effects such as chemical interaction between the
solute and the solvent, etc, which can be contested also to represent “Fickian” diffusion. It will therefore be better to state that predicted outcomes are for specifically
the “random jumping” model.
The evidence from comparing the experimental investigative programs to their
computer numerical parallels demonstrate that there is a very serious problem with
the hypothesis that hydrogen redistribution is by random diffusional solute jumping
in the solvent lattice. Relating the findings of the investigative program, both experimental and numerical, to the commercial world of welding is therefore not going
to be as easy as had the hypothesis of diffusion by random solute exchange between
lattice positions been upheld.
The model of diffusion as a random jumping of solute atoms between equivalent
lattice positions predicts that there will be a step change in the concentration of
the solute at a boundary between materials of different diffusion coefficients. This
is discussed in section 4.4.2 . It is possible to express the situation mathematically
as follows, which can be derived from the statements in section 4.4.2, that
CBa
Db
=
CBb
Da
where CB is hydrogen concentration adjacent to the boundary between regions with
different diffusion coefficients, D is the diffusion coefficient for hydrogen and the
subscripts a and b signify the values of these variables in the regions a and b. A step
change in the hydrogen concentration profile at the boundary between two regions
of different materials with different solution characteristics for hydrogen will have
important practical consequences if that boundary is the fusion boundary between
plate metal and weld metal. If the diffusivity of hydrogen in the plate metal is higher
than in the weld metal then the plate metal adjacent to the fusion boundary, the
heat-affected zone (HAZ), will have a lower concentration of hydrogen than the weld
metal immediately adjacent to it. This difference will remain at all times from the
deposition of the weld onwards.
The diffusion coefficients to quote for weld metal and plate metal have not been
determined in any exact way. This is due to the difficulties in the interpretation
of experimental measurements caused by the demonstrated inability of proposed
theory of diffusional behaviour to reconcile with observed behaviour, see section 4.5
and also section 4.6 . Furthermore, the entirety of Chapter 1 reviewing the literature
on hydrogen in metals, especially on its behaviour as a solute in iron and steels and
on the experimental difficulties in investigating it, makes it clear that there cannot
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be an unconditional material property of a hydrogen diffusion coefficient in that
material. The complex interaction of hydrogen with the microstructure of the metal
it is in means that any measurement is a statement only of what is seen in that
situation.
A working assumption about the relationship of weld metal to plate metal hydrogen diffusivities was used in section 2.4.3 . This was necessary in order to proceed
with the numerical wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP) tests. In the specific
cases of the numerical WWHP tests and the numerical representation described in
section 2.4.4 of the experiments of Christensen and Evans [143], it was found that
the ratio of diffusion coefficients between weld metal and plate metal made negligible difference to the computed features which most clearly showed a problem with
the postulated theory in explaining the observed results. This retrospectively relieved concern with the quality of the working assumption on diffusivity. However,
here, the quality of the diffusivity assumption, if it were used, would be of great
importance.
The working assumption referred to in section 2.4.3, which was that hydrogen
diffusivity in the weld metal is likely to be similar to that in the highest carbon
“classic” pearlitic plate steels, was based on the comparative logic that the more
microstructural features a metal has, the more it can trap hydrogen, so the higher
will be its solubility and the lower will be its diffusivity to hydrogen. As a weld
metal which has the strong and tough acicular ferrite microstructure has many
“features” per unit volume, given its fine-grained ferrite structure, fine inclusions
and precipitates, the expectation is that the diffusivity it offers to hydrogen is likely
to be low compared to other microstructures. Likewise, for a pearlitic plate steel
with a carbon content around 0.2% by mass, the microstructure has many “features”,
including phase boundaries within the islands of pearlite and in the form of their
boundaries with ferrite regions, so there is a similar expectation. By contrast, the
more recent thermo-mechanically controlled-rolled and accelerated-cooled (TMCRAC) steels represented by the steels “0547C” and “0854C”, whose compositional
analyses are listed in Table 3.1 on page 109, have what would be considered very
“clean” microstructures, with equiaxed ferrite and little else obvious in view in the
microstructure. By the same logic that was applied to the weld metal and higher
carbon pearlitic plate steels, these steels would be expected to offer a high diffusivity
to hydrogen in solution in them.
This comparative logic still appears as good now, after the findings of the investigative program, as it did in section 2.4.3 when it was applied as a means to enable
the investigative program to proceed.
In section 4.5, Table 4.4 on page 175 lists what diffusion coefficients the plate
metals used in the experimental program appear to offer to hydrogen given certain
assumptions. What has been done there is to assume that a well-known equation
for unsteady-state diffusion, quoted on page 51, which presents that a “diffusion
front” advancing from a solute source shows a square-root relationship of solute
advancement distance with elapsing time, robustly holds approximately true despite
all the doubt cast on the underlying assumptions featuring in its derivation. These
arguments are presented in full in section 4.5 . The average of the hydrogen diffusion
coefficients for each steel have been calculated from values in the third column of
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steel

0547C
0854C
9590C
BS50D
EN8

diff.
coef.
m2 s−1 × 1010
6.0
5.5
2.4
1.9
1.8

Table 4.6: Averages of the diffusion coefficients obtained from the experimental program
for each steel featuring in it, which are presented in Table 4.4 on page 175. Note these
results are from only the “W5–2” series of “WWHP” tests; see Table 3.2 on page 110
for a “key”. The values used form the third column of Table 4.4, whose header indicates
the mathematical form, quoted in full on page 51, used to obtain what are certainly only
estimates of a diffusion coefficient for hydrogen in the steels. Section 4.5 discusses the
difficulties in reconciling existent theory with observed outcome in the experimental program, after which this guarded use of best estimates is the best means available to advance
the work in this section. The “EN8” steel is not a plate steel; hence its differentiation
from the other steels which are constructional plate steels.

Table 4.4 and are presented in Table 4.6 . The steels featuring in Table 4.6 have their
compositional analyses listed in Table 3.1 on page 109. It seems from the Table 4.6
that the best estimate for the diffusivity of hydrogen in the 0.22%C BS50D plate
steel is around 1.9 × 10−10 m2 s−1 . The highest estimate of hydrogen diffusivity seen
in Table 4.6 is for the 0.05%C “0547C” steel, at 6.0×10−10 m2 s−1 . The EN8 steel has
not been considered as part of the range because it is not a plate steel and appears
only for the experimental reason of extending upwards the carbon content range
over which hydrogen movement rates where observed. The comparison suggests a
diffusivity ratio between the lowest and highest values found in plate steels of just
over 1 : 3 (1 : 3.2 is the calculated value, though the accuracy of the analysis of the
data does not support the implied accuracy).
In this section where the findings are being applied to commercial welding, the
advantage of using these indigenous results is that like is being compared with like,
all results being obtained by the same experimental method. In the experimental
program no means was found to measure the diffusivity of hydrogen moving through
the weld metal on its journey into plate metal, so no “like” result is available.
In Table 1.1 on page 35 the measurements of hydrogen diffusivity in weld metal
reported in the literature were obtained by a very different method. This is why
the “comparative logic” has been used to place an estimated weld metal hydrogen
diffusivity in relation to the indigenous measurements of plate metal diffusivity.
If the trends in the results seen in Table 4.6, that newer steels with decreasing
carbon contents and increasingly powerful use of TMCR-AC techniques are offering
increasingly higher diffusivities to hydrogen, then the diffusivity ratio is set to widen.
In the computations for predicted diffusive outcome in some configurations representative of commercial welding practice, diffusivity ratios between weld metal and
plate metal of 1 : 1, 1 : 2 and 1 : 4 have been somewhat arbitrarily chosen in view of
the preceding discussion.
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If it were correct that the diffusivity of hydrogen in the weld metal was a quarter
of that in a plate steel it has been deposited on, this would mean that the hydrogen
concentration in the HAZ is a quarter of that in the weld metal immediately adjacent
to it. It needs to be stressed that while the HAZ has been mentioned here, it is a
simplification in setting-up the numerical solution that the HAZ and plate metal are
assigned the property that they offer the same diffusivity to hydrogen. It is difficult
to know precisely what values to assign for the diffusivity of hydrogen in the HAZ,
so it would be a step in the wrong direction to introduce poorly justified additional
complications. The simplification that the plate metal and HAZ offer the same property makes a good reference point; a “base-line” from which more detailed studies
could proceed. Furthermore, both the liquid nitrogen temperature sectioning tests,
see sections 2.3.5, 3.6 and 4.2, and the wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP)
test, see sections 2.3.5, 3.7 and 4.1, have already demonstrated the constraint that
if there is an effect of the HAZ properties to hydrogen being different to those of the
plate metal then this effect is not a major one.
The fundamental theory reviewed again above and the estimates of diffusion
coefficients in weld metal and plate metal, also see above, form the basis of the
previously mentioned numerical computations of predicted hydrogen concentration
profiles in commercial welds. The weld configurations used in commercial practice
for which computations have been performed are the root run of a “V” preparation
weld in 25mm thickness steel plate and a completed backing-strip weld in 25mm
thickness plate. These choices are described in section 2.4.5 .
The computations of hydrogen concentration profile for backing strip welds are
shown in Figure 4.21 . These computations are performed using the simplification
that the hydrogen in the weld zone was initially uniformly distributed in the weld
metal, which is likely to be rather unrealistic for this multi-run weld. This was commented upon in section 2.4.5, were knowledge that ultimately the solution would not
be used for any detailed analysis featured in proceeding utilising this large simplification. The three graphs show the hydrogen concentration profiles for the same real
elapsed time, for three cases of the relationship of weld metal hydrogen diffusivity
to plate metal hydrogen diffusivity. These cases are that the ratio of weld metal to
plate metal hydrogen diffusivity are 1 : 1, 1 : 2 and 1 : 4. By far the most interesting
feature is the emergence of the vertical step in the hydrogen concentration contour
at the fusion boundary between weld metal and plate metal when the property of
these two is not the same. Therefore, in the first computed concentration contour
in Figure 4.21, where the weld metal and plate metal offer the same properties to
hydrogen, the hydrogen concentration profile varies smoothly over the cross-section
of the weld. In the cases where it is defined that the plate metal offers a higher
diffusivity to the hydrogen than the weld metal, it can be seen that the hydrogen
concentration in the entirety of the plate metal is discontinuously lower than the
hydrogen concentration in all the weld metal apart from its outer borders adjacent
to free surfaces with the atmosphere. The higher the hydrogen movement rate in
the plate metal, the lower is the highest hydrogen concentration in the plate metal.
In all cases, irrespective of the ratio of diffusion coefficients for hydrogen in weld
metal and plate metal, the highest hydrogen concentration in the weld metal and
its location are essentially unchanged. The actual situation being modeled is that
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Figure 4.21: Three computations of predicted hydrogen concentration contour over the
cross-section of a backing strip weld, whose shape is presented in figure 2.34 on page 94.
The diffusivity ratio labelling each of the three plots refers to the ratio of hydrogen diffusion coefficients in the weld metal and plate metal. The hydrogen concentration [H] can
be considered as arbitrary units, though if it were quoted that they gave the hydrogen
concentration in mlH2 /100gFe this would be representative of levels met in commercial
welding practice. Note the weld width and height dimensions are in millimetres×2. The
plate thickness is 25mm. Where the coordinates are outside the cross-section of the weld
the plot is arbitrarily given the value -5 on the vertical (hydrogen concentration) scale.
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the weld metal remains the same for each of the three welds while the plate metal is
varied. For both the weld metal and its highest hydrogen concentration to remain
the same in each of the cases would mean that the stress at which the weld would
hydrogen crack would remain the same in each of the cases of the ratio of weld metal
to plate metal hydrogen diffusion coefficient. What is varying is the plate metal and
its hydrogen level, which if it results in the cracking susceptibility in the HAZ to
fall low enough could result in transfer of hydrogen weld cracking, where it occurs,
to the weld metal.
For the root run weld, Figure 4.22, a similar situation is seen to be predicted.
Figure 2.31 on page 91 and Figure 2.33 on page 93 show the dimensions of the weld
for which the solution was obtained. The assumption in the numerical solution of
weld hydrogen initially being uniformly distributed in the weld metal is likely to
be highly realistic for this single-run weld which rapidly cools between large plate
masses, see section 2.3.1 . There is the step reduction in the hydrogen concentration
when moving from the weld metal to plate metal when the plate metal offers a
higher diffusivity to hydrogen, and the peak hydrogen concentration, found in the
weld metal, remains essentially the same and at the same location.
Additional information has been included in the Figure 4.22, compared to the
previous three figures for the backing-strip welds. For the root run, a plot of hydrogen concentration vs distance in the width direction from the weld centre line
has been sampled from the computer numerical solution. This has been done at
the same numerical time increment at which the hydrogen concentration contour
in cross-section was sampled, and at the “height” in the thickness dimension of
the plate and weld at which the highest hydrogen concentration was found on the
longitudinal–vertical central plane of the weld. These show the continuous smooth
curve where the weld and plate metal offer the same diffusivity properties to hydrogen (diffusivity ratio 1 : 1), then the increasing step in the hydrogen concentration
curve at the fusion boundary where the ratio of hydrogen diffusivities in weld metal
and plate metal are 1 : 2 and 1 : 4.
The contour plots of hydrogen concentration across the weld cross-section and
the curves for the hydrogen concentration vs distance are difficult to quantitatively
compare, and neither allow a comparison of how the relationship of features evolves
over time. This is because they show the situation at a single moment in time which
was judged to allow the features of most interest to be qualitatively demonstrated
most clearly. The details of the criterion for the time at which the hydrogen concentration is sampled is described in detail in section 2.4.5 . As an approximately
correct simplification, it can be stated that the hydrogen concentration profile was
sampled at the elapsed time at which the remaining peak hydrogen concentration
in the weld zone is 99% of the original hydrogen concentration in the weld at zero
time, though section 2.4.5 does give the full criterion. There is a sampling of the
numerical solution where evolution of features with elapsing time is very interesting.
Consider the following practical situation.
There is a general concern in the field of welding that weld cracking, when it
occurs, is increasingly tending to happen in the weld metal rather than in the HAZ.
Part of the explanation may be that the low-carbon HSLA plates have an inherently higher resistance to embrittlement in the presence of hydrogen than previous
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Figure 4.22: Predicted hydrogen concentration profile in the root run of a “V” preparation weld
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compositions. These had higher carbon contents and were able to transform to hard
hydrogen embrittlement susceptible martensite microstructure [9, 8]. A change of
cracking tendency from HAZ to weld metal could be caused by two separate consequences of a change to low-carbon HSLA steels. One is that there is not the
formation of hard martensite in which cracking could easily occur. The other effect
is the lowering of the hydrogen level in the HAZ. A step reduction in hydrogen level
at the fusion boundary when moving into the HAZ, caused by the hydrogen solution
properties of the newer plate metals, is certain to assist a shift in propensity to crack
from the HAZ to the weld metal.
In this experimental program, the steels which are showing the highest movement
rates to hydrogen, at approaching twice that offered by the classic around 0.2%C
steels, are the TMCR-AC HSLA steels. These acronyms are : thermo-mechanically
controlled-rolled, accelerated-cooled and high-strength low-alloy. These steels offer
advantages of higher strength and toughness, so to also be able to offer weldability
advantages would be moving the market in a way which it is inclined to go. There is
the anecdotal information, though nothing which can yet be cited, of noted instances
of significant “over-performance” of steels with respect to hydrogen embrittlement
resistance. This is obviously a commercially sensitive area. The question which
emerges is; how are the relative susceptibilities to hydrogen cracking in the weld
metal and the HAZ going to be affected by changes in the hydrogen concentration
in these locations caused specifically by the selection of different steels ?
The obvious way to study this is to sample the predicted highest hydrogen concentrations in the weld metal and the plate metal including the HAZ, which, as
was previously mentioned, is assigned the same properties as the plate metal. The
interest is to find the level of susceptibility to cracking from the moment the weld is
completed until sufficiently far into elapsing time that the hydrogen has dispersed
enough that the remaining hydrogen concentrations can no longer cause cracking.
The method by which these values are sampled from the computer numerical solution applied to hydrogen diffusion in the root run of a “V” preparation weld is
described in section 2.4.5, which includes Figure 2.35 on page 98 illustrating this
issue.
The description in section 2.4.5 also presents the reasoning why this sampling of
hydrogen concentrations with elapsing time achieves the intended purpose. What
is needed is a sampling of the state of the numerical solution, and therefore the
predicted hydrogen concentrations, over elapsing time. The reason that the only
the highest hydrogen concentration in either the weld metal or the plate metal is of
interest is outlined in section 2.4.5 where the method of using the numerical solution
for the purpose being developed here is described. The explanation is presented
again here in the context of the discussion so far. For a root run, which is a small
compared to the much thicker areas of plate steel it is joining, the stress transversely
and longitudinally is likely to be approximately equal throughout the weld metal and
the plate metal immediately bordering it. Qualitatively, it is already known from the
3—D plots of predicted hydrogen concentration in the cross-section of root-run and
backing strip welds, see figures 4.21 and 4.22, that the highest predicted hydrogen
concentration in the plate metal is immediately adjacent to the weld and its fusion
boundary to the plate metal (HAZ). Stress will also be lower in the more distant
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regions of the thicker and full-thickness plate, so it is guaranteed that hydrogen
cracking, if it occurs in the plate metal, will be in this region immediately bordering
the weld metal. This pattern of cracking is familiar, because it is what is seen in
practice, see section 1.1.4 . When a region of metal is homogeneous in its properties
and the stress is uniform, it is certain to hydrogen crack at the region of highest
hydrogen concentration. Therefore, as is already know, the plate metal will tend to
hydrogen crack in the HAZ while the weld metal, if it cracks, will crack near the
centre of its cross-sectional outline, where the hydrogen concentration is highest.
Therefore, what is needed is at a succession of elapsing times to sample the highest
hydrogen concentration in the weld metal, which will be at a position adjacent to
the longitudinal–vertical central plane and around the mid-height of the weld, and
the highest hydrogen concentration in the plate metal (HAZ) immediately bordering
the weld metal. The details of how this is done are described in section 2.4.5, which
illustrates the main features of the method in the recently-mentioned Figure 2.35 on
page 98.
The results obtained, presented as graphs, are presented in Figure 4.23 . These
show that it is indeed the case that the highest hydrogen concentration in the weld
metal with elapsing time is virtually independent of the diffusivity ratio of weld
metal to plate metal. On the other hand, the hydrogen concentration in the HAZ
at all times after weld completion is indeed significantly dependent on the ratio of
hydrogen diffusion coefficients in the weld metal and plate metal. The point stressed
here is that this finding for the hydrogen level in the HAZ is present at all elapsed
times.
The question will inevitably be asked ; what is the relationship between NTI and
real elapsed time ? The conversion formulae are given in section 2.4.2, and need as
an input variable the diffusion coefficient for hydrogen in the metal whose diffusivity
is the reference, given the “full jump” in the numerical solution. It is also necessary
to know that these numerical time increments are dependent on this computation
being performed with the 2—D numerical solution, whose “full jump” is 1/4 of the
solute in each element of the numerical solution on each time increment. Note that
the NTI scale of the graphs has been scaled to give the effect that the weld metal
diffusivity to hydrogen is the constant. Studying only the case that the weld metal
and plate metal have the same properties, ie the diffusivity ratio is 1 : 1, allows the
time scale conversion factor from numerical to real elapsed time to be obtained most
simply.
The conversion formula between numerical and real elapsed time given in section 2.4.2 can be transposed to give
∆t =

1 × 10−6
∆t
4DUL 2

where t is in elapsed time in seconds, D is the diffusion coefficient in m2 s−1 , UL is
the discretisation of the numerical solution in element cube edge lengths per mm and
t is elapsed numerical time increments (NTI). The constant 4 appears, instead of 6
for a 3—D solution, because of the “jump fraction” of 1/4 for this 2—D solution, as
previously mentioned. Taking a value of D of 1.9×10−10 m2 s−1 , which is the average
best estimate presented in Table 4.6 for the BS50D steel, and UL is 10 mm−1 , then
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Figure 4.23: Computed highest hydrogen concentrations in the weld metal and heataffected-zone (HAZ) plate metal of a “V” preparation root run weld with elapsing time.
The HAZ was assigned the property that its diffusivity to hydrogen is equal to that of
the plate metal. The computations show three cases of the relationship of weld metal
to plate metal hydrogen diffusivity. These are diffusivity ratios of weld metal to plate
metal of 1 : 1, 1 : 2 and 1 : 4. The “1 : 1” case represents that the weld metal and plate
metal offer the same diffusive properties to hydrogen. The hydrogen concentration scale
is an arbitrary choice, but could reasonably represent a welding system which gave a
fused metal hydrogen concentration of 10 mlH2 /100gFe (per mass deposited metal would
be a few tens of percent higher than this). The elapsed time units are numerical elapsed
time. An approximate estimate of what this represents in real elapsed time is discussed
in the accompanying text. The full scale of 3000 numerical time increments represents
approximately 11 hours.
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Figure 4.24: The predicted maximum hydrogen levels in the heat-affected-zone (HAZ)
as a proportion of the maximum hydrogen level in the HAZ in a similar weld where
the weld metal and plate metal offer the same diffusivity to hydrogen. These computed
predictions are for the “V” preparation root run weld whose form is shown in Figure 2.33
on page 93. The diffusivity ratios in the key to the graph lines refer to the ratio of
the diffusion coefficients in the weld metal and plate metal in that particular weld. The
HAZ is assigned the same diffusivity to the hydrogen as the plate metal. As discussed in
the accompanying text, the elapsed numerical time of around 3000 increments represents
approximately 11 hours of familiar time.

the full length of the x–axis of 3000 NTI represents 11 hours. Uncertainty on D
suggests that the range on the estimate be taken to be at least ±50%. The estimate
for the diffusivity of hydrogen in the BS50D steel has been taken because, as was
discussed near the beginning of this section, it is a guided guess that the diffusivities
for hydrogen in “classic” pearlitic plate steels and in weld metals are not greatly
dissimilar.
It can be measured from the plots in Figure 4.23 that the hydrogen levels in the
HAZ when the diffusivity ratios of weld metal to plate metal are 1 : 2 and 1 : 4 are
alway less than the hydrogen concentration in the HAZ for the case that the weld
metal and plate metal have the same hydrogen diffusivities (diffusivity ratio is 1 : 1).
Derived from the same sampled output from the computer numerical solution which
gave Figure 4.23 is the following Figure 4.24 . This explicitly shows the proportional
difference between the HAZ hydrogen levels when the diffusivity ratios between weld
and plate metals are 1 : 2 and 1 : 4 compared to when the HAZ hydrogen level when
diffusion properties of the weld and plate metals are the same. In both the cases of
diffusivity ratios of 1 : 2 and 1 : 4, the highest hydrogen concentration as a proportion
of the “1 : 1” case is at the earliest noted time (20 numerical time increments), then
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falls rapidly to a slightly lower proportional level from which there continues a steady
lesser descent in the hydrogen level as a proportion of that for the “1 : 1” case. For
the “1 : 2” case the initial highest proportion is 61% at 20 numerical time increments
(NTI), while by 500 NTI the proportion is 54% then declines essentially linearly to
39% at 2800 NTI. The matching figures for the “1 : 4” case are : 36% at 20 NTI,
27% at 500 NTI and 17% at 2800 NTI.
These figures could represent a significant reduction in hydrogen cracking propensity overlaying any other changes in the hydrogen cracking propensity caused by the
different type of plate metal and its mechanical properties. A logarithmic relationship between hydrogen concentration and fracture stress is reported [163, 164]. It is
quoted that [163, 164]
σSFL = A − B log[H]
where σSFL is the “static fatigue limit”, [H] is the concentration of hydrogen in the
sample and A and B are constants. The “static fatigue limit” is the lowest constantly applied stress which will cause the sample to ultimately fail in elapsing time
at a given constant average hydrogen level in the sample. The behaviour of samples
in failing under static load by hydrogen cracking mechanisms in the presence of a
constant hydrogen level in the sample has been the subject of a seminal publication [14]. The findings being reported here are from the use of “implant” tests to
obtain estimates of the hydrogen embrittlement of the HAZ [163, 164]. The function
of the “implant” test procedure is to test the cracking susceptibility of the HAZ, on
the precept that all weld zone cracking will be in a hardened HAZ; hardening caused
by martensite formation during the rapid cooling of the austenitised plate metal in
the HAZ from the peak temperature in the temperature cycle of the weld. These
tests pre-date the existence of the low carbon TMCR and TMCR-AC as commercial products, hence the precept that only the HAZ has to be studied to know the
susceptibility of the weld to cracking. The applicability of the data to the range of
steels appearing in this experimental investigative program, which has contemporary TMCR-AC steels, is very much in doubt. These steels have carbon contents low
enough to never form hard microstructures in the HAZ during arc welding. Weld
cracking can be transfered from the HAZ to the weld metal. The photomicrographs
taken from weld samples featuring in this experimental investigative program are
presented in Appendix A.1 on pages 225 to 236. The central objective of the investigative program has been to give detail on the issue of hydrogen concentrations in
the weld zone, so microstructural issues have not been treated in detail. Readers
may wish to confirm the impression that the photomicrographs in Appendix A.1
show a martensitic transformed HAZ in the “classic” carbon-manganese BS50D
pearlitic steel through to wholly ferritic structures in the transformed HAZ of the
TMCR-AC steels “0547C” and “0854C”, with the TMCR “only” “9590C” steel being an intermediate case. Steel analyses and classifications are given in Table 3.1 on
page 109.
Whether static fatigue is the phenomena of most relevance in understanding the
failure by hydrogen cracking of welds is also not absolutely clear. The weld is under
contractional stress from cooling and this stress will act as a static stress, so failure
by cracking after an “incubation” period is likely to be very much the static fatigue
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mechanism. On the other hand, research on “chevron” cracking in weld metal [56]
found that local deformation in the softer structures of the weld metal microstructure appeared to feature in the hydrogen cracking. This phenomenon could affect the
unhardened, deformable, structures produced in the HAZ on low carbon TMCR and
TMCR-AC steels. It was suggested [56] that hydrogen as “Cottrell atmospheres”
around dislocations may be the underlying physical explanation why plasticity is
associated with hydrogen cracking. These is given increased weight by the independent demonstration [22] that hydrogen embrittlement during deformation does
appear to feature hydrogen traveling with dislocations, thereby providing a hydrogen concentration mechanism which can cause cracking. It is possible that for higher
carbon plates with hard martensitic structures in the HAZ hydrogen cracking, when
it occurs, will be by the static fatigue mechanism, while for very low carbon compositions of the TMCR-AC steel another mechanism involving plasticity could feature
in HAZ hydrogen cracking when it occurs. A need for caution would seem to be
suggested.
The effect of the appearance of the hydrogen concentration in the logarithmic
term in the quoted formula for σSFL is that, for a particular steel, from any initial
hydrogen level a given proportional reduction in the hydrogen concentration raises
the static fatigue limit stress by a constant amount. Thus, if a halving of the hydrogen concentration from a very high level typical of the weld metals deposited by
cellulosic electrodes raised the static fatigue limit by y units of strength, a halving
of hydrogen concentration at the low hydrogen levels produced by dried basic-flux
welding consumables would also raise the static fatigue limit by the same absolute
gain of y units of strength. This applies to any other fractional proportion of remaining hydrogen. It can also be noted that the effect of the presence of hydrogen
concentration in a logarithmic term is to make σSFL go to infinity as [H] goes to zero,
whereas, in reality, failure in tension would intervene at the familiar “unembrittled”
tensile strength. Although hydrogen levels compared above were those from different
welds, the relationship of constant change in static fatigue strength with the same
proportional change in hydrogen level applies only to different hydrogen levels in one
steel, because the constants A and B are dependent on the nature of the steel. The
dependence of fracture stress on a logarithmic function of hydrogen concentration is
not believed to have been brought into doubt since the quoted relationship for σSFL
was derived.
It was shown [163, 164] that in the formula σSFL = A − B log[H] the values
of A and B had an ordered behaviour with respect to a purely empirical “carbon
equivalent” formula, Cequiv = C + Mn/8, where C and Mn are the mass percentages of carbon and manganese respectively in the steel [164]. This relationship was
observed for what could now be considered “classic” carbon-manganese steels, and
it is to be doubted that this relationship would correlate results from contemporary
low carbon TMCR and TMCR-AC plate steels unless the contrary is demonstrated.
The following is the best guidance that could be obtained on the basis of the
information available [163, 164]. At the highest carbon end of the range of plate
steels in this investigative program, the BS50D steel with 0.218%C and 1.52%Mn,
the sample “steel 6” [164] has 0.218%C and 1.47%Mn, which give “Cequiv ” values of 0.408 and 0.402 respectively. The BS50D steel and “steel 6” seem to be
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very closely matched carbon-manganese plate steels. On the other hand, the steel
“0547C” at the opposite end of the range of carbon levels in the plate steels featuring in this experimental investigation has no close match in the data available [164].
“Steel 3” with 0.094%C and 1.28%Mn [164] is the steel with the lowest “Cequiv ”
value, at 0.254, for which information on the constants A and B are available. Setting aside the doubt over the applicability of the “Cequiv ” formula to the TMCR-AC
HSLA “0547C” steel, its 0.05%C and 1.20%Mn give it a “Cequiv ” value of 0.20, which
is somewhat lower than for the “steel 3”. The best procedure seems to be to produce mathematical calculations based on available data then to question how well
it informs on the situation actually in question, than to attempt to apply variations
indicated by, for instance, extrapolation, to the input data, when the basis for such
measures would lack clear justification. The values of “A” and “B” for the HAZ’s
of “steel 3” and “steel 6” were obtained from the graphs in the cited source [164].
The deduced values are as follows :
“steel 3” A = 85.3 B = 26.0 “steel 6” A = 38.9 B = 17.8
The next step is to suggest hydrogen levels in the HAZ. Let it be a working assumption, on the basis of all previous discussions, that the case of the BS50D steel
welded by a suitable electrode for producing a root run in a “V” preparation weld
(eg basic SMA) is represented by the numerical computation where the ratio of
hydrogen diffsuivities in weld metal and plate metal is 1 : 1. Similarly, let it be a
working assumption that where the “0547C” steel is substituted for the BS50D steel
in the previous case, the diffusivity between weld metal and plate metal is found
to be 1 : 4. The numerical computations offer the following information for highest hydrogen level, as a proportion of the initial weld hydrogen level, at the NTI’s
also stated :
“1 : 1” 4.73/10 (140NTI) “1 : 4” 1.60/10 (60NTI)
which was obtained from the data plotted as Figure 4.23 on page 194. Considering a
weld which gives a hydrogen concentration of 4.9 mlH2 /100gFe , which is the hydrogen
level given by the lower hydrogen R-FCW welding consumable used in this experimental program, see section 3.4 . However, this welding system would not actually
have the “penetration” to do such a root run, though the hydrogen level would be
typical of a weld produced by a low-hydrogen basic SMA welding consumable which
would be suitable. Expressed in the units of hydrogen concentration used in plotting
the cited data [164], this is an initial weld hydrogen concentration of 4.41ppm. From
this it is calculated that, for the matches of weld metal to plate metal diffusivity
ratios assumed to most closely represent the extremities of the range of steels being
considered, the highest hydrogen levels encountered in the HAZ’s for the extreme
cases are :
“1 : 1” 2.09ppm[H]
‘1 : 4” 0.706ppm[H]
By applying the working assumptions and closest matches, the formula “σSFL =
A − B log[H]” [163, 164] can now be utilised. Table 4.7 expresses calculated values
for the static fatigue limit (SFL) of the HAZ in the form judged most informative
given the available data.
The indication provided by the table is that, on the basis of available information [163, 164], most of the change in cracking strength in the HAZ with changing
steel composition is due to the inherent hydrogen cracking susceptibility of the steel,
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σSFLHAZ for steels where
Cequiv = 0.40 Cequiv = 0.25
33.2
( 77.0 )
( 41.6 )
89.2

Table 4.7: Static fatigue limit strengths in the heat-affected-zone (σSFLHAZ ) calculated
for higher carbon and lower carbon plate steels. These strengths are in “hbar”. The
left-hand-side of the table has hydrogen levels believed, based on the computation which
produced Figure 4.23 on page 194, to exist in the HAZ of higher carbon and lower carbon
steels respectively, moving downwards. The two columns of strengths present values
calculated for a higher carbon and a lower carbon plate steel respectively, looking from
left to right. The calculation is performed on the basis of values of A and B obtained from
a cited source [163, 164]. Given this scheme, the top-left and lower-right strength values
are calculated for the HAZ’s where the steel is matched to the hydrogen level believed
to exist in it. The other two values, in brackets, are the strengths that would exist were
the other, non-matching, hydrogen concentration present. The value of this treatment is
in obtaining the indication that most of the difference in the σSFLHAZ values calculated
comes from inherent susceptibilities of the steels to hydrogen cracking, rather than the
different hydrogen levels believed to exist in them.

rather than the difference in the hydrogen concentrations present which is believed
to be a side-effect of changing the steel type. This suggests that it is not correct to
think that differences in hydrogen level caused by differing hydrogen diffusivity in
the plate metal, given a constant diffusivity for hydrogen in the weld metal, could
have a significant effect on HAZ cracking resistance.
The information considered so far for the quantitative effect of hydrogen levels on embrittlement does not come from a wide enough range of investigation to
give a compelling answer to the question on the effect of the computed hydrogen
concentration differences on weld hydrogen cracking resistance.
The value of the comparisons until now of highest hydrogen levels in the HAZ
for different situations of plate selection, given that the weld remains constant, is in
showing the contribution of hydrogen to the relative hydrogen cracking susceptibilities of the HAZ’s in the different welds.
Another consideration is the relation of highest hydrogen concentrations in the
weld metal and HAZ of the same weld. Whatever the absolute hydrogen levels,
if the highest hydrogen level in the weld metal is a proportionately greater than
in the HAZ, compared to another case of plate selection, then the location where
cracking will occur is going to tend to migrate from the HAZ to the weld metal.
The Figure 4.25 is another presentation of the data sampled from the computer
numerical solution for the “V” preparation root run. This figure shows the prediction
that selecting plate metals offering high diffusivities to hydrogen will result in weld
metals in the HAZ which are a fraction of those in the weld metal. For the case
that the weld metal and plate metal offer the same diffusivity to hydrogen (“1 : 1”),
the highest hydrogen level in the HAZ starts of at 48% of that in the weld metal,
then increases, converging increasingly to the weld metal hydrogen concentration
with elapsing time. For the opposite extreme considered where the ratio is 1 : 4, the
highest proportion at around 16% occurs at the early time of around 60 to 80 NTI
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Figure 4.25: Predicted ratio of highest hydrogen concentration in the heat-affected-zone
(HAZ) to the highest hydrogen concentration in the weld metal with elapsing time. These
are for a root run in a “V” preparation weld, as specified in Figure 2.33 on page 93. Three
different cases are considered where the ratios of weld metal to plate metal diffusivity in a
particular weld are 1 : 1, 1 : 2 and 1 : 4. As discussed in the accompanying text, the elapsed
numerical time of around 3000 increments represents approximately 11 hours of familiar
time.

then declines to around 14% by 400 NTI, a value which remains essentially constant.
The “1 : 2” case is somewhat intermediate, with the ratio of highest HAZ hydrogen
to highest weld metal hydrogen being in the range 27% to 32%, with the lower values
being around a minima at around 400 NTI.
For the highest hydrogen concentration in the HAZ to be only 14% of the highest
hydrogen concentration in the weld metal is a striking finding. For hydrogen cracking
to not occur in the weld metal would call upon the weld metal to have a much
higher resistance to hydrogen cracking than the HAZ. This is for the case that the
weld metal to plate metal diffusivity ratio is 1 : 4, which is believed to represent
the situation of welding a modern TMCR-AC (also known as TMCP for thermomechanically controlled processed) HSLA steel with an acicular ferrite forming (ie
currently typical) weld metal. If this prediction were correct, it would be a significant
part of the explanation why the historical virtually invariable tendency to crack in
the HAZ has been replaced by a situation where hydrogen cracking can be in either
the weld metal or the HAZ.
Quantitative information for weld metal hydrogen cracking susceptibility seems
even less available that for HAZ plate metal. The “lowest carbon equivalent” steel
in a previously cited work [164] for which the static fatigue limit stress relationship
is known features in Table 4.7 on page 199. A hydrogen level of 4.41ppm, which
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is the assigned initial weld hydrogen level at the moment the weld has just been
completed when calculating the HAZ hydrogen levels which feature in Table 4.7,
when input as the hydrogen level for the “Cequiv = 0.25” steel gives a value for σSFL
of 68.5“hbar”. This compares to a the strength of 89.2“hbar” when the hydrogen
level in the HAZ of the same weld is at its highest, see also Table 4.7 . Whatever
the accuracy limitations of utilising the formula for the static fatigue limit strength
of a 0.094%C 1.28%Mn carbon-manganese plate metal in place of data specifically
for an acicular-ferrite forming weld metal albeit likely to have not entirely dissimilar
levels of carbon and manganese, there is a median tendency to have static stress
levels in the weld zone approaching the yield stress of the metals present, so this
rough indication of an expected but noticeable loss of static fatigue strength to one
further below the notch tensile strength could have quite a noticeable effect. The
reason for a tendency for there to be internal stresses around a weld which approach
the yield stress is that, if the linear distance which the weld must contract during
cooling, due to the inherent tendency of materials to shrink with falling temperature,
is greater than the elastic strain which will take the steel to its yield stress, then
the weld must plastically yield to a small extent while maintaining this constant
stress. Hence this median tendency to yield-stress-level frozen-in stresses is caused
by the wide range of conditions which will produce this stress. Even if the hydrogen
cracking stresses of weld metals and plate metals do not seem particularly sensitive
to hydrogen level, in a situation where the stress and hydrogen levels are high enough
to force something to break, it is very believable that in this situation the differences
in highest hydrogen levels in the weld metal and the HAZ of the plate metal could
be enough to tip the balance between whether hydrogen cracking occurs in the HAZ
or in the weld metal.
All these predictions coming from the application of the computer numerical
method to “solve” for hydrogen diffusion in commercial welds are affected by the
demonstration that the assumptions upon which the numerical method are based
have been shown to be either incorrect or not a full explanation of the operative
mechanisms controlling hydrogen redistribution. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 discuss where
comparison of the computed outcome, given the hypothesised mechanism of diffusion, to experimental measurements of hydrogen redistribution shows a clear disparity. In sections 4.5 and 4.6 it was shown that the proportion of the original, zero
elapsed time hydrogen source emerging from distant surfaces, compared to surfaces
near and immediately adjacent to original hydrogen source, was much higher than
could be reconciled to the computed “predicted” outcome. The issue of the proportion of an initial finite hydrogen source emerging from distant surfaces is the one
where the comparison of computed outcome to experimental measurements is clearly
able to demonstrate a discrepancy. The concern is; what other features of diffusion,
about which no clear comment can yet be made on the basis of the experimental
measurements so far available, are not as predicted ? All the apparent findings so
far on commercial welds must come under scrutiny with the question being asked;
what is the likelihood of the predicted behaviour being remnant even when there is
a known problem with the hypotheses of mechanistic behaviour previously considered reasonable assumptions ? In the absence of new information it is not possible
to answer this question. However, for the most interesting phenomenon suggested
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by the investigation using the computational method to predict hydrogen concentration features in commercial welds, which is the hydrogen concentration step at
the fusion boundary, there is another, independent, source of information. This is
strong experimental evidence [62, 94] that diffusivity and solubility for hydrogen in
similar metals are inversely proportional to each other. This must mean that there
is a step in the hydrogen concentration at a boundary between regions with different diffusivity to hydrogen, as the solubility for hydrogen has also changed. There
appears therefore to be a high probability of the concentration step at the fusion
boundary being a “predicted” behaviour which does infact remain regardless of the
overall correctness of the assumptions embodied in the numerical method.
The finding that hydrogen is willing to travel distances through plate metal
rather than to escape into the atmosphere from nearby surfaces, compared to the
Fickian behavioural assumption, seems very likely, in itself, to contain practical consequences for welding. The problem in predicting what these might be is that the
mechanism causing the observed outcome is not yet understood. Asymmetric diffusion has been noted before [62, 90] but does not come with associated explanation
of the reason. As for the findings on movement rate of hydrogen, these findings
are from samples which are actual welds. The means that the findings are “real”.
Without understanding the mechanisms producing the outcomes it is not possible
to know how to modify the effect for practical benefit. What is really wanted is
to facilitate the rapid escape of hydrogen through surfaces near to its source in the
weld metal, so a finding that hydrogen is reluctant to escape through near surfaces
is not a good thing for welding fabrication. It seems that this situation of reluctance
to escape through surfaces close to the source of the hydrogen and instead to travel
disproportionate distances into the plate metal is what is being lived with now. Two
favourable outcomes can be seen. One is to get the hydrogen to find it favourable
to escape through adjacent surface. The other possibility is to make better choices
in material selection and welding practice so that weld performance is improved in
this situation of disproportionate willingness of hydrogen to make journeys through
plate metal. The latter does have the look of being a more accessible option. What
would be interesting is if a disproportionate willingness of hydrogen to follow dispersion paths into the plate metal makes the transport rate of hydrogen in the plate
more important than it would otherwise be. This would have the effect of making
plate steels which offer higher hydrogen movement rates even more attractive for
construction by welding.
If the latter conjecture were confirmed, it would be a very interesting outcome
for the commercial world of steels and welding.
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The hypothesised theory of solute movement rate control by random solute jumping
in volume cannot be reconciled with the experimental results obtained . There is no
agreed definition of what is meant by “ Fickian diffusion”, so whether this “random
solute jumping” is synonymous with “Fickian diffusion” cannot be stated.
The results of tests on single-run welds show a rate of propagation of weld hydrogen in the plate metal which has a parabolic rate relationship, in that distance of
hydrogen propagation is proportional to the square root of elapsed time of diffusion.
This is as “Fickian” diffusion would show, but does not uniquely identify diffusion
as being so because other diffusion modes show this rate relationship.
Sectioning of completed single-run welds at liquid nitrogen temperature showed
that during welding and cooling where the plate is at room temperature, the weld hydrogen did not manage to propagate significant distances beyond the fusion boundary into the plate metal. At most the propagation distance which was a fraction of
the weld bead height.
In the single-run weld tests (no multi-run weld tests are included) the hydrogen
showed itself able to travel away from the weld through the plate metal to distances
too great to be accounted for by the theory of diffusion as random solute jumping.
Hydrogen was observed attaining the detection limit on the back surface of samples
at a thickness 34% greater than the computed absolute maximum thickness beyond
which this should ever be possible. The quoted figure is an observation but not a
rigorously tested upper limit. The coarse detection limit imposed by the method
of observing hydrogen bubble formation in glycerol, which needs a constant mass
of hydrogen emergence at a surface to generate the observation of hydrogen arrival,
proved a great advantage. For the lowest hydrogen level test welds the hydrogen
overcame the detection limit to show a parabolic rate relationship in propagation
distance vs time through to sample thicknesses several times the weld bead height,
where the parabolic rate relationship would be expected to fail from the earliest
readings at the smallest thicknesses of sample. This means that the hydrogen is
showing a disproportionate willingness to travel distances through the plate metal
in preference to escape through the weld surfaces immediately adjacent to it at the
start of the diffusion process. Furthermore, analysis of results found in the literature
for some weld samples [143] where enough time had been left for all weld hydrogen
to escape the sample showed that the total amount of hydrogen which emerged from
surfaces distant to the weld bead was around two times higher than expected.
Because the samples from which the results were obtained are welds it is possible
to draw important conclusions despite the demonstration that the theory expected
to explain the results is not correct.
The observations show that the rate of travel of hydrogen through the plate metal
varies significantly, by around a factor approaching two in the range of plate metals
studied. The contemporary low-carbon high-strength low-alloy steels which have
been produced using thermo-mechanical controlled-rolling and accelerated cooling
on completion of rolling (TMCR-AC) offer the highest movement rates to hydrogen,
while the higher carbon pearlitic steels show the lowest movement rates for hydrogen.
The numerical solution used in this program of work indicates that there should
be a step change in hydrogen concentration at the fusion boundary if the weld
and plate metals have different hydrogen diffusivities. The “hydrogen emergence at
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distant surfaces” issue has already shown that there is a problem with the assumed
theory. However, experimental evidence [62] does give an observed counterpart to
the expectation coming from the “random jumping” diffusive model that diffusivity
and solubility for a solute are inversely proportional in similar metals, which leads
to the “step”. The size of this step depends on the diffusivity values assigned to
the weld metal and plate metal. Information about weld metal hydrogen diffusivity
during the dispersion of hydrogen out of the surfaces and into the plate metal is not
available. Computations were run which used as input variables guided guesses that
the lowest and highest diffusivities for hydrogen encountered in plate steels represent
the cases that the ratios of weld metal to plate metal diffusivity spanned the range
from 1 : 1 to 1 : 4. The computations showed that the peak hydrogen concentration
in the weld metal at all times after weld completion has negligible dependence on the
plate metal diffusivity. This is perhaps surprising, but is understandable if the effect
of a step in the hydrogen concentration produced at the fusion boundary is to lower
the diffusive concentration gradient from the weld centre to the fusion boundary
and from the fusion boundary into the plate metal. It is therefore the presence of
a step in the hydrogen concentration profile at the fusion boundary which is going
to be the feature having the greatest effect on weld properties. In the “1 : 4” case
the hydrogen concentration in the heat-affected-zone (HAZ) is around 15% of the
peak in the weld metal. This makes it around 30% of the hydrogen concentration
in the HAZ in the “1 : 1” case, where the hydrogen concentration in the HAZ is,
as expected from comparison with the familiar simplest mathematical solutions for
diffusion, around 50% of the peak in the weld metal.
All these findings from the numerical tests are overshadowed by the finding that
there is a problem with the theory upon which the numerical method is based, but
the case that there should be a useful step in the hydrogen concentration at the
fusion boundary is supported by independent experimental observations.
Information on what effect the predicted hydrogen levels would have on mechanical properties also seems rather incomplete. The logic path available is very tenuous
and the information available pre-dates the commercial existence of the low carbon
zero-pearlite TMCR-AC plate steels which are at the high hydrogen diffusivity end
of the range of plate hydrogen diffusivities encountered. The information available,
which is thorough but of limited extent, being for pearlitic steels only [163, 164],
suggests that inherent microstructural susceptibility of the steel to hydrogen embrittlement is a larger variable than the change in the hydrogen level caused by the
selection of that steel on strength in the presence of hydrogen cracking. On the
other hand, the tendency to yield-stress-level contractional stresses in the weld zone
means that changes in cracking stress due to these different hydrogen levels, albeit
relatively small changes compared to other those already caused by other factors in
existence, means that these changes in cracking stress could be important and could
result in a transfer of the potential cracking site to the weld metal.
As is very obvious from these preceding two paragraphs, information is sketchy
in this area of which has potentially great commercial significance.
Weld hydrogen has been shown to have an apparent lack of interest in escaping
weld deposit surfaces initially adjacent to it and instead choosing to move across
the fusion boundary into the plate metal. Welding practice has used as a working
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assumption homogeneous non-concentration-dependent diffusion, which gives expected outcomes identical to the random solute-jumping model used in this project.
This means that the perceived disproportionate occurrences highlighted here look
identical from the perspective of current assumptions which are the bases for current
welding procedural standards and material selection.
A step reduction in the hydrogen concentration when crossing the fusion boundary from weld to plate when the plate metal offers a higher hydrogen diffusivity than
the weld metal would certainly be beneficial to commercial welding fabrication. Removing hydrogen cracking susceptibility from the HAZ is good, as this leaves plate
design freer to concentrate on the mechanical properties of the majority of the material which is not in the region of influence of a weld. It would be easier to focus
attention on the proportionally small mass of the fabrication which is weld metal in
order to enhance its performance in the presence of hydrogen.
The findings mean that there are more variables known to affect welds than
current welding standards consider.
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Two findings must surely command the greatest interest, as they suggest very significant ramifications for commercial welding fabrication. These are considered first.
The effect that hydrogen seems willing to travel into the plate metal and make
journeys of some distance through it to distant surfaces rather that escape from
initially adjacent surfaces of the weld metal remains very much shielded by mystery
at present. The perspective from which it is viewed that there is a disparity is
if hydrogen diffusion is expected to dissipate into the environment under control
of the redistribution rate in volume, where that rate is for Fickian diffusion with
homogeneous diffusion coefficients. There is no precept at present for where to look
for the answer. One possibility is to consider diffusion in the presence of “trapping”
and see if this leads to a prediction of greater solute emergence from distant surfaces.
It seems at present that an investigation needs to cast widely to find what nature of
explanation covers the largest part of the effect. There is no proof at the moment
that there is not some surface effect. One experiment which would appear to cast
wide for clues is to measure concentration profiles of hydrogen in a sample which
is outgassing. It would be interesting to know if the evidence is that hydrogen
concentration profile is set to plot to effectively zero at the surface. Another feature
to scrutinise on a concentration profile plot is whether the form and gradient of the
curve suggests a homogeneous diffusion coefficient for hydrogen across the extent of
the sample. Whatever is found, it is already proven that welding standards built
on a precept of homogeneous Fickian diffusion make seriously wrong assumptions
about the escape path of hydrogen into the environment, and its initial extent of
dilution into plate metal. A program finding the performance of welds in resisting
hydrogen cracking in the time period following welding is called for irrespective of
what is found in this investigation into mechanisms which control what proportion
of the original hydrogen source emerges from which surface. The interaction of plate
type, particularly with respect to its observed diffusivity to hydrogen, in these tests
needs to be one of the variables scrutinised.
The other finding of potentially far-reaching practical consequences for welding
is the prediction that there should be a step change in the hydrogen concentration
profile at boundaries between regions of different diffusion coefficient. This prediction comes from the simple model of diffusion used also as a numerical solution for
macroscopic diffusive outcomes in the configurations of interest. The solute concentration in the material with the higher diffusion coefficient for the solute should
be lower, compared to the solute concentration across the boundary in the higher
diffusivity material. This would mean that a step reduction in hydrogen level at the
fusion boundary when moving from weld metal to plate metal, especially if the weld
metal remains as being acicular-ferrite forming and the plates are very low carbon
high-strength low-alloy types. The measurement which is needed here is obvious.
During the diffusion of hydrogen through and out of the weld, an experiment needs
to halt the diffusion process and measure the concentration profile in existence at
the point the diffusion is stopped. Halting diffusion of hydrogen can be achieved by
cooling the sample to cryogenic temperatures. Were it to be verified that this phenomenon does occur, previous performance results for welds in resisting hydrogen
cracking could be re-evaluated to see if the outcomes are rationalised. There would
be value in performing new series of weldability tests for ranges of combinations of
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weld and plate metal.
As well the investigation of issues likely to have immediate commercial consequences, there is a need for more fundamental knowledge.
There is coverage of the topic of the change of allotropic form of iron on the
solution of hydrogen. It may be useful to investigate further into this topic. Something which does stand out is that the solution of hydrogen and its diffusivity in
austenitic stainless steel seems very far away from that for both the ferritic and
austenitic allotropes of pure iron. In pure iron the allotropic change is accompanied
by a change in the solution of hydrogen, but the effect is only a few tens of percents. Measurements on stainless steel and investigation why, if confirmed, there is
quantitatively very different solution behaviour could be very enlightening on the
fundamentals of hydrogen solution.
It seems that there is an inverse relationship between solubility and diffusivity of
hydrogen in steels. In some essentially similar steels with small incremental changes
in one variable between each sample the relationship seems exact. In cases where
the steels have had very different treatments the relationship is more loose. The
generality the tendency to have an inverse relationship between solubility and diffusivity would be valuable to know, especially for weld metals and plate steels used
in welding fabrication. There would then arise the question of which input variable
is most correct in predicting rate of redistribution of hydrogen in welds. In the extreme case, it could possibly be found that the product of solubility and diffusivity
for hydrogen in the individual materials is provides a better measure against which
to relate outcomes than diffusivity alone.
The theory of diffusion in the presence of trapping sites for hydrogen points to
two classes of trapping sites with different energy depths. At very low hydrogen
levels control of solubility and diffusivity lies with a trap showing an energy two to
three times higher than that seen at hydrogen levels familiar in as-deposited welds.
There appears to be no knowledge at present as to what the higher energy trap is.
It would be interesting to know if it is indeed the case that there is more than one
type of trap in a normal steel and if so, what microstructural features they are.
The actual event of hydrogen cracking in iron and steels remains an area where
there is not enough information to make a definitive statement on the way hydrogen
acts to assist cracking. It seems that this subject continues to draw interest and be
the subject of ongoing investigation.
There is a large and continuing effort on investigating the solution of hydrogen in
metals and it will remain useful to monitor developments and look to whether new
knowledge gained in the course of various objectives proves useful in enlightening
on hydrogen in welds and its effect on weld performance.
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A.1

Light optical photomicrographs showing the weld
metal and HAZ of weld cross-sections

These photomicrographs showing sample weld cross-sections are obtained from
the “W5–2 set 3” higher-hydrogen-weld series of wedge weld-hydrogen penetration
(WWHP) tests (see Table 3.2 on page 110 for “key” to naming convention).
The samples for which photomicrographs are presented appear in the order that
the sample “plate” steels are “0547C”, “0854C”, “9590C”, BS50D and EN8. This
places them in order of increasing carbon content, see Table 3.1 on page 109. The
steel EN8 is not actually a plate steel and is included in the experimental series in
order to provide a carbon level higher than those encountered in normal welding
practice.
For each sample, a series of photomicrographs have been obtained. These present
a traverse through the microstructures encountered down the vertical centre line
on the weld cross-section, moving from deep in the weld metal, through the heataffected-zone (HAZ) of the plate metal and onwards to a distance where it is no
longer perceptible that there is any microstructural alteration caused by the making
of the weld. Each photomicrograph was obtained at a position at which it was
judged most clearly represented a stage in the evolution of microstructural along
the traverse from the weld metal through the HAZ on into the parent plate. It
will be seen that different stages of microstructural evolution appear in the higher
carbon steels, compared to the lower carbon steels.
The lower hydrogen series of the “W5–2 set 3” samples were inspected and found
to show very similar microstructures, hence these have not been included as a further
series of photomicrographs.
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Appendix A.1 — Higher [H] weld upon steel “0854C”
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A.2

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) photomicrographs of the sample steels

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) photomicrographs of the microstructures
of the steels featuring in the experimental investigative program.
These are the steels as-received; ie “off the mill”. This is as opposed to samples
upon which test welds have been performed and where there has been microstructural alteration due to the weld thermal cycle.
The photomicrographs are presented in this order which places the steels in
ascending order of carbon content (see Table 3.1 on page 109) : steels “0547C”,
“0854C”, “9590C” and BS50D, which are plate steels, then steel EN8, which is not
a plate steel but is included in order to provide a carbon content in a sample which
is higher than normally encountered in welding.
The SEM photomicrographs possess scale-bars in the lower left-hand margin in
order to show the size of the features being seen.
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General view of microstructure at lower magnification

Phase island at intermediate magnification ; apparently not pearlite
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Appendix A.2 : SEM photomicrographs — steel “0547C”

Phase island viewed at higher magnification ; phase apparently involving
a precipitation process is definitely not pearlite
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Appendix A.2 : SEM photomicrographs — steel “0854C”

General view of microstructure at lower magnification

General view at intermediate magnification ; a homogeneous single-phase
fine-grained microstructure
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Appendix A.2 : SEM photomicrographs — steel “0854C”

At higher magnification ; impression confirmed that this is a single-phase
microstructure
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Appendix A.2 : SEM photomicrographs — steel “9590C”

General view of microstructure at lower magnification

Randomly selected area of pearlite at higher magnification
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Appendix A.2 : SEM photomicrographs — steel “9590C”

Another randomly selected area of pearlite at higher magnification

Further randomly selected area of pearlite at higher magnification
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Appendix A.2 : SEM photomicrographs — steel BS50D

General view of microstructure at lower magnification

Randomly selected area of pearlite at higher magnification
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Appendix A.2 : SEM photomicrographs — steel BS50D

Another randomly selected area of pearlite at higher magnification

Further randomly selected area of pearlite at higher magnification
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Appendix A.2 : SEM photomicrographs — steel BS50D

Yet another randomly selected area of pearlite at higher magnification
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Appendix A.2 : SEM photomicrographs — steel EN8

General view of microstructure at lower magnification

Randomly selected area of pearlite at the intermediate magnification ;
apparently inhomogeneous in its interlamellar spacing
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A.3

Weld cross-section photomacrographs

Photomacrographs of the cross-sections of all the welds in the “W5–2 set 3” series
of wedge weld-hydrogen penetration (WWHP) test samples and also the “W62”
WWHP sample (see Table 3.2 on page 110 for the “key” to naming convention).
The samples are presented in the order : higher hydrogen welds, sample steels
“0547C”, “0854C”, “9590C”, BS50D and EN8, then lower hydrogen welds, same
sample steels in same order, then the “W62” sample.
The samples have been polished and etched as per the usual metallographic
practice for revealing microstructures, except that as it is the macrostructure which
is of interest the etch is slightly heavier than normal.
The position of the weld fusion boundary can be seen to be different when comparing the higher weld hydrogen series of samples to the lower weld hydrogen series
of samples.

Appendix A.3 : Weld cross-section photomacrographs

Rule at same magnification – scale is millimetres

0547C higher hydrogen
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Appendix A.3 : Weld cross-section photomacrographs

0854C higher hydrogen

9590C higher hydrogen
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Appendix A.3 : Weld cross-section photomacrographs

BS50D higher hydrogen

EN8 higher hydrogen
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Appendix A.3 : Weld cross-section photomacrographs

0547C lower hydrogen

0854C lower hydrogen
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Appendix A.3 : Weld cross-section photomacrographs

9590C lower hydrogen

BS50D lower hydrogen
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Appendix A.3 : Weld cross-section photomacrographs

EN8 lower hydrogen

W62 (a high hydrogen weld)
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